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Abstract

This thesis entitled, Women at work in Ulster, 1845-1911, examines the waged work 

of women throughout the period. The first chapter examines the numbers of women 

recorded in employment in the Census o f Ireland and the distribution of women within the 

occupational structure. An analysis of the Census o f Ireland as a source is also given, 

highlighting the way in which contemporary assumptions about the nature of work 

influenced the recording of women’s labour in the census. An attempt is also made to 

demonstrate how assumptions of the husband as the breadwinner and the wife and daughters 

as dependents resulted in the exclusion of certain areas of women’s work from the 

productive category in the census. The proceeding chapters examine the wages and working 

conditions of women as hand-loom weavers, power loom weavers, home-workers, 

dressmakers, milliners and teachers in the elementary schools. Despite the establishment 

and growth of factories in the north-east of Ulster from the 1830s onwards, paid work in the 

home remained an important source of employment for women throughout the latter half of 

the nineteenth century, particularly in rural areas. The chapters on hand-loom weavers and 

home-workers demonstrate that work in the home was organised on a familial system of 

labour with all members of the family from the young to the elderly expected to contribute to 

the process of production.

There were significant differences between the waged work of women in the different 

social classes and between single, married and widowed women. The final chapter, which is 

based on the enumerators’ books for 1901, provides a comparative analysis of the numbers 

of women in employment in relation to social class and marital status. The areas selected for 

study were the towns of Lisburn, Lurgan and Belfast and the rural areas of Dromore and 

Lisburn. This section also looks at the role of female-networks in providing assistance



amongst the poorer sections of the working-classes. The enumerators’ books, in conjunction 

with the evidence from other sources, indicate that as a result of the low and irregular wages 

of husbands, many wives had to take up paid employment at some stage in the family life- 

cycle. Indeed, amongst the wives of labourers and semi-skilled workers it was common for 

wives to be in employment. The enumerators’ books also highlight the high number of 

widows and deserted wives living in labouring and working-class districts in both urban and 

rural areas. The fact that a very high proportion of widows and deserted wives were in 

employment tends to reflect their role as the main breadwinners.

Women were not a homogeneous group bound together by the common values of 

domesticity and motherhood. Rather there were divisions between social classes and within 

social classes. What existed was a diverse and complex system of cultural values comprised 

partly of a dominant middle-class culture and partly of sub-cultures and alternative value 

systems. In contrast to the idea of redundant labour, the waged work of women was 

widespread. Whether as wives, daughters or widows, the wages of women were often central 

to the economic survival of the family. Despite having to work for low wages, often in bad 

working conditions, many women felt a great deal of satisfaction and pride in their work.
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Introduction

In the past ten years there have been numerous publications on the social, political 

and economic role of women in Irish history.1 However, very little has been published on the 

waged work of women in Ireland in the latter half of the nineteenth century. This is in some 

part due to the prevalent belief that during this period women were gradually excluded from 

the labour force and deprived of many of their traditional economic functions in the family: 

such as textile manufacture and food processing.3 Historians have traditionally argued that 

in the post-famine period the shift from tillage to pastoral farming, combined with improved 

farming techniques and increased mechanisation, greatly reduced labour needs on farms.4 

The traditional economic role of women was undermined further in the last decades of the 

nineteenth century, with the establishment of large creameries under the ownership and 

control of men. With only limited job opportunities for women in the emerging industrial 

sector of the economy, a large proportion of women were unable to find alternative means of 

employment.5 Women are portrayed by many historians as having largely withdrawn from

1 See Margaret MacCurtain and Mary O’Dowd, ‘An agenda for women’s history in Ireland, 1500-1900’ in Irish 
Historical Studies, xxviii, no. 109 (May, 1992), pp 1-37 (hereafter cited as I.H.S.).
2 Laim Kennedy, ‘The rural world’ in Liam Kennedy and Philip Ollerenshaw (eds), An economic history o f  
Ulster, 1820-1914, (Manchester, 1985), pp 44-8.
3 See, for example, David L. Armstrong, ‘Social and economic conditions in the Belfast linen industry’ in I.H.S.,
7 (1951), pp 235-69; Marilyn Cohen, ‘Working conditions and experiences o f  work in the linen industry:
Tullylish, County Down’ in Ulster folklife, 30, (1984), pp 1-19. Mona Hearn, ‘Life for domestic servants in 
Dublin, 1880-1920’ in Maria Luddy and Cliona Murphy (eds), Women surviving: studies in Irish women's 
history in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Dublin, 1990), pp 148-72; Betty Messenger, Picking up the 
linen threads: life in Ulster’s mills, (Belfast, 1978).
4 One o f  the most important studies on women in the pre-industrial is Joan Scott and Louise Tilly, Women, work 
and the family (New York, 1978). See also, William H. Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland: the experience 
of the linen industry (Dublin, 1972); Idem, ‘Women in the domestic linen industry’ in Margaret MacCurtain and 
Mary O’Dowd (eds), Women in early modem Ireland (Edinburgh, 1991), pp 255-63; Mary Cullen, ‘Bread
winners and providers: women in the household economy o f  labouring families 1835-36’ in Luddy and Murphy 
(eds) Women surviving, pp 91-112.
5 See, for example, Joanna Bourke, ‘Working women: the domestic labour market in rural Ireland, 1890-1914’ in 
Journal o f  Interdisciplinary History, xxi, no.3 (Winter, 1991), pp 479-99; Idem, ‘The best o f  all home rulers: the 
economic power o f  women in Ireland, 1880-1914’, in Irish Economic and Social History, xviii (1991), pp 34-47; 
Mary E. Daly, ‘Women in the Irish workforce from pre-industrial to modem times’ in Saothar (Journal o f the \  
Irish Labour History Society), 7 (1981), pp 74-80, David Fitzpatrick, ‘ The modernisation o f  the Irish female’ in 
Patrick O’Flanagan et al (eds), Rural Ireland: modernisation and change, 1600-1900 (Cork, 1987), pp 162-80.
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the process of production. Indeed, David Fitzpatrick has gone so far as to suggest that 

women were largely redundant in nineteenth century Ireland.6

The exclusion of women from the labour market was reinforced by an ideology of 

domesticity which emerged in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. The 

ideology of domesticity emphasised the separation of spheres for men and women. A man’s 

role was to go out into the public world to earn sufficient money to support his wife and 

family. A woman’s role was to remain in the home and provide for the physical and moral 

welfare of the family. By the 1840s, respectability and refinement were synonymous with a 

lady of leisure amongst the upper and more prosperous sections of society.7 Mary E. Daly 

and Joanna Bourke suggest that the cult of domesticity gradually permeated all sectors of 

society in the latter half of the nineteenth century. Waged labour for women came to be seen 

as inappropriate, particularly heavy, dirty or “manual” labour. Although many women were 

forced to work out of economic necessity, their labour was devalued and regarded as 

demeaning not only by the rest of society, but by the women themselves.8 Bourke suggests 

that women in the labouring classes were rejecting offers of employment as domestic 

servants because it was regarded as menial labour.9 As a result, housework and childcare 

was the only acceptable work for women.

6 Fitzpatrick, ‘The modernisation o f  the Irish female’, p. 164.
7 For a discussion o f the ‘ideology o f  domesticity’ see Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall, Family fortunes: 
men and women o f  the English middle-classes, 1780-1850 (London, 1987), pp 114-92; Elizabeth Roberts, 
Women’s work, 1840-1940 (London, 1988), pp 14-8; Angela V. John (ed.), Unequal opportunities: women’s 
employment in England, 1800-1918 (Oxford, 1986), pp 1-26; Jane Lewis, ‘Reconstructing women’s experience 
o f  home and family’ in Jane Lewis (ed.), Labour and love: women’s experience o f  home atuifamily, 1850-1940 
(Oxford, 1986), pp 1-13.
8 Bourke, ‘The best o f  all home rulers’, pp 36-8; Idem, ‘The domestic labour market’, pp 480-1; Daly, ‘Women 
in the Irish workforce from pre-industrial to modem times’, pp 76-7. Although Bourke argues for the 
domestication o f  women, she also suggests women had an economic role in the care o f  poultry on farms and 
small holdings, see Joanna Bourke, ‘Women and poultry, 1891-1914’, in I.H.S., xxv, no.99 (May, 1987), pp 293- 
310.
9 Bourke, ‘The best o f  all home rulers’, p. 36.
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This analysis of women’s economic and social role has some validity. The sexual 

division of labour, and inequalities in pay and status between men’s and women’s work, 

were in some part determined by the prevailing assumption of the husband as the 

breadwinner and the wife as an economic dependent. Furthermore, domestic ideology did 

impose serious constraints on women, particularly married women in the middle-classes.10 

However, there are a number of serious criticisms which can be levied at this very 

generalised perspective. First, it presents women as a social category, guided by the same 

norms and values and obscures important economic differences between different social 

groups.11 Secondly, it tends to disguise both the nature and extent of poverty in nineteenth 

century Ireland which prevented a large section of the population from participating in the 

ideal of the male breadwinner/dependent wife. The Royal Commission on labour and the 

reports of the Congested District Board in the 1890s indicate that as a result of low wages, 

under-employment and the non-economic nature of many small holdings the paid and unpaid 

labour of women remained a central part of the economy of labouring and working-class 

families.12 As the evidence in this thesis will demonstrate, significant numbers of married 

and single women continued to work in the waged labour market until the 1900s.

10 Daly, ‘Women in the Irish workforce from pre-industrial to modem times’, pp 77-9. For the restrictions 
placed on single women in the middle-classes see Andrea Ebel Brozyna, ‘The cursed cup hath cast her down: 
constructions o f  female piety in Ulster evangelical temperance literature, 1863-1914’ in Janice Holmes and Diane 
Urquhart (eds), Coming into the light: the work, politics and religion o f women in Ulster 1840-1940 (Belfast, 
1994), pp 154-77; Eibhlin Breathnach, ‘Charting new waters: women’s experiences in higher education, 1878- 
1908’ in Mary Cullen (ed.), Girls don’t do honours: Irish women in education in the nineteenth and twentieth 
centuries (Dublin, 1987), pp 55-78, Anne V. O’Connor, ‘The revolution in girls’ secondary education in Ireland 
1860-1910’ in Idem., pp 31-54.
1 As a result o f  poverty and low family income, many women had no choice but to continue working in heavy, 

manual jobs to survive economically. See, for example, Anne O’Dowd, Spalpeens and tattie hokers: history and 
folklife o f  the Irish migratory agricultural worker in Ireland and Britain (Dublin, 1991), pp 130-202.
12 Despite attempts by the Congested District Board to improve the social and economic conditions o f  people in 
the congested districts, the majority o f  people could sustain only a subsistence standard o f  living. See, for 
example, RoyalCommission on congestion in Ireland. Appendix to the sixth report and minutes o f  evidence 
(taken in County Sligo and County Leitrim, 17 to 28 April, 1907) and documents relating thereto, [Cd 3748], 
H.C. 1908, xxxix, 1; Royal Commission on labour. Report by Miss Eliza Orme and Miss Clara E. Collet, Miss 
May E. Abraham, and Miss Margaret Irwinflady assistant commissioners) on the conditions o f  work in various 
industries in England, Wales, Scotland and Ireland, [C 6894-xxiii], H.C. 1893-94, xxxvii, part I.

3



Furthermore, the evidence also indicates that the picture of uniformity and 

conformity within the middle-classes has been over-stated. From the 1860s onwards, leading 

Irish feminists such as Isabella Tod, Margaret Byers and Anne Jellicoe campaigned for the 

rights of single women to a good education and a career outside of the home.13 For example, 

in 1867, Miss Isabella Tod called for an end to the showy and useless education of girls in 

the home which prepared girls only in the ‘womanly accomplishments’. She argued that 

education was vital if women were to secure respectable jobs to support themselves until 

marriage.14 The position of women in the middle-classes was substantially improved with 

the Intermediate Education (Ireland) Act of 1878 and the Royal University of Ireland Act of 

1879 which secured a woman’s right to secondary and higher education.15 At the same time, 

the society for Promoting the Employment of Education Women campaigned for an 

extension in ‘respectable’ occupations for women (such as typing, lithography, teaching and 

nursing).16 The role of married women in the home was never seriously challenged by 

feminists, but the rights of single women in the middle-classes to work outside of the home 

had been largely secured by the 1900s. Women in the middle-classes responded to these 

changes in education and attitudes by entering the labour market in increasing numbers in the 

last decades of the nineteenth century.17 It is important to note that neither the middle- 

classes or the working-classes were homogeneous groups, rather there were economic and

13 For the feminist movement in Ireland see Rosemary Cullen Owens, Smashing times: a  history o f  the Irish 
suffrage movement, 1889-1922 (Dublin, 1984); O’Connor,‘The revolution in girl’s secondary education in 
Ireland’; Alison Jordan, Margaret Byers: pioneer o f women's education andfounder o f Victoria College,
Belfast (Belfast, 1993).
14 Miss Isabella Tod, ‘Education for girls: advanced education for girls o f  the upper and middle classes’ in 
Transactions o f  the National Association fo r  the Promotion o f  the Social Sciences (London, 1868) pp 368-77 
(hereafter cited as N.A.P.S.S.)
15 Eibhlin Breatnach, ‘Charting new waters’, pp 57-8.
16 Edward Gibson ‘Employment o f  women in Ireland’ in Journal o f the Dublin Statistical Society, (April 1862), 
pp 138-43.
17 For the work undertaken by women in the lower-middle-classes and middle-classes see Lee Holcombe, 
Victorian ladies at work: middle-class working women in England and Wales, 1850-1914 (Devon, 1873); Jane 
Lewis, Women in England, 1870-1950: sexual divisions and social change (Hempstead, 1984); Martha Vicinus, 
Independent Women: work and community fo r  single women, 1850-1920 (London, 1985).

4



social divisions within each social class. An analysis of the divisions within the working- 

classes and the middle-classes will be dealt with throughout the proceeding chapters and in 

detail in chapter 7.

The purpose of this thesis is to provide an analysis of women in the labour market in 

Ulster between 1845 and 1911, focusing on the distribution of women in the labour market 

and the wages and working conditions of women in a variety of occupations. An attempt 

will also be made to assess the contradictions arising from a woman’s experience of waged 

work and the emphasis placed by middle-class society on the primacy of the 

mother/housewife role. It will be suggested that many women re-defined and modified the 

values of domesticity in order to meet the economic realities which they faced in their 

everyday lives. Other issues raised by the evidence, such as the continuance of the family 

system of labour, will also be examined.

The period between 1845 and 1911 has been chosen for a number of reasons. This 

period saw the opening up of the waged labour market for women in the home, factories and 

workshops. Most importantly, these decades also witnessed the publication of investigations 

by government agencies and social investigators into the wages and working conditions of 

many of the industries employing women. The information contained in these various 

reports, especially the testimony of the workers themselves, is invaluable for reconstructing 

the everyday lives and experience of women.18 The period between 1900 and 1911 also 

marks a shift in the pattern of female employment, with a decline in the traditional areas of 

employment in textile and clothing manufacture and a growth in new white-collar and 

service industries.19

18 An analysis o f  the sources used in this thesis will be provided in a separate section at the end o f  the thesis.
19 The census o f Ireland, 1911, area, houses and population; also the ages, civil or conjugal condition, 
occupations, birthplaces, religion and education o f the people, vol. Hi, province o f  Ulster, pp  11-2, [Cd 6051 ], 
H.C. 1912-13, cxvi, 11-2 (hereafter cited as Census o f Ireland, Ulster, 1911).

5



Chapter 1 will provide an outline of the employment distribution of women in the 

occupational structure in the counties of Ulster, highlighting the limitations imposed on 

women by the structure of the local economy. This chapter will also provide a critical 

analysis of how contemporary values and attitudes had the effect of excluding certain 

categories of women’s work from the statistical data. Chapters 2 to 6 present an analysis of 

the wages and working conditions of women in various occupations in the home and in 

factories. Throughout the period under discussion, domestic service and textile and clothing 

manufacture were the main areas of female employment in Ulster.20 Obviously, the 

occupations chosen for analysis are to some extent influenced by the availability of source 

material. An attempt has been made, however, to select occupations which are relatively 

representative of the type of employment undertaken by women in the home, factories and 

workshops: hand-loom weavers, power loom weavers, home-workers, dress-makers, 

milliners and teachers. Domestic service has, however, been excluded on the grounds that 

the wages and living conditions of servants had already been adequately researched by Mona 

Hearn.21 The final chapter attempts to draw together some of the issues and questions raised 

in the previous chapters. The first part of this chapter is based on the enumerators’ books 

from the 1901 census and provides a comparative analysis of the waged work of single, 

married and widowed women in the different social groups. The second part examines the 

role which female-centred networks had in sustaining families in the poorer neighbourhoods 

against the worst effects of poverty.

20 « . . .  .
An analysis o f  the distribution o f  women throughout the occupied structure will be given in chapter 1.

21 Mona Hearn, Domestic servants in Dublin, 1880-1920 (Ph D. thesis Trinity College, Dublin, 1985).



Chapter 1

Women in Employment, 1851-1911

The main purpose of this chapter is to provide an analysis of the long term 

employment trends in the labour market for women from the 1850s to the 1900s; their 

distribution within the occupational structure; and the age-composition of the female 

workforce. An inherent part of this analysis is a critique of the Census o f  Ireland as a 

historical source. The population censuses are one of the most valuable and widely used 

historical sources of the nineteenth century. Social and economic historians often rely on 

census data on birth, marriage, population and age-composition to support various 

interpretations of economic and social change in Ireland.1 However, there are serious 

limitations to the population censi as a source, particularly the data on employment. The 

tabulating of work in the census was based ultimately upon the contemporary definition of 

productive work, which was culturally determined. The first part of this chapter will focus 

specifically on the recording of women’s labour in the Irish and English census. A 

comparison of the Irish and English census, with reference to productive and non-productive 

labour, will illustrate two important points: first, the exclusion of certain categories of 

women’s work from the productive category in the census; secondly, the way in which 

contemporary assumptions and bias affected the definition of productive labour.

1 See, for example, Fitzpatrick, ‘The modernisation o f  the Irish female’, pp 62-80; Joseph Lee, The 
modernisation o f Irish society 1848-1918 (Dublin, 1973), pp 1-16; Joanna Bourke, ‘The best o f  all home rulers’, 
pp 34-47.
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Census classification changes, 1841-1911

Census schedules were distributed to every household in Ireland by enumerators. The 

head of the household had to state the name, relation to the head of the household, 

occupation, education, marital condition, religion and place of birth of every person resident 

in the household on the night of the census. The responses on the schedules were copied into 

enumerator’s books and the information was tabulated in the central office in Dublin and the 

results published as part of a decennial census report.2

The Occupational Tables in the census were divided into productive and non

productive classification schemes. However, constructing a definition of ‘work’ which could 

distinguish clearly between productive and non-productive work, and a classification scheme 

which could categorise multiple occupations under their respective industrial, commercial 

and agricultural headings, proved to be a difficult and controversial topic for nineteenth 

century statisticians and economists. The main problem lay in the fact that productive work 

was a social concept which was ultimately influenced by the values and assumptions of a 

particular period. Despite the attempts of statisticians to arrive at a ‘scientific’ or ‘objective’ 

definition of productive work, the boundaries between productive and non-productive work 

were constantly shifting throughout the nineteenth century.3

The problems involved in classification are illustrated by the fact that the Irish and 

English Occupational Tables were not only based on two different classification systems, but 

two contrasting definitions of productive work. The Irish census of 1861 was based on

2 Census o f  Ireland, 1901. part ii: general report, with illustrative maps and diagrams, tables, and appendix, pp 
1-4, [Cd 1190], H.C. 1902,cxxix, 19-22 (hereafter cited as Census o f  Ireland, 1901, general report)
3 Census o f Ireland, 1871, part in, general report with illustrative maps and diagrams, summary tables, and 
appendix, pp 63-6, [1377], H.C. 1876, lxxxi, 63-6 (hereafter cited as Census o f  Ireland, 1871 general report); 
Catherine Hakim, ‘Census reports as documentary evidence: the census commentaries 1801-1951’ in 
Sociological Review, 28 (1980), pp 551-70.
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thirteen productive headings: Food; Clothing; Lodging and Machinery; Professional Service 

and Health; Charity; Service of Justice; Education and Religion; Conveyance and Travelling; 

Banking and Agency; Amusement; Science and Art; and an Unclassified section into which 

was placed those occupations which did not properly fit any of the preceding headings. The 

Irish census of 1851 and 1861 adopted a definition of productive work which tended to 

reflect the economic values of an advanced industrial society. Only those persons on the 

census forms as being in an occupation, for instance, farmers, seamstresses, teachers, were 

placed in the productive categories. Those women returned as housewives or of no stated 

occupation were classified in the non-productive category and excluded from the statistics on 

gainful employment.4 The emphasis was very much on work as an individual occupation: 

waged labour for the market economy, as opposed to family labour and production for home 

consumption. This was a limited concept of work which tended to exclude the economic 

contribution of unpaid family members, particularly women, to the family farm or enterprise.

Until 1881, the English census was based on six productive Classes: (I) Professional; 

(II) Domestic; (III) Commercial; (IV) Agricultural; (V) Industrial; (VI) Indefinite and Non- 

Productive. From 1881 onwards, the Non-Productive Class contained only those persons 

defined as ‘unoccupied’. Each Class was divided into orders and sub-orders. In marked 

contrast to Ireland, the English census adopted a wider and much more flexible concept of 

productive work, which encompassed unpaid household duties and family labour. Wives, 

daughters and other female relatives of husbands and fathers in certain businesses and trades, 

were defined as ‘occupied’, for example, wives and daughters of inn-keepers, hotel-keepers, 

small shopkeepers and other small tradespeople. Even if not stated on the census form as

4 Census o f  Ireland, 1861. Summary o f Ireland, occupations o f  the inhabitants by provinces, p. 476, [3201-iv], 
H.C. 1863, Ixi, 476 (hereafter cited as Census o f  Ireland, 1861).
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being engaged in the family business, wives and daughters were classified under the 

occupation of their father or husband. Their inclusion in the productive categories was in 

recognition of the fact that wives and daughters often assisted in the everyday running of 

many businesses and trades. In addition, those wives, daughters and other female relatives of 

no stated occupation, but engaged wholly in unpaid domestic duties, were classified as 

productive workers.5

In the English census of 1861 women engaged in unpaid household duties and of no 

stated occupation were referred to the Domestic Class, Order 4: ‘persons engaged in the 

domestic offices or duties of wives, mothers, mistresses of families, children, relatives (not 

otherwise stated)’. Those women performing household duties and other personal services, 

who were paid directly or indirectly for their services, were classified in Order 5 of the 

Domestic Class: ‘persons engaged in entertaining and performing personal offices for man.’; 

for example, hotel-keepers, inn-keepers, domestic servants, etc. According to the Registrar 

General, women classified in Order 4 were distinguishable from those in Order 5 only in that 

their work was unwaged.6 Thus the unwaged duties of housewives and mothers was 

accorded equal economic status with that of paid domestic labour.

The broader concept of work adopted in the English census was in some part 

influenced by the concepts of the pre-industrial period which deemed household labour and 

child rearing to be of economic value. For example, in 1851, the General Report stressed the 

economic importance of women’s household duties, including the making and mending of 

clothes, cooking, cleansing and reproduction noting that, the ‘most important production of a 

country is its population’.7 It was also influenced by the values of domestic ideology, which

5 Hakim, ‘Census reports as documentary evidence’, pp 555-6.
Quoted in Hakim, Ibid., p. 556.
Quoted in Hakim, Ibid., p. 555.
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stressed the way in which the economic, social and moral spheres were all closely 

intertwined. From this perspective, a woman’s household duties were an essential 

‘occupation’, as much a part of the economic sphere as waged labour. These beliefs are 

illustrated in successive general reports. In 1871, the Registrar General stated that household 

duties were a ‘noble and essential occupation’, ‘as on it as much as on the husband’s labour 

and watchfulness depend the existence and character of the English race’.8

The Irish and English census were rooted in two very different, even contradictory, 

interpretations of women’s work and its relation to the economic sphere. Unfortunately, 

there is no indication in the official papers as to why the Irish census adopted such a narrow 

definition of work. However, the extent to which the different classification systems 

affected the statistics on women in gainful employment was evident in 1861. Under pressure 

to adopt an English system of classification, the Irish Registrar General compromised by 

publishing two separate Occupational Tables. One table was tabulated according to the 

principles of the English classification system, the other according to the principles of the 

Irish system of classification. Under the English system of classification, 1,759,267 more 

females were categorised as being in gainful employment than under the Irish system. Table 

1.1 lists the way in which the aforementioned 1,759,267 females were tabulated in the 

productive category, Domestic Class, Order 4, under the English system of classification.

«
Quoted in Hakim, ‘Census reports as documentary evidence’, p. 556.
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Table 1.1

Census o f  Ireland 1861
Domestic Class (Order 4) No. o f  females

Wives (not otherwise described) 537,720
Widows 115,710
Children and Relatives at home 800,457
Scholars (so described) 305,380
Total females 1,759,267

9

Under the English system of classification, 2,616,800 females, or 88.3% of the total 

female population of Ireland, was in gainful employment, while the Irish classification 

showed 329,812 females, or 33.2% of the total female population in gainful employment.10 

The narrow definition adopted in the Irish census almost certainly produced an under

enumeration of women’s productive employment between 1841 and 1861. At the same time, 

it can be argued that the referral of children and women in no stated occupations to the 

productive category in the English census produced an over-statement of women’s 

employment. However, the decision of the English Census office to categorise all children 

as productive was reversed after 1861. From 1871 onwards, all children under fifteen years 

of age of no stated occupation were categorised in the non-productive category, ‘persons of 

no specified occupation’, and excluded from the statistics on gainful employment.11

In order to secure greater uniformity of statistics between Ireland and Great Britain, 

the Irish Registrar General was instructed in 1871 to compile the Occupational Tables of 

Ireland according to the English system of classification. In spite of the attempts to create 

uniformity, there was still a variation between the Irish and English Occupational Tables of 

1871. Census officials had been instructed to tabulate the occupations of wives and single
g

Census o f  Ireland, 1861, pp lviii-ix, 476.
10 Ibid., 1861, p. 476.

Ibid., 1871, general report, pp 65-7.
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females separately. Following the failure of the English office to complete this task, women

were categorised according to the principles of the census of 1861. By contrast, the Irish

Census Office was instructed to refer all wives enumerated in specified occupations to the

*  ?  12Domestic Class under heading ‘wives of specified occupations .

Thus wives in specified occupations, irrespective of the exact nature of their 

occupation, were classified in the Domestic Class. In Ulster, the number of wives 

enumerated under ‘wives of specified occupation’ was 136,022, which included 98,249 

wives of husbands in certain businesses or trades assumed to be providing assistance in their 

husband’s trade.12 13 14 Table 1.2 demonstrates the way in which 136,022 wives were listed under 

the heading ‘wives of specified occupations’ in Order IV of the Domestic Class.

Table 1.2

Census o f  Ireland 1871 
Domestic Class, (Order 4)

No. o f  
wives

Wife o f  Innkeeper, Hotel Keeper, Publican, Beerseller 
Wife o f  Lodging House, Boarding House-Keeper 
Wife o f  Shopkeeper (Branch undefined)
Wife o f  Farmer/Grazier 
Wife o f  Shoemaker 
Wife o f  Butcher
Wife following other ‘specified’ occupations

1,316
135

1,487
91,009
3,372
840

37,773*
Total 136,002

* Refers to wives in stated occupation such as teachers 
factory workers, embroiders etc.

The arbitrary referral of wives underlines the ambivalence and confusion surrounding 

the dual nature of married women’s role. On the one hand, they were recognised as

12 Census o f  Ireland, 1871, general report, pp 66-7.
13 Census o f  Irelandfor the year 1871; part 1, area, houses and population; also the ages, civtl condition, 
occupations, birthplaces, religion, and education o f the people, voi. Hi, province o f  Ulster, with summary tables 
and indices, p. 957, [C 946-x], H.C. 1876, lxxxi, 957 (hereafter cited as Census o f Ireland, Ulster, 1871).
14 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1871, p. 998.
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productive workers in the labour market. But on the other hand, they were tabulated 

according to their natural relation with the domestic sphere. The inaccurate classification 

was opposed by the Irish Registrar General on the grounds that it was fundamentally wrong 

for women to be eliminated from the productive class to which they naturally belonged, 

‘purely by reason of being a wife’. A woman was, he argued, no less a teacher, seamstress, 

factory worker, by virtue of her marital status.15 In an effort to redress the unsatisfactory 

character of the occupational tables the Irish Registrar General published separate tables on 

the ‘Occupations of Wives’. In these tables wives were referred to the Class and 

occupational heading to which their occupation naturally belonged. By combining the data 

from the main Occupational Tables with those on ‘Wives’ it is possible to construct a more 

accurate framework of female employment in Ulster. Unfortunately, as separate tables were 

not compiled for the different counties, it is impossible to compensate for the distortion of 

the statistics at this level.16

The adoption of the English system of classification, with its more flexible concept of 

work, had an obvious effect upon the reported rate of women in gainful employment. The 

labour participation rate of the total number of women in Ulster increased from 33.2% in 

1861 to 49.5% in 1871.17 However, it is important to note that wives engaged wholly in the 

unpaid household duties were not categorised in Order IV of the Domestic Class, as in the 

English census. The Irish Registrar General made a clear distinction between wives of 

husbands in certain businesses and trade, and wives of no stated occupations assumed to be 

engaged wholly in house duties. The evidence demonstrates that nearly all of the 126,951 

wives of no stated occupation were referred to the Indefinite and Non-Productive Class,

15 Census o f  Ireland, 1871, general report, pp 65-6.
Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1871, pp 986-1003, 1004-1009.

1 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1871, p. 986.
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specified occupation’, Order 18, and excluded from the statistics on women in gainful 

employment.18 It is evident that in spite of the pressure for uniformity, Irish Census 

Commissioners were extremely reluctant to accept the concept of unpaid housework as an 

‘economic activity’.

In 1881, further changes to the classification system resulted in the exclusion of large 

numbers of women from the productive category. Census enumerators were instructed to 

exclude wives of no stated occupation and wives and daughters of husbands in certain 

businesses and trades from the productive category. Wives of no stated occupations were 

excluded on the grounds that they were being counted once as housewives and once as 

engaged in a specified occupation, even though in previous English censi enumerators had 

successfully avoided double-counting. In addition, several other occupations were re-defined 

as non-productive labour.19 Table 1.3 lists the occupations which were excluded under the 

1881 classification changes and the total number of women listed under each of the 

occupational headings in Ulster in the 1871 census.

Table 13

Census o f  Ireland 1871
Exclusions No. o f  women

Capitalist shareholder 15
Ship-owner 1
Landed proprietor 650
House proprietor 112
Gentlewoman/independent annuitant (undefined) 2,392
Farmers/grazier daughter, sister, female relatives aged 15 and over 24,134
Farmers/graziers wives 91,099
Wives o f  husbands in certain trades 7,150
Total (exclusions) 125,553

20
]g

Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1871, p. 986. Footnote (b) in the summary tables indicates that wives o f  no stated 
occupations were included with children under fifteen years o f  age o f  no stated occupations in the non
productive category. The inclusion o f  wives o f  no state occupation is also supported by the statistics on the 
numbers in employment.

Census o f  Ireland, 1881, part it, general report with illustrative maps and diagrams, tables, and appendix, pp 
20-1, fC-3365], H.C. 1882, lxxvi, 420-1 (hereafter cited as Census o f  Ireland, 1881, general report).

Census o f Ireland, 1881, general report, pp 20-1/420-1.
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The exclusion of at least 125,553 women from the productive category represented 

26.5% of all ‘occupied’ women in Ulster in 1871. However, as their is no way of knowing 

the number of women effected by the transfer of unpaid household duties, this figure does 

not represent the maximum number re-defined as ‘unoccupied’. With farmers’ 

wives/daughters and other female relatives accounting for 98% of the excluded categories, 

the impact was greatest on the Agricultural Class. The dramatic decline in the numbers of 

women in the Agricultural Class from 143,644 in 1871 to 34,145 in 1881 was due largely to 

the exclusion of wives and other female relatives, rather than a massive withdrawal of 

women from agriculture.21 Wives and daughters continued to perform a variety of 

productive tasks on farms and small holdings throughout Ireland, but they were categorised 

on the assumption that they were the economic dependents of men. Indeed, as wives and 

other female relatives were excluded from the Agricultural Class without reference to social 

class or the size of the land holding, they were in a sense classified as a social category.

By contrast, the classification changes of 1881 resulted in the referral of only 1,726 

men to the non-productive category. Most importantly, sons and other male relatives 

continued to be categorised in the Agricultural Class on the assumption that they were 

performing productive work on the farm.22 The exclusion of a large number of women had 

an obvious effect on the number of women recorded in gainful employment. Between 1871 

and 1881 the number of women in specified occupations in Ulster fell from 472,425 to 

316,837 and the rate of all women in gainful employment decreased from 49.5% to 34.9%.23

21 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1871, p. 986; Census o f  Ireland, 1881, part I, area houses, and population also 
the ages, civil or conjugal condition, occupations, birthplaces, religion, and education o f  the people vo lin , 
province o f  Ulster, p. 972, [C 3204-x], H.C. 1882, lxxviii, 972 (hereafter cited as Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 
1881).
22 Census o f  Ireland, 1881, general report, pp 21-1/420-1. ,  ....
23 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1871, p. 986; Ibid., 1881, p. 972. The extent o f  women s labour on farms will be 
discussed in a later section.
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There was still a degree of uncertainty surrounding the classification of women 

engaged in household duties. Nevertheless, 1881 marked the abandonment of the principle 

that both unpaid and paid household duties had the same economic status and the assumption 

that female family members were economically active in the family business. From 1881 

onwards, unless they were stated on the census form as being employed in the family trade or 

enterprise, wives and daughters were categorised as ‘unoccupied’.24

Considering the re-evaluation and marginalisation of women’s work in trade and 

business, it is not surprising that in 1891 steps were taken to ensure the exclusion of all work 

associated with unpaid domestic duties from the productive category. In 1891, census 

enumerators were instructed to categorise all wives, daughters and other close female 

relatives of the heads of households returned as housekeeper to the non-productive 

category.25 In Ulster, in 1881,44,670 women were tabulated under the heading ‘others 

engaged in service’, nearly all of whom were wives, daughters and other female relatives 

returned as ‘housekeeper’. Given that the numbers of females tabulated under ‘others’ in 

1891 fell to 340, and to 112 in 1901, there is no doubt that the new classification was 

rigorously applied.26

The exclusion of housekeepers mostly affected single women: out of the 38,511 

enumerated as ‘housekeeper’ in Ulster in 1871, only 166 were married.27 Many of the 

women returned as housekeepers were probably daughters and nieces performing unpaid

24 Hakim, ‘Census reports as documentary evidence’, pp 557-8.
25 The Census o f  Ireland, 1891, part ii, general report, with illustrative maps, and diagrams, tables and 
appendix, p. 23, [C 6780], H.C. 1892, xc, 39 (hereafter cited as Census o f Ireland 1891, general report).
26 Census o f  Ireland, 1891, area, houses and population; also the ages, civil or conjugal condition, 
occupations, birthplaces, religion and education o f  the people fo r  each county; with summary tables and index, 
vol. m, province o f  Ulster, p. 982, [C 6626-ix], H.C. 1892, xcii, 982 (hereafter cited as Census o f  Ireland, 
Ulster, 1891). Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1911, p.23. [Cd 6051], H.C. 1912-13, cxvi, 23 (hereafter cited as 
Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1891 and 1911).
27 Census o f Ireland, Ulster, 1871, pp 999, 1004.
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housework for the immediate family. Although these women were not paid a formal wage, 

their work in the house was often a valuable source of support to the mother or head of the 

household in the care of the young and the elderly.28 Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall 

suggests that middle-class women in reduced circumstances often acted as unpaid 

housekeeper or servant for a brother or male relative. By doing so they contributed towards 

their own support or upkeep. Furthermore, upper and middle-class households often 

employed women as housekeepers to attend to the general household duties.29

The only major change to the census of 1901 was the transfer of young persons aged 

fifteen years and upwards returned as ‘scholar’ to the non-productive category. This 

classification change was carried out on the grounds that many were not students in the real 

sense of the word. As a result, the number of women tabulated under ‘student’ in Ulster fell 

from 11,647 in 1891 to 894 in 1901.30 Thus by 1901, the English and Irish census had 

reverted to the narrow definition of work adopted by the Irish census office in 1851. i

Changes to the classification of women’s work partly reflect a shift towards 

evaluating work as a personalised occupation for a wage, and partly the growing influence of 

the idea that women were or should be dependent on a male breadwinner. The pattern of 

omissions, distortions and exclusions suggests that the Irish census was based on a 

conceptual framework which, irrespective of the intention, was biased against the work of 

women. First, the census was based, for the most part, on a predominantly male pattern of

28
See, for example, Caitriona Clear, ‘The women can not be blamed: The commission on vocational 

organisation, feminism and ‘home-makers’ in Independent Ireland in the 1930s and 40s’ in Mary O ’Dowd and 
Sabine Wichert (eds), Women‘s status in church state and society (Belfast, 1995), pp 18-3.

Davidoff and Hall, Family fortunes, p. 281-3; Edward Higgs ‘Domestic service and household production’ in 
John, (ed.), Unequal opportunities, pp 130-2.

The Census o f  Ireland, 1901, part I: giving details o f  the area, houses and population; also ages, civil or 
conjugal condition, occupations, birthplaces, religion and education o f the people in each country, and 
summary tables fo r  each province, vol. iii, province o f  Ulster, p. 20, [Cd 1123], H.C. 1902, cxxviii, 784 
(hereafter cited as Census o f  Ireland, Ulster 1901), Census o f  Ireland, 1901, general report, p. 6/22.
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work: full-time waged labour outside of the home. As so much of women’s work did not fit 

neatly into this conceptual paradigm, many areas of work were excluded or omitted from the 

statistics on employment. Secondly, the statistics tended to be drawn up and compiled on the 

assumption that every man had an occupation, but in respect to women, especially wives, the 

assumption was that they were not in gainful employment.31

Hidden labour of women

As noted previously, traditionally historians have tended to view the exclusion of so 

much of women’s unpaid work from the productive categories in the census as a natural 

response to a reduction in their economic role. With the separation of work and home and 

increased use of servants, women were less likely to be engaged in agriculture or trade. 

However, this is an essentially middle-class perception of society, which ignores the 

economic reality which ensured that many women continued to make an economic 

contribution to the family enterprise.

Reports by the Congested Districts Board and the Department of Agriculture and 

Technical Instruction demonstrate that women continued to work on small farms and 

holdings throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century. In addition to their traditional 

contribution through the care of poultry, pigs, calves and dairy, women assisted during the 

flax, hay and potato harvests.33 In 1907, an official of the Congested Districts Board stated 

that the success or failure of the small farm largely depended upon the skill and industry 

which ‘wives and daughters brought to bear on the management of the poultry pigs and

31 Sally Alexander, Anna Darwin and Eve Hostettler, ‘Labouring women: a reply to Eric Holsbawn’ in History 
Workshop, no.8 (Autumn, 1979), pp 175-80.

Fitzpatrick, ‘The modernisation o f  the Irish female’, pp 62-80; Bourke, ‘The best o f  all home rulers’, pp 34-47.
The small farm continued to dominate the rural economy o f  Ulster until the early 1900s. See, for example,

Liam Kennedy, ‘The rural world’, in Liam Kennedy and Philip Ollerenshaw (eds), An economic history o f  
Ulster, 1820-1914 (Manchester, 1985), pp 45-8.
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dairy’.34 As Joanna Bourke’s research has demonstrated, improvements to livestock and 

breeding between 1891 and 1911 meant that poultry could be a very profitable business for 

women on larger farms. And on the smaller holdings eggs were commonly bartered or sold 

for tea, sugar and tobacco.35

In the congested districts, scattered mostly along the western seaboard of Ireland, 

large sections of the population lived on small holdings of typically ten acres or less. The 

normal condition of the inhabitants was described by the Congested Districts Board as very 

poor or verging on poverty. In a good year families were little ‘free from the dreads of 

hunger’.36 37 Even this impoverished existence was dependent on supplementing income from 

secondary sources of labour: such as fishing, knitting, sewing and migratory labour. 

Furthermore, in the migratory labour districts, such as the Rosses and Gweedore, most of the 

able-bodied men and women went to work for several months of the year in the hay and 

potato harvests in Scotland and England.38 Contemporaries reported that wives, often only 

with the assistance of the children, were left to maintain the holdings, including bringing in 

the hay and potato crops.39 The value of the labour of women and children on small holdings 

was immeasurable. Without their labour, the family would have been in many instances 

reduced to a level of near starvation or into destitution. The use of the term ‘supplementary 

labour’ disguises the harsh reality in which the notion of a male breadwinner was not so 

much impracticable, as inconceivable.

34 Royal Commission on congestion in Ireland. Appendix to the fourth report, minutes o f evidence (taken in
London, 14 to 23 February, 1907) and documents relating thereto, p. 219, [Cd 3509], H.C. 1907, xxxvi, 233. 

Bourke, ‘Women and poultry’.
36 Congested District Board. First annual report o f  the Congested District Board for Ireland, pp 8-12,
[C 6908], H.C. 1893-94, lxxi, 532-6 (hereafter cited as First annual report o f  the Congested District Board 
1893-94); See also Micks. An account o f the Congested District Board (Dublin, 1925), pp 25-33.
37 First annual report o f  the Congested District Board 1893-94, pp 8-20/532-44.
8 See, for example, O’Dowd, Spalpeen and tattie hokers.

Fred Coll and Jonathan Bell, ‘An account o f  life in the Machaire Gathlan (Magherallan), north-west Donegal, 
early this century’ in Ulster folklife, 36 (1990), p. 84.
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The decision to exclude wives and daughters of small traders and businesses from the 

productive category produced a similar under-evaluation of women’s economic role. 

Contemporary literature, together with the household schedules, indicate that in Belfast and 

other towns, with the exception of the main thoroughfares, the small shop with the family 

living on the premises was the norm. In rural areas, the small shop or store dominated the 

local economy.40 Leonore Davidoff and Catherine Hall have demonstrated that whether on a 

full-time or part-time basis, or working behind the scenes, wives and daughters were 

essential to the everyday running of small businesses. This was particularly the case in small 

lodging houses, hotels and eating houses where the provision of food, washing and other 

services remained overwhelmingly a woman’s domain.41 The role of women was recognised 

by the Registrar General in 1881 when he noted that although not recorded in the census, a 

large number of wives and daughters still assisted in their husbands’ or fathers’ business.42

Despite the problematic nature of the classification changes, the effect on the 

recording of women’s work is to some extent visible. Recent studies by historians such as 

James A. Schmiechen and Elizabeth Roberts have indicated that a much greater problem for 

historians has been the under-enumeration of women’s work in the ‘informal economy’ or 

the ‘secondary labour’ market. Women who earned money as seasonal agricultural 

labourers, washerwomen, charwomen, paid home-workers, out-workers and lodging-house 

keepers were often not stated on the census forms as being employed.43 As most of these

40
See, for example, enumerators’ books (N.A.I. National Archives o f  Ireland, Falls Road A 112/31, Sandy Row  

A98.83); William H. Crawford, Industries o f Ireland one hundred years ago: industrial and commercial life in 
the north o f Ireland 1888-91 (Belfast, 1986).
41 Davidoff and Hall, Family fortunes, p 279-301; Roberts Women’s work, pp 36-7, 42.87-83.

Quoted in Hakim, ‘Census reports as documentary evidence’, p. 273.
The following show the variety o f  work which was under-enumerated Alexander, Davin, and Hostettler, 

‘Labouring women’, pp 174-9; A.V. John (ed ), Unequal opportunities, pp 1-20; Higgs, ‘Domestic service and 
household production’ in John, Unequal opportunities, pp 125-150; James A. Schmiechen Sweated industries 
and sweated labour: London clothing trades 1860-1914, (Kent, 1984), pp 39-40; Roberts, Women’s work, pp 
12-43.
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occupations lacked official records, the actual extent of their work is difficult to detect. 

However, by comparing contemporary reports and oral evidence with census returns it is 

possible to demonstrate that some areas of women’s work in the ‘secondary’ or ‘informal 

labour market’ were under-enumerated in the Irish census.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, thousands of women were 

employed in the home as sewers, knitters and seamstresses for large manufacturers. For 

example, by the last quarter of the nineteenth-century the Londonderry shirt industry was 

providing employment for thousands of women in the home throughout the Counties of 

Londonderry, Donegal and parts of Tyrone and Down. In the early 1900s, 18,000 persons 

were reported to be employed in the shirt factories in the city of Londonderry, the great 

majority of whom were females. With the inclusion of home-workers, the total number 

employed was believed to be around 80,000 persons.44 As the occupation of seamstress 

applied to many other branches of the clothing and making-up industries, the total recorded 

under ‘shirt-maker/seamstress’ should have been considerably higher than the estimated 

numbers for the shirt industry. The total number of females enumerated under the heading 

‘shirt-making/seamstress’ in the 1901 census amounted to only 22,812 for the Counties of 

Londonderry, Donegal and Tyrone; just over 4,000 more than that of the Londonderry 

factory population.45 Similarly, reports by the lady factory inspectors demonstrate that the 

embroidery and sprigging industries provided employment for thousands of women in

4 4

William P. Coyne (ed ), Department o f agricultural and technical instruction; Ireland industrial and 
agricultural (Dublin, 1902), pp 417-8. For the extensive nature o f  home-work see Committee o f  inquiry into the 
conditions o f  employment in the linen and other making-up trades o f  the north o f  Ireland. Report and minutes 
o f evidence, [Cd 6509], H.C. 1912-13, xxxiv, 365 (hereafter cited as Linen making-up inquiry 1911), See also 
Shelley Pennington and Belinda Westover, A hidden work-force: homeworkers in England 1850-1885 (London, 
1989).
45 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1901, County Donegal, p. 90-105, [Cd 1123-iii], H.C. 1902, cxvi, 600-15; County 
Londonderry, pp 52-79, [Cd 1123-vi], H.C. 1902, cxxviii, 384-412; County Tyrone, pp 74-8, [Cd 1123-viii],
H.C. 1902, cxxviii, 672-686.
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County Donegal. The number of women enumerated in the relevant categories in County 

Donegal were: embroider 903; fancy goods 1,626.46 The extensive nature of paid home

work not enumerated in the census will be analysed in detail in chapter 4 on home-workers.

Taking in lodgers or boarders was a popular method of earning extra income. This 

could range from running a small boarding house to renting one or two rooms. An analysis 

of the 1901 household schedules shows that approximately 4% to 6% of households in each 

of the working-class districts examined had either lodgers or boarders present. While some 

households only rented space, others provided food, lighting, washing and cleaning for their 

lodgers. In most instances, the services supplied to lodgers would have been the 

responsibility of the wife or mother. But it was exceptional for a women to be returned 

either by herself or by her husband as being engaged in ‘lodging’.47 Even in instances where 

the house is returned on form B by the census enumerator as a lodging or boarding house, the 

wife is nearly always returned as ‘unoccupied’ on the household schedule. For example, 

numbers 15 and 82 Chapel Hill, Lisburn had nine boarders each and were registered as 

lodging houses by the enumerator in form B, but both wives are returned by their husbands 

an ‘unoccupied’.48

Whether as street-sellers, home-workers or seasonal labourers, lodging-keepers, 

childminder or prostitutes women earned money and were a part of the labour market. Yet 

much of this type of work was grossly under-enumerated not only in the census in Ireland 

but throughout Britain and Europe. The under-enumeration of women’s work in the

46 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1901, p/103/613.
Leonore Davidoff, ‘The separation o f  home and work: landladies and lodgers in nineteenth and twentieth 

century England’ in Sandra Burman (ed.), Fit work for women (London, 1977), pp 65-83; Bonnie S. Anderson 
and Judith P. Zinsser, A history o f  their own: women in Europe from pre-history to the present vol. ii (London 
and New  York, 1988), p. 270.

See, for example, enumerators’ books the household schedules for 1901 (N.A.I. Lisburn A151/44,50).
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informal economy would appear to have been influenced by a number of factors: First, many 

persons did not consider the work as part of the formal market economy, not real work in the 

same sense as full-time work outside of the home. Consequently, much of the work was 

undeclared in the census returns. Secondly, some heads of households feared that declaring 

their extra income in the census would bring a visit from a tax officer or some other 

government official.49 In Ireland, a high rate of illiteracy meant that the census forms often 

had to be filled in by the enumerators.50 This, combined with the fact that the enumerators 

were the local constabulary, may have accentuated traditional fears and suspicions of 

officialdom. The census was also taken in April when many of those involved in agricultural 

labour were not in work. Perhaps, as Elizabeth Roberts suggests, if householders had been 

asked what they worked at, as opposed to their occupation, more seasonal and part-time 

work would have been recorded.51 Finally, concepts of respectability and status almost 

certainly influenced some male heads of households to return their wives and daughters as 

unoccupied.

The systematic under-enumeration of women’s work means that the censi can not be 

taken as an accurate representation of the numbers of women employed in certain 

occupations or of the overall numbers of women in employment. But despite the inaccurate 

and unreliability of the statistical data, the decennial census remains the only comprehensive 

source on women’s employment covering a long period of time. It is, therefore, an 

invaluable source. Within the framework of its limitations, the census can be used to convey 

an overview of employment trends, the age-composition of the female labour force and the

49 Scmiechen, Sweated industries, pp 39-40; Roberts, women’s work, pp 17, 19,49-51; Anderson and Zinnser, A 
history o f  their own, p. 270.

Even in 1901 when the rate o f  literacy had risen considerably, a proportion o f  people in lower-working-class 
districts still sign their name with an x.

Roberts, Women’s work, pp 18-19.
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sexual division of labour in the job market. But the statistical data should at all times be 

treated critically and regarded as providing only an approximation. Finally, it is important to 

note that as a result of changes to the classification, census data is not directly comparable.

Comparisons between different censuses is compounded further by a reduction in the number
/

of occupational headings. This resulted in several occupations being recorded under one 

heading.

The proportion of women in employment 1851-1911

The proportion of women in gainful employment is generally presented in relation to 

the total number of women in the population. However, as most girls under ten years of age 

were not in employment, it is more realistic to present the rate of women aged ten and 

upwards in gainful employment. For comparison, the following tables present both sets of 

statistics. Table 1.4 presents the total number of females in specified occupations and the 

percentage they comprised in the total number of females in Ulster from 1851 to 1911. 52

Table 1.4

Females in s Decided occupations as a percentage o f  total female population (Ulster)
Year Total no. fern. pop. Total no. in sp. occup. Pere. fern, in sp. occup.
1851 1,035,569 356,378 34.4
1861 990,981 329,812 33.2
1871 953,423 472,425 49.5
1881 906,851 316,837 34.9
1891 838,485 265,757 31.6
1901 819,232 235,700 28.7
1911 810,834 189,796 23.4

52

52 Compiled from the Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1861 to 1911.
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Table 1.5 presents the total number of females in specified occupations and the

percentage they comprised in the total number of females aged ten years and upwards in the

population of Ulster for 1871 to 1911. The statistics for females aged ten and upwards are

only given for 1871 to 1911, as there are no comparable statistics on age for the censi of 

1851 and 1861.

Table 1.5

Census o f  Ireland, Ulster
Year Total no. fern, aged 10+ Total no. in sp. occup. Pere. fern, in sp. occup.
1871 738,727 472,425 63.9
1881 712,249 316,837 44.4
1891 674,679 265,757 39.3
1901 655,426 235,700 35.9
1911 652,813 189,796 29.1

53

As noted previously, the low rate of women in gainful employment in 1851 and 1861 

is in some part due to a narrow definition of work which excluded a proportion of women 

from the productive category. After 1881, the rate o f ‘occupied’ women aged ten and over 

shows a gradual decline, falling from 44.4% in 1881 to 29.1% in 1911. Although successive 

classification changes account for much of the decline, the underlying trend in female 

employment was none the less a decreasing one. For instance, if women were classified in 

the 1871 census on the same principles of the 1901 census, the rate of women aged ten and 

over in employment would still have been higher, at roughly 41.0%. Although there was no 

classification changes after 1900, the rate of women in gainful employment fell by nearly 7% 

between 1901 and 1911. It could be argued that the decline in ‘occupied’ women was in 

some part due to greater number of girls remaining in the education system for longer 

periods. However, the rate of women aged fifteen and over in gainful employment also

3 Compiled from the Census o f Ireland, Ulster, 1861 to 1911.
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shows a marked decline; decreasing from 40.1% in 1901 to 32.9% in 1911.54

Although there was a general decrease in the level of women’s employment 

throughout Ulster, the rate of female employment varied considerably between counties. 

Table 1.6 presents the percentage of females in specified occupations in the counties of 

Ulster and the city of Belfast from 1851 to 1911. Line (a) presents the percentage of the total 

number of females in specified occupations; line (b) presents the percentage of females aged 

ten and upwards in the population of Ulster in specified occupations.

Table 1.6

Percentage o f  total female population in specified occupation and percentage o f
_______ females aged 10 and upwards in specified occupations (Ulster).________

Year
County 1851 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901 1911

Antrim (a) 35.6 35.8 48.0 34.2 30.6 26.5 21.2
10+ (b) 62.4 43.9 38.4 33.1 26.4
Armagh (a) 35.3 24.5 49.3 38.1 34.9 30.4 25.6
10+ (b) 63.2 48.2 43.3 37.7 31.6
Cavan (a) 26.6 24.4 48.3 25.4 22.2 19.2 13.4
10+ (b) 63.9 33.2 27.7 23.7 16.5
Donegal (a) 31.1 31.7 52.2 30.1 28.7 27/8 17.9
10+ (b) 67.8 38.8 36.0 34.5 22.4
Down** (a) 43.0 39.3 49.4 41.0 35.0 31.0 24.4
10+ (b) 63.5 51.9 43.9 38.3 30.1
Fermanagh. (a) 36.1 26.3 52.4 26.6 24.3 24.0 16.0
10+ (b) 67.0 33.6 29.9 29.2 19.8
Londonderry (a) 31.2 33.0 48.5 34.9 30.5 26.4 22.7
10+ (b) 62.5 44.2 37.9 32.4 28.2
Monaghan (a) 29.6 27.6 51.8 26.8 24.9 22.4 16.9
10+ (b) 67.1 33.9 30.3 27.2 20.7
Tyrone (a) 34.8 31.5 52.5 32.1 28.8 27.1 20.4
10+ (b) 67.4 40.6 35.1 33.0 24.9
City o f  Belfast (a) 32.7 38.4 42.8 33.2 33.3 31.0
10+ 54.7 42.7 39.1

** Inclusive o f  part o f  Belfast to 1901.

^Census o f Ireland, Ulster, 1901, pp 8-9/773-4; Ibid., 1911, p. 9-10.
Compiled from the Census o f  Irelandfor the year 1851, part vi. Appendix to the general report county tables, 

PP 390-517, [2134], H.C. 1856, xxxi, 390-517; Ibid., 1861, pp 370-84; Ibid., 1871, pp 65-920; Ibid., 1881, 
[3204-i-ix], pp 65-921; Ibid., 1891, 65-849, [C 6626-i-viii], 69-853; Ibid., 1901, [Cd 1123-i-iii], pp 1-503; Ibid., 
1901, [Cd 1123-iv-viii], pp 1-591. Ibid., 1911, Cd 6051-i-ix],
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Counties Armagh, Antrim and Down, and the city of Belfast consistently returned the 

highest rate of employment from the 1850s to the 1900s. Their dominant position in the 

labour market reflects the concentration of factory-based industries in the north-eastern 

counties from the 1840s onwards.56 Conversely, the relatively non-industrialised Counties 

Monaghan, Cavan and Fermanagh consistently recorded the lowest rates. The high 

dependency on agriculture in these counties meant that they were also the most affected by 

the exclusion of farmer’s wives and daughters from the productive category. The relatively 

high rate of female employment in Counties Donegal and Londonderry reflects the way in 

which these counties were integrated partly into the industrial process through the 

employment of home-workers in the linen and shirt industries.

The marked decline in the rate of recorded employment after 1900 is reflected 

throughout all the counties. Even in Counties Armagh and Down the rate of women aged ten 

and over in gainful employment had fallen to 31.6% and 30.1 % respectively by 1911. In the 

remaining counties, with the exception of Antrim, the rate of women aged ten and over in 

gainful employment ranged from 16% to 24% in 1911. Both the provincial and regional 

statistics tend to evoke an image of a society in which the overwhelming majority of women 

were confined to the domestic sphere and ‘out’ of the labour market. However, statistics 

presented at either the national or regional level tend to be misleading, as they disguise the 

importance of factors such as social class, marital status and age on employment. An 

analysis of the household schedules for 1901 reveals that in industrial towns, the majority of 

single women in the working-classes and the lower middle-classes were in paid employment.

56 Armstrong, ‘Social and economic conditions in the Belfast linen industry’, p. 235.
The importance o f  home-work industries in raising the employment levels in these counties is illustrated by the 

marked decrease in the numbers o f  women in employment by 1911, as the home-work industries went into 
decline.
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Moreover, working-class wives were much more likely to be in employment than their 

middle-class counterparts.58 The importance of social and economic factors on the rate of 

employment will be analysed in detail in the final chapter of this thesis.

Distribution of women in the occupational structure

The following tables presents an analysis of the employment patterns of women in 

Ulster and at the county level. The occupational heading of ‘flax/linen-manufacture/dealer’, 

was largely composed of workers in the linen mills and factories. In 1901, this heading was 

sub-divided into the following headings, ‘flax/linen-manufacture (spinning processes); 

‘weaving processes’; ‘other processes or undefined’. For purposes of comparison, these 

headings remain combined under the single heading of flax/linen-manufacture/dealer in 1901 

and 1911. Because of classification changes between 1861 and 1871, there is no comparable 

heading for flax/linen/manufacture. As the number of women engaged under the Orders of 

‘Food and Board and lodgings’ was small, the individual occupations have not been listed 

separately. Table 1.6 presents the total number of females in each occupational heading; the 

percentage females comprised of each occupation; and the percentage each occupation 

comprised of females in specified occupations in Ulster 1861 to 1911 (comparable 

occupational headings for 1861 and 1871 were not always available).

58 . •
Most o f  the areas selected for analysis were in urban areas. Rural areas may present a different pattern o f  

employment.
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Each occupation as a percentage o f  females in specified occupations; 
and females as a percentage o f  each specific workforce.

Table 1.7

Census of Ireland (Ulster)
Occup. 1861 1871 1881 1891 1901 1911

Flax/linen man/dealer 24,118 48,997 57,262 47,622 45,352
% sp. occ. 48.7 63.3 65.7 59.5 67.6
% of workforce 5.1 15.4 21.5 20.2 23.8
Weaver (undefined) 7,478 917 907 492 213
% sp. occ. 1.5 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1
% of workforce 75.2 63.7 63.4 65.8 67.4
Factory (branch undefined) 24,341 965 1,850 378 300
% sp. occ. 5.1 0.3 0.6 0.1 -
% of workforce 76.5 27.2 34.6 11.8 11.1
Factory Lab. (textile undefined) 23,820 7,041 2,573 3,460 3,420
% sp. occ. 5.0 2.2 0.9 1.4 1.8
% workforce 76.3 73.1 57.8 55.1 57.5
Domestic servant* 63,304 61,232 61,868 53,436 44,262 34,089
% sp. occ. 92.8 93.0 94.0 95.4 93.9
% of workforce 12.3 19.5 20.1 18.9 17.9
Washing/bathing services 3,727 2,057 3,308 3,695 4,717 4,056
% sp. occ. 1.1 0.4 1.0 1.3 2.0 2.1
% workforce 100 96.0 96.5 95.6
Board/lodging 1,911 2,659 1,330 1,607 1,419 1,351
% sp. occ. 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.6 0.6 0.7
% workforce 9.4 40.4 41.7 40.4 .38.4 37.0
Farmer grazier 9,954 103,398 23,904 25,209 24,854 18,906
% sp. occ. 5.4 21.8 14.2 17.0 17.1 13.8
% workforce 1.6 39.5 7.5 9.4 10.5 9.9
Farm serv. (indoor) (a) 7,303 11,973 5,898 3,629 2,426 715
% sp. occ. 2.2 2.5 1.8 1.3 1.0 0.3
% of workforce 7.4 11.2 14.1 8.6 3.3
Agric. lab. cottager 3,457 4,230 2,541 1,347 533
% sp. occ. 0.7 1.3 0.9 0.5 0.2
% workforce 8.1 7.4 3.3 1.3
General labourer** 6,696 4,996 1,986 910 415 253
% sp. occ. 2.0 1.0 0.6 0.3 0.1 0.1
% of workforce 6.7 7.6 5.3 2.7 1.0 0.5
Shirtmaker seamstress 49,753 62,800 46,429 46,033 42,440 25,559
% sp. occ. 15.0 13.2 14.6 17.3 180 13.4
% workforce 99.9 100 99.6 99.9 98.3 97.3
Mill/dress staymaker 61,065 14,005 15,518 17,284 17,237 11,884
% sp. occ. 13.0 2.9 4.8 6.5 7.3 6.2
% workforce 100 100 100 99.9 99.9 99.7
Embroiderer 3,238 5,210 1,474 4,054 3,759 4,584
% sp. occ. 0.9 1.1 0.4 1.5 1.5 2.4
% workforce 99.7 100 99.8 99.1 98.4 97.7
tambour - - - - - -

muslin 38,871 - - - - -

Fancy goods 10,271 4,355 3,011 2,373 1,281
% sp. occ. 2.1 1.3 1.1 1.0 0.6
% workforce • 996 99.0 99.3 989 94.5
Lace man 124 138 70 142 1,068 1,134
% sp. occ. - - - - 0.4 0.5

_ % workforce - 93.8 85.3 98.6 98.7 99.2
School mistresses 754 1,009 2,540 3,475 3,683 4,571
% sp. occ - 0.2 0.8 1.3 1.5 2.4
% workforce 34.4 41.3 52.8 56.5 58.2 64.2
Commercial clerks 365 1,572 3,798
% sp. occ. - 0.6 2.0

workforce - 176 32.7
59

* Domestic servants is inclusive of laundry maid, parlour maid, housemaid and nurse.
** General labourers were mostly aricultural labourers.
(a) Farm servants and agricultural labourers were included under on single heading in the 1861 Census. 59

59 Compiled from the country tables in the Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1861-1911.
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As the above table indicates, after the establishment and growth of factory labour 

from the 1840s to the 1860s, the structure of the labour market remained relatively stable 

until around the turn of the century. Between 1871 and 1911 the vast majority of women 

remained concentrated in a narrow range of specifically female occupations: domestic 

service, shirtmaker/seamstress, dressmaker/milliner and textile work in factories. The 

aforementioned occupations accounted for 74% of female employment in 1871 and 1901 and 

71% in 1911. The extent of the sexual segregation of labour is reflected in the fact that 

women constituted over 94% of most of these occupations. The lower proportion of women 

under flax/linen/manufacture tends to disguise the sexual segregation of work within the 

linen factories and mills. With the exception of weaving, most jobs were predominantly 

male or female preserves. For example, spinning, reeling and warping were female

occupations, while roughing, machine hackling and dressing were predominantly male

• 60 occupations.

Flax/linen/manufacturer was the largest employer of women in Ulster from 1881 to 

1911. This category increased its share of the female labour market from 15.4% in 1881 to 

23.8% in 1911. The exceptionally low figure of 5.1% employed in this category in 1871 is 

largely due to the tabulation of a large proportion of linen factory workers under the 

occupational headings o f ‘factory worker (textile undefined)’ and ‘factory labourer (branch 

undefined)’. The former category fell from 24,341 in 1871 to 965 in 1881, while the latter 

category decreased from 23,820 in 1871 to 2,573 in 1891. The decrease in these two 

categories was almost certainly a result of householders stating the exact nature of their 

occupation in the factory.61

60 Armstrong, ‘Social and economic conditions in the linen industry’, pp 243-51.
In the earlier censuses the Registrar General complained o f  the way in which people did not identify the type o f  

factory they worked in or the nature o f  their factory labour.
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However, an analysis by county shows that there was considerable regional variation 

in the pattern of female employment. This was mainly due to the uneven and limited effect 

of industrialisation on the economic structure of Ulster. Outside of the north-eastern 

districts of Ulster factory labour accounted for only a small proportion of the female labour 

market. Table 1.8 shows the percentage ‘flax/linen/manufacture’ comprised in the total 

female working population in Counties Armagh, Antrim (exclusive of Belfast), Down, 

Tyrone and the city of Belfast in 1881, 1901 and 1911.

Table 1.8

Flax/linen/manufacture as a percentage o f  females 
specified occupations (Ulster).

in

Year
County 1881 1901 1911
Antrim 29.0 30.3 33.2
Armagh 32.5 39.5 46.2
Down 10.8* 16.3 20.7
Tyrone 8.1 9.7 11.9
Belfast 29.5 36.6 36.4

62

* Down is inclusive o f  part o f  Belfast until 1901.

By 1911, ‘flax/linen/manufacture’ accounted for around one-third o f ‘occupied’ 

females in County Antrim and the City of Belfast, and just under one half in County 

Armagh. The large proportion of factory workers in Armagh was due to the establishment of 

large factories in Lurgan, Portadown and industrial villages such as Bessbrook. By contrast, 

in the less industrialised Counties of Cavan, Donegal, Fermanagh and Monaghan 

‘flax/linen/manufacture’ accounted for 1% or under o f ‘occupied’ females between 1871 and 

1911. In County Londonderry, where the great majority of factory labour was recorded

62 Compiled from the county tables in the Census o f Ireland, Ulster, 1881, 1901 and 1911.
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under shirtmaker/seamstress, it represented about 2% o f ‘occupied’ females.63 64

The number of domestic servants gradually declined between 1861 and 1911, from 

63,304 in 1861 to 34,089 in 1911. But despite the decline, domestic service remained the 

second largest single source of female employment in Ulster, accounting for 18.7% and 

17.9% o f ‘occupied’ females in 1901 and 1911 respectively. However, the proportion of 

domestic servants was always greater in the less industrial counties where the employment 

choices of women were more restricted. Table 1.9 shows the percentage domestic servants 

comprised in the total number of females in specified occupations in the counties of Ulster in 

1881, 1891, 1901 and 1911.

Table 1.9

Domestic servants as a percentage o f  females in specified 
occupations (Ulster)

Year
County 1881 1891 1901 1911
Antrim 18.7 22.3 22.2 20.4
Armagh 15.6 15.4 14.8 13.9
Belfast 12.7 12.2 12.0 9.9
Cavan 29.0 32.0 32.5 32.5

Donegal 18.3 19.5 18.5 22.5
Down 18.0 16.8 20.8 19.2

Fermanagh 29.1 30.5 32.4 32.0
Londonderry 23.3 24.7 20.8 22.2

Monaghan 27.5 32.5 33.5 29.9
Tyrone 22.4 24.3 22.6 25.5

64

County Armagh and the city of Belfast consistently returned the lowest level of 

domestic servants at 13.9% and 9.9% in 1911 respectively, as compared to 32% in Counties 

Cavan and Fermanagh. County Donegal, with its lack of an industrial base, appears to be the 

exception to the trend. But as noted previously, alternative employment was available in

63 Factory labour only comprised a small portion of shirtmakers in County Londonderry.
64 Compiled from the county tables in the Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1881, 1891, 1901 and 1911.
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these districts in the extensive home-work industries attached to the shirt and linen making- 

up industries. Although Counties Donegal and Tyrone show an increase in the proportion of 

domestic servants between 1900 and 1911, this has to be placed within the context of a 

marked contraction in the clothing and textile industries in this period.65

Several studies have suggested that the decline in domestic service was partly due to 

structural changes in the economy and partly due to a growing shortage of domestic servants. 

The long hours, poor working conditions and social restrictions generally associated with 

domestic service, were often absent in other forms of work. In districts where there was 

greater availability of work, especially urban districts, girls were increasingly reluctant to 

enter service. In towns such as Dublin and Belfast the great majority of servants had to be 

recruited from rural districts. By contrast, in rural areas domestic service remained a natural 

choice for girls on leaving school. At the same time, economic pressures, combined with the 

introduction of labour saving devices, resulted in a growing trend amongst middle-class 

families to replace live-in servants with a woman brought in on a daily basis.66 Despite these 

changes, domestic service continued to be an important source of employment for women in 

rural areas of Ulster into the 1920s and 1930s. In the Republic of Ireland, domestic service 

was the largest single source of female employment until the 1950s.67

The two principal occupations in the census Order of Dress were: 

‘shirtmaker/seamstress’ and ‘dressmaker/milliner’. As noted previously, an expansion in the 

Londonderry shirt industry from the 1860s onwards provided employment for women in their 

homes throughout several counties. The occupations o f ‘shirtmaker/seamstress’ increased

65 Domestic servants were simply increasing their share o f  a shrinking labour market.
Higgs, ‘Domestic servants’, pp 143-5; Roberts, Women's work, pp 31-2.
Daly, ‘Women in the Irish workforce’, p. 76
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their share of the female labour market from 13.2% in 1871 to 18% in 1901. Table 1.10

presents the percentage shirtmaker/seamstress comprised in the total number of females in 

specified occupations in Ulster, 1881, 1891, 1901 and 1911.

Table 1.10

Shirtmaker/seamstress as a percentage o f  females in 
specified occupations (Ulster)

Year
County 1881 1891 1901 1911
Antrim 8.0 7.7 7.8 4.4
Armagh 8.2 7.3 6.4 4.0
Cavan 9.3 9.3 8.8 3.2

Donegal 20.1 28.5 35.1 19.9
Down 22.7 25.9 26.6 18.4

Fermanagh 16.2 20.7 17.4 9.9
Londonderry 24.2 30.2 34.8 29.3*

Monaghan 10.7 8.5 7.3 ' 2.2
Tyrone 16.7 22.0 26.6 20.0

68

The importance of the industry is illustrated by the fact that shirtmaker/seamstress 

was the largest single source of employment for women in Counties Donegal, Down, 

Londonderry and Tyrone in 1901. In 1901, shirtmaker/seamstress accounted for 35.1% and 

34.8% o f ‘occupied’ females in Counties Donegal and Londonderry respectively and 26.6% 

in Counties Down and Tyrone. But by 1911, competition from cheaper foreign goods, and 

increased mechanisation, had resulted in a decrease in the home labour force. The number 

of women enumerated under shirtmaker/seamstress fell from 42,440 in 1901 to 25,559 in 

1911.69 While the contraction in the shirt industry was evident throughout the main counties, 

it was particularly marked in Donegal, where shirtmaker/seamstress fell by almost 15%.

Compiled from the county tables in the Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1881,1891,1901  and 1911. 
69 Ibid., 1901 p. 23/787, Ibid., 1911, p. 26.
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Dress-making and millinery were skilled hand trades to which girls had to be 

apprenticed for several years. Unlike factory labour and other areas of the sewing trades, 

dress-makers and milliners were drawn largely from the ranks of middle and lower-middle- 

classes: such as managers, bankers, clerks, shopkeepers and teachers. Between 1871 and 

1901 the number of dress-makers and milliners in Ulster increased from 14,005 to 17,237, 

representing an increase from 4.8% to 7.3% of ‘occupied’ women. However, as many 

women working from their homes were probably not enumerated, the statistics are more 

likely to reflect the numbers of women employed in workshops and factories.

Dress-making and millinery was one of the few sources of employment which was 

relatively evenly distributed throughout the counties of Ulster. With the exception of a low 

proportion of 4% in County Cavan, the industries accounted for between 7% and 9% of 

‘occupied’ females in the different counties in 1901. The nature of the work changed little 

throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century. Most of the work processes continued to 

be done by hand until the turn of the century and the trade was, for the most part, carried out 

in small workshops and dwelling houses.72 After 1900, the market for skilled hand-work was 

eroded by competition from the more mechanised ready-to-wear sector of the clothing trades. 

This was illustrated by a considerable drop in the numbers of dress-makers and milliners in 

Ulster from 17,237 in 1901 to 11,884 in 1911.73

A massive reduction in the number o f farm servants and labourers, along with the 

exclusion of wives and female relatives from the census enumeration, meant that by the end 

of the century the only numerically significant category in the Agricultural Class was that of

70 See, for example, enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Ormeau Road D24/49, 58-9).
71 Most o f  the historians who have analysed the census data are o f  the opinion that most o f  the women 
enumerated as dress-makers and milliners were full-time workers in the factories and workshops. See, for 
example, Roberts, Women’s work, p. 39.
72 Pennington and Westover, A hidden work-force, p. 34.
73 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1901, p. 23/787; Ibid., 1911, p. 26.
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farmer/grazier. The number of female farmer/grazier increased from 7,954 in 1861 to 24,854 

in 1901, before declining to 18,906 in 1911. By 1890, ‘farmer/grazier’ constituted 80% of 

the total number of females in the Agricultural Class. Table 1.11 presents the percentage 

farmer/grazier comprised in the total number of females in specified occupations in the 

counties of Ulster, 1881, 1891, 1901 and 1911.

Table 1.11

Farmer/grazier as a percentage o f  females in 
specified occupation (Ulster)

Year
County 18S1 1891 1901 1911
Antrim 5.1 6.7 8.0 8.3
Armagh 9.4 11.4 15.0 14.5
Cavan 14.5 23.9 32.0 • 37.3

Donegal 11.9 15.1 17.2 23.1
Down 5.5 6.5 9.3 8.7

Fermanagh 11.1 15.7 18.9 22.2
Londonderry 6.6 7.9 13.8 15.4

Monaghan 19.1 26.4 31.9 34.5
Tyrone 9.7 13.7 15.7 15.7

74

By 1911, farmers and graziers was the largest single source of employment in 

Counties Cavan, Monaghan and Donegal. However, the growth in the number of female 

farmer/graziers is probably a result of more women being returned on the census form either 

by themselves or by their husbands as ‘farmer’, rather than representing an actual increase in 

the number of women working in this area. The limited nature of employment in the rural 

counties is illustrated by the fact that in 1911 farmer/grazier and domestic servants 

comprised well over half of the female labour force in Counties Cavan, Monaghan and 

Fermanagh. 74

74 Compiled from the county tables Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1881, 1891, 1901 and 1911.
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The above evidence indicates that after 1900 there was a retraction in the sectors of

the economy which had traditionally employed the largest numbers of women: clothing 

manufacture, domestic service and agriculture. Even in textile factories, improvements to 

the machinery was beginning to reduce the need for a large labour force. Employment 

opportunities for women were particularly limited in those local economies which had been 

unable to diversify and expand. However, as traditional industries declined, new 

opportunities were opening up in the professional and white-collar sector of the economy. 

With an expansion in national and local government, and a growth in commercial and 

industrial enterprise, the demand for teachers, doctors, nurses, clerks, typists and other office 

workers increased considerably.75 Although these occupations employed only a tiny minority 

of women, they were of the greatest importance to women in the middle and lower-middle- 

classes who were seeking employment opportunities which conferred a higher social status.

One of the most significant changes was the growth and the feminization of clerical 

work. Between 1901 to 1911 the number of female clerks in Ulster almost doubled from 

1,572 to 3,798, while the number of male clerks increased only slightly from 7,352 to 7,809. 

Although the numbers employed in the Civil Service were small in comparison to England, 

women still accounted for two-thirds of Civil Service ‘officers and clerks’ in 1911.76 The 

greatest proportion of clerical work was, however, confined to the Counties of Antrim and 

Down. Almost two-thirds of the total number of female commercial clerks were enumerated 

in Belfast.77

Clerical work, along with other white-collar occupations, had a higher social status 

than that of factory work or domestic service. Higher wages, clean working conditions,

Meta Zimneck, ‘Jobs for the girls’ in John (ed.), Unequal opportunities, pp 158-61; Holcombe, Victorian 
ladies at work, pp 173-8.
76 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1911, p. 22.
77 Ibid., 1911.
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greater job security, all combined to make them very attractive occupations. The higher 

levels of education required, combined with a change in middle-class values concerning 

single women and work, meant that the labour force was drawn overwhelmingly from the 

middle-classes. The household schedules for 1901 show that clerks, typists and lithographers 

were drawn from the families of merchants, shop-keepers, teachers, accountants and

•  78insurance agents.

The position of women was, however, greatly restricted by a rigid sexual division of 

labour within the clerical sector. Rationalisation and mechanisation had greatly changed the 

nature of clerical work. Work processes were sub-divided into a series of skilled and un

skilled processes. At the same time, there was as an increase in the amount of supervisory 

and managerial positions. Several studies have shown that men and women were appointed 

to particular types of jobs on assumptions of ‘natural’ differences between the sexes. Thus 

women were appointed to tasks such as typing, filing and sorting on the grounds that they 

were more intellectually and psychologically suited to the more routine, mechanical tasks. 

Similarly, men were appointed to supervisory and managerial posts on assumptions of their 

‘natural’ authority and initiative78 79 As a consequence, women were employed mainly in the 

semi-skilled and unskilled sections of clerical work. In the Civil Service, women were 

concentrated in large numbers in the lower grades, while men dominated the higher grades 

and the supervisory posts. Although women were appointed as supervisors, they were 

restricted to supervisory posts in the lower grades, and they were never placed in charge of 

men.80

78 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Ormeau Road D24/49-52; Bridge Street, Lisburn, A151/44).
79 Holcombe, Victorian ladies at work, pp 174-5; Zimneck, ‘Jobs for the girls’, pp 158-61.
80 Holcombe, Ibid., p 174-5.
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Vertical segregation was also evident in the teaching profession. The numbers of 

teachers had grown steadily from the 1850s onwards. In the census, schoolmistresses and 

assistants increased from 754 in 1861 to 4,571 in 1911, while the number of schoolmasters 

and assistants rose from 1,437 to 2,543 for the same period.81 Despite their majority 

position, women teachers tended to have poorer career prospects and less job security than 

men. Women were paid a lower rate than men with the same qualifications and training. 

They were also appointed in disproportionate numbers to the worst paid post of assistant, 

usually under a male principal.82 Teaching had initially drawn a substantial section of its 

labour force from the working-class. But by the 1890s, it was staffed largely by women from 

the middle and lower-middle-class.83

Job opportunities in the medical field were only beginning to open up for women in 

Ireland in the early 1900s. The number of women enumerated in the medical field in 1911 

were: ‘hospital certificated nurses 255’, ‘subordinate medical services-492’, ‘midwives-20’, 

physician/surgeon-10’.84 While women comprised over half of the medical professions, they 

were employed in the lower levels as nurses, midwives and in subordinate medical services, 

which were overwhelmingly female occupations. In comparison, men comprised over 99% 

of physicians and surgeons and 96% of medical assistants and students. One of the main 

occupations for women in the medical field was nursing. Prior to the 1860s, nursing was 

associated with the workhouse hospitals; the general image was one of drunken, uncouth and 

immoral women, and most were recruited from the lower levels of the working-classes.85

81 Census o f  Ireland, 1861, p. 378; Ibid., 1911, pp 13, 23.
82 Female teachers occupied a subordinate position in the ordinary national schools, particularly in Ulster where a 
lack o f  separate schools for girls made it difficult for them to obtain a post as a principal.
83 Even in the skilled working-class districts it is exceptional to find girls employed as teachers.
84 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1911, p. 23.
85 Peggy Donaldson, Yes matron, pp 16-43. For an example o f  the accusations against workhouse nurses see 
Mrs Jameson’, Women’s work: a review o f  the sisters o f  charity, Catholics and Protestants at home and abroad’ 
in Irish Quarterly Review, vol. vi, (December 1856), pp 754-6; Holcombe, Victorian ladies at work, pp 67-79.
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After this period, nursing in England was transformed through the efforts of Florence 

Nightingale. With the establishment of Nurses Training Schools, and the setting of strict
Q /

moral codes of behaviour, nursing gradually became a skilled and respectable occupation.

The Belfast Nurses Home and Training School, which opened in May 1872, was the 

first training school in Ireland to be based on the Nightingale System. The aims of the school 

were to introduce specialised training, to improve methods of hygiene and nursing care and 

to enlist educated women of a ‘respectable’ class to the occupation. These aims were 

clearly illustrated in a letter from Miss Nightingale to the Belfast Board of Management in 

May 1871. Miss Nightingale stated that if the ‘habits of drunkenness, pilfering from patients 

and immoral behaviour are to be eradicated, the institution must induce respectable women

of good moral character to enter the profession;’ and to ‘keep them above deterioration in

88mind and body’, healthy accommodation and good supervision must be provided.

In the Belfast Training School, probationers and nurses were provided with board and 

lodging and placed under the supervision of a Lady Superintendent and Matron of the Home. 

Probationers were trained for three years. If their moral conduct was considered satisfactory, 

they were given a testimonial as a qualified nurse. After 1890, examinations were held and 

certificates given to the successful candidates. By the late 1900s, the standard of nursing had 

improved, and, very importantly, the medical profession was beginning to accept the need for 

fully trained certificated nurses.89 In England, the vast majority of nursing jobs were taken 

by women from the aspiring working-classes.90 But in Ulster, the evidence in the household 

schedules demonstrates that nursing was a predominantly lower-middle-class occupation.91

86 Holcombe, Victorian ladies at work, pp 69-79; Donaldson, Yes matron, pp 26-43.
87 Donaldson, Yes matron, pp 29-30.
88 Belfast Evening Telegraph, 7 February 1874.
89 Donaldson, Yes matron, pp 33-5.
90 Holcombe, Victorian ladies at work, p. 74.
91 Even when nurses were in lodgings or boardings, it was usually in a relatively good district.
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This suggests that the higher level of education required of entrants, and the prolonged 

period of training, were sufficient to deter working-class women from entering in anything 

but the smallest of numbers.

Some women were able to benefit from the growth in professional and white-collar 

occupations. In comparison to working-class occupations, these positions offered relatively 

high salaries, greater job security and pension rights. Yet these advantages were offset by the 

fact that women tended to be concentrated in certain kinds of work and in the worst paid 

level of those occupations. Men dominated the highly technical, highly skilled, responsible 

and managerial positions, which also provided the highest status and salaries. Furthermore, 

as these occupations were primarily the preserve of the middle-classes, working-class women 

derived very little benefit from the growth of this sector.

The nature and type of work undertaken by women did not, then, significantly 

change. The majority of women continued to be employed in small workshops or in the 

production of goods and services in the home. As a result of horizontal and vertical 

segregation, women continued to occupy a disadvantaged position throughout the labour 

market. In general, their work was characterised by low pay and status, even within the 

professional and white-collar occupations. Women in the textile factories earned about 

half the wages of unskilled male workers and about one-third of those of skilled males.93 

Although occupied in a skilled trade, the wages of nurses were exceptionally low. For 

example, in the 1890s a trained nurse at the Belfast General Hospital received only £20 

annually, in addition to her board and lodging.94 In the case of teachers, women were paid

92 For the low wages o f  women throughout a range o f  occupations see A.V. John (ed), Unequal opportunities; 
Lewis, Women in England, pp 166-90.
93 See, for example, Board o f  trade (annual report o f  the Labour Department). Third annual report o f  the 
Labour department o f  the Board o f  Trade (1895-96) with abstract o f  labour statistics, pp 124-5, [C 9230], H.C. 
1896, lxxx, 152-3
94 Donaldson, Yes matron, p. 30.
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about one-third less than men with the same qualifications.95

The wage differential between men and women is only partially explained by the 

concentration of women in unskilled sectors of the job market. Another factor was the 

attitude and actions of male workers and trade-unionists. Women were actively excluded by 

men from skilled occupations. Opposition was based on the fear that the employment of 

women workers would lead to a downgrading of the work process and inevitable to lower 

wages.96 In instances where women gained entrance to a hitherto male dominated 

occupation, they were usually confined to the lower skilled processes, as in tailoring and the 

boot and shoe industries. Rather than campaigning for equal pay for women, the family 

wage became a main bargaining counter of male trade-unionists. This was illustrated in 

Henry Broadhurst’s speech to the Trade Union Council’s Annual Conference in 1877 in 

which he reminded male unionists of their duty to maintain their wives in their proper sphere 

at home, instead of competing with their male colleagues in the workplace.97 The actions of 

male workers were compounded by the lack of female trade unions. Women in the 

important textile and dress industries were virtually non-unionised until the end of the 

nineteenth century. This, combined with a surplus of female labour, was an important factor 

in depressing wages in Ireland.

Age-composition of the labour force

The following tables present the age-composition of the female labour force in 

Ulster. Table 1.12 presents the percentage the different age-groups constituted in the female 

labour force of Ulster, 1871, 1881, 1901 and 1911. Table 1.13 presents the labour

95 T.J. O Connell, History o f  the Irish National Teachers’ Organisation 1868-1968 (Dublin, 1968), pp 148-9.
Daly,’Women in the Irish work-force’, pp 75-6; Lewis, Women in England, pp 200-3.
Lewis, Women in England, pp 175-6.
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participation rate of specified age-groups in Ulster, 1871, 1881, 1901 and 1911.

Table 1.12

Specified age-groups as a percentage o f  females in 
specified occupations (Ulster)

Years
Age-groups 1871 1881 1901 1911

-15 5.7 4.7 3.5 3.0
15-25 32.1 37.2 38.9 37.6
25-45 33.9 31.8 32.2 32.9
45-65 20.9 18.9 18.2 15.4
65+ 7.0 7.4 6.9 9.7

Table 1.13

Labour participation rate o f  specified age-groups (Ulster)
Years

Age-groups 1871 1881 1901 1911
10-15 24.8 14.8 10.8 7.6
15-25 81.5 63.6 55.6 51.0
25-45 66.0 44.2 34.2 28.4
45-65 66.0 42.5 29.8 22.9
65+ 58.4 42.4 31.9 22.0

98

Table 1.12 indicated that the age composition of the female labour force remained 

relatively stable throughout the period under discussion. Women aged 15-25 and 25-45 

comprised the greater portion of the female labour force between 1871 and 1911. However, 

the table also indicates that the under 15 age-group and 45-65 age-group formed a decreasing 

proportion of the female labour market from 1881 onwards. Changes in the labour 

participation of these age-groups are more clearly illustrated in Table 1.13. The labour 

participation rate of girls under 15 years of age was reduced from 24.8% in 1871 to 7.6% in 

1911. This was in some part due to the progressive raising of the school leaving age from 

nine in 1848 to eleven in 1893 and to twelve in 1896. As noted previously, parents were also
Qo

Compiled from the Census o f Ireland, Ulster, 1871, 1881, 1901, 1911.
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taking advantage of the development in secondary and higher education for girls."

However, the household schedules for 1901 indicate that the trend for girls to stay in 

school for longer periods was confined largely to the higher social classes. Most girls in 

working-class districts in urban areas entered employment at thirteen or earlier as half- 

timers.100 The need amongst the working-class for girls to begin earning at an early age is 

indicated by the relatively high proportion of girls aged 15 and under in 

flax/linen/manufacture. In 1901 and 1911, females under 15 years of age comprised 6.4% 

and 6.1% respectively of females in textile/linen/manufacture, as compared to 7.6% in 1881. 

Amongst factory spinners, who were the poorest section of factory workers, the under 15 

age-group comprised 8.8% of the workforce in 1911.101 Furthermore, contemporary 

evidence demonstrates that it remained common practice for boys and girls as young as ten 

years of age to work as farm servants, cattle herders and paid home-workers. Children in 

rural areas were also kept off school to work in the hay and potato harvests.102 Much of their 

work was simply not declared by their parents in the census forms.

Table 1.13 indicates that there was a marked decrease in the labour participation rates 

of all women over 25 years of age. Between 1881 and 1911 the participation rate of women 

age-group 25-45 fell from 44.2% to 28.4%, while the rate of women aged 45-65 fell from 

42.3% to 22.9%. As the proportion of single women decreased with age, the evidence tends 

to suggest that women were much less likely to be in paid employment after marriage.

99 Armstrong, ‘Social and economic conditions in the Belfast linen industry’, pp 242-4.
0 Enumerators’ books for Belfast, Lisburn and Lurgan show that it was exceptional for a working-class girl to 

remain at school after the minimum leaving age. See, for example, (N.A.I., Sandy Row district, Belfast,
A 98/11-56; Lurgan A47/3,9,12).
101 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1901, p. 23/787; Ibid., 1911, p. 26.

2 The reduction in class sizes during the harvest periods was a persistent problem for teachers in Ulster. For an 
example o f  the low average attendances see Appendix to the seventy-sixth report o f  the commissioners o f  
national education in Ireland, school year, 1909-10, section I, p. 49, [Cd 5491], H.C. 1911, xxi, 151 (hereafter 
cited as Appendix to the seventy-sixth report o f the commissioners o f national education). High rate o f  
absenteeism in the harvest periods reduced the class sizes meant that Ulster always had a low rate o f  average 
attendance.
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For example, in 1891, the proportion of single women fell from 91.2% in the 15-25 age- 

group in Ulster to 41.7% in the 25-45 age-group and again to 22.6% in the 45-65 age- 

group. Jane Lewis’s analysis of the data on married and single women in the English 

census of 1911 suggests that most women left work after marriage and, furthermore, did not 

rejoin it.104 As noted already, the household schedules demonstrate that wives in working- 

class districts did not automatically give up paid employment after marriage. The evidence 

does, however, suggest that the wives of skilled working-class men were no longer prepared 

to work after marriage.105

The withdrawal of upper-working-class wives from the labour market was probably 

affected by two factors. First, the cult of the woman as the mother and housewife, with its 

emphasis on child-care. Secondly, the higher social status which women often derived from 

the role of the non-working wife.106 However, the question of whether or not a wife worked 

was more complicated than a straightforward issue of social class. For instance, factors such 

as the size and age of the family and widowhood all had an effect on the labour participation 

rates of women. Again, the discrepancy between the statistics at the national and local level 

emphasise the need to analyse women within their particular social and economic context, 

rather than as a social category or group.

Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1891, p. 981/985 
4 Lewis, Women in England, p. 150, 175-6.

105 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., east Belfast D27/10-20).
w Lewis, Women in England, pp 149-50; Bourke, ‘The best o f  all home rulers’, pp 41-46.
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Conclusion

Throughout the period under discussion, women were concentrated in a narrow 

range of traditionally female occupations: domestic service and the manufacture of textiles 

and clothing. While women were gaining entrance to the emerging white-collar and 

professional occupations at the turn of the century, they tended to be concentrated in those 

sections of occupations which had lower pay and lower status. There were, however, 

significant differences between the types of employment undertaken by women in the 

different regions. An important feature of the evidence is the extent to which the 

employment opportunities for women were determined by the structure of the local 

economy. In the north-eastern districts of Ulster, the expansion of the textile factories 

provided women with the opportunity to engage in full-time waged work outside of the 

home. In the less industrialised counties of Cavan, Fermanagh and Monaghan, the 

employment choices of women were largely restricted to seasonal agricultural work and 

domestic service. Counties Donegal, Londonderry and Tyrone formed an intermediate stage, 

with the extensive shirt and linen making-up industries providing an alternative form of 

employment for women in the home in rural areas. Home-work was low paid and work 

could be irregular. Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that in areas where women had 

access to paid home-work they tended to avoid domestic service.

The census data indicates a decrease in the rate of women in employment in Ulster. 

Between 1871 and 1911 the proportion of women aged 10 and over in the population of 

Ulster in gainful employment decreased from 44.4% to 29.1%. This decrease can in some 

part be explained by changes in the classification system which resulted in certain categories 

of women’s work being transferred from the productive to the non-productive category in the 

census. However, despite the fact that there was no significant change to the classification of
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women’s work in the census after 1900, the rate of women aged ten and over in employment 

in Ulster decreased by nearly 7% by 1911. This decline in the number of women in 

employment can be partly accounted for by the contraction in a number of traditional areas 

of employment, such as domestic service, home-work and other sectors of clothing 

manufacture.

As the evidence in this chapter has demonstrated, the census data can not be regarded 

as providing an accurate account of the numbers of women in employment. A considerable 

number of women employed on a variety of tasks on small holdings, farms and the family 

enterprise were excluded from the statistics on employment. It is also very likely that much 

of the paid work done by women in the home and in the informal economy was not stated in 

the census forms by heads of households. As the evidence in the proceeding chapter will 

demonstrate, the waged work of women was much more widespread than the census 

suggests.
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Chapter 2

Hand-loom weavers

Although women comprised a large proportion of hand-loom weavers from the 1840s 

onwards, their significance has attracted little attention from historians. Indeed, the typical 

image of the industry is that of the male hand-loom weaver. This chapter is concerned with 

investigating the role of women in the hand-loom trades. Particular attention is paid to the 

continuance of a family-based organisation of labour and the role of women’s wages in the 

family economy.

Women’s work in the eighteenth century

The growth and prosperity of the Irish linen industry in the eighteenth century has 

already been well researched in articles and theses.1 The purpose of this section is to provide 

a general background to the work of women in textiles and the main factors which facilitated 

the entrance of women into a hitherto male dominated hand-loom weaving trade.

The eighteenth century was a period of massive expansion and economic growth for 

the Irish domestic linen industry. By the 1790s, the farming/weaving household had 

expanded into all the counties of Ulster, as well as Louth and parts of Leitrim, Longford, 

Mayo, Sligo and Roscommon. The success of the industry was based largely on a massive 

increase in the demand for linen cloth and yam from Britain. By the 1790s, the export of

1 See Hugh McCall, Ireland and her staple manufacturers: brief sketches o f  the history and progress o f  the 
linen and cotton trades (2nd. ed. Belfast, 1855); Conrad Gill, The rise o f  the Irish linen industry (Oxford, 1925); 
E.R.R. Green, The lagan valley 1800-1850 (London, 1949); Idem, The industrial archaeology o f  county Down 
(Belfast, 1989); Brenda Collins, ‘Proto-industrialisation and pre-famine emigration’ in Social history, vol. 7, no.
2 (May 1982), pp 127-46; E. Boyle, The economic development o f  the Irish linen industry (unpublished Ph D. 
thesis, Queen’s University, Belfast, 1979); Jennifer A Grew, ‘The Derry shirt industry, 1831-1913’ (unpublished 
M.Phil thesis, New University o f  Ulster, 1988).
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linen cloth was 50% greater than the value of all agricultural produce combined. Linen yam 

also had a valuable export market to the cotton districts of England, where linen weft was 

combined with cotton warp to strengthen cotton yam.

For most of the century linen production was based on the domestic system of labour. 

The independent farmer/weaver often grew his own flax, and employed himself and his 

family on the preparation, spinning and weaving of the yam. When the cloth was completed 

it was sold in the public brown-linen markets to drapers and bleachers or to travelling 

jobbers who purchased the webs from weavers in their own homes.

All members of the household were expected to make some contribution to the 

different parts of the production process. But although the whole production process 

required a good deal of familial co-operation, the main task of spinning and weaving were 

allocated on the basis of age and sex. The hand-spinning of flax into linen yam was a 

specifically female trade. Most girls began learning to spin at eleven or twelve years of age. 

The winding of weft and warp was also chiefly done by women and young children. Hand- 

loom weaving was a highly skilled trade and was an almost exclusively male occupation. 

Most boys were apprenticed or ‘bound’ at twelve years of age to a weaver for a period of two 

to three years.

Until the 1860s, most farmer/weavers owned from ten to fifteen acres of land. 

Although earnings from the loom were relatively high, they were still only a supplement to 

agriculture. With the farmer working the loom at those times of the year when his labour 2

2 Collins, ‘Proto-industrialisation’, pp 129-30; Mary E. Daly, The famine in Ireland {Dublin, 1986), p. 12.
Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland, pp 7-19. Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ' commissioners: 

reports by Richard M. Muggeridge, on the linen and cotton mamtfacturers o f  Ireland part iii 43-11, H.C. 1840 
(220), xxiii, 731 in British parliamentary papers, Irish University press series, Industrial revolution: textiles, vol. 
9, pp 719-21 ( 1830-9, 1893-40), 7 3 1 -3, (hereafter cited as Reports from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ 
commissioners).
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was not needed on the land.4 From the 1860s onwards, the domestic industry was 

transformed by the investment of large sums of capital in the putting-out system. Under this 

system, manufacturers and farmers purchased yam in large quantities from spinners, 

prepared the warps, and gave out the yard to be woven by weavers in their own homes.

Wages were paid to the weaver when the web was returned to the manufacturer. Payment 

was by the yard or the piece, with the rate varying according to the size and the quality of the 

cloth.

The putting-out system had its origins in the prosperous farmer/manufacturers of 

Counties Monaghan, Cavan and Armagh. Farmers erected as many cottages as they could on 

their land and employed cottiers to weave. Each cottage had a potato patch and rent was 

often paid for through weaving or in ‘bond service’, i.e., working for the farmer in the 

harvest period.5 By the 1790s, the putting-out system was dominated by large manufacturers, 

mostly bleachers and merchants, who employed hundreds of cottier weavers and small 

farmers. The small farmer weaver had always valued his independence. But in the last 

quarter of the nineteenth century, intensive sub-division of land, combined with greater 

regularity of work and higher earnings, had encouraged many small farmers to become the 

employees of large manufacturers.6 The putting-out trade was extended further with the 

introduction of cotton to the Belfast area in the 1780s. With the wages for weaving cotton 

almost double those for linen, most hand-loom weavers in Belfast and the surrounding 

districts switched to the weaving of cotton. By the 1790s, machine-spun cotton yam was 

being distributed through agents in Belfast to cotton hand-loom weavers in Belfast,

4 Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland, pp 24-6; Collins, ‘Proto-industrialisation’, pp 129-33.
5 Reports from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, p. 594/616; see also Crawford, Domestic industry 
in Ireland, pp 44-50.
6 Reports from assistant hand-loom weavers' commissioners, pp 654-6/676-8; Green, The industrial 
archaeology o f  Down, p.5.
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Greyabbey, Newtownards, Bangor, Lisburn and Hillsborough.7 The putting-out stage of 

production is often called proto-industrialisation.8

As the linen industry expanded and commercialised, weaving and spinning became 

concentrated in specific regions. By the 1790s, manufacturers, putters-out and weavers were 

concentrated mainly in the Counties of Antrim, Down, Armagh and east-Londonderry. The 

Counties of Donegal, Tyrone and west-Londonderry were specialising in the growing and 

spinning of flax. Much of the yam produced in these counties was woven in Counties 

Antrim, Armagh and Down.9 Specialisation suited the relatively poor soil conditions in the 

north-west. By growing flax and utilising the labour of wives and daughters as spinners, 

farmers were able to maximise the economic potential of small holdings and farms. The 

importance of yam, as opposed to linen production, is reflected in the number of yam to 

linen markets in the north-western counties. In 1816, there were only three linen markets to 

every thirty yam markets in County Donegal. County Tyrone, which was the most important 

centre in the north-west for the manufacture of linen, had fourteen yam markets to every ten 

linen markets in 1827.10

By selling their yam in the local textile markets or to travelling yam jobbers, spinners 

were able to earn a regular cash income. Payment for hand-spun varied according to the 

quantity and the quality of the yam produced; the finer the hand-spun the higher the piece- 

rate. In 1776, Arthur Young stated that spinners in the districts of Lurgan, County Armagh, 

could earn 3d. to 4d. a day. In 1804, Charles Coote estimated that young girls could earn 3d.

7 Reports from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, p. 596/618; Collins, ‘Proto-industrialisation’,

V31-
Proto-industrialisation is a term applied to domestic industries in the transition period before industrialisation. 
Collins, ‘Proto-industrialisation’, pp 136-7. For a more detailed account see William Crawford ‘The evolution 

o f  the linen trade in Ulster before industrialisation’ in Irish economic and social history, xv (1988), pp 32-53.
Collins, ‘Proto-industrialisation’, pp 136-8. The value o f  yam sold each month in the yam markets at Donegal 

town and Ardara was £1,500 and £3,000 respectively.
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to 6d. a day in Armagh and up to lOd. a day if they worked constantly.11 By the mid

eighteenth century a class of itinerant spinners had developed. Itinerant spinners travelled 

the countryside and hired themselves out to farmer/weavers. In return for spinning a quantity 

of flax, they were paid a small sum of cash, as well as their board and lodging.12 In 

addition to their earnings from spinning, women also made an economic contribution to the 

family by winding weft and warp, as well as performing a variety of productive tasks on the 

farm.13

Earnings from spinning were, however, low in comparison to those of hand-loom 

weavers. The weaving of fíne linens and cambrics were paid for at a higher rate than coarse 

linen cloth. The fineness of the cloth was denoted by the number of hundreds, or splits in the 

reeds, the higher the number of hundreds the greater the fineness of the cloth.14 Dubourdieu 

estimated that between 1779 and 1812 a skilful and industrious weaver in Antrim and 

Armagh earned on average 7s. to 8s. gross a week, only a few earned in excess of 

10s. a week.15

But despite the lower level of earnings, the income from spinning was still central to 

the family’s standard of living. Throughout Ulster the earnings from spinning were used to 

pay land rental and to maintain a better diet and standard of clothing above that of the non

textile regions in Ireland.16 According to Brenda Collins, female-households could be an 

economic advantage in the yam producing regions of the north-west. Those households 

which did not have enough daughters or female kin, generally hired itinerant spinners to spin

11 A.W. Hutton (ed ), Arthur Young’s tour o f  Ireland (¡776-1779) vol. 1 (London, 1892), pp 127; Charles 
Coote, Statistical survey o f  the County o f  Armagh (Dublin, 1804), p. 255.
12 Hutton, Young’s  tour o f  Ireland, vol. 1, p. 130.
13 Edward Wakefield, An account o f  Ireland: statistical and political, vol. 1 (London, 1812), p. 685.
14 For a description o f  weaving see Coyne, Ireland agricultural and industrial, pp 393-5.

John Dubourdieu, Statistical survey o f  Antrim with observations on the means o f  improvement, part ii (Dublin, 
1812), p. 394.

Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland, pp 25-6; Collins, ‘Proto-industrialisation’, p. 137.
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the family’s flax. In addition to paying rent, the earnings from spinning were used to lease 

additional land to grow flax. Income from spinning also reduced the need for men and 

women to leave home to work as migrant labourers.17

The putting-out system altered the relationship of the weaver in the market. For most 

of the eighteenth century, a weaver’s standard of living and status had depended to a large 

extent on his ownership of the land. Under the putting-out system, his status was reduced to 

that of an employee. With little or no land, a hand-loom weaver was compelled to work at 

the loom throughout the year, except during the peak harvest periods.18 Very importantly, a 

considerable proportion of weavers were now dependent upon cash earnings from textiles, 

including spinning, for economic survival.

The entrance of women into weaving

The precarious economic position of textile households was only too evident in the 

first decades of the nineteenth century, as the application of power to the weaving of cotton 

and coarse linen forced the wages of hand-loom weaver downwards. For instance, the 

average weekly wages of cotton weavers were reduced from £1 18s.4d. in 1779 to 12s.6d. in 

1827 and to 6s.8d. by 1834.19 At the same time, a depression in agricultural prices, 

combined with high land rentals, forced many small farmer/weavers to become the 

employees of large manufacturers, many were reduced to the status of cottiers.20

The depression in the weaving trades was heightened by the adoption of powered 

spinning to both cotton and linen yam. The extension of machine-spun coarse linen yam to

17 Collins, ‘Proto-industrialisation’, pp 136-7.
18 The putting-out system resulted in a marked fall in the status o f  weavers. Many weavers felt a loss o f  pride 
when they became employees o f  manufacturers.
H Reports from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, p. 775/797.
20 Collins, ‘Proto-industrialisation’, pp 137-8; Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland, pp 51,62-4. Weavers 
were being described by contemporaries as one o f  the poorest classes by the 1829s.
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Scotland in the 1790s resulted in the demise of coarse hand-spun. The market for hand-spun

was eroded further with the development of the wet-spinning method, which enabled the

finest counts of yam to be machine-spun. In 1829, John Mulholland made the first

successful application of the wet-spinning method in his newly erected mill in York Street,

Belfast. By 1835 there were 27 spinning mills in Ireland and 35 by 1839. These were mostly

1situated in Belfast and the immediate neighbourhood.

Mill-spun linen yam was cheaper to purchase, of more uniform quality and easier to 

weave. By using mill-spun a weaver could produce almost double the quantity of cloth in the

• 'yysame given time. Manufacturers were quick to use mill-spun, as it reduced their costs and

enabled linen to compete effectively with cotton. As mill-spun could only be purchased in

large quantities from mill owners or from the putters-out, it accelerated the existing trend

towards the employment of weavers by putters-out. While some weavers continued to use

hand-spun yam, they were unable to compete effectively with machine-spun cloth. By the

1830s, the great majority of hand-loom weavers were cottiers and small farmers working for

manufacturers, the greater proportion of which were cottiers with no land. The independent

weaver working on his own account was only found in considerable numbers in the districts

of Ballymena, Ballymoney, Coleraine and in some parts of Lurgan.23

Mill-spun also decimated a hand-spun industry unable to compete with either the

cheapness or the quality of the fine mill-spun. While women continued to produce hand-

spun, it was no longer a remunerative employment. By the 1830s, the earnings from hand-

spun had been reduced to a pittance. In the districts of Coleraine and Londonderry hand-

spinners were only able to earn lOd. to Is. for a hard week’s spinning; in Laghore parish,

21H.D. Gribbon, The history o f  water power in Ulster (Newton Abbot, 1969), pp 90-6. This book provides a 
detailed analysis o f  water powered spinning mills in Ireland.
22 Reports from assistant hand-loom weavers' commissioners, p. 596/618.
23 Ibid., pp 719-22/731-5.
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County Armagh, the earnings of spinners were reduced to Id. to 2d. at most for a fair day’s 

work.24 While the demise of hand-spun created extensive female unemployment and 

economic hardships throughout Ulster, the effects were most pronounced in the yam 

producing regions of the north-west. In these regions, the economic situation was 

compounded further by the decline in flax production. By the 1820s, the demand for flax 

from the spinning mills was increasingly met by increased production in the central and 

southern counties of Monaghan, Cavan, Fermanagh and Armagh. By the late 1820s, the 

small farm combining flax production and spinning in the north-west had almost 

disappeared.25

These factors combined with over-population and intense sub-division of land 

reduced Donegal to one of the poorest districts in Ulster. With little alternative employment, 

many women in Counties Donegal, Londonderry and Fermanagh had to combine hand-spun 

with knitting, the sale of tobacco, eggs, illicit whiskey, and begging in order to earn 2d. or 3d 

a day. In many districts widows who had formerly supported themselves were reduced to
i j / '

keeping their families together only with the assistance of neighbours and relatives.

Faced with a loss of spinning, and a declining standard of living amongst weavers, 

women had little option but to seek a new source of employment. While mill-spun destroyed 

hand-spun, it also opened up the prospects of employment in the hand-loom weaving trades. 

Women were traditionally excluded from weaving on the grounds that it was too physically 

demanding. But the ease with which mill-spun could be woven meant that women, young 

girls, boys and older men, could weave as well as adult men. As a result of an expansion in

24 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, pp 7 14/736, 725/747, evidence o f  John Duff, a 
weaver, and David Longman, deputy seal master o f  Londonderry.
25 Colins, ‘Proto-industrialisation’, pp 139,141.
26( First report from her majesty's commissioners fo r  inquiring into the conditions o f  the poorer classes in 
Ireland with appendix (A) and supplement, pp 174-5, 177, 181-2, H.C. 1835 (369), xxxii, 190-3, 193, 197-8. 
(hereafter cited as First report into the poorer classes, Ireland, 1835).
27 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers' commissioners, p. 596/618.
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the linen trade, and a corresponding increase in the demand for weavers, women in the

28textile regions had the opportunity to enter the weaving trade.

As the reports of the hand-loom commissioners show, any prejudice which existed 

against female weavers was rapidly overcome. Mr Otway reported that about one-half of all 

hand-loom weavers were young persons of both sexes between the ages of twelve and 

twenty. Furthermore, females were now generally employed at most aspects of the loom 

and, except on the coarsest and broadest of goods, they were regarded by many 

manufacturers as being amongst the best and most productive of workers. Mill-spun also 

ended the traditional long apprenticeships and binding by indenture. Children were now put 

to the loom at an earlier age and on many kinds of work were trained within six months to a 

year.30 However, in spite of the massive influx of women, not all women in textile districts 

took up weaving. As the following section shows, the responses of women in weaving 

households varied according to the availability of female employment in the local economy.

The fine weaving districts around Lurgan, Banbridge, and Portadown benefited the 

most from the expansion in the market for linen. In these districts, weavers comprised the 

greater proportion of the population and most households were either wholly or partly 

dependent upon weaving for a living. For example, in the parishes of Shankill, Drumcree 

and Seago around Lurgan, nearly the entire population was employed as weavers.31 In 

Lurgan, there were still a considerable number of independent weavers in the neighbourhood, 

holding on average between five to fifteen acres; even those weavers who worked for 

manufacturers generally held one to three acres. As the centre for the production of fine

28 William H. Crawford, ‘A hand-loom weaving community in County Down’, in Ulsterfolklife, vol. 39 (1993), 
p. 1. The production o f  linen cloth expanded from an estimated fifty million yards in the 1820s to sixty-five 
million yards in the early 1850s.
29 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, p. 596/618.
30 Although some apprenticeships remained, binding by indenture was no longer applied.
31 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers’ commissioners, p. 644/666.
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cambrics, as well as single and double diaper damasks, Lurgan provided good employment 

opportunities for women. The great majority of cambrics were woven on small light frames 

ideally suited for the application of young female labour.32

Otway reported that in Lurgan most of those females who had formerly spun had 

taken up the loom. The additional labour had been accommodated by increasing the number 

of looms to three per household.33 Evidence from employers in the district shows that 

women were not confined to the coarser and less well paid counts of cloth. One 

manufacturer stated that one-seventh of his looms producing the finer counts of 16 hundreds 

to 20 hundreds were worked by girls, and one-third by boys under seventeen years of age.

The average wage of weavers working for Mr Druid were relatively high at 7s. to 8s. gross a 

week. Out of the 120 looms under his charge, one-quarter were worked by young girls and 

boys under twenty-two years of age.34

The districts between Banbridge and Dromore differed from Lurgan in that they were 

populated with cottier weavers. These districts contained some of the largest employers of 

weavers, for example, three manufacturers employed over 4,200 looms between them. The 

principal description of linens woven in these districts were from 10 hundreds to 24 hundreds 

and from 16 hundreds to 24 hundreds, as well as linen drills and a considerable quantity of 

damasks. As in the Lurgan area, families had increased the number of looms to two or three 

per household, and the greater proportion of weavers were young persons of both sexes under 

the age of twenty. The wages on linen drills and damasks averaged from 4s. to 10s. a week. 

In addition, many other women earned ls.2d. to 2s. a day winding warp for large 

manufacturers.35

32 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers' commissioners, pp 642-3/665-6.
33 fIbid., p. 644/666.
34 Ibid., p. 644/666.
35 Ibid, pp 638/660, 641/663.
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Multi-loomed households also became common in the north of Ulster. In east- 

Londonderry, the fíne linen industry provided employment to a considerable number of 

persons. For example, in 1851 the census recorded 9,096 weavers in County Londonderry, 

about one-third of whom were women.36 * According to Jonathan Richardson, an employer of 

over 1,000 looms, the average wages of weavers in the late 1830s was around 6s. net a 

week. Even in the districts of Coleraine and Ballymena, where the independent 

farmer/weaver continued to dominate the trade, it was as common to put daughters to the 

looms as sons. This occurred despite the fact that many independent weavers were still 

working with the more difficult hand-spun.38 James Adams, a weaver of Coleraine, stated 

that every child of a weaver was put to the loom.39 Weavers using hand-spun had suffered a 

marked reduction in their standard of living. By the late 1830s, the average wages of 

independent weavers in these districts had sunk to 3s.6d. a week. Even those working for 

manufacturers were only able to earn around 5s. net a week. Consequently, weavers had 

little alternative but to train their daughters to the trade, especially as there was little 

alternative female employment.40

By contrast, in County Donegal, geographical isolation and lack of access to the 

putters-out of mills-spun, meant that there was little employment to ease the redundancy of 

female labour. While some former spinners took up weaving coarse union and linens, 

average earnings were at best 3s.4d. to 5s. a week. These low wages were reduced further by 

the fact that there was only full employment between the months of May and January.41

36 Census o f Ireland, Ulster, 1861, pp 489-91/631-5; Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ' commissioners, 
p.713/735.
7 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers' commissioners, p.713/735.

3* Ibid., p.714-6/735-7.
34 Ibid., p.714/735.
40 Ibid, p.714/735.
41 Ibid., pp 649-50/671-2.
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Although small, women’s earnings were an increasingly crucial part of economic survival, 

particularly given the widespread poverty and under-employment in the western districts.

The cotton districts in and around Belfast present a very different pattern of female 

employment. By the late 1830’s, there was an estimated 12,000 to 15,000 cotton hand-loom 

weavers living in Belfast and its environs.42 However, most parents choose to take 

advantage of alternative jobs in the domestic sewing industry and the spinning mills. 

According to the Factory Returns in 1835, the cotton and flax mills in Belfast were providing 

employment for 3,669 women and girls.43 In the rural districts adjacent to Belfast, a rapidly 

expanding muslin industry provided employment for thousands of women in their own 

homes as sewers and spriggers. Otway reported that in the half barony of Ards there was 

upwards of 5,000 girls employed in the sewing of muslin.44 Similarly, Alex Hunter stated 

that in the districts of Dunmurry and Lisburn most of those who had formerly spun were 

employed in sewing muslin for Scottish warehouses, or winding warp for large 

manufacturers.45

The earnings of factory spinners and spriggers were lower than for hand-loom 

weavers. In the 1830s girls aged thirteen to eighteen working in the factories earned an 

average weekly wage of 3s.9d., while girls working as sewers and spriggers earned from 

2s.6d. to 3s.6d. a week.46 The decision to have girls employed in the factories and muslin 

trade may have been influenced by the fact that they were expanding industries. And, 

therefore, held out better prospects of more regular employment than a cotton hand-loom

42 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, p.773/795.
43 Employment o f  women (Board o f  Trade, Labour department). Report by Miss Collet on changes in 
employment o f  women and girls in industrial centres, part l, flax and jute centres, p. 50, [c 8794], H.C. 1898, 
lxxxviii, 338 (hereafter cited as Report by Miss Collet on changes in the employment o f  women and girls in 
industrial centres, 1898).
44 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, p. 655/677.
45 Ibid, p. 750-1/722-3.
46 Ibid, p.655/677.
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trade in the throes of depression.47 The muslin industry also had the advantage of providing 

employment for a large number of women in the family without the cost of hiring additional 

looms.

Mill-spun had a very diverse and complex effect on the employment of women.

Apart from the cotton districts in and around Belfast, many former hand-spinners in the 

north-east were able to gain employment as hand-loom weavers. While not all districts had 

the same high levels of employment available in Lurgan and Banbridge, weaving still 

prevented the massive under-employment of women so often associated with the demise of 

hand-spinning. Very importantly, many women were able to contribute more to the family 

economy than they had as spinners. Girls who had previously earned Is. to ls.3d. a week on 

hand-spun, could now earn 4s. to 6s. Furthermore, most observers were of the opinion that 

on many types of work girls aged sixteen to seventeen could earn the same as an adult 

man.48 In general, it appears that most older women concentrated on winding for the family 

and manufacturers. However, as young weavers grew into adulthood, they remained, for the 

most part, at the loom. By the 1860s winding was generally the preserve of the elderly and 

young children.49

By contrast, in the north-west, especially Donegal, those families who had previously 

relied on spinning suffered a marked degradation in their standard of living. The role which 

women’s earnings from spinning had played in the family economy is reflected in the ever- 

increasing levels of emigration and migratory labour from the north-western districts during

47 For the establishment and expansion o f  the sewed muslin trade see Hugh McCall, Ireland_a>ui her staple 
manufacturers, pp 540-4.
48 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers' commissioners, p. 596/618.
49 Children's employment commission (1862). Second report o f  the commissioners with appendix: report upon 
the hand-loom weaving and hosiery manufacturers in Ireland ami Scotland by Mr J.K  White, [3414], H.C.
1864, xxii, in B.P.P., I.U.P. series, Industrial revolution: children’s employment, vol. 14 (1864), p.221 (hereafter 
cited as White’s report on hand-loom weaving).
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the 1820s and the 1830s.50

Any fears that women taking up weaving would lead to a reduction in wages would 

appear to have been over-ridden by other priorities: paying the rent and maintaining the 

family. There was, however, opposition from some male weavers who felt women had an 

adverse effect on piece-rates. A cotton hand-loom weaver, for instance, stated that females 

should be prevented from being apprenticed; ‘they would be better housewives and 

mothers’.51 Similarly, William Orr, a manufacturer, felt that female labour had materially 

reduced wages in weaving districts.52 However, most manufacturers recognised the ending 

of apprenticeships, together with putting children to the loom as the main influence on 

wages. These two factors had created a large surplus of young male and female labour, 

which the manufacturers were able to exploit.

Numbers of female weavers during the period 1850-1900

The entrance of women to the hand-loom trade was influenced by a number of 

factors: the ease with which mill-spun could be woven, the expansion in the fíne linen trade, 

the depression in the status of weavers and the lack of alternative female employment. Most 

importantly, the low level of men’s earnings, which meant that it was still essential for a 

woman to work and supplement the family income. After 1840, economic pressures on 

families increased, as more weavers lost their land holdings. For example, between 1845 and 

1851 holders of from one to five acres declined from 44.9% of the total population in Ireland 

to 15.5%.53 In the 1850s, continuing high land rentals around textile areas forced even more

50( Collins, ‘Proto-industrialisation’, pp 139-40.
51 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers’ commissioners, p. 784/806, evidence o f  Henry Crone.
52 Ibid., p. 748/770.
53 Gearoid O'Tauthaigh, Ireland before the Famine 1778-1848 (Dublin, 1972), p.206.
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farmer /weavers into the ranks of the cottier weavers.54 With a vast increase in the numbers 

of weavers dependent on earnings from the loom, it was almost inevitable that women would 

form an increasing proportion of hand-loom weavers, particularly, as this type of work was 

relatively well paid in comparison to most other forms of women’s work.

The 1851 census recorded 100,871 weavers in Ulster, of whom women formed 

34,167, or 33.8%. While the total number of weavers in Ulster fell to 87,729 in 1861, the 

number of female weavers increased to 41,577, or 47.3% of the total. Thus men were 

increasingly reluctant to enter the trade. In fact, the number of men employed as cotton and 

linen weavers had decreased by half. The greatest proportion of weavers were recorded 

under linen and damask; by 1861 linen and damask was employing 71,584 weavers; cotton 

and muslin 7,749; and unspecified weavers 24,601.55

By 1861, Counties Antrim, Armagh and Down accounted for 30.1%, 22.5% and 

19.8% respectively of all weavers in Ulster. Counties Armagh and Antrim were the largest 

employers of female weavers, with 11,369 and 10,931 respectively. Hand-loom weaving 

was the largest single employer of female labour in Counties Antrim and Armagh, 

accounting for 32% and 25.1% of females in gainful employment in each county 

respectively. In spite of the rapidly expanding muslin and shirt industries in Down, 

Londonderry and Tyrone, weaving still accounted for over 11% of women in employment in 

each of these counties. By contrast, the number of female weavers in counties Cavan, 

Donegal, Monaghan and Fermanagh only totalled 679.56

54f Marilyn Cohen, ‘Proleterianization and family strategies in the parish o f  Tullylish, County Down 1690-1914’ 
(unpublished Ph.D. thesis, New School for Social Research, New York, 1988). pp 239-40.
33 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1851, pp 526-8/670-2. Ibid., 1861, pp 372-3, 384.
36 Ibid., 1861, pp 372-3.
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Refinements to the power loom in the 1870s enabled the power weaving of even the

57finest counts of yam. As a result, the hand-loom went into a gradual decline.

Unfortunately, after 1861 the figures on weavers in the census are complicated by the 

increasing number of power loom workers. With no distinction made between power loom 

weavers and hand-loom weavers, it is impossible to provide an accurate account of the 

number of hand-loom weavers. However, contemporary estimates show that the hand-loom 

was still providing employment for a considerable number of persons. In 1878, the Secretary 

of the Flax Supply Association estimated that there was 30,000 hand-looms in Ulster, (a 

figure which was later revised as being approximately 5,000 too high).58 In 1888, G.H. 

Bassett estimated that manufacturers in Lurgan were putting out work to 18,000 hand-loom 

weavers in Counties Armagh, Down, Antrim and Tyrone. In addition, manufacturers in 

Ballymena were reported to be giving work out to another 8,000 to 10,000 hand-loom 

weavers within a ten mile radius of the town.59 But by 1897, the total number of hand-looms 

at work in Ulster was estimated to be at most 2,500; in County Antrim, including the borders 

of Londonderry there were 1,000 hand-looms; County Armagh, including the borders of 

Tyrone and Monaghan, between 800 to 1,000 looms; and in County Down, about 500 

looms.60 Although the production of the finest linens and damasks continued to provide 

employment in the districts of Lurgan and Banbridge well into the 1900s, it had become the 

preserve of the elderly. Many of those brought up to the loom were deserting the trade for 

the power loom factories. While children were still used as winders, most were employed in 

the factories at thirteen years of age.61

57 Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland, p. 57.
58 Report by Miss Collet on changes in the employment o f  women and girls in industrial centres, 1898, p. 
52/360.
59(G H . Bassett, The book o f  County Armagh, (Dublin, 1888), pp 281, 359.
60 Report by Miss Collet on changes in the employment o f  women and girls in industrial centres, 1898, pp 52- 
3/360-1.
61 Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland, p. 71.
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Wages of women weavers from the 1840s to the 1900s

The wages of weavers were effected by three main factors: first, the class of cloth 

being woven; secondly, the skill and industry of the individual weaver; and thirdly, the 

constant cycle of recovery and depression in the cotton and linen industries which created 

fluctuations in piece-rates.

During the Great Famine, 1845 to 1850, the average daily wages of weavers fell from 

lOd. to Is. to around 6d. to 8d. a day. In fact, wages were so low manufacturers in Scotland
¿ a

and England sent work to be woven in Ireland. But high death and emigration rates during 

the Famine greatly eased the redundancy of labour which had existed since the 1820s.

By the 1850s, employers were complaining of a shortage of all kinds of labour, particularly 

in the textile districts of Ulster where large numbers of weavers had emigrated in search of 

work. The decline in the number of weavers, combined with an increase in the demand for 

linen, pushed wages up to around lOd. and Is. a day during the 1850s,63 although by 1861, a 

depression in the linen trade had forced wages back down to 3s. and 4s. a week.64

The slump of 1861-2 was followed by a decade of growth and prosperity for the linen 

industry. With the American Civil War creating a shortage of raw cotton, the linen industry 

under-went a massive expansion. Between 1862 and 1871 the number of persons employed 

in linen mills and factories increased from 34,000 in 1862 to 55,000 in 1871; and the number 

of power looms increased from 4,666 in 1862 to 14,834 in 1867.65 In 1863, the majority of 

male and female weavers in Lurgan were reported to be earning 6s. to 8s. a week. According

62 Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland, p. 54.
63 Ibid., p. 54; Appendix to the minutes o f  evidence taken before the select committee on the House o f Lords on 
colonisation from Ireland, together.w'/Y/i maps and index o f  the principal matters contained in the evidence, pp 
138-44, H.C. 1847 (737-11), vi, 712-5. Several witnesses testified to the high rates o f  emigration o f  farmers and 
weavers in Counties Armagh, Down and Antrim. For a decline in the numbers o f  persons in Ireland see Daly, 
the Famine in Ireland, pp 98-99, 110-6.
64 White’s report on hand-loom weaving, p.221, evidence ofMrHallaghan.
65 Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland, p. 54.
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to the Lurgan manufacturers, at sixteen years of age most young girls could earn the same as 

an adult man on many kinds of work. Henry Cinnamon, a linen manufacturer in Portadown, 

stated that a common wage for both men and women in the district was 8d. to 1 s. day. Mr 

Hallaghan, a collector of rates in the Armagh Union, put the wages of weavers higher at 

1 s.6d. a day; with women and young girls often able to earn the same as men. Weavers in 

Belfast were earning ls.6d. to 2s.6d. a day on the finer goods. Unfortunately, there is no 

evidence as to the exact amount of wages earned in the latter half of the 1860s, 

but it is almost certain that wages rose to their highest peak during this period.66

On the other hand, cotton hand-loom weavers in Belfast and the surrounding districts 

suffered massive unemployment. Although some weavers were able to take up linen 

weaving, thousands of women and their families were reduced to subsistence. In the districts 

of Lisburn only charity saved many families from total destitution during the worst years of 

the cotton famine.67 Although the cotton power loom industry in England recovered in the 

1870s, the 1860s marked the end of the cotton hand-loom industry in Ireland.

Faced with renewed competition from the English cotton industry in the early 1870s, 

and the rapid expansion of overseas linen production, demand for Irish linen fell. Many 

firms had to go into serious retraction or liquidation. As a result, the wages of hand-loom 

weavers were drastically reduced, with 1874 being one of the worst years for the industry. 

Apart from a slight improvement in piece-rates in the late 1870s, the wages never again 

reached a high level. By the 1880s, wages were reported to be as low as 4s, a week.69

66 White’s  report on hand-loom weaving, pp 219-222; Labour statistics: returns o f  wagespublished between 
1830 and 1886, p. 75, [c 5172], H.C. 1887, lxxxix, 351.
67 Lisburn cotton operatives relief fund (P.R.O.N.I., D2928).
68 Emily Boyle, ‘Linenopolis’: the rise o f  the textile industry in J.C. Beckett and R.E. Glasscock (eds), Belfast: 
the making o f  the city 1800-1914, (Belfast, 1988), pp 48-55.
9 Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year ending 31 OctoberJ886, p. 10, [c 

5002], H.C. 1887, xvii, 548. Weavers were earning 5s.6d. and from this had to be deducted at least ls.6d. for 
winding, dressing and lighting.
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Refinements to the power loom in the early 1880s meant that even the finest counts of 

material could be woven by power. While the hand-loom industry struggled on until the end 

of the century, hand-loom weavers formed an increasingly diminishing and impoverished 

section of traditional weaving communities.

In spite of fluctuations, the greater proportion of weavers averaged between 6s. to 8s. 

in the good years and between 3 s. to 4s. during depressions; with only a few of the most 

industrious earning 10s. Although some of the finest damask weavers could earn high wages 

of 18s. to 30s., the size and cost of these jacquard looms, £10 to £30 per loom, greatly 

restricted their use. In fact, most of the finest damasks was woven in hand-loom factories, 

which accounted for an insignificant number of weavers. Although weaving was their 

main source of earnings, many women continued to do field work during the peak harvest 

periods, possibly because it gave them a break from the confinements of the loom and with 

no loss in earnings. For example, in the 1890s girls could earn ls.6d. a day working in the 

hay and potato harvests.70 71

Much of the evidence of contemporaries suggests that women were able to both work 

and earn at the same rate as men. In 1862, the Lurgan manufacturers stated that there was 

little if anything between the earnings of men and women. Yet in a report on hand-loom 

weavers in 1898 Miss Collet states that on average girls earned about 1 s. a week less than 

men.72 This may be partly explained by the fact that girls were less likely than men to work 

on the highest paid work, especially damasks. In his analysis of the 1901 census, William 

Crawford found that in the townlands of Ballyduggan, Clare and Blearey, situated in the

70 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, p.633/655.
1\ White's report on hand-loom weavers, p. 221; Report by Miss Collet on changes in the employment o f  women 
and girls in industrial centres, 1898, p. 53/361.
12 Report by Miss Collet on changes in the employment o f  women and girls in industrial centres, 1898, p. 
53/361.
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districts of Lurgan, Warringstown and Gilford, the higher paid damask weaving employed 

twice as many men as women, whilst in the lower paid cambric weaving women 

outnumbered men.73

However, this does not mean that in most households women consistently earned less 

than men. While damask weaving offered higher wages than most other branches of the 

trade, it accounted for only a small portion of linen production. The 1901 census shows that 

even in the main damask production areas around Banbridge and Warringstown, the great 

majority of weavers were employed on cambrics. In Balyduggan, Clare and Bleary nearly 

two-thirds returned themselves as cambric weavers, while only one-sixth wove damask.74 

Furthermore, only a small minority of those employed on damasks were able to earn the 

higher wages. For example, in 1840, Mr Brown of Dromore stated that only a limited 

number of his 270 damask weavers were able to work on the highest paid goods. In fact, the

75majority of his weavers worked on single damasks, earning between 4s. and 5s.6d. a week. 

Similarly, in the hand-loom damask factories in Belfast, the average wages of weavers was 

stated by employers to be between 7s. and 14s.6d. a week.76 Finally, because of the greater 

numbers of women in the population generally, fathers did not always have the necessary 

number of sons to put to the looms. Given the precarious economic position of weavers, it is 

unlikely that looms would have been left idle in order to exclude women from the higher 

paid work.

As a consequence of this combination of factors, it is probable that in a large number 

of households women and men would have worked on the same types of material. As the

73 Crawford, ‘A hand-loom weaving community in Down’, p. 7.
74 Crawford, Ibid., p. 7.
7  Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, p. 641/663.
76 Copy o f  report by M r Hickson, on the condition o f  the hand-loom weavers, [636], H.C. 1840, xxiv, in B.P.P., 
I.U.P. series, Industrial revolution: textiles, vol. 10, p. 13, (1840-41), 663 (hereafter cited as Hickson's report on 
hand-loom weavers).
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following section attempts to demonstrate, factors such as the age-cycle of the family, the 

sex ratio, and the balance between wage-earners and dependants, were much more important 

than gender in the distribution of work within the household.

Women’s role in the family economy

Contemporary evidence shows that wages of 6s. to 8s. a week were insufficient for a 

man to support a wife and family at anything other than below subsistence. In 1861, the Rev 

William Hickey, who had studied the standard of living amongst the labouring classes of 

Ireland, estimated that it required a weekly sum of 5s. 4d. to feed a labourer, his wife and 

three children. This was based on purchasing the cheapest foodstuffs of Indian meal and 

barley or oatmeal. To this had to be added the additional costs of rent, fuel, lighting and 

heating. According to the Rev Hickey, many labouring families in his parish were half-

77starved on wages of 7s. a week.

The amount of food and clothing which could be purchased from a weaver’s wage 

was reduced further by the expenses incurred from the cost and hire of looms. Looms could 

cost anything from 15s. to £3 per loom and were usually paid for by instalment. Hiring a 

loom cost between 6s. to 8s. a year in the 1860s. To this had to be added Id. to 2d. a week 

towards the costs of lighting, dressing and the replacement of shuttles and gear. The general 

wear and tear on a loom was estimated to be as high as 6d. to 9d. a week by the 1890s.78

These deductions were added to by the high cost of land and housing around textile 

districts. In 1840, cottier’s cottages in Banbridge cost £3 to £4 per annum to rent; and in the 

1860s, the annual rental for a small cottage with a garden in the Loughall area was from 30s.

■b . . .  . . .
The Rev William Hickey, ‘On the social condition o f  the labouring population in Ireland’, in N.A.P.S.S., 

(London, 1862), pp 608-9.
78 White's report on hand-loom weavers, pp 220,221.
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7Qto £2 a year. Taken together, these expenses would have brought the minimum necessary 

for a family’s subsistence to around 9s. or 10s. a week.

The poverty of weavers, especially those with young families, was frequently 

remarked upon by contemporaries. Otway, for instance, was of the opinion that any person 

ignorant of Irish domestic economy could only assume that on wages of 3s. to 4s. a week, a 

weaver with a family of six children would only starve.80 In the 1880s, Mr Woodgate, a 

factory inspector, reported that a weaver with four or more children was stretched to provide 

the basics of food and rent and was unable to meet the small cost of Id. to 2d. a week for his 

children’s schooling. Although in such cases it was not so much the cost of schooling, as the 

loss of the labour of the children as winders which could not be afforded.81

The poverty of weaving households was a major factor in the continued existence of 

the family economy. The existence of the family economy, especially in domestic industries, 

was emphasised by many contemporaries. For instance, Mr Hickson, in his report on hand- 

loom weavers in 1840, stated that in considering the wage of the working-class, the question 

was not the individual wage of a man or woman, but the collective earnings of the family. 

This was, he argued, especially important in the case of all branches of weaving, where the 

labour of women and children was more valuable than in other trades.82 Consequently, the 

key to understanding the value of women’s work lies in analysing it within the context of the 

family economy, rather than within the concept of the individual wage.

Low wages meant that it was very difficult for a weaver to live independently outside 

of the family. But by marrying another weaver a man and woman could almost double their 

income. Indeed, in the first year of marriage weavers could benefit considerably from their

79 While's report on hand-loom weavers, p. 221.
80 Report from assistant hand-ltxm weavers ’ commissioners, p. 627/649.
81 Report o f  the chief inspector offactories, October 1886, p. 10/548.
82 Hickson's report on hand-loom weavers, p. 12/662.
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joint earnings.83 But as successive births increased the number of dependants, the standard 

of living was reduced. And in periods of depressions a weaver with four dependent children 

could fall heavily into debt. Only when the first children were able to contribute to their 

keep did the burden of support on the parents begin to ease.84

As a consequence, most parents put their children to work as soon as they were able 

to make any sort of contribution. Boys and girls were put to the winding at six and seven 

years of age, sometimes as young as five. By the age of seven they were expected to be able 

to keep at least one adult going all day, whilst the slightly older children generally attended 

two to three weavers.85 In order to keep up with the demand for weft and warp most girls 

rose and went to bed at the same time as the weavers. For example, Amelia Cairns, a weaver 

from Loughall, stated that her children finished work at whatever time she was done.

Though they might say that they were tired, she was ‘obliged to keep them at it’. According 

to William Graham, his boy had to work all day to keep up with him, leaving off only for 

breakfast and dinner, or to fetch a can of water.

Whilst as winders children did not earn a direct wage, the value of their labour was in 

the savings made on winding. A winder cost on average ls.6d. per loom. If weavers could 

not meet their winding needs from within the family, they had to hire children from 

neighbours or the local workhouses. Sometimes children could be got cheaper in the poorer 

country areas for 3s. to 4s. a quarter, but many families had to hire from the local

83 Hickson's report on hand-loom weavers, p. 12/662. The economic drain on resources when the children were 
young was a fact o f  life for hand-loom weavers and workers in domestic industries throughout Britain and 
Europe see Hans Medick, ‘The proto-industrial family economy: the structural function o f  the households and 
family during the transition from peasant society to industrial capitalism’ in Social history, no. 3 (October 1976), 
£P 304-5.
4 White’s report on hand-loom weaving, pp 216-7; Medick, ‘The proto-industrial family economy’, pp 304-5.

83 White’s report on hand-loom weaving, pp 218-21. The use o f  very young children as labour was the norm in 
domestic industries throughout Britain: See, for example Ivy Pinchbeck, Women workers in the industrial 
revolution, pp 168-72.
86 White’s  report on hand-loom weaving, pp 220-2.
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workhouses. In the Portadown district children could not be hired from the workhouse for 

under 5s. a quarter, plus their board; and in Loughall, the cost was even higher at 8s. to 10s. a

87quarter.

Most children were put to the loom at eleven or twelve years of age, but because girls 

were regarded as having more nimble fingers they were often put to the loom a year earlier 

than boys, particularly on the smaller, lighter frames used in the cambric handkerchief trade. 

By the 1860s, girls in the Lurgan and Portadown districts were being put to the loom as 

young as ten, even nine years of age.88 In general, girls were expected to be fairly proficient 

within a year, but on the lighter frames it was stated that they could learn in a few months. 

Most contemporaries were of the opinion that after a year girls could earn from 8d. to Is. a
on

day. According to Edward Hamilton, a cambric weaver, after a year’s training a 

child could earn Is. a day. This was based on weaving a piece of cloth 15 hundreds for 

6s.6d. in a week and working for sixteen hours a day. As already noted, by the age of sixteen
Q A

girls were generally as productive as an adult man.

Once at the loom girls were expected to put in the same working hours as their 

fathers and brothers. As excessive hours were common throughout the weaving districts, this 

meant women working an average of fourteen to sixteen hours a day; many weavers often 

worked until one and two o’clock in the morning. Sunday was usually the only day taken off 

work.91 The hours of work and the co-operation of labour are reflected in the following 

evidence of hand-loom weavers. Amelia Cairns wound for her son and daughter, aged 

seventeen and nineteen respectively. In summer, they began working at about six o’clock in

87 White’s report on hand-loom weaving, p. 221, evidence o f  Mr Hallaghan.
88 Ibid., p. 221-2.
89 Ibid., pp 211-3.
90 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers' commissioners, p. 644/666.
91 Dr Bradon from the Portadown dispensary, often saw the lights o f  weavers on at four o ’clock in the morning 
when he was returning from visiting sick patients.
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the morning and generally continued until six, seven, or eight o’clock at night. But on many 

nights they had to work on until ten or eleven o’clock, or until the work was finished. 

Similarly, Thomas Foy of Portadown had four looms worked by himself, his daughters and 

sons. In summer the family began work at five or six o’clock in the morning and worked 

until eight or nine o’clock at night; in the winter they worked from seven o’clock until eleven 

o’clock at night. The only time taken off was for meals, and this did not amount to more 

than an hour in the day. Furthermore, often the family had to sit up all night to get a web 

out. To assist the work Foy’s daughter Mary Jane aged nine wound constantly, another 

daughter aged eight wound for one or two hours, and the youngest girl aged seven wound 

a little.92 93

The above testimony demonstrates two important points: first, the need for families 

to maximise their productive capacity; and secondly, the extent to which production 

depended upon the joint efforts of the whole family. Even when a person’s capacity to work 

was reduced because of disability or age, they were expected to work as long and as hard as 

they were able. The pressure on families to maximise production is also evident in the 

increasing use of relays or double-shifts. Relays, initially noted in the 1830s, were reported 

to be common throughout weaving districts by the early 1860s.94

Relays were an effective means of easing the under-employment of large families, as 

well as limiting the effects of cuts in piece-rates. Cottages of weavers were often small with 

capacity for only two to three looms. But by putting weavers to the looms in shifts and 

working them into the early hours of the morning, or for twenty-four hours, a large family

92 White’s report on hand-loom weaving, pp. 221 -1.
93 Ibid., p. 219.
94 White’s  report on hand-loom weaving, p. 222, evidence o f  Lurgan manufacturers.
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could still provide employment for all its members. During depressions weavers attempted 

to reduce the loss of earnings by taking work from as many manufacturers as possible and 

working round the clock.95 Relays were arranged according to the circumstances of each 

family. Considering that relays were adopted specifically to increase productivity, it is 

probable that male and female labour was used interchangeably.

The above evidence shows that the emphasis was very much upon the family as an 

economic unit. Whether as winders or weavers, women and girls were expected to make an 

equal contribution to the process of production. The age at which girls began to work was 

determined by the economic needs of the family. And as in the eighteenth century, the work 

of women was a crucial factor in the standard of living in weaving households.

Women’s contribution to the standard of living

While a weaver’s standard of living was generally poor, the amount of food and 

clothing which could be purchased depended to a large extent upon the life-cycle of the 

family. Clearly, those weavers with five or more children under the age of ten were amongst 

the poorest. Even with their combined earnings, such families were generally unable to 

purchase the basic necessities without augmenting their incomes from the land. Indeed, the 

small patches of land owned by cottier weavers were a crucial factor in their survival, 

particularly in providing the family with its staple diet of potatoes. Otway describes how 

poor weavers survived: by renting con-acre for about £4 a year, or by planting potatoes on 

ground obtained gratis from a neighbour, weavers were able to secure potatoes for most of 

the year; and by leaving clothes, rent and other food stuffs to be purchased out of their 

earnings from the loom. Even with these additional resources, wives and children of the
f

95 White's report on hand-loom weaving, p. 222, evidence o f  Lurgan manufacturers.
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poorer weavers often had to beg for food in periods of under-employment.96 The picture 

which emerges of weavers with young families is one of a constant battle for survival against 

low wages, periodic depressions and debt.

By contrast, the higher income of a family with four or more adult weavers would 

have enabled them to attain a slightly higher standard of living, particularly in the boom 

years of the 1860s. For example, the combined earnings of a family working four looms 

would have been around 24s. to 30s. a week. Whilst families with a greater proportion of 

adult weavers had more money to spend on food, clothing and perhaps extras such as tobacco 

and drink, they do not appear to have been able to purchase many luxuries. Meat, for 

instance, was a luxury that few weavers could afford.97 Nor did the increase in total earnings 

substantially reduce the hours of work. For instance, although there were at least 

four adults weaving in the household of Thomas Foy, the family often sat up all night to 

finish webs.98

The reason for these long working hours may lie partly in the system of fining. 

Weavers were expected to complete webs within a specific period of time. If work was 

delivered late then employers generally imposed a fine. For instance, Thomas Foy’s son had 

2s. deducted out of their 18s. earnings for delivering work three weeks late.99 This system 

almost certainly provided the impetus for weavers to work hard in order to meet delivery 

dates. The need for long hours of work may also have been reinforced by the erratic nature 

of the linen trade. With constant fluctuations in piece-rates, families may have felt obliged 

to save as much as possible as protection against any future drop in wages; or, perhaps, to

96 Reports from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, pp 627/649, 636/658.
97 Dr Bradon stated that the diet o f  weavers was exceptionally poor.
98 White’s report on hand-loom weaving, p. 219, evidence from weavers such as Thomas Foy shows that life was 
still a struggle for those with adult children.
99 White's report on hand-loom weaving, p .219.
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pay off debts which were often amassed during depressions.

It is important to remember that not all households had a male head. Because of a 

high death rate amongst labouring men, a considerable number of women were widowed 

with young families to support. In 1871,25.4% of women aged 35 and over in Ulster were 

widowed.100 Widows were one of the most vulnerable groups: without the additional wage 

of a husband, they were more likely to experience serious poverty than two parent families. 

Although weaving meant that they were able to maintain their families, it was at or below 

subsistence level. While widows like Jane Fay could earn ls.6d. a day, she had no means of 

increasing those earnings until her children were old enough to weave.101 Furthermore, as 

widows were less likely than widowers to remarry, they had little prospects of easing their 

poverty in the immediate future.

Old age created its own particular problems, as infirmity, poor sight and ill health 

reduced the capacity of weavers to earn. Yet in spite of increasing disabilities, elderly wives 

and widows had no alternative but to keep on working. For those elderly persons residing in 

the household of a married son or daughter, the struggle against old age was reduced. But 

they still had to continue working in some capacity. If they could no longer earn at the loom, 

then they usually provided the winding for the rest of the family. Elderly persons living on 

their own faced intense poverty with little or no hope for the future. Older weavers were 

described by Hickson as being in the worst condition; left to survive on a miserable pittance 

and with no chance of training for another profession.102 The following quote on German 

hand-loom weavers perhaps best sums up the life-cycle of weaving families, ‘with the birth

100 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1871, p. 985.
f101 White's report on hand-loom weaving, p. 221; Amelia Cairns and Jane Fay are not clearly stated to be 
widows. But the fact that they were interviewed, and the lack o f  any reference to a husband, indicates that they 
were either widows or deserted wives.
102 Hickson '.v report on hand-loom weavers, p. 12/662.
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of children, the parents become poor; with their maturation they become rich, and with their 

marriage, they fall back into misery’.103

It is evident that even with the combined earnings of the whole family the majority of 

weavers were not able to maintain a decent standard of living. Most weavers survived on a 

basic diet of potatoes, oatmeal and tea taken two to three times a day. Between the 1840s 

and the 1870s, weaving households only managed to sustain a standard of living just above 

that of the common labourer. As the trade declined in the last quarter of the century, 

weavers were reduced to the same level as labourers.104 There is, therefore, little doubt that 

without the waged work of wives and daughters most weaving households would have been 

unable to survive economically. In the early years of marriage a wife’s ability to earn was 

often the difference between economic survival and destitution. As far as widows with 

young families were concerned, without their earnings from weaving it would have been 

almost impossible for them to keep the family together without the assistance of neighbours 

and relatives. Throughout the period under discussion, therefore, the earnings of women 

were an essential part of the lives of hand-loom weaving households. From an early age 

females were socialised into the role of work in much the same way as their brothers. And, 

for the most part, a woman’s experience of work was carried on throughout most of the life- 

cycle. Considering the essential nature of their earnings, their economic contribution can 

not be regarded as being merely supplemental to that of fathers, brothers and husbands.

Finally, it is important to emphasise that the waged work of women was an integral 

part of the culture of a wider community. Weavers were part of large closely-knit 

communities. Villages such as Waringstown and Donacloney were built specifically to

' 103 Cited in Medick, ‘The proto-industrial family economy’, p. 306.
104 Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland, pp 70-1. Whether in England or Ireland, the decline in hand-loom 
weaving resulted in an impoverished standard o f  living for those who had no other resource but the loom.
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house hand-loom weavers; and in the 1860s, nearly every cottage in the weaving districts of 

Portadown and Lurgan had a loom.105 The values inherent in these communities differed in 

many respects from those dominant in middle-class society. In fact, the primacy of the 

mother/housewife role, and the status accorded to the non-working wife, were in sharp 

contrast to the social realities of weaving communities. Similarly, middle-class perceptions 

of childhood as a period when children had to be protected and nurtured appear to have had 

little or no influence. In contrast, children were regarded as key workers in the family 

economy and expected to work and earn from an early age; indeed, to act and behave more 

or less like adults.106

Control and distribution of women’s earnings
\

There can be little doubt that the lives of women in such communities were- 

structured to a large extent by their roles as workers. This, combined with the existence of 

an alternative value system, raises certain questions: did women gain any degree of economic 

independence or autonomy within or outside of the family, or were there earnings simply 

subsumed with the family economy?; and, did an increase in the earning power of women 

result in a corresponding increase in their economic and social status within the family?

Unfortunately, the only evidence relating to the drawing of wages amongst domestic 

weavers is from Miss Clara Collet’s report: women, she claimed, rarely owned their looms, 

most belonged to their fathers, the latter also drawing their daughter’s wages.107 However,

105 White’s  report on hand-loom weaving, pp 219-22;
106 Studies into working-class life in the nineteenth-century show that the concept o f  children as young adults 
was widespread: See for example, Tilly and Scott, Women, work andfamily, Barbara W. Robertson, ‘In 
bondage: The female farm worker in south-east Scotland’; Alice J. Albert, ‘Fit work for women: sweated home
workers in Glasgow 1875-1914 in Eleanor Gordon and Ester Breitenbach (eds), The world is ill divided:

t women's work in Scotland injhe nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (Edinburgh, 1990), 117-31, 158-74. 
Chinn, They worked all their lives.
107 Report by Miss Collet on changes in the employmnet o f  women and girls in industrial centres, 1898, p.
53/361.
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this can not be taken as proof of the subordination of women. Contemporary evidence 

demonstrates that it was common practice in labouring and working-class families for the 

wages of children and young persons of both sexes to be under the control of the head of the 

household.108 The right of parents to control the earnings of children is illustrated in the 

system which operated in the early hand-loom factories.

In the hand-loom factories the majority of assistants and apprentices were both 

trained and hired by their parents or a close relative. As the manufacturer did not hire the 

assistants, they did not regard themselves as responsible for their wages. Thus while 

assistants could earn from ls.6d. to 4s. a week, it was left to the weaver whether or not they 

received any portion of their earnings.109 As a result of the poverty of weavers, children were 

generally paid little or nothing. According to Mr Anderson, owner of the Royal Damask 

Factory in Belfast, the best a parent or relative could do was to sometimes give the children 

just a little of what they earned to encourage them in their work.110 Even in instances where 

children were hired by the manufacturer, the contract of employment was often with the 

parent or guardian. In such cases, the wages of the children were sometimes paid directly to 

the parent.111 Only when weavers became fully trained, around fifteen years of age, were 

they employed directly by the manufacturer and accredited individually with their wages.

108 Children's employment commission: appendix to the second report on trades and manufacturers, part 
Reports and evidence from sub-commissioners: report by Mr Thomas Martin on the employment o f  children 
and young persons in trades and manufacturers in the north o f  Ireland, and on the condition and treatment o f  
such children and young persons, [432]. H.C. 1843, xv, in B.P.P., I.U.P. series, Industrial revolution: 
children’s employment, vol. 11, pp nl-79, (1843), 453-529 (hereafter cited as Children’s employment: appendix 
to the second report on trades and manufacturers in the north o f  Ireland, (1843).
109 Children's employment: appendix to the second report on trades and manufacturers in the north o f  Ireland, 
1843, pp nl6/450, 18/469, 15-6/475-6. Mr Craig’s weaving factory, Messrs Mcllwrath, Anderson’s Royal 
Damask manufactory.

f 110 Ibid., pp n25-6/475-6.
111 The system o f  arranging contracts with parents, and o f  handing over wages, also applied in the early factories 
in England. Michael Anderson, Family structure in nineteenth century Lanchashire (Cambridge, 1971), pp 
117-9.
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However, even then, the great majority of young male and female weavers handed over all or 

nearly all of their wages to the head of the household.

The following evidence from the Children’s employment commission, 1842, is 

illustrative of the receipt and distribution of wages in hand-loom factories generally.

Table 2.1 shows the name, age, average weekly wage of each weaver, and the collection and 

distribution of their wages, (the amount of earnings was not given in all cases).

Table 2.1

Name Age Wage
John Aldrew 17 4s sometimes father receives wage, sometimes himself.

Owen Mandevile 13 4s brother receives wage.
Eliza McMullan 15 - lives with her cousin, receives herself, but gives wage to her cousin.

Neil Devlin 15 5s-5s 6d father receives wage.
Aaron Conelly 16 - lives with his parents, gives them what he earns.
James Heslap 17 - lives with his mother, gives her what he earns.

Robert Maginness 16 - lives with his cousin, to whom he gives wage.
Robert Black 17 3s receives wage himself, but gives to his mother.

Martha Whalley 11 - her mother has her wages.

112

The practice of drawing up contracts with parents, and the control of wages by the 

head, applied to many other trades: bleach-dying and finishing works, linen thread factories, 

harness makers, dress-makers and milliners and some branches of engineering. In fact, a 

number of employers gave parents advances on their children’s wages for items such as food, 

medicine and clothing.113 There is, therefore, little doubt that the right of parents and 

guardians to control the earnings of the family was an important part of working-class 

culture.

A crucial feature of the evidence is that boys do not appear to have been treated any

’ 1,2 Children's employment: appendix to the second report on trades and manufacturers in the north o f Ireland, 
1843, pp nll/463, 13/465. 16-17/468-9, 19/471.
113 Children's employment: appendix to the second report on trades and manufacturers in the north o f  Ireland, 
1843, pp n 12/464. 22-3/474-6.
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differently to girls. Sons were also expected to hand over their earnings to the head of the 

household. Very importantly, they did so whether or not the head was a male or female. 

Indeed, it is noticeable that sons as old as sixteen and seventeen handed over their earnings 

to mothers and aunts.114 Thus even as young adults, sons and daughters appear to have 

accepted the right of the head of the household to have control over the earnings of the 

family.

The lack of a living wage amongst the labouring population was certainly a major 

factor in the above practice. However, another factor was the traditional notions of 

obedience and respect for the authority of parents and elders. Throughout the nineteenth 

century, working-class children learned the values of obedience and deference which trained 

them to accept parental control over many aspects of their lives.115 Even in the early years of 

the twentieth century, these values were still evident amongst certain sections of the 

working-class. For instance, an enquiry into the employment of children in 1902 shows that 

amongst the poorer families young sons and daughters still handed over their wages to the 

head of the household. Furthermore, there are instances of sons handing over their earnings 

to their mothers, even when the father was present in the household.116 This suggests that the 

issue was not just one of patriarchal authority, but parental authority.

Although, as already indicated, the cost of keeping the family subsumed all or nearly 

all of its combined earnings, in households where there was a larger number of adult wage- 

earners, and few or no dependent children, there was more likely to be a little money for

114 In cases where children handed over their earnings to mothers or aunts, there is no indication as to whether or 
not these were female-headed households.
1,5 Elizabeth Roberts, ‘The family’ in John Benson (ed ), The working class in EnglandJ875-1914 (London, 
1985), pp 6-9, 16-7;
116 Report o f  the inter-departmental committee on the employment o f  children during school age, especially in 
street trading in large centres o f  the population in Ireland; with minutes o f  evidence and appendix, pp 144-8, 
17981, [Cd 1144], H.C. 1902, xlix, 369-73, 403-5. (hereafter cited as Report on the employment o f children, 
during school age, in large centres o f  population, Ireland, 1902).
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extras. Certainly, there is evidence to suggest that in some families girls were able to use a 

portion of their wages for personal items. According to William Graham, some girls in 

Loughall district worked long into the night in order to earn extra for ‘dress’.117 Thus whilst 

a daughter’s wage belonged to the family, she was on occasions able to spend money on 

personal items.

Although most daughters lived their lives within the family, some girls did use their 

skills as weavers to leave home and gain some independence. In 1862, several witnesses 

stated to the hand-loom commission that in the Portadown and Lurgan districts the ability of 

children to earn from a young age made them relatively independent. Sometimes because of 

conflicts with parents, or because they wanted independence, girls and boys left home and 

hired themselves out to other weavers and farmers as journeymen. In return for their work 

they received board and diet, as well as a portion of their wages.118 In general, journeymen 

received from one-third to a quarter of their earnings. As a lodger, they probably received a 

greater share of their earnings than at home; while at the same time gaining from the 

economic benefits of living in a family unit. Apparently, girls were less likely to leave home 

than boys. Nevertheless, some girls were earning a living outside of the family in much the 

same way as itinerant spinners had done in the eighteenth century.

Poverty, combined with the acceptance of parental authority, dominated the lives of 

weaving daughters. The result was something of a paradoxical situation. On the one hand, 

daughters were expected to work and earn as adults from an early age. On the other hand, 

wages were generally handed over to the control of parents and elders. In this respect, they 

continued to be treated very much as children, dependent on their parents for any ‘pocket

r 117 White's report on hand-loom weaving, p. 221.
118 White's report on hand-loom weaving, p. 221; Report from assistant hand-loom weavers 'commissioners, pp 
579/660, 638/737.
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money’. As this practice applied to sons and daughters equally, it can not be taken as 

evidence of women’s inferior status or subordination to brothers and fathers. Even if sons 

received more pocket money than girls, it would not have changed the fact of their 

dependence on parents.

As the great majority lived within the family, it is unlikely that most women gained 

any real degree of autonomy or independence from their earnings. In fact, for most women 

the first break from parental authority would have come through marriage and the setting up 

of a new home. Given the low and declining marriage rate amongst women in the post

famine period, many would have experienced independence only on the death of parents. 

Even then their independence was limited by the poverty of their earnings and most women 

continued to live either with brothers, sisters or other close relatives.119

It is almost certain that the earnings of wives were part of the family economy. 

Contemporary sources indicate that in most working-class families the management of the 

family budget was left to the mother. Even in cases where the wife did not earn, the 

common practice was for most of the father’s and the children’s wages to be handed over to 

the mother. Out of the household money, the mother paid the rent, purchased food and other 

basic necessities.120 In general, it was left to the mother to negotiate credit with shopkeepers 

and bargain with the pawn brokers. Considering the evidence drawn from other sources, it is 

extremely unlikely that the family income of weavers would have been under the control of 

the male head.

However, the mother’s role in controlling the family budget is open to conflicting 

interpretations. A woman’s control over family expenditure gave her a considerable degree

119 Collins,’Proto-industrialisation’, pp 134-6; Enumerator’s books for 1901 show that even at the turn o f  the 
r century most girls lived within the family.

120 Tilly and Scott, Women, work andfamily, pp 53-55; Helen Bosanquet, The family (London, 1906), pp 199- 
206; Carl Chinn, They worked all their lives: women o f  the urban poor in England, 1880-1939 (Oxford, 1988).
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of power, especially in households where food and rent accounted for most of the total 

family income. On the other hand, her control over household finances was influenced by 

conventional notions about the sexual division of labour and the mother’s role in managing 

the domestic sphere. It can not, therefore, be taken as evidence of an increase in her status 

within the family or of a breakdown in traditional roles. Similarly, it does not necessarily 

follow that daughters acquired equal status with brothers on the basis of their earnings. 

Unfortunately, any attempt to analyse the effect of waged work on the status of women is 

limited by the nature of the evidence. Without diaries, and with little or no information on 

relationships between men and women in the family, conclusions have to be based on the 

testimony of a few weavers and contemporary observers.

Social and economic status of weaving women

While research into the status of women in proto-industrial families throughout 

Britain and Europe has produced varied and often contradictory conclusions, most historians 

suggest that there was little or no elevation in the economic status of women within weaving 

households. Gay Gullickson, for instance, argues that the earnings of women were 

devalued by the norms and values inherent in a patriarchal society: objectively, women’s 

earnings were vital to family survival, subjectively they were accorded lesser value than 

those of men. Hans Medick is one of the few historians who has suggested that the waged 

labour of women led to a breakdown in the sexual divisions of labour, greater co-operation 

between the sexes and a more equalitarian consumption of goods such as tobacco and

121 See Gay L. Gullickson, ‘Love and power in the proto-industrial family’; in Maxine Berg (ed.) Markets and 
manufacturers in early industrial Europe (London and New York, 1991), 205-23; Medick, ‘The proto
industrial family economy’; Nancy Grey Osterud, ‘Gender divisions and the organisation o f  work in the Leicester 
hosiery industry’ in Angela V. John (ed.), Unequal opportunities, pp 45-69. The latter article suggests that 
although women had an important role in the domestic framework knitting industry, their low wages meant that 
they had considerably lower status than men in the household.
122 Gullickson, ‘Love and power in the proto-industrial family’, pp 221-2.
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food.123

Although the evidence for Ireland is sparse, it provides no indication that either 

parents or manufacturers attempted to diminish either the extent of the earnings of wives and 

daughters, or the value of their labour to the family as a whole. On the contrary, male 

weavers giving evidence appear to stress the ability of women to work and earn at the same 

rate as men. For instance, Edward Hamilton, exhibits a degree of pride in the way in which 

his daughters could earn lOd. to Is. a day from a very young age: stressing that his ‘wee girl’ 

aged thirteen could earn 8d. to lOd. a day by working from dawn to dusk. Like other fathers, 

he does not appear to have had any problem in admitting that his ‘youngsters’ could at times 

earn more than he did.124 Indeed, all children were equally valued as an economic resource.

Most sons would have learned from an early age the value of female labour both in 

the home and in the wider weaving community. This is to a large extent illustrated by the 

fact that the earning ability of women was an important consideration in their marriage 

prospects.125 The fact that girls and boys could earn as adults, tended to encourage early 

marriage. Men from weaving households tended to marry early at around nineteen years of 

age, lower than those from peasant or labouring families. Most male weavers preferred to 

choose a weaver as a partner, precisely because of their ability to earn a high rate of 

wages.126 In addition, the earnings of weaving wives almost certainly increased the family’s 

chances of establishing a home independent from their in-laws. Having selected a wife for 

her earning capacity, it is extremely unlikely that in the proceeding years her value as a

123 Medick, ‘The proto-industrial family economy’, pp 311-3.
124 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioner, p. 644/666

f 125 Medick, ‘The proto-industrial family economy’, pp 303-5; Report from assistant hand-loom wecn>ers ’ 
commissioners, p. 631/653.
126 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, pp 631/653; Medick, ‘The_proto-industrial family 
economy’, p. 304.
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worker would have been downgraded significantly, particularly given that successive births 

and cyclical depressions in trade constantly narrowed the margins of subsistence.

Most men appear to have placed a high value on the earnings of women. At the very 

least, there was a clear acceptance and recognition of the centrality of women’s earnings.

The value placed on women’s labour was to a large extent dictated by the values of the 

family economy. Men were aware of the fact that survival depended upon the economic 

contribution of all its members. Within this context, even the smallest sums had their value. 

The strength of these values amongst weavers is illustrated by the absence of a belief that a 

man should or could support his family.

In discussing the economic status of women, it is important not to ignore the fact that 

mothers also had responsibility for domestic activities. Some contemporaries and historians 

have suggested that a woman’s primary responsibility towards child care and house duties 

reduced her ability to earn. Mr Hickson, for instance, was of the opinion that during the 

early years of marriage the income of the family was reduced by interruptions to the mother’s 

work from successive pregnancies and child care.127 However, while there is little doubt that 

women had to attend to domestic duties, the extent to which these duties reduced a woman’s 

capacity to earn and, subsequently, her economic status within the family, is highly 

debatable.

Successive pregnancies did not necessarily lead to a marked reduction in time spent 

at the loom. Although we have no evidence with respect to hand-loom weavers, the reports 

of the factory inspectors show that women in the factories and mills frequently worked to 

within days of their confinement and returned shortly after the birth, often within the first

127 Hickson’s report on hand-loom weavers, p. 12/662. The idea that housework reduced the hours o f  waged 
work is expressed in Grey Osterud’s work on the knitting-frame industry.
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week.128 Obviously, some women would have suffered more than others because of serious 

health problems or complications before and after birth. However, it is unlikely that hand- 

loom weavers would have lost much more than four to five weeks during pregnancies, 

particularly given the poverty of their income.

The domestic burden of mothers was often reduced by the assistance of the older 

children. Girls and boys as young as seven years of age assisted with the domestic chores 

and the care of infants. For example, in 1894, John Hobb appeared before the Lurgan School 

Committee to request that his eleven year old son be excused from school attendance in 

order that he could look after the children, aged one to three years. Similarly, the twelve 

year old daughter of Patrick Foster, a weaver in a hand-loom factory, looked after her six 

brothers and sisters so that her mother and father could work outside of the home. 

Furthermore, in certain instances, such as illness, husbands could and did take on some of the 

responsibility of the house. For example, William Graham returned to domestic weaving 

after fifteen years working outside because his wife was too ill to care for the children.130

Only a minimal amount of time was allocated to the general tasks of cooking and 

cleaning. The basic diet of oats, potatoes and tea took little time to prepare and at most 

around one and a half to two hours a day was taken off for meals.131 Furthermore, 

contemporary descriptions of weavers’ dwellings suggest a very low standard of cleanliness. 

Although some weaving cottages were relatively large with separate workshops attached, 

many weavers lived in small two to three roomed cottages. Otway described the homes

128 Hilda Martindale, From one generation to another, 1839-1944: a book o f  memoirs, (London, 1944), pp 150, 
160, 162.
129 Cohen, ‘Proletarianization and family strategies’, p 344; Report from assistant hand-loom weavers' 
commissioners, p. 625/647.
130 White's report on hand-loom weaving, p .221.
131 There appears to have been no specific amount o f  time set aside each day for housework and cooking.
132 The cottages erected by manufacturers for their employees were much more likely to be o f  smaller dimensions 
and poorly constructed.
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of poorer weavers as filthy, insanitary and foul smelling; with linen webs often fouled with 

droppings from the broken thatch. As a result of poor construction and lack of adequate 

sanitation and drainage, cess pools lay outside the doors and rain often flowed into the 

dwellings.131 * 133 While these standards may not be representative of better-off weavers, they 

demonstrate that conditions often fell well below middle-class or upper-working-class 

standards of cleanliness.

There is little doubt that women had limited control over the amount of time which 

they could devote to child care and home-work. And the evidence suggests that in most 

weaving households domestic duties did not interrupt a woman’s economic activities. The 

disruption to the work of the mother was probably greatest in the first years when the 

children were too young to help in the house. But even, then, the burden could have been 

reduced by the presence of an elderly or infirm member in the household. This is not to say 

that women did not recognise their role as wives and mothers, but in most weaving 

households it was in the last resort sacrificed to the economic needs of the family. Certainly, 

the economic burden on the family was increased during the years when the children were 

too young to work. But this was largely a result of an increase in the number of dependents, 

rather than a decline in the economic activities of the mother.134

The lack of information regarding role relations in weaving households, particularly 

decision making and power, makes it difficult to draw firm conclusions on the status of 

women. For instance, there is no indication as to how daughters and mothers regarded their 

position in the family vis-à-vis the men in the household. Nevertheless, despite the

131 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, p. 628/650; Frederick Kee, Lisburn miscellany
(Lisburn, 1876), p. 45.
134 Medick sees the economic pressure on the family, as a direct result o f  having more mouths to feed from
already inadequate wages.
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limitations, the evidence demonstrates that the waged work of women had a significant 

influence on the traditional segregated roles of men and women. This is illustrated by the 

way in which fathers were prepared to subvert traditional male/female roles by undertaking 

some responsibility for child care and other domestic duties, or to allow sons as well as 

daughters to perform these duties. In addition, the public recognition of the economic value 

of a woman’s labour indicates that their labour was by no means held in low status.

Working conditions and health

The health of weavers was seriously affected by their physical environment, diet and 

prolonged hours of work. The type of dwelling often associated with hand-loom weavers is 

that of the relatively large cottage with a dwelling shop. These were specially built two or 

three roomed cottages which had an extra room or ‘shop’ attached to house the looms. 

However, the majority of weavers lived in poorly constructed cottages erected by 

manufacturers. These were usually small two to three roomed cottages, lacking in sanitation 

and drainage. For instance, in north Armagh, the walls of weaver’s cottages were made of 

mud rough cast with lime.135 In some parts of Lisburn houses had purposely built cellars for 

weaving into which no air or natural light entered.136 137 Sanitation consisted of an earthen 

closet, usually situated at the bottom of the garden, and water had to be fetched from wells or 

village pumps. As noted previously, the worst conditions existed in small hamlets or towns 

where dwellings were crowded together and open sewers and refuse remains created disease

1 17and a foul smelling atmosphere.

135 Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland, pp 28-9. The weaver’s cottage erected in the Ulster Folk Museum 
typifies the more substantial dwelling o f  the farmer/weaver. Cottages built by manufacturers to house their 
employees were much more similar to the sub-standard dwellings erected for labourers.
136 Kee, Lisburn miscellany p. 34.
137 Middle-class investigators complained about the appalling smell and lack o f  sanitation in both rural and urban 
areas throughout the nineteenth-century; see Henry McCormac,4 A few particulars relating to the poor town, 
especially in towns in Ireland’ in N.A.P.S.S. (London, 1862), pp 613-9.
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As weavers had large families, conditions in most of the cottages were cramped and 

over-crowded. The parents usually shared a bedroom with the younger children, while the 

older children slept in the second room. In instances where the family was extended by the 

elderly, or with married sons and daughters with their spouses, there was even less comfort 

and privacy. The lack of space in dwellings was made worse by the increasing number of 

looms in households. Mr White, for instance, reported that in some of the cottages it was not 

uncommon to find the floor space almost entirely taken up by beds and looms.138 139

The health conditions were worsened by the excessive damp of weaving cottages. As 

linen yam broke constantly in a dry atmosphere, a moist atmosphere was regarded as 

essential to achieve a good quality web and a high rate of production. The finer the yam the 

greater was thought to be the need for a damp atmosphere.140 Most dwellings had an earthen 

floor to allow moisture to rise from the foundations and a hole was dug in the floor directly 

beneath the treadle to allow water to rise. In wet weather the hole had to be continually 

baled out, as the water level rose too high. To prevent air or draughts hitting the yam, 

windows were always kept closed and it was common practice to plug any gaps in the 

window frames or panes of glass with a piece of paper or rag.141 With no ventilation, the fluff 

which flew off the yam during weaving was inhaled into the lungs.

As the evidence has shown, work at the loom consumed nearly all of the waking 

hours of weavers. Thus from an early age women spent most of their day working and eating 

in a damp, stale and unhealthy atmosphere. These working conditions created a variety of 

diseases and ailments amongst weavers: scrofulous diseases, asthma, rheumatism,

138 Henry McCormac, * A few particulars relating to the poor town, especially in towns in Ireland’ in N.A.P.S.S. 
f (London, 1892), pp 613-9; Rev Hickey, On the social conditions o f  thelabouringpix>r, pp 610-3.

139 White’s report on hand-loom weavers, p. 216.
140 White’s report on hand-loom weavers, p. 216.
141 Ibid, pp 216, 218,220.
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particularly of the shoulders, and ulceration and swelling of the legs. The latter complaint 

resulted from long hours sitting with their feet in wet treadle holes. The constant pressing of 

the loom, combined with a poor diet, also induced diseases of the stomach and bowel. 

Dyspepsia was common amongst weavers.

Unfortunately, without data on morbidity and mortality it is impossible to determine 

whether or not the incidence of certain conditions and diseases was higher amongst women 

weavers. However, the evidence suggests that women may have suffered in a different way 

to men. As a medical officer to the Portadown dispensary for over thirty years, Doctor 

Bradon had considerable experience of the health and living conditions of weavers. In 1862, 

he stated that the general health of women tended to be worse than men’s. The doctor 

identified one particular effect as ‘an interruption of the functions natural to their sex’, which 

almost certainly refers to interruptions in the menstrual cycle.142 143 Whether or not this was a 

temporary phenomena is not stated, but it does show that heavy labour, and possible a poor 

diet, directly affected the health of women in a very specific way.

There is little doubt that the health of women weavers was also affected by frequent 

pregnancies and miscarriages. Weaving was physically exhausting work in which the 

constant movement of limbs caused severe strain on all parts of the body. While one arm 

operated the lever to propel the sley across the loom, the other pushed and pulled the beam 

tight against the weft threads.144 William Graham described it as having ‘every bone in his 

body going’.145 There can be little doubt that weaving during the later stages of pregnancy, 

and in the weeks after birth, caused women considerable suffering and physical discomfort,

142 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, p. 662/684; White's report on hand-loom 
( weavers, pp 218, 220.

143 White’s report on hand-loom weavers, p.220.
144 Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland, pp 30-1.
145 Report from assistant hand-loom weavers ’ commissioners, p. 667/689.
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particularly the constant pulling of the beam into the stomach. The condition of pregnant 

women was probably worsened by the fact that most women were too poor to afford the 

services or the advice of doctors. In labouring and working-class districts most babies were 

delivered with the assistance of female relatives or neighbours.146 Studies by factory 

inspectors and other contemporaries in the early years of the twentieth century show that 

poor diet, frequent births and heavy work seriously impaired the health of women. For 

example, many women were found to suffer from serious prolapses, anaemia, slit cervixes 

and other internal deformations. Heavy labour was also found to be a contributory factor 

in miscarriages and still-births.147

It is impossible to determine whether or not women were more vulnerable to certain 

diseases. However, it can be stated that due to their child bearing function, women 

experienced additional health problems and difficulties over and above those generally 

associated with weaving. According to Doctor Bradon, women were very aware of the 

adverse effect weaving had on their health.148 That they continued to work in spite of this 

knowledge, was almost certainly determined by the need for money. Without their earnings 

the health of the women and that of their families would arguably have suffered even more. 

Thus a woman’s choices and expectations were seriously restricted by the economic realities 

of everyday life.

146 Older women in working-class districts often acted as a mid-wife.
147 Margery Spring Rice, Working-class wives: their health and conditions, (London, 1981), pp 36-8.
148 White’s  report on hand-loom weavers, p. 220.
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Conclusion

The evidence in this chapter clearly demonstrates the way in which women’s waged 

work served the interests of the family group. It also draws attention to the marked 

differences which existed between the values and attitudes of hand-loom weaving 

communities and those of the middle-classes. From an early age girls were socialised and 

disciplined into the value of waged work. By the time they were adults they had learned that 

housework had to be secondary to the main tasks of weaving and winding. As women 

moved out into the factories and mills, they had to adapt to new methods of work and to 

learn to interact with people in a very different environment to that of the home. But many 

of the old traditions of the family economy and attitudes to work continued to operate. Very 

importantly, low earnings continued to play an important part in the choices and expectations 

of women.

?
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Chapter 3

Power Loom Weavers

Expansion of the Power Loom Industry

From 1850 onwards, increasing concern amongst manufacturers over rising wages 

and a falling labour supply encouraged investment of capital in power loom factories. As 

noted previously, the industry expanded rapidly in the 1880s when improvements to looms 

enabled the power weaving of the finest linens.1 2 Table 3.1 shows the number of flax and 

linen power loom factories, and the number of power looms in spinning mills with weaving 

rooms attached, in Ulster from 1850 to 1905.

Table 3.1

Number o f power looms (Ulster)
No. o f Year No. o f No. o f  looms attached

factories looms to spinning mills
1 1850 34 24

12 1857 883 530
13 1862 1,971 2,137
38 1868 5,998 6,151
44 1871 7,734 6,340
54 1875 9,710 7,336
72 1885 16,794 4,445
75 1890 20,030 4,619
135 1905 35,657 8,988

2

1 Crawford, Domestic industry in Ireland, pp 54-6.
2 Return o f the number o f factories authorised to be inspected under the workshops and factories acts, with the 
number o f  persons employed in each industry, distinguishing between man, women, young persons, children, 
half-timers; also giving the number o f  spindles, looms, and other machines used in each industry inspected (in 
contimiation o f  paper no. 324, 1879) p. 19, H.C. 1884-85 (340), lxxi, 1105 (hereafter cited as Factory returns 
fo r  1884-85); Ibid., 1890, pp 2 0 -1 ,H.C. 1890(328), lxvii, 188-189; Return o f the number offlax and linen 
factories in the United Kingdom subject to inspection under the factories and workshop's act, ¡901, and the 
number o f  spindles and looms used in such factories, pp 2-3, H.C. 1905 (290), lxxii, 544-545.
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The above data shows that the number of power looms increased almost three fold

between the 1870s and the 1890s. The increase of 15,000 between 1890 and 1905 reflects

the attempts of the industry to rationalise and improve production in the face of intense

competition from the European linen market. The power loom industry was confined to the

Counties of Armagh, Down, Antrim and east-Tyrone. The greatest concentration of power

looms was in Belfast. In 1910, out of 36,000 power looms in weaving factories in Ireland,

12,000 were in Belfast and 13,000 in the rest of Ulster. In the boom years of the 1860s the

practice was to attach power loom sheds on to existing spinning mills. This was done largely

because of the savings that could be made from attaining yam from their own mills.

However, after 1872 the growth in extension was in separate factories, as employers

recognised the benefits of establishing factories in proximity to a centre where there was a

*

strong tradition of hand-loom weaving.

Numbers and proportion of female weavers

There are two main sources from which to estimate the number of power loom 

weavers in Ulster: the factory returns and the censi of 1901 and 1911. Although the factory 

returns contain the number of male and female employees in power loom factories and those 

attached to spinning mills, the figures are inclusive of all the workers in the factory: warpers, 

beamers, tenters, winders, finishers, and weavers. The following figures for power loom 

factories in Ulster are, therefore, only a rough assessment of the proportion of men and 

women overall in the linen weaving factories. The separate heading for ‘weaving processes’ 

under flax and linen manufacture in the 1901 census, provides the best indication as to the

f

3 Sir William Crawford, Irish linen and some features o f  its production (Belfast, 1910), pp 9-10.
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numbers of male and female power weavers. Table 3.2 presents the number of male and 

female workers recorded in power loom factories for 1878, 1885 and 1890, and the 

percentage which women comprised in the total workforce.

Table 3.2

Factory returns (inclus. o f  all workers)
Year Male Female Total Female % o f total 

workforce
1878 2,513 9,135 11,648 78%
1885 3,652 12,416 16,068 77%
1890 4,596 14,116 18,712 75%

4

Table 3.3 presents the number of male and female weavers recorded under ‘weaving 

processes’ in Ulster in the 1901 and 1911 census and the proportion which females 

comprised in the total numbers.

Table 3.3

Total number o f  weavers and female percentage o f  workforce (Ulster)
Year Male Female Total Female % o f  

weavers
1901 10,783 24,362 35,145 69.3%
1911 9,320 20,614 29,934 68.8%

5

The above data show that women accounted for 69.3% and 68.3% of the total number

of weavers in Ulster for 1901 and 1911 respectively. The higher proportion of females

in the factory returns is almost certainly due to the inclusion of spinners, an exclusively 4 5

4 Return o f the number offactories, pp 20, H.C. 1878-89 (324), lxv, 220; Ibid., 1884-5, pp 19/1005; Ibid., 1890, 
pp 21-1.118-9.
5 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1901, pp 16/780, 23/787; Ibid., 1911, pp 19,26.
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female occupation, in the statistics. Although women comprised the greater part of weavers, 

there was considerable variation throughout the different counties. Table 3.4 shows the 

number of male and female weavers recorded in each county under ‘weaving processes’ and 

the percentage which females comprised in the total number of weavers in Belfast and the 

main weaving counties of Ulster (the figures for the Counties of Down and Antrim are 

exclusive of the city of Belfast).

Table 3.4

Total number o f  weavers and female percentage o f  workforce.
1901 1911

County Male Female Female % 
o f  total

Male Female Female % of  
total weavers

Antrim 2,119 4,207 66.5 1,222 2,881 70.2
Armagh 3,464 5,861 62.8 3,315 4,661 58.2
Down 2,844 2,687 48.5 2,677 2,537 48.6
Tyrone 289 1,122 79.5 280 898 76.2
Belfast 1,749 9,796 84.8 1,569 9,264 85.5

6

The highest proportion of female weavers was recorded in Counties Tyrone with 

79.5% in 1901 and 76.2% in 1911; and Antrim with 66.5% in 1901 and 70.2% in 1911.

By contrast, male weavers comprised just over half of the labour force in County Down and 

in County Armagh the proportion of female weavers had declined to 58.2% by 1911.

Belfast had the highest ratio of female weavers, comprising just over five-sixths of the 

workforce.

The variations between regions was for the most part determined by the jobs 

available for men in the local economy. As the industrial centre of Ireland, Belfast provided 

a wide range of job opportunities for men. In the last quarter of the nineteenth century, there 6

6 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1901, compiled from the county tables.
f
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was a great expansion of jobs in shipbuilding, engineering and the docks. In addition, the 

boom in house building and the expansion and improvement of infrastructure provided far 

greater opportunities of employment for general labourers, bricklayers and skilled artisans. 

Nearly all of these specifically male occupations were better paid than weaving and carried a 

much higher status.7 8 Power weaving was held in such low esteem that men only entered the 

trade very reluctantly. Those men who did weave were sometimes derided as little ‘old 

ladies’ for doing a woman’s job.

In rural areas, where job opportunities for men were generally limited to agricultural 

and general labourers, weaving was not held in low status. Not only were the wages of 

labourers and agricultural workers low, there was little work during the winter months.9 For 

example, wages for a labourer in Counties Armagh and Antrim averaged 10s. to 12s. a week 

in the 1890s.10 In the districts of Lurgan and Portadown, weaving was one of the few 

occupations which offered full-time employment for men.

Recruitment and training

In the early years of the factories, both mill and power loom workers were recruited 

largely from the families of agricultural labourers and domestic weavers who had migrated to 

the towns in search of work. As the industry expanded in the 1870s, manufacturers

7 Cost o f  living o f the working classes. Report o f  an enquiry by the Board o f Trade into working class rents, 
housing and retail prices together with the standard rates o f  wages prevailing in certain occupations in the 
principal industrial towns o f  the United Kingdom, pp 564-6, [Cd 3864], H.C. 1908, cvii, 640-2 (hereafter cited 
as Report o f an enquiry by the Board o f  Trade into rents, housing and rates o f  wages 1908).
8 Betty Messenger, Picking up the linen threads; p. 158.
9 Report o f  an enquiry by the Board o f  trade into rents, housing and rates o f  wages 1908, pp 584-6/960-2.
10 Royal Commission o f labour. The agricultural labourer. Ireland, Abstract o f  the evidence contained in the 
proceedings o f the Royal Commission on the Land Acts, (Ireland). The Cower commission 1886, by William C. 
Little senior assistant commissioner [c  6894-xxiv], H.C. 1893-94, xxxvii, part ii, in B.P.P., I.U.P. series, 
Industrial revolution: labour commission, p. 390, vol. 41 (1893-94) p. 590.
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increasingly drew their workforce from the families of hand-loom weavers. This was 

because they had the skill and attention to detail that weaving required.11 By the end of the 

century, the greater proportion of power loom weavers was recruited from amongst the 

second generation of factory workers.12 However, weaving was a higher status occupation 

than spinning and this tends to be reflected in the social background of the weavers. The 

majority of weavers were drawn largely from families in which the women were engaged in 

higher status occupations: such as stitching, weaving and smoothing. In contrast, the greater 

proportion of spinners was drawn from spinning families.13

As in the early hand-loom factories, kinship played an important role in getting a job. 

The normal practice was simply for a girl to be ‘spoken for’ by a parent or a relative. If there 

was no kin in the factory then a neighbour was asked to speak for the child. Most employers 

supported the practice of family recruitment14 Indeed, some employers actively encouraged 

families with large numbers of daughters to move into housing areas adjacent to their 

factories. The influence of family on employment is reflected in the fact that it was not 

uncommon for whole families to be employed in the same mill or factory, particularly in 

villages such as Bessbrook and Gilford.15 Consequently, young weavers were often trained 

by their sisters or other close female relatives.

Under the provisions of the Factory Act of 1833, children could be employed as part- 

time workers in the textile factories between the ages of nine and thirteen. By 1844, a

11 William Crawford, Irish linen and some features o f its production, pp 9-10.
12 The enumerators’ books for 1901 show that the majority o f  power weavers are second generation factory 
workers (N.A.I.,).
13 Cohen ‘Proleterianization and family strategies’, p. 524. Cohen states that 74% o f  spinners came from 
spinning families in Tullylish.
14 David S. MacNiece, ‘Factory workers housing in Counties Down and Armagh 1830-1915 (unpublished Ph.D. 
thesis, Queen’s University, Belfast 1983), pp 79-83; Cohen, ‘Proleterianization and family strategies’, pp 522-7.
15 MacNiece, ‘Factory housing, p. 86. Many employers had a paternalistic attitude towards their workers and 
saw themselves as providing work for the whole family.
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regular half-time system was introduced under which children attended school for half of 

each working day. After 1874, a system of alternate days for school and work was 

introduced in Ireland. In 1874, the minimum age of employment was raised to ten and in 

1891 and 1901 to eleven and twelve years of age respectively.16 For most of the century, 

therefore, the working life of many girls began at ten years of age or under.

Although it was common for young girls to enter the spinning mills as half-timers, 

most girls did not begin training in the weaving sheds until about twelve or thirteen years of 

age. For example, of 12,416 female employees in the power loom factories, only 85 were 

half-timers in 1884.17 However, because of the poverty in factory districts, many parents 

could not afford to keep their children at school until thirteen years of age. Consequently, 

some girls were employed in the mills as half-timers and then transferred to the weaving 

shed when of age.18

However, it would be misleading to portray young girls as being forced to work from 

an early age in the factories and mills. Oral testimony shows that girls grew up assuming 

that they would start work at an early age. Many looked forward to the day when they could 

join their sisters in the factory and start contributing money to the family. Entering the 

factory was the ‘natural’ thing to do. And, for the most part, neither they nor their parents 

aspired to or considered a different way of life.19 The general acceptance of their position of 

the work hierarchy was due to several factors: poverty, inadequate education and absence of 

alternative employment

16 Armstrong, ‘Social and economic conditions in the linen industry’, pp 242-3.
17 Return o f  the number o f  factories, 1884-5, p. 19/1005.
18 The enumerators’ books for 1901 show that some o f  the daughters o f  weavers and stitchers are doffers (half- 
timers) in the mills.
19 Messenger. Picking up the linen threads, p. 34.
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Young girls entered a factory environment which was noisy, dirty and crowded. A 

typical placement of looms was in rows across the room. Each row contained groups of, 

perhaps, three looms, with the groups separated by passages which ran the length of the shed. 

The machines in every two rows faced each other, allowing one weaver to operate the loom 

in front and behind her. The space or passage between the two looms was so narrow that it 

was almost impossible for two people to pass each other.20 The number of looms varied 

from about 150 in the smaller concerns to 1,000 in the large York Street company. The 

atmosphere was hot and humid and the noise from the machinery was so deafening that 

workers had to use special hand signals to communicate with each other.21 The fact that girls 

were often trained by relations and friends may well have helped them to adjust to the 

working conditions fairly quickly.

Most learners were placed under a weaver and gradually through a combination of 

watching and assisting they were able to master the basic skills. A few, however, were 

started on a narrow loom of their own.22 23 For instance, William Topping, a power loom 

tenter, described how young girls in the factory learned in a small recess which held four 

narrow looms. A weaver had to learn how to draw in broken ends of warp, to tie a 

weaver’s knot, and to replace the shuttle bobbin when it ran out of weft. When warp thread 

broke, the weaver had to stop the loom and draw in the broken ends of warp with a heddle 

hook and tie them together with a weaver’s knot. The knot had to be almost indiscernible in 

the cloth, as any flaws resulted in fines being deducted from their wages. A weaver also 

had to learn how to grasp a shuttle flying across the loom at great speed, and replace the

20 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, p. 123
21 Ibid., pp 122-3, 150
22 Ibid., pp 122-3.
23 William Topping, A life in linenopolis: the memoirs o f  William Topping a  Belfast damask weaver (Belfast, 
1992), p.25.
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shuttle with a full pirn of yam. The yam was threaded into the bobbin by placing the lips to 

the eyelet and sucking. This was known as ‘kissing the shuttle’.24

Working between two looms, sometimes more, it was essential to keep a sharp eye 

out for any breakages, particularly as the automatic stop device on weft looms frequently 

failed. Once a break was spotted, the damaged section of the cloth had to be ripped back.

As weavers were paid a piece-rate, repairs had to be done as quickly as possible. When each 

cut of cloth was woven to the specified length a coloured mark appeared on the warp 

threads; the weaver stopped the loom, cut the cloth along the mark and removed it in folds 

or rolls. The weaver carried the cloth to a nearby table for collection or, more often, to the 

office where cloth was passed. The office was usually at one end of the shed.25

The initial learning period generally took from four to six weeks. After this a girl 

was allocated a loom of her own, although she was still partially supervised. The amount of 

time it took to acquire the skill and speed necessary to mind two looms varied greatly. On 

some types of looms a girl was regarded as being ready after three months, but on plain 

looms it could take up to a year and longer on a fine loom. During the period which she 

assisted at the loom she generally received no payment, but on acquiring her own loom 

she was paid according to the quantity of cloth produced. After one year of entering the 

factory most weavers were working on two looms and beginning to earn higher wages.26

For the most of the latter half of the nineteenth century women worked in this 

environment for ten hours a day. In 1847 a ten hour day was introduced for women and 

children in textile factories and mills. However, additional legislation was implemented in

24 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, pp 132-3.
25 Ibid., pp 136-8.
26 Ibid., pp 130-3.
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1850 and 1853 specifying the hours of a normal working day from six o’clock in the morning 

to six o’clock in the evening. This was done in order to prevent employers evading the 1847 

restriction on hours by working the women and children in relays. In 1874 the hours of work 

were reduced further to fifty-six per week. This consisted of working ten hours each week

day and to twelve noon on a Saturday; an hour was allowed for breakfast at nine o’clock and 

an hour for dinner at mid-day.27

All positions of authority in the factory were held by men: tenter, foremen and 

managers. It was the job of the tenters to maintain the looms and oversee the rate and quality 

of cloth production. Very importantly, it was the tenters who operated the gas jets which 

controlled the level of heat and humidity in the weaving sheds. A tenter’s set wage was 

usually supplemented by a bonus, which was calculated by the amount of cloth which the 

weavers under his control produced. As the bonus could almost double a tenter’s wage, he 

could be a very hard task master. William Topping, for instance had a weekly wage of 

£1.4s.6d. increased to £2.6s.9d. with the addition of his bonus.28

Wages

Power loom weavers were paid a piece-rate for each cut of cloth woven. A cut of 

cloth was usually one hundred yards in length, though it could vary according to the fineness 

of the cloth woven and the width of the loom. As with hand-looms, the piece-rate varied 

according to the width and fineness of the cloth woven. The finer counts of cloth were paid 

at a higher rate to coarse cloth. Even though the finer cloths took longer to produce, they 

still provided the highest weekly earnings. Damask weaving also tended to be higher paid

27 Armstrong, ‘Social and economic conditions in the linen industry’, pp 242.
28 Topping, Life in linenopolis, p. 31; Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, p. 129-30.
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than plain weaving.29

Power weaving was one of the few exceptions to the sexual division of labour which 

prevailed in linen factories and mills. However, although women were an accepted part of 

the weaving trade, they did not compete on an equal basis with men for the highest paid 

sections of weaving. It was common practice in the linen trade for women and young men to 

be allocated the narrower and lighter frames, which carried lower piece-rates; while men 

generally worked the widest looms and the jacquard looms weaving the highest paid linens 

and damasks. Medium sized looms were usually worked by both sexes.30

The allocation of looms according to gender was based on assumptions of physical 

differences between the sexes, For example, the wider frames, which were often worked by 

only one weaver, required a great deal of physical strength and attention. Whereas men were 

considered especially suited for this heavy labour, women were generally excluded because 

of their physical limitations. According to Miss May Abraham, it was generally assumed by 

employers that women were not capable of lifting and carrying the wider and heaviest rolls 

of cloth without some assistance.31

However, the ability of men to exclude women from the more skilled work was 

restricted by the practice of allocating each weaver a fine and a coarse loom. This was done 

in an effort to avoid opposition and discontentment from weavers over the unequal 

distribution of the better paid work. Consequently, a number of women always worked on

29 William Crawford, Irish linen and some features o f  its production, p. 10; Messenger, Picking up the linen 
threads., p. 133.
30 Ibid., p. 10.

Royal Commission on labour. The employment o f  women: Miss May K  A braham (lady assistant 
commissioner) on the condition o f  work in textile industries o f  Yorkshire, [c 6894], H.C. 1893-94, xxxvii, part I, 
in B.P.P., I.U.P. series, Industrial revolution: labour commission, vol. 34. p. 100, (1893-94) p. 112 (hereafter 
cited as Labour commission: Miss Abraham's report on textiles, Yorkshire).
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the finer counts of cloth and damasks, as well as on the wider looms. In addition, most 

factories had to weave a wide variety of cloths. With only a limited number of looms 

weaving the finest cloths, a proportion of men usually had to work on the lower paid counts 

of cloth. Nevertheless, the majority of women were employed on looms which carried 

lower piece-rates. The inevitable effect which this had on wages is illustrated in the wage 

differentials between male and female weavers.32 33

The average wage rates in official returns are not completely satisfactory, as they are 

based on very small sample returns. Nevertheless, they provide an indication of the level of 

weekly earnings of weavers. Between the 1870s and the 1900s, the average wage of female 

weavers in ‘Belfast and neighbourhood’ ranged between 1 Is. and 1 ls.6d. a week, except for 

periods of depression when they were forced down to 9s. a week and under. Weavers in 

Belfast were always paid at a higher rate than the rest of Ulster.34 For example, in 1906, 

59.1% of female weavers earned between 10s. and under 14s. a week; and 11.4% earned 

between 15s. and under 20s. By contrast, 54.4% of female weavers outside Belfast earned 

less than 10s. a week.35 Furthermore, the average weekly wage of male weavers was higher 

than women’s throughout the period under discussion. Even in Belfast, where women 

comprised the greater proportion of the workforce, the average female wage was lower than 

men’s. In 1886, female weavers in Ulster (exclusive of Belfast) earned an average of 8s. a

32 Messenger, Picking up the linen trades, p. 133.
33 Wage sheets o f  Spence Bryson Portadown weaving company 1906-7 show that men had the highest earnings 
(P.R.O.N.I., Public Record Office o f  Northern Ireland, D2261-2).
34 Labour statistics, returns o f the wages published between 1830 and 1886, pp 351-5, [C 5172], H.C. 1887, 
Ixxxix, 75-9; Wages textile trades o f  the United Kingdom, with report thereon, pp 131-4, 137, [C 5807], H.C. 
1889, lxx, 1011-4, 1017; Report by Miss Clara Collet on changes in the employment o f women and girls in 
industrial centres, pp 98-9/406-7.
35 Earnings and hours enquiry, report o f  an enquiry by the Board o f  Trade into the earnings and hours o f  
labour o f  workpeople o f  the United Kingdom (1) textile trades in 1906, pp 128-9, [Cd 4545], H.C. 1909, lxxx, 
202-3.
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week, compared to 12s.8d. for men.36

Average wage rates are, however, very deceptive, as they provide no indication as to 

the level of earnings at the higher or lower end of the scale. The wage books of the 

Portadown Weaving Company for 1906 and 1907 show that the majority of female weavers 

in the Portadown factory earned more than the average wages cited above. The wages of 

women ranged approximately from between 12s. and 17s. a week, while the wages of men 

ranged from between 16s. and £1 and over. However, some of the better weavers, such as 

Maggie Jane Best and Maria Gardiner, earned from 14s. to 18s. a week, rising to £1 and over 

on several occasions. Between the 3 May and 16 August 1906, Maggie Jane Best earned a 

£1 and over a week on eleven occasions. The wage books show that weavers had the 

opportunity to increase their wages considerably over a period of weeks when work was 

brisk. Even those on the lowest earnings of 10s. a week, were at times able to increase their 

wage by as much as one-third.37

However, the above wages may not have been typical of factories which were less 

profitable or which were working on cheaper goods. For instance, in their investigations for 

the Labour Commission in 1892, Miss Orme and Miss Abraham reported that the wages in 

several factories were around 9s. to 12s. a week.38 In 1912, Miss Galway, Secretary to the 

Textile Operative’s Society, stated that male weavers in Lurgan were unable to earn more 

than 12s. a week.39

36 Wages textile trades 1889, p. 137/1017.
37 Wage sheets o f  Spence Bryson Portadown (P.R.O.N.I., D2261-2).
38 Labour commission: report by Miss Eliza Orme and Miss May K  A braham (assistant commissioners) on the 
condition o f  women's work in Ireland, vol. 34, p. 323/335. 342-3/353-5 (hereafter cited as Labour commission: 
Miss Orme and Miss Abraham’s report, Ireland).
39 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, p. v/369.
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A major complaint of weavers was the extent to which their wages were reduced by 

fines. Fining workers for damaged work and for breaches of discipline was common practice 

in the linen mills and factories. Fines were imposed for arriving late in the morning, or for 

being late back after the breakfast or the dinner hour. While the fines for lateness were 

sometimes small, varying from 2d. to 6d., the cost to the weaver was increased by the system 

of lock-outs. In weaving factories and mills the gates were locked just a few minutes after 

starting time, and not re-opened until the breakfast hour at around 9 o’clock. While weaving 

factories tended to give their workers a few more minutes than spinning mills, the gates were 

generally locked four or five minutes after the starting time. This meant that a weaver lost a 

morning’s wages in addition to her fine.40

The system of lock-outs and fines was compounded further by the practice of 

withholding the weekly ‘bonus’. Although the bonus varied from 6d. to 2s.6d. a week, the 

most common payment was around Is. a week. In weaving factories the bonus was often 

attached to perfect cloth. In one factory weavers received a fortnightly bonus of 2s.6d. But 

if one complaint was made by a cloth passer, the weaver forfeited ls.6d. After two 

complaints they forfeited the entire bonus. By combining fines, lock-outs and a loss of bonus 

a weaver could lose as much as one-third of her weekly pay.41

Weavers often complained to the factory inspectors that they were being fined for 

damages which were caused by factors beyond their control. For instance, oil stains and 

other damages often resulted from mechanics and tenters not maintaining the looms in 

proper repair. Other flaws were a result of improper dressing by piecers and reelers: such as

40 Labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham's reports, Ireland, p. 323/335.
41 Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1906, p. 243, [Cd 3586], H.C. 
1907, x, 261.
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slubs on the thread. These created weak points in the yam which in turn caused frequent 

breakage’s in the weaving process.42

Under the Truck Acts of 1876 and 1896 deductions for fines were meant to be fair 

and reasonable and not to exceed the actual cost to the employer. However, these rules were 

persistently breached by employers. For example, Miss Martindale found a sum of 2s.4d. 

imposed on a wage of 6s.6d. for defective cloth. And as a result of flaws caused by bad yam, 

one witness received only 4d. out of ls.lOd. after working for 22 hours. After an 

investigation into a factory in 1912, Miss Martindale found that 76.1% of weavers were fined 

an average of 8d. in one week and 51% an average of 7'Ad. in another week. Furthermore, 

this occurred during a depression when the highest gross average wage was only 7s.2d43

There was little weavers could do against what they thought was an unfair or 

unreasonable fine. In most factories the decision of the cloth passer was final. Those who 

felt aggrieved could sometimes appeal to a foreman or tenter. But they did so at the risk of 

having the fine increased. Attempts by weavers to evade unreasonable fines by seeking 

employment elsewhere were effectively restricted by unofficial agreements between 

employers. In many factories weavers were issued with ‘discharge papers’. These papers 

usually stated length of employment with the firm, the date of their discharge and a character 

reference. According to Miss Orme and Miss Abraham, discharges were often refused in 

cases of disputes over fines.44 As employers in many parts of the country refused to hire a 

weaver without a discharge, this meant that they stood little chance of finding employment in

42 Departmental committee on humidity and ventilation in flax-mills and linen factories, minutes o f  evidence, 
[Cd 7446], H.C. 1914, xxxvi (hereafter cited as Evidence to the departmental committee on humidity in flax and 
linen factories, 1914)
43 Annual report o f  the chief inspector o f  factories and workshops fo r  the year 1911, p. 162, [Cd 6239], H.C. 
1912-13, xxv, 742.
44 Ixxhour commission: Miss Orme and Miss A braham 's report, Irelatul, p. 233/355.
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the district.

This system was particularly prevalent in small villages and towns such as Lurgan 

and Portadown where factories were in the hands of a few large employers. For example, 

one woman in Portadown appealed a fíne of Is. to damaged cloth to the foreman, only to 

have her fine doubled. After refusing to submit to the fíne she left with the whole of her 

wage. But without her discharge papers, she was refused employment in several factories. 

Faced with no prospect of getting another weaving job, and in need of money, she was forced 

to ask her former employer to be re-instated. In addition to paying the original 2s. fine to her 

employer, she also forfeited 1 s. because of absence from work.45

Faced with constant breaches of the truck acts, the lady factory inspectors decided to 

take a test case to court over the issue of withholding bonus payments. Employers argued 

that attaching the bonus to certain conditions gave them the right to withhold it for breaches 

of discipline. However, the lady factory inspectors were convinced that the withholding of 

the bonus was a breach of the Truck Act of 1896. In this particular case, a lock-out and loss 

of bonus had cost a female weaver 2s.4d. out of an average day’s wage of 1 s.4d., just for 

being a few minutes late. The judge dismissed the case on the grounds that the bonus was 

not part of the ‘wage’ within the meaning of the act. Although he was in agreement that 

the bonus was part of the ‘sum contracted to be paid’, if a worker failed to fulfil her 

obligations under the contract, the employer was within his rights to withhold all or part of 

the bonus.46

Despite the deductions for fines, weavers were relatively well paid. Along with 

warpers and reelers and winders they tended to view themselves as the aristocracy of the

45 labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham’s report, Ireland, p. 233/355.
46 Ibid, p. 233/335.
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factory labour. Spinners were very much at the bottom of the hierarchy, with a set weekly 

wage of 9s. at the turn of the century.47

Working conditions and health

Although technology had overcome many of the problems encountered in the early 

years of power loom weaving, the flax fibre remained difficult to work with, particularly in 

the winter months. In cooler weather, the yam became dryer and breakages were more 

frequent. Good weaving, especially on the finer counts of material, could only be achieved 

in a very damp atmosphere and at high temperatures. Consequently, high levels of artificial 

humidity and air temperatures were the norm in the weaving sheds. Artificial humidity was 

created by introducing live steam through a system of pipes at very high pressure and at 

considerable heat. The pipes ran the length of the shed and steam was directed down on to 

the looms via a system of gas jets.48

With regard to temperature and levels of humidity, the weaving sheds had been left 

unregulated until the investigations carried out by Mr Osborne in 1894. Osborne found 

weavers working in conditions that appalled him. The common practice was for steam to be 

turned on in the morning and then left to blast all day. As there were no thermometers from 

which to obtain readings, humidity levels were judged on merely a ‘rule of thumb’. As the 

day progressed the steam became so dense that it was often difficult to see more than a few 

yards down a shed. The effect of excessive steaming on weavers was worsened by 

inadequate ventilation systems and the traditional practice of keeping atmospheric change to

47 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, pp 59-64, 165.
48 Report o f  an inquiry into the conditions o f  work in the Belfast flax mills and linen factories and into the 
mortality among textile operatives, & c., in the city o f  Belfast during 1891, pp 3-5, [c 7278], 1893-4, xvii, 539- 
41 (hereafter cited as Report by Mr Osborne on flax and linen factories 1893-4).
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a minimum by closing all windows and doors.49

Tests undertaken by Dr Collis and Dr Pembrey in the cotton weaving sheds in 1889 

had shown that with regard to health and physical strain, the important factor was not the 

temperature, but the dampness of the air.50 Dampness, or relative humidity, was estimated 

by measuring the difference between the wet and dry bulb thermometers. When the reading 

of both wet and dry bulbs were identical the surrounding air was saturated giving a relative 

humidity of 100 degrees. Osborne found that a difference of one degree or less between the 

dry and wet bulb temperatures was common practice throughout the industry. In 13 out of 29 

factories saturation levels were reached or to one degree of it.51

The health and physical discomfort of weavers was worsened by the fact that they 

had to work the greater part of the day in wet clothing. The gas jets, which were placed just 

above the looms, blasted steam down unto the shoulders and bodies of weavers. As 

condensation formed on the glass roofs of the sheds, drops of water fell off the roof onto the 

shoulders of the workers. During the winter, excessive steaming resulted in a constant 

shower of large drops of water. One weaver claimed that his clothes were often so wet that 

he had to change them at mid-day. Puddles of water accumulated on the floors and only in a 

few cases was any attempt made to brush the water away. Mixed with the oil and dirt from 

the machinery the floors became a ‘bog to walk on’. Some weavers stated in evidence to the 

enquiry into humidity and ventilation that they had to work with up to one-quarter of an 

inch of water on the floor.52

49 Report by M r Osborne on the flax and linen factories, 1893-94, p. 5/541.
50 Second report o f  the departmental committee on humidity and ventilation in cotton weaving sheds, pp viii- 
ix/814-5. In the dressing departments, where the air temperature was 100 degrees, the men’s temperatures did - 
not show a corresponding rise.
51 Report by M r Osborne on the flax and linen factories, 1893-4, p. 5/541.
52 Evidence to the departmental committee on flax and linen factories, 1914, qq 471, 594, 616, pp 125, 127,
129, evidence o f  Mr H. M., Mr W.B. and Mr H.J.M., weavers.
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As a result of Osborne’s inquiry, special rules were enacted in the linen industry in 

1897. The most important of which were: a limitation of humidity to not less than two 

degrees difference between dry and wet bulb temperatures; insulation of steam pipes and 

drainage of the floors; and a standard of ventilation in terms of the size of the fan per unit of 

floor. In 1905, working with flax was declared a dangerous trade by the Secretary of State. 

The fan standard was replaced by a carbonic standard of ventilation of five volumes per 

10,000 in excess of the outside air (increased to 20 volumes per 10,000 in rooms where gas 

or oil was used for lighting), a definite chemical standard of purity of water had to be used 

for humidifying the air, and the provision of cloakrooms.53

However, while employers were prepared to implement some of the minor rules, such 

as the insulation of pipes, the regulations on temperature and humidity were evaded on a 

wide scale. This was because manufacturers were convinced that any reduction in the high 

levels of humidity would seriously interfere with the process of weaving linens.54 The 

evasion of regulations was relatively easy. The factory inspectors complained as soon as 

they were in the district, owners automatically notified each other of their arrival. By the 

time the inspector was taking the thermometer readings in the sheds, the wet bulb 

temperature had dropped.55

In 1910, Miss Martindale took a series of readings of wet and dry bulbs in different 

linen weaving sheds between June and August. The readings showed that for half of the time 

weavers were working at 75 degrees Fahrenheit and over. Also, the wet bulb temperature

53 Report o f  the departmental committee on humidity and ventilation in flax mills and linen factories, pp 5-6, 
[Cd 7443], H.C. 1914 xxvi, 5-6 (hereafter cited as Report o f  the departmental committee on flax and linen 

factories ¡914).
54 Ibid., pp 16-7.
55 Second report o f  the departmental committee on humidity and ventilation in cotton weaving sheds, p.
128/560.
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never fell below 74 degrees in the afternoon. Even in the morning, the wet bulb temperature 

only fell below 74 degrees Fahrenheit on three occasions. And for 74% of the time, the 

levels between the wet and dry bulbs was 3 to 4 degrees. In the hottest sheds, 13% of the 

time was spend working in 80 degrees Fahrenheit and over. Although the dry bulb 

temperature was reduced in the winter months, weavers still suffered a great degree of 

discomfort from the very high levels of humidity.56 As Miss Martindale’s readings were 

taken with the knowledge and consent of the management, it is veiy likely that the level of 

steam was reduced prior to them being taken. Furthermore, the thermometers were placed in 

the centre of the shed away from the steam pipes and jets. The weavers claimed that the 

levels of dampness were higher in other parts of the shed, particularly the end and top walls 

where the water ran constantly down the walls.57

Miss Martindale’s findings are significant in the context of the tests undertaken by Dr 

Collis and Dr Pembrey in the cotton industry and those undertaken by Dr Legge in the linen 

weaving sheds. The combined tests showed that at a wet bulb temperature of 75 degrees 

Fahrenheit and over the body temperature and pulse rate of weavers was affected. 

Furthermore, there were significant differences between men and women: firstly, women 

registered a higher body temperature and pulse rate than men at 75 degrees Fahrenheit and 

over; and secondly, the temperatures and pulse rates of women began to rise at a much lower 

wet bulb level than men’s.58

In Dr Legge’s study, a total of 105 persons were studied in the tests with observations 

totalling 1,509. The mouth temperature of the persons under observation was taken before

56 Evidence to the departmental committee on humidity in flax and linen factories, 1914, pp 184-5/.
57 Ibid., q. 324, p. 122.
58 Report o f  the departmental committee on humidity in flax and linen factories, 1914, pp 42-3; Second report o f  
the committee on humidity and ventilation in cotton weaving sheds, pp 814-5/843-4.
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exposure to the atmosphere, a second a few hours later, and again just before leaving for 

dinner at one o’clock. Table 3.5 shows the average mouth temperature, pulse and respiration 

rates of males and females at five groups of wet bulb temperatures during early and late 

observations and all observations combined. An average body temperature was taken to be 

98.6% degrees; and a normal pulse and respiration rates was regarded as 72 and 16 

respectively.59 60

Table 3.5

Early Observations
Wet Bulb Mouth Average Pulse Respiration

Temperature Temperature Rates Rates
M F M F M F

61-65 98.8 98.5 82.9 92.5 19.0 19.8
66-70 98.2 98.4 85.4 85.3 18.9 18.6
71-75 98.3 98.6 85.0 85.3 19.0 19.3
76-80 99.0 98.9 77.3 77.8 16.9 19.3

all observ. 98.4 98.5 80.4 85.9 19.0 19.1
Late Observations

61-65 98.4 98.6 88.0 85.3 22.0 22.3
66-70 98.7 99.1 80.3 84.4 19.3 19.2
71-75 98.7 99.1 78.6 84.8 18.8 20.2
76-80 98.9 99.3 82.7 80.9 20.0 20.8
81-85 99.3 99.7 74.3 90.4 17.0 22.4

all observ. 98.8 99.2 80.2 87.3 19.2 20.8
All Observations

61-65 98.6 98.5 76.0 87.1 17.8 20.4
66-70 98.4 98.6 83.4 85.1 19.1 19.1
71-75 98.5 98.9 81.3 85.0 18.9 19.8
76-80 98.9 99.2 82.0 87.7 19.5 20.6
81-85 99.3 99.7 74.3 90.4 17.0 22.4

all observ. 98.6 98.9 80.4 86.3 18.6 20.0

60

59 Report o f the departmental committee on humidity in flax and linen factories, 1914, pp 42-3.
60 Observations o f  the average mouth temperatures, pulse and respiration rates o f  males and females in relation to 
the wet bulb temperature.
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The above data shows that in both the early and late observations the tendency was 

for women to have a higher temperature than men. The temperature of men showed an 

average rise of from 98.4 to 98.8 and women from 98.5 to 99.2. Whereas at a wet bulb 

temperature of 61-65 degrees Fahrenheit, 82.4% of both men and women had a temperature 

of under 100. When the wet bulb was between 76-80 degrees Fahrenheit, 51% of men, but 

only 19.8% of females, had a temperature of under 100.61

Dr Legge noted that when the average pulse rate on all observations was combined, a 

rise in the pulse rate of women was traceable; rising from 85.1 at 66-68 degrees Fahrenheit, 

to 90.4 at 81-85 degrees Fahrenheit. The average pulse and respiration rates of persons with 

mouth temperature of over 100 degrees as 95.1 and 22.1 per minute respectively (compared 

to a normal rate of 72 and 16). Finally, in instances where the mouth temperature was over 

100 degrees Fahrenheit, 74% of these were at a wet bulb of 75 degrees. Considering that the 

temperature in the sheds rarely fell below 75 degrees during the summer months, many 

women would have been working with a temperature of over 100 degrees. Dr Legge 

concluded, that continued over a period of years, weaving would have had a very detrimental 

affect on the health of women.62

Dr Collis’s and Dr Pembrey’s research concluded that the crucial factor inducing 

different physiological responses between men and women was the amount of clothing worn. 

When temperatures began to soar men were able to offset the feelings of discomfort by 

removing waistcoats and shirts. When temperatures were exceptionally high, they often 

removed their semmits and drawers. The ideal clothing for women was thought to be a thin 

cotton tunic, which would allow for a free flow of air. In contrast, women worked in heavy

61 Report o f  the departmental committee on humidity in flax and linen factories, 1914, pp 42-3.
62 Ibid., 43-4.
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skirts, blouses, underclothing and corsets. Even the extent to which blouses could be 

unbuttoned was restricted by ideas of modesty. Most weavers were careful to avoid the low- 

necked tops worn by the ‘common’ spinners. With no circulation of air in the sheds, 

blankets of air became entangled in the skirts of the women. This not only helped to force 

their temperature up, but prevented their temperature falling at the same rate as men’s, if

63there was a decline in the temperature in the shed.

The physical strain of working in such conditions was undoubtedly exacerbated by 

the heavy nature of the labour. As noted previously, the cuts of cloth had to be carried on the 

shoulder, sometimes up flights of stairs. Miss Galway, stated that women carried cuts of 

cloth weighing from 70, to 110 lbs.63 64 The effects of working under such harsh conditions is 

evident in the testimony of weavers to the 1912 enquiry into conditions in the linen sheds.

Mr. H.J.M., a weaver from Portadown, described how when the temperature in the 

shed soared over 80 and 90 degrees Fahrenheit he suffered a feeling of heavy pressure on the 

chest and shoulders: ‘you were in a state that you could not get a breath’. He described how 

at a wet bulb temperature of over 93 degrees Fahrenheit, the weavers had to rush out to the 

door to try and get some air and cool down. But on entering the shed again, the sweat poured 

off them even more and the pressure on the chest and shoulders increased. According to Mr 

H. J.M, it was even worse for the women. Eventually, unable to stand the heat they were 

‘throwing off their corsets and all’.65

Even weavers who had worked in the sheds for twenty years and longer and who 

were used to the conditions complained of exhaustion, sickness, and a weakness in the

63 Evidence to the departmental committee on humidity in flax and linen factories, ¡914, qq 719-20, 3081, pp 
131, 194.
64 Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1911, p. 150/730.
65 Evidence to the departmental committee on humidity in flax and linen factories, 1914, q. 604, p. 128.
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limbs. A loss of appetite was also expressed by many of the weavers. Many weavers 

complained that they often only wanted to consume liquids or small amounts of food on their 

mid-day dinner breaks.66 Furthermore, the food which weavers did eat contained very little 

nourishment. The diet was comprised mostly of stewed tea, white bread and cheap jams, 

though sometimes the diet was supplemented by oatmeal, salt fish or bacon.67 Physical 

exhaustion, combined with mental fatigue, left many weavers disinclined to do anything 

when they went home at night. Mr J.M., for instance, described how he could only sit 

around the house at night or stand at the door for some fresh air. The dormant state of 

weavers was so extreme in some cases that doctors compared it to a form of depression.68

Unfortunately, no evidence was given by female weavers. However, some male 

weavers were of the opinion that women had less staying power and became ‘fagged out’ by 

three o’clock in the afternoon.69 Similarly, Miss Martindale, reported that female weavers 

were more likely to ask for seats to be supplied by employers than men.70 Considering the 

higher body temperature of women, and the fact that their movement was restricted by 

heavier clothing, it is probable that some women did tire more easily. However, none of the 

female weavers giving evidence to an enquiry into the cotton weaving sheds expressed 

feelings of extreme tiredness. In fact, one woman who had been a weaver for twenty-five 

years, declared that she liked the steam and heat. Similarly, spinners in the wet-spinning

66 Evidence to the departmental committee on humidity in flax and linen factories, 1914, qq 383, 2937, pp 124, 
191.
67 Ibid., q. 3274, p. 198, evidence o f  Dr William Bums; Minutes o f  evidence taken before the inter-departmental 
committee on physical deterioration, vol. ii-list o f  witnesses and minutes o f  evidence, q. 2092, [Cd 2210], H.C. 
1904, xxxii, pp 239-40, evidence o f  Dr Young (hereafter cited as Evidence to the inter-departmental committee 
on physical deterioration, 1904).
68 Evidence to the departmental committee on humidity in flax and linen factories, 1914, qq 383, 469, 596, pp 
124-5, 128.
69 Ibid., q. 3000, p. 192, Mr H.M.
70 Evidence to the department committee on humidity in flax and linenfactories, 1914, q. 336, p. 123. Female 
weavers also complained more o f  the heat and humidity than women in the spinning rooms.
71 Minutes o f  evidence taken before the committee appointed to inquire into the working o f  the Cotton Cloth 
Factories Act, 1889 & c, [C 8349], H.C. 1897, xvii, (hereafter cited as Evidence taken before the committee 
appointed to inquire into the Cotton Cloth Factories Act, 1897).
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rooms, where the temperature was also hot and humid, stated that the steam made the rooms 

pleasant and warm.72 73

The air in factories was stale and filled with the heavy fumes from the gas jets, oil 

and the effluvia which emanated from the steam and the close proximity of the lavatories to 

the sheds. The water used for steaming was frequently taken from polluted rivers and 

canals. Nausea, severe headaches, dizziness and fainting were caused by the closed heated 

atmosphere and the high levels of carbon dioxide in the air. A high rate of anaemia existed 

in the female working population, which was in itself partly a result of a vitated atmosphere. 

Out of 163 air samples taken by Dr Struat in weaving sheds, 104 samples exceeded the legal 

levels of carbon dioxide.74 Women fainting at the looms was a daily occurrence in many of 

the weaving sheds. One employer reported that prior to the installation of the electric 

lighting it was not unusual to have five or six women faint in one evening. When a women 

fainted someone brought them round and they returned to work almost immediately.75

A great number of weavers suffered from rheumatism, asthma and other serious chest 

diseases. Many of the chest complaints were attributed in some part to weavers coming out 

of a hot moist atmosphere into cold air in very damp clothing.76 While most weavers lived 

relatively close to the factory, some had to walk a considerable distance. In Lisburn, for 

instance, some female weavers lived one to two miles from the nearest factory.77 However,

72 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, p.62
73 Evidence to the departmental committee on humidity in flax and linen factories, 1914, qq 22-35, pp 112-3; 
Minutes o f  evidence taken before the committee appointed to inquire into the working o f  the Cotton Cloth 
Factories Act, 1889, & C, appendices and index, qq 3356-58, 3364-5, [C 8349], H.C. 1897, xvii, p. 177, 
evidence o f  Dr Sergeant (hereafter cited as Evidence taken before the committee appointed to inquire into the 
Cotton Cloth Factories Act, 1897).
74 Evidence to the departmental committee on humidity in the flax and linen factories, 1914, q. 2092, pp 239- 
40; Evidence to the departmental committee on humidity in flax and linen factories, 1914, qq 22-35, pp 112-3.
75 Evidence taken before the committee appointed to inquire into the Cotton Cloth Factories Act, 1897, q. 3120, 
p. 169.

Report by M r Osborne on the flax and linen factories, 1893-4, p.4/540.
77 Enumerator’s books (N.A.I., Maze district D84/9).
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the greatest risk to health came from the inhalation of minute particles of flax fibre, or 

pouce, which was present in the air in most of the processes and inhaled into the lungs. This, 

combined with the excessive damp, induced phthisis, bronchitis, consumption and other 

respiratory conditions.78 79 80 81

Although weaving was a healthier occupation than wet-spinning, it still had a high 

incidence of death from phthisis and consumption. The reports of the Registrar General for 

1891 showed that the death from phthisis and other respiratory diseases accounted for more 

than half the total of deaths from all causes for Belfast. The death rate among textile 

operatives in Belfast from phthisis and respiratory diseases was 284 to 130 of all other 

causes. Despite the improved sanitary arrangements in Belfast, the rate from phthisis 

remained relatively stable: in 1873, phthisis and respiratory diseases accounted for 10.6 

deaths per 1,000 of the population; and in 1892,10.9 per 1,000.8°

The highest death rate recorded for respiratory diseases was amongst the 15-19 age- 

group and the 20-24 age-group. The death rate in the 15-19 age-group was double that of 

Manchester. Although the death rate gradually decreased after thirty years of age, this was 

attributed to the practice of putting the occupation of the husband on the death certificates of 

married women. The high death rate of girls in the 15-19 age-group was attributed by 

doctors and factory inspectors to their poor physical condition and the early age at which 

children entered the mills and factories. The lady inspectors felt that many of the girls were 

too delicate and undernourished for the harsh working conditions. In 1910, a certifying

78 Report by M r Osborne on the flax and linen factories, 1893-4, p. 4/540.
79 Dr C.D. Purdon, The sanitary state o f  the Belfast factory districts (Belfast, 1877), pp 6-12; H. S. Purdon, 
‘Report on the health o f  the County Borough o f  Belfast’ in Thomas Oliver (ed ), Dangerous trades (London, 
1902).
80 Report by M r Osborne on the flax and linen factories, 1893-4, p. 44/540.
81 Ibid., p. 4/540; Hilda Martindale, One generation to another 1893-4: a  book o f  memoirs pp 114.
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surgeon reported that many girls of thirteen years of age had the look and physical 

appearance of eight and nine year olds. According to Dr H.S. Purdon, in comparison to 

children from rural areas, they were very small in stature, weak and undernourished.82

The damage to the health of already unhealthy children was exacerbated by keeping 

them employed when they were suffering from serious disease. Miss Martindale reported 

that on numerous occasions young girls and teenagers were found to be employed suffering 

from heart strain, tuberculosis, physical disability and consumption. Some of the cases were 

so extreme that the girls were within weeks of death. On following up the cases of girls who 

had been rejected by the certifying surgeon as being unfit, the lady inspectors often found 

that little attempt had been made by their parents to get treatment for their daughter’s 

complaint. In many instances, the girls had been sent to another mill, where they had been 

passed fit by a different certifying surgeon. In most cases, the parents claimed dire poverty 

as the reason for sending their girls back to work.83

While the lady inspectors were sympathetic to the plight of many poor parents, some 

families were accused of cruelly neglecting their seriously sick daughters. Miss Martindale 

cited the case of a girl aged fourteen who suffered from tuberculosis. After being rejected as 

unfit by a certifying surgeon she was sent to another mill by her grandfather with whom she 

was living. The grandfather had an old-age pension and an adult son to support him. This 

was regarded by Miss Martindale as the deliberate sacrificing of a girl’s health by a family 

who did not need the money.84

82 Minutes o f  evidence taken before the inter-departmental committee on physical deterioration, vol. in, list o f  
witnesses and minutes o f  evidence, qq. 2092-3, [Cd 2210], H.C. 1904, xxii, pp 239-40 (hereafter cited as 
Evidence to the inter-departmental committee on physical deterioration 1904).
83 Martindale, One generation to another, pp 113-5.
84 Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactoriesfor the year 1907, p. 179, [Cd 4166], HC 8, 1908, xii, 597.
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A further factor influencing the health of weavers was the overcrowded and 

insanitary state of housing in the factory districts of Belfast and other towns. By the 1880s, 

most factory workers were living in small two storied terraced dwellings. The kitchen house 

was the most typical dwelling. This had a scullery and a bedroom to the rear and a kitchen to 

the front on the ground floor and two to three bedrooms on the upper floor. The older 

kitchen house had only a kitchen and scullery on the ground floor. The superior parlour 

house was a modification of this design. With a sitting room to the front of the house and a 

kitchen and scullery to the rear. Most of the houses had enclosed yards at the back of the 

house. Many of the new housing in Lisburn, Lurgan and in the industrial villages had 

gardens.85

Although these dwellings were a vast improvement on the small two roomed slums of 

the past, many of these were crowded together and without water and proper sanitation. The 

reports on the sanitation of towns show that most lavatories were dry ashpits placed in the 

yard or garden. Poorly constructed of wood or brick, the contents either overflowed or 

seeped out into the surrounding soil, creating a terrible smell and disease.86 Some of the 

worst conditions were found in the older factory districts of Belfast, where a high density of 

population, poor street sanitation and the unhealthy nature of the occupations all combined to 

give mill districts a high incidence of infectious diseases such as tuberculosis and a high 

death rate.87

85 MacNiece, ‘Factory housing’, pp 218-22; Brenda Collins, ‘The Edwardian c ity ’ in Beckett and Glasscock 
(eds). Belfast, pp 172-3.
86 Supplement to the twentieth annual report o f  the local Government Board fo r  Ireland, pp 455-7, 609-10, [Cd 
1260], H.C. 1902, xxxvii, 23-5, 174-5, 177-8 (hereafter cited as Supplement to the twentieth annual report o f  • 
the Local Government Board 1902).
87 For the bad sanitary state o f  Belfast in the 1860s and the high death rate from contagious diseases in the poor 
districts o f  Belfast see A.G. Malcolm, The sanitary state o f  Belfast with suggestions for its improvement: a  
paper read before the statistical section o f  the British Association 1852; Rev O’Hanlon, Walks among the poor 
o f Belfast, and suggestions fo r  their improvement (Belfast, 1863).
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The following table contrasts the death rate per 1000 between Belfast and three of its 

districts. District number 12 was a working-class area with few mill workers; district 

number 3 was a mixed working-class area with a large proportion of mill workers; district 

number 5 was largely a mill area. According to Dr William Bums, the 25-44 age-group was 

the phthisis age and the 45-64 age-group was the bronchitis age.

Table 3.6

Death per 1,000 in specified age-groups for 1910 (Belfast dist.)
Age Group 5-24 years 25-44 years 45-64 years

Belfast 4.45 9.8 28.3
District No. 12 4.63 11.37 25.2
District No. 3 5.0 9.5 28.5
District No. 5 5.69 15.9 39.0

88

The extent and effect of married women’s employment

The problem of child-care and successive pregnancies, identified in the chapter on 

hand-loom weavers, was compounded by long hours of absence from the home and the 

demands of employers for good time-keeping and regular attendance. Despite the 

difficulties, married women always sought work in the textile factories. Although 

contemporary estimates are not reliable, they provide an indication as to the numbers of 

married women employed in textile factories.

In 1861, chief inspector Baker estimated that 13.6% of women in textile factories in 

Ireland were married or widowed. In the 1871 census of Ulster, married women composed 

25.6% of female enumerated under ‘weavers (not otherwise described)’ and 17.6% 88

88 Evidence to the departmental committee on humidity in flax and linen factories, 1914, pp 90-1/201-2.
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of females enumerated under ‘flax/linen’ (mostly factory workers).89 The returns of women 

in employment in textile factories in 1907 was the first official attempt to ascertain the 

proportion of married, widowed and single women in employment. However, as no 

particulars were given on over half of the numbers of females returned, the statistics may not 

be representative of the industry as a whole. According to the factory returns of 1907,27.8% 

of women aged eighteen years and upwards in textile factories were married.90 In addition, 

the wage sheets of Spence Bryson, Portadown, show that married women composed about 

38% of their female weavers in 1907.91

Women in the factories overcame the problem of child-care by a variety of devices. 

One of the most common practices was for mothers to hand their children over to ‘baby 

farmers’. These were usually old women in the neighbourhood who for a small sum ranging 

from 2s.6d. to 3s.6d. a week minded and often provided the food for the children. Other 

women relied on the support of female relatives and neighbours who for a small weekly sum, 

minded the children. As with hand-loom weavers, older children and husbands had to assist 

as minders. Children of ten years of age were kept off school to attend the house and look 

after the younger children and infants. For example, Miss Martindale found a girl aged 

eleven who had been kept off school for two years to mind the children, while her mother 

and father worked in the factory. In addition, she was hired out for two hours a day to do 

housework for a neighbour for ls.6d. a week.93 On visiting the homes of weavers, the

89 Report o f  the inspectors offactories fo r  the half year ending 31 October 1863, [3309], H.C. 1864, xxii. 
Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1871, pp 1001, 1007.
90 Factories and workshops; summary o f  returns under S. 130 o f  the Factory and Workshop Act, 1901, o f  
persons employed in 1907 in textile factories (including statistics o f  marriage-stage o f  women over 18), p. 8, 
[Cd 4692], H.C. 1900. Ixxix, 858.
91 Wage sheets o f  Spence Bryson, Portadown (P.R.O.N.I., D2661-2).
92 Report o f  the inter-departmental committee on physical deterioration, vol. I, report and appendix, p. 127,
[Cd 2175], 1904, xxxii, 133 (hereafter cited as Report o f  the inter-departmental committee on physical 
deterioration, 1904)\ Martindale, One generation to another, pp 110-1.
93 Report o f  the inter-departmental committee on physical deterioration p. 127/133; Martindale, One generation 
to another, pp 116-7.
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lady inspectors found husbands who were unemployed looking after the children, as well as 

doing the sweeping and cleaning. In one household a painter who had been out of work for 

seven months took care of his five children, all under six years of age.94

By leaving the heavier tasks of washing and scrubbing to the week-ends and getting 

boys and girls to assist with the tasks in the house the burden of the mother was reduced. 

Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that mothers still bore a disproportionate amount of the 

burden. The lady inspectors stated that any energy which a mother had at the end of the 

working week was taken up doing the heavier tasks in the house. It was usually to rise early 

to prepare the baby for the minder. A common sight in factory districts was women rushing 

along streets in the early morning carrying infants bundled in shawls and parcels of food on 

their way to the baby minders.95

Although the Factory Act of 1891 made it illegal for an employer to knowingly 

employ any women within four weeks of giving birth, the act was evaded on a wide scale.

As noted previously, most women in the linen factories and mills worked up to their 

confinement and returned within days of giving birth. However, employers were rarely 

prosecuted, as it was almost impossible to prove that a manager had ‘knowingly’ employed a 

woman within four weeks of confinement. The terrible hardship women suffered from 

having to work through successive pregnancies was uncovered by the Inter-departmental 

committee on physical deterioration in 1904.96

The lady inspectors reported that while some women expressed a fear of losing their 

jobs, most women cited poverty as the main reason for continuing to work up to and shortly

94 Report o f  the inter-departmental committee on physical deterioration, 1904, p. 127/133; Martindale, One 
generation to another, pp 119-20.
93 Report o f  the inter-departmental committee on physical deterioration, 1904, p. 127/133; William Topping 
stated that his father rose early every morning to light the fire and make tea.
96 Ibid., 1904, pp 116-7/122-3.
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after confinement. In many cases the poverty was so extreme that women complained they 

would be destitute if they had to leave work two to three weeks before the confinement. 

Consequently, women often attempted to disguise a pregnancy or mislead the foreman as to 

the time of confinement. For example, one woman worked until the Wednesday, was 

confined that night, and returned to the work the following Tuesday, informing the foreman 

she had a cold. Although she returned feeling weak and ill, she said she was compelled to do 

so because her family would starve, if she did not earn. Despite feeling too ill to work, 

another woman applied twice to her employer to be taken back within two weeks of giving 

birth. Despite their desperation, some women were unable to withstand the pressure of work 

and had to leave again.97 98

The women’s claims of hardship and poverty were generally supported by the 

investigations of the lady inspectors. Indeed, Miss Paterson found it difficult to see how 

some of the women managed to live during even a limited absence of a few weeks from 

work. It was not, therefore, surprising that when women were sent home weeks before their 

confinement they often took up other paid labour: such as washing, charring and house

scrubbing. Impoverished circumstances applied to wives with husbands, as well as widows 

and deserted wives. Most wives with husbands were unable to take off any more than about

QO

two weeks.

No concessions were given to pregnant women. In addition to carrying heavy rolls of 

cloth on their shoulders to the cloth office, they had also to adjust weights weighing up to 70 

lbs on the back of the looms. Furthermore, in the last weeks of pregnancy when their 

physical capacity for work was decreasing, women had to make the greatest effort to

97 Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  1907, p. 185/603.
98 Report o f  the inter-departmental committee on physical deterioration, 1904, p. 124/130;
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maintain a high rate of production." This was partly because of the pressure to earn as much 

as possible before the confinement, and partly because of the fear of being reported to the 

management and sent home too early. The fear of losing their job was a very real one. Most 

tenters were unlikely to tolerate a fall in cloth production over a series of weeks, particularly 

as the bonus earned on a weaver’s production could amount to nearly half of their weekly 

earnings. The lady inspectors reported that in cases where weavers did leave weeks before 

their confinement, it was usually because they were being replaced by a more efficient 

worker.99 100

As discussed previously, working at heavy labour up to and shortly after confinement 

induced a number of internal disorders: prolapses of the womb and uterus, tom bladders and 

hernias. The exceptional number of women with uterine trouble amongst working mothers 

in the factories was attributed by many doctors to too early a return to work.101 As women 

tended to be progressively less fit with the birth of each child, there was generally greater 

incidences of ill-health amongst women with a large number of pregnancies. Margaret 

Spring Rice described the accumulative effect of frequent pregnancies and toil as crushing 

the vitality of many women. By forty or fifty years of age many mothers were suffering from 

a grievous and irremediable state of health.102

The committee on physical deterioration reported that the employment of women 

from a young age and through all of their married life was common in many textile 

districts.103 Working year after year through successive pregnancies and ill-health must have 

taken a great deal of courage and tenacity. Yet factory women were often condemned by

99 Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops for the year 1911, p. 150/730
100 Report o f  the inter-departmental committee into physical deterioration, 1904, pp 124-5/130-1.
101 Ibid„1904, pp 124/130.
102 Spring Rice, Working class wives, pp 69-93, 196-7.
103 Report o f  the inter-departmental committee into physical deterioration, 1904, pp 123/129.
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middle-class society for neglecting their families, particularly for leaving their infants with 

baby minders. The high infant death in factory districts throughout Ireland and Britain was 

attributed by many doctors to the neglect and inadequate feeding of infants by baby 

farmers.104 Most baby farmers fed infants a diet of bread water and sugar, or milk fed out of 

dirty bottles. Hunger made children fractious and in order to keep them quiet babyminders 

commonly fed them soothing syrups such as Godfrey’s cordial. These syrups were made up 

in the chemists and all contained some form of laudanum. According to Dr C.D. Purdon, 

this practice was increasing in the last quarter of the century.105

As a result of their treatment, infants suffered a high incidence of convulsions, 

diarrhoea, consumption of the bowels, and strumous diseases and death. It was argued that 

even those who survived were undersized, weak and open to serious risk of disease and 

infection. In the opinion of Dr C.D. Purdon, an early return to work was practically a 

sentence of death on the infant.106 107 The idea that infantile death was closely connected to 

working mothers was supported by the enquiry into physical deterioration. Preston, Dundee 

and Blackburn, all of which had high rates of married women working in the mills, had 

correspondingly high infantile death rates. The returns of the Registrar General also show 

a very high rate of deaths in the under five age-group in factory and mill districts of Belfast. 

In 1912, the death rate for children under five years of age in Belfast was 45.6 per 1,000. In 

district number 12, a working-class district with few mill workers, the death rate for under 

five years of age was 47.7, in district number 15, a largely mill district, the death rate for

104 Margaret Hewitt, Wives and mothers in Victorian industry (London, 1958). Armstrong, Social and 
economic conditions in the linen industry, p. 259.
105 C.D. Purdon, Sanitary state o f  Belfast factory district, pp 16-8; Hewitt, Wives and mothers in Victorian 
England, pp 141-2.
106 C.D. Purdon, Sanitary state o f  Belfast factory district, pp 16, 18.
107 Report o f  the inter-departmental committee into physical deterioration, 1904, pp 123-5/129-31.
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under five years of age was 72.108

However, high infantile death rates were also a feature of rural areas and towns where 

there was no industrial employment of mothers. This point was also noted by chief factory 

inspector Baker in 1863.109 The infant death rate was a result of a number of interrelated 

factors: feeding, poor sanitation, overcrowding and ignorance of health care. It has to be 

remembered that this was a period in which knowledge of health care and hygiene was low. 

Miss Paterson, for instance, noted that the ignorance of material care, especially feeding and 

cleanliness, were striking in factory districts.110 With regard to the poor diet of infants and 

children, it was usually all that could be afforded.

The hostile attitude of many middle-class observers was in some part based on the 

belief that most working-class mothers had to work because of their own wasteful 

expenditure and improvidence. Helen Boasanquet presented working mothers as women 

who were thriftless, unable to manage their affairs, living from day to day and running up 

debt without any planning for the future.111 Other contemporaries believed that the wages of 

the wife were wasted on drink and gambling. Miss Paterson, for instance, was of the opinion 

that women were married to ‘loafers’ who were content to send their wives out to work to 

support them. In such cases, the earnings of the wives were believed to be spent on drink 

and gambling.112 Similarly, Dr C.D. Purdon stated that much of a woman’s earnings were

,08 Evidence to the departmental committee on humidity in flax and linen factories, 1914, pp 90-1/201-2.
109 Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories fo r  the half year April 1863, pp 53-5/547-9; Report o f  the 
inter-departmental committee into physical deterioration, 1904, p. 118-124;
110 Ibid., 1904, p. 118/124.
111 Bosanquet, The family, pp 293-5; Bosanquet, The standard o f life and other printed essays (London, 1906), 
Dp 203-10.

12 Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year  1906, p. 189/207; Ibid., 1907, p. 
179/597.
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wasted by both husband and wife drinking in the bars on a Saturday afternoon. Many 

contemporaries also believed that without the presence of the mother in the home, girls were 

not taught the basics of sewing and cooking.114 Miss Squires expressed the concern that girls 

would follow the example set by their mother of a life of work in the factory.115

Many of the allegations of cruelty, neglect and improvidence levelled against 

working mothers were highly prejudiced. Working mothers were often blamed for factors 

that were not of their own making: poor sanitation, dirty streets, low wages and a lack of 

education. However, while many working mothers were committed to their families, the 

emphasis was often on their work role. As in the hand-loom weaving communities, the 

values of the workplace and the community tended to reinforce the work role of the mother 

over the domestic sphere. Miss Paterson, for instance, described child-bearing as something 

which merely impinged on a woman’s industrial life. In some working-class districts, it was 

the mothers who did not work who were regarded as neglecting the family.116

Many of the weavers in the 1900s would have started work at ten or eleven years of 

age having learned practically nothing from their mothers regarding domestic economy. 

Their knowledge of domestic economy was, for the most part, extremely minimal and their 

experience of full-time housework restricted largely to the short periods off work before and 

after confinement.117 Some women preferred to leave their children in the care of others.

For example, Mrs F. a damask weaver, had worked from she was ten years of age. She had 

six children, all of whom were brought up by an old woman who lived with her and

113 Report o f  the commissioners appointed to inquire into the working o f  the factory and workshops acts with a  
view to their consolidation and amendment; together with the m im tes o f  evidence, appendix, and index vol. ii, 
minutes o f  evidence, q. 17,657, [C 1443-1], H.C. 1876, xxx, p. 803 (hereafter cited as Report o f  the 
commissioners on the factory and workshops acts, 1876, vol. ii, minutes o f  evidence).
114 Hewitt, Wives and mothers in Victorian England, pp 71-7.
113 Annual report o f  the chief inspector o f  factories and workshops fo r  the year 1907, p. 184/602.
116 Report o f  the inter-departmental committee into physical deterioration, 1904, p. 127/133.
117 Ibid., p. 127/133.
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attended to the house. Mrs. F. stated that she had no interest in housework and was 

convinced that her children were much better looked after by the old woman than by herself.
| |Q

In a few cases, married women stated that they tended to feel depressed when at home.

While life may have been physically easier in the house, overcrowding and lack of 

necessities and money made housework far from pleasant or interesting. This was 

recognised to some extent by the lady inspectors. Miss Squires, for instance, stated that 

given the conditions of some of the houses the attitude of the woman was to some degree 

understandable. Similarly, Miss Martindale felt that considering the circumstances of the 

majority of factory mothers, there was little reason why they should place a high value on 

their domestic work.118 119 120 121

Expenditure of wages and leisure

Most adult men in working-class districts were employed as low paid labourers and 

semi-skilled workers. Even in the early decades of the nineteenth century, the majority of 

men in factory districts were only earning from 12s. to 26s. a week. With rental for housing 

ranging from 2s.6d. to 3s.6d. a week, and coal about ls.6d. a week, the wages of women and 

children were still necessary for the support of the family. As the preceding evidence has 

shown, the wages of wives, especially widows, were mostly spent on the absolute necessities 

of food and rent. According to the lady inspectors, the married women who worked for

171spending money were so rare as to be negligible.

118 Report o f  the inter-departmental committee into physical deterioration, 1904, p. 127/133; Martindale, One 
generation to another, pp 119-20.
119 The inspectors felt that a large proportion o f  mothers were worn out by trying to be bread winner and mother, 
and that only a small number made any attempt to do domestic duties.
120 Report o f  an enquiry by the Board o f  Trade into rents, hemsing and rates o f  wages, 1908, pp 584-6/960-2.
121 Report o f  the inter-departmental committee into physical deterioration, 1904, p. 127/133
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Although weavers were paid their wages directly, most young girls handed over their 

pay packet, often unopened, to their mothers. One woman, for instance, stated that she had 

to ask permission from her mother to open her pay packet and take out Id. to pay into a club 

at work. Out of the small sums of 3d. to 6d. which girls received in the form of pocket 

money, they sometimes treated themselves to small luxuries. One woman recalled how she 

had 2d. to spend on scented sweets and 4d. on two bam dances, out of her first week’s 

allowance of 6d.122 As more children became adult wage-earners and the economic 

pressures on the family decreased, girls were able to retain a larger portion of their wages for 

personal expenditure. For instance, Dr S. Agnew, superintendent officer of health for 

Lurgan, reported that many girls in Lurgan were only handing in 4s. to 5s. a week out of 

wages ranging from 12s. to 15s a week.123

As noted previously, weavers regarded themselves as an aristocracy of labour. And 

maintaining a style of dress and manner that would distinguish them from the mill girl was 

an important part of their culture. By the 1890s, many weavers wore neat blouses and skirts, 

coats, hats and shoes to work. This contrasted sharply with the mill girls who went to work in 

their bare feet and old shawls wrapped around their shoulders.124 For a weaver to be seen in 

similar garb was something of a disgrace. The code of dress imposed by weavers on 

themselves was often very stringent. Miss Irwin remarked that a girl going to her work in 

something that was regarded as ‘bit shawlie’ would be told off by her fellow workers.125

122 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, pp 40-1.
123 Linen making-up inquiry, q. 2341, p. 478-9.
124 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, pp 72-3.
125 Labour commission: Miss Margaret Irwin’s report on the condition o f  work in some o f  the textile centres in 
the western districts o f  Scotland, vol. 34, p. 174/186. Although some o f  the older weavers continued to wear 
shawls to work, the younger weavers and reelers were very dress conscious.
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The most popular way of purchasing clothes was through clothing clubs or savings 

clubs. By the 1900s, most factories had some form of club into which the worker paid a 

certain amount each week, this enabled even the poorer weavers to buy new clothing, as the 

sums were usually small at Id. or 2d. a week. Draw clubs were particularly popular. Each 

member drew a number which determined the order in which they received the goods equal 

to the value of what they had saved. Another method was to have an arrangement with a 

shop for making specific items of clothing such as blouses and jumpers. The girl selected 

the material and the style in which they wanted the blouse. Once they had paid off the 

selling price, which was 3s.6d., at 3d. to 9d. a week, the shop dress-maker made the blouse 

up for them. These shop blouses, with their fancy frills and checks, were preferred to the 

plain ones made up for them by their mothers. Girls liked to refer to themselves as ‘swanks’ 

in their fancy blouses.126 127

The household schedules for 1901 show that most weavers lived within the family, 

residing either with their parents or with siblings. A few weavers, however, lived 

independent of the family. Some women lodged or boarded with other families, usually in 

the streets adjacent to the factory. Such lodgings could be cramped and overcrowded, as 

families usually consisted of six or seven persons. A lodger would have had to share a 

bedroom with the members of the family. In most cases, weavers boarded or lodged in 

households where the mother or daughters also worked as weavers or as other textile

• 127operatives.

Other weavers rented their own housing. One of the most popular methods was to 

divide a small kitchen house into two separate tenancies. The common practice was for

126 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, pp 181-2
127 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Springview St. A 1 12/77. Linfield Rd. A98/54).
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one person or family to rent the upper half of the house and the other the lower half. In 

Dundee Street and Lower Umey Street, Belfast, several of the houses were rented out in this 

fashion to weavers, reelers, spinners and other women workers.128 This reduced the rent to 

about ls.6d. a week and left more money for food and clothing. Although the houses were 

small, there was little overcrowding. In most cases, each half of the house was usually 

inhabited by only one or two persons. Again, these tenancies tended to be shared with other 

weaver, reelers and spinners.129 This suggests that women used the friendships and net

works of the mill and factories to obtain accommodation.

The relatively high wages of weavers and the culture of the factory community 

enabled weavers to have considerable social freedom. Oral testimony shows that weavers, 

reelers, and spinners etc. attended dances, drank and generally appeared to be able to 

socialise quite freely in the streets at night with both women and men. It is evident that 

many of the friendships formed in the factory extended into the social life of weavers. In the 

factory, weavers often clubbed together to put in a few pence out of their pay packet to buy 

food and drink, usually wine, for a party at someone’s house.130 While their behaviour was 

different to that of middle-class women, they did have restrictions placed on them from 

within their own culture. For instance, the emphasis which weavers placed on not singing in 

the streets on their way to and from work, and the sanction against use o f ‘coarse’ language 

in public or the workplace, reflects the position of the weaver vis-à-vis the mill girl and other 

women deemed to be of a lower class.131

128 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Lower Umey A103/39, Dundee A103/20-1).
129 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., A103/20-1. 39).
130 Messenger. Picking up the linen threads, pp 185-6.
131 Ibid., pp 78-9, 150.
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The picture that emerges from oral testimony contrasts sharply with the bleak image 

presented by the official reports and enquiries. The oral testimony of weavers shows that 

outside of work women did have some relaxation and leisure. Similarly, when weavers were 

discussing the workplace in conversation with Betty Messenger, they tended to emphasise 

the positive aspects of their work in the sheds, particularly the work-community.

The work-community

A discussion of weavers would not be complete without reference to the work- 

community. Weavers placed great emphasis on the close-knit friendships and community of 

the workplace and the extend to which they supported each other against the tenters.

Weavers helped each other by watching one anothers looms in order that they could go to the 

toilet or have a short break. A particular movement of the hand or a shrill sound would be 

given to warn of a tenter approaching the loom. When a weaver was behind with her work 

other women did what they could to assist her and encourage her to keep going, ‘to push’, to

132earn money.

Marriages of the operatives and special occasions, such as the Twelfth of July, St 

Patrick’s day and Halloween, were celebrated with parties in the dinner hour. The weavers 

clubbed together to purchase food and drink. Everyone put in Id. or 2d out of their pay and 

sweets, bread, pastries and drink were bought. Wine was the usual drink for the women and 

a few bottles of Guinness were also given to the tenter or foreman to keep him out of the 

way. Sometimes, weavers were able to extend the party beyond the dinner hour by keeping 

the tenter well supplied with drink in his room at the back of the shed.132 133

132 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, pp 133, 154-5.
133 Ibid., pp 189-99.
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Playing practical jokes on other weavers was a constant source of amusement, 

particularly when they were at the expense of male weavers and tenters. Practical jokes, or 

hazing, were always played against newcomers. Much of the hazing was relatively harmless, 

for instance, sending the new boy or girl to fetch an imaginary object, like a left handed tool 

or a bucket of steam. However, many of the pranks had strong sexual overtones. One 

custom was grab a young boy, remove his breeches and grease his genitals with oil. In 

‘lighting up’ parties, boys would be grabbed by the women and their private parts would be 

painted with red lead. One man described how at eighteen years of age he had narrowly 

escaped from such an incident by fighting off the women.134

Farm labourers entering the mills were regarded by the women as their inferiors and 

were always a favourite butt of jokes. When breast-feeding, one weaver made a habit of 

taking out her breast and squirting the milk into the eyes of the latest rural recruit. While 

such actions could not be contemplated against the tenters and foremen, women still made 

them the butt of jokes by attaching pig’s feet and other items to the back of their coats. The 

women also amused themselves by telling jokes and singing songs laden with sexual 

innuendo to the male weavers and tenters. One woman described how they would sing a 

song about a man having a ‘wooden one’ to a tenter who was particularly disliked.135 Thus 

while weavers saw themselves as more dignified than spinners, their behaviour was still 

sufficiently crude to give most middle-class women an attack of the vapours. By the 

standards of the 1990s, many of the practical jokes played by the women on the men would 

be considered as sexually aggressive behaviour.

134 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, pp 171-3.
135 Ibid., pp 141-2.
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Celebrations and practical jokes helped to relieve the monotony and tension of the 

weaving sheds. It is possible to argue that the practical jokes played against the men were a 

form of opposition to male authority figures in the sheds. Only a handful of female weavers 

were in a union. According to Miss Galway, there were only 1,700 women in the Textile 

Operatives Society of Ireland out of approximately 15,200 women employed in the linen 

trade.136 137 138 Apart from the linen strike of 1872, the linen industry was comparatively free of 

stoppages and group action against the employers. Weavers were proud workers but when 

a tenter was shouting abuse at them for bad workmanship, the women had little alternative 

but to accept being disciplined in this manner. Tenters had considerable power over the 

women: challenging his authority could easily lead to dismissal. While making jokes at the 

tenter’s expense may not have been a direct challenge to his authority, it played a vital role in 

reducing tensions and resentment among the workforce, probably enabling the women to feel 

they were making some form of protest.

Much has been written by contemporaries and historians about the image of weavers 

and spinners as immoral, shameless women. Most contemporaries viewed spinners and 

weavers as loud aggressive and bawdy. In 1864, for instance, chief factory inspector Baker 

viewed factories as a hot bed of vice and corruption, where the unsupervised congregation of 

women and men could only lead to outright depravity. This perception had more to do 

with middle-class perceptions of how a respectable woman should behave than with the 

immoral behaviour of the workers. While the statements of the lady inspectors at the end of 

the century were less extreme, they were still concerned with the effect of work on morality.

136 Departmental committee on accidents, in places under the factories and workshop acts, q. 6678, [Cd 5540], 
H.C. 1911, xxiii, p. 322.
137 Emily Boyle, ‘The linen strike o f  1872’ in Saolhar, 2 (1976), pp 12-22.
138 Annual report o f  the inspectors offactories fo r  the half year ending 31 December 1863, pp 154-5/538-9.
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The fear that a free mixing of the sexes could lead to illicit sexual relations and a 

subsequent high rate of illegitimate children ensured that the moral issue continued to be a 

primary concern for the lady inspectors and other official investigators. With regard to 

morality, the main focus of the lady inspectors was on the lack of adequate sanitation. There 

was often only two or three water closets for the whole weaving shed. Not only were these 

closets used by both sexes, but the doors were often broken or without latches.139 There is no 

doubt that the lady inspectors believed that a close relationship existed between morality and 

the inadequate sanitary arrangements. Indeed, it is a topic to which they refer constantly in 

their annual reports. Miss Abraham, for instance, stated that she fully endorsed the 

importance attached to the question of morals and sanitary arrangements.140 Whether or not 

the inspectors believed that girls were in danger of sexual molestation by older men is 

unclear as they never state clearly what the threat is to morality. Certainly, it is implied in 

the reports that some sort of sexual activity was taking place in the closets.

The suggestion that sexual favours were forced on young girls by tenters and foremen 

is popularly believed even today. However, in oral testimony the weavers stated that while 

such incidents may have happened, they were not a common occurrence.141 Doubtless, there 

were women working in the weaving sheds and mills who had illegitimate children. The 

household schedules indicate that there were women with illegitimate children living within 

the factory communities. For instance, in Lurgan, unmarried mothers were living in Clara 

Street, Ulster Street and Shankill Street. Weavers did refer to some of the women in the

139 Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1894, p. 18, [C7745], H C.
1895, xix, 18.
140 Labour commission: report by Miss May K  Abraham (lady assistant commissioner) on the condition o f  work 
in the textile industries o f  Yorkshire, vol. 34, p. 101/113.
141 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, pp 173-4; Hewitt, Wives and mothers in Victorian England, pp 
152-3.
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sheds as ‘loose’ or ‘bad’ women, but while other weavers may have disapproved of their 

actions they do not appear to have been ostracised. For instance, M.T. allowed her house to 

be used by married men for immoral purposes, but despite these activities, she was well liked 

by the other weavers and regarded as one of the ‘characters’ in the factory. In fact, the 

activities which went on in M.T.’s house were a source of amusement in the weaving 

shed.142

Conclusion

Power loom weavers worked in a very difficult environment which induced ill-health, 

physical disability, even early death. Despite the bad working conditions, many female 

weavers appear to have got a good deal of satisfaction from their work, particularly the 

friendships formed with other weavers. Compared to hand-loom weavers and other domestic 

workers, power weavers were open to a much wider range of influences. Young girls 

entering the sheds were introduced into a world of work in which they were treated as young 

adults by both the supervisors and the weavers themselves. Neither the strong language or 

the aggressive behaviour of the older women appears to have been modified in the presence 

of very young girls. From the example set by the older women, young girls were encouraged 

to have little or no respect for male authority in the weaving sheds. A weaver’s work also had 

a strong influence on her social life. The relatively high wages enabled some of the women 

to buy clothes and to go to dances and parties. Furthermore, much of the leisure time of 

weavers appears to have been spent in the company of their co-workers. Despite the 

restrictions placed on their actions from within their own particular culture, weavers had a 

good deal of social freedom and were able to mix relatively freely with the opposite sex.

142 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, pp 152-3.
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Finally, the evidence demonstrates the social divisions which existed between weavers and 

low paid spinners. The existence of such social divisions indicate that even within the 

relatively small districts which housed the factory population, working women were not a 

homogeneous group.
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Chapter 4

/

Home-workers

The production of goods in the home was an integral and essential part of the linen 

and cotton industries from the 1840s to the early 1900s. Despite industrialisation home-work 

remained both a major source of employment for women and an important aspect in the 

overall economic structure of Ulster. In 1912, the Committee o f  inquiry into the linen and 

cotton making-up trades o f the North o f  Ireland concluded that home-work was an 

indispensable part of the machinery of production.1 With the exception of Brenda Collins, 

this important area of work has been largely neglected and marginalised by social and 

economic historians. Even when researched the tendency has been to analyse home-work as 

part-time or seasonal. Work which was, on the whole, fitted in and around a women’s 

domestic chores.2 Similarly, the low and irregular wages earned from home-work are often 

portrayed as being merely a supplement to a husband’s wage or ‘pin money’.3 * 5 There is, 

however, a wealth of evidence to show that this is an extremely misleading and one-sided 

interpretation of the labour of home-workers.

1 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, p. vi.370.
2 Cohen, ‘Working conditions and experiences o f  work in the linen industry’, p. 15; Brenda Collins, ‘The
organisation o f  sewing out-work in Ulster’ in Maxine Berg (ed.) Markets and manufacturers in early industrial 
Europe (London, 1991), pp 139-56; Osteroud, ‘Gender divisions in the hosiery industry’, pp 51, 65. The analysis 

.o f  home-work tends to be influenced by the wider concept that women derived their identity from domestic life,
particularly women who were ‘better-off and not working out o f ‘financial necessity’.
5 Linen making-up inquiry, p. v/369. Similar references to ‘pin money’ can be found in the Report o f  the select 
committee on home-work, together with the proceedings o f the committee, minutes o f evidence, and appendix, 
H.C. 1907 (290), vi. (hereafter cited as Select committee on home-work, 1907).
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Home-work and out-work

/ The terms home-work and out-work are often confused and used interchangeably by 

contemporaries and historians. They were, however, two different forms of industrial 

organisation. Home-work was work, usually piece-work, done in the home of the workers. 

The materials or goods were distributed either directly by the management from the factory 

or work-shop door, or indirectly through a series of agents and distributed throughout the 

country districts. The method of distribution depended largely on where the worker lived. In 

towns the usual practice was for work to be given out from an office at the factory. In the 

country districts the main method of distribution was through agents who were usually small 

shopkeepers.4 The shirt industry, based in Londonderry, also used outstations. These were 

depots specially set up throughout the different districts; a certain day or days being set aside 

each week for the distribution and collection of unmade and completed goods.5

After the completed goods were returned and examined the worker was paid in coin 

or in goods of equivalent value. As in the hand-loom industry, all work was paid by the 

piece and deductions were made from the wage for any flaws, stains or late deliveries.

Agents generally received 10% commission on all the goods completed and returned to the 

manufacturer. Very importantly, the piece-rate for all work was set by the manufacture and 

not the agent. The manufacturer clearly stated the piece-rate on an invoice dispatched with 

each order to the agents.6 One of the few exceptions to the system of commission was the 

knitting industry which was situated in west-Donegal. In this industry the yam was obtained

4 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, qq 232-7, p. 409; Collins, ‘Sewing in Ulster’, pp. 143-5.
Collins, ‘Sewing in Ulster’, pp 150-1. Minutes o f evidence taken before the truck committee, vol. iii, minutes 

o f  evidence (days 38-66) and index, p.249, [Cd 4444], H.C. 1908, lix, 787, evidence o f  Miss Martindale 
(hereafter cited as Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii).
6 Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii, pp 248-9/786-7; Linen making-up inquiry, p. xvii/381; Grew, ‘The 
Derry shirt industry’, pp 63-4. Although agents sometimes attempted to increase their profit by paying the 
worker less than the piece-rate set by the manufacturer, it was illegal to do so. Manufacturers made a concerted 
effort to stamp out such abuses.
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from the mill by shopkeepers or merchants and given out to be knitted in the homes of the 

workers. The merchant/shopkeepers made their profit from the difference between what 

they paid for the yam and the payment which they received from the wholesaler for the 

finished articles.7

Out-work was the process whereby a sub-contractor, called a middleman, took out the 

work at a given rate from the manufacturer or clothier. The middleman employed workers, 

often his family, in his home or a small workshop to do the work. And in turn the sub

contractor could sub-let part or all of the work to other sub-contractors. The crucial point is 

that out-workers were not all home-workers. Many worked in small factories, regulated 

workshops and unregulated workshops in the home. In contrast to home-work, the piece- 

rates were always set by the middleman and not the manufacturer. The middleman made his 

profit out of the difference between what he paid to the manufacturer and the wages paid to 

his employees.8 Out-work was a system of sub-contracting which was extensively associated 

with the ready-to-wear industries in Britain and Ireland, for example, the boot and shoe trade, 

tailoring and dress-making. Out-work was, however, used less extensively in Ireland than in 

Britain during the nineteenth century. The vast bulk of the work put-out by manufacturers 

was in the form of home-work.9 To avoid any confusion the terms home-work and out-work 

will be used only in the context of the above definition.

Home-work encompassed a wide variety of industries: dress-making, glovemaking,

7 Minutes o f  evidence taken before the truck committee, vol. minutes o f evidence (days 1-37), q. 1713, [Cd 
4443], H.C. 1908, lix, 230, evidence o f  Miss Squires (hereafter cited as Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. 
ii).g

Copy o f  the report o f  the board o f  trade on the sweating system at the east end o f  London by the labour 
correspondent o f  the board, pp 5-6, H.C. 1887 (331), lxxxix, 257-8; see also Pennington and Westover, A - 
hidden workforce, pp 82-7; Jenny Morris, ‘The characteristics o f  sweating: the late nineteenth century London 
and Leeds tailoring trades’ in A.V. John (ed ), Unequal opportunities, p. 96.

Fourth report from the select committee o f  the House o f Lords; together with the proceedings o f  the 
committee, minutes o f  evidence, and appendix, qq 26648-9, H.C. 1889 (331), xiv, pt. I, p. 109-10.
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knitting, wearing apparel, to name but a few. Despite the diversity of occupations, most 

home-work was based on the sewing and needlework trades, or what can loosely be referred 

to as the ‘sewing trades’.10 Prior to 1850 the work in the ready-to-wear trades and the 

making-up industry was all done by hand. Following the application of the sewing machine 

to various sectors of the sewing trades in the 1850s, the industry underwent a degree of 

mechanisation and centralisation of production.

However, the mechanisation of industry was an uneven process, taking place in 

different industries at different times and at varying rates. Consequently, many parts of the 

production process continued to be performed by hand throughout the nineteenth century.

In dress-making and millinery, and nearly all finishing processes in the tailoring and shirt 

trades, most work was done by hand until the early 1900s.11 In the linen and cotton making- 

up industry there was still a vast array of tasks done by hand, for example, scalloping, 

clipping, thread-drawing, embroidery and vice-folding.12 In addition, many of the small 

delicate industries lent themselves to hand-work. The Irish lace industry, of which 

Carrickmacross is perhaps the most famous, was established and developed as a hand 

industry.13

Certainly, the sewing machine had a radical impact on production. In the 1860s and 

1870s large stitching factories and warehouses were established in towns such as Belfast, 

Lurgan and Londonderry.14 For instance, between 1855 and 1878 the shirt industry

10 For the different types o f  home-work performed by women see Pennington and Westover, A hidden 
workforce, pp 44-70.
11 Pennington and Westover, A hidden workforce, p. 34.
12 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, pp v/369, vi/370.
13 See R.M. Martin, ‘The manufacturer o f  lace and crochet in Ireland’ in Irish rural life and industry, Irish 
international exhibition: home industries section (Dublin, 1907), pp 128-40.
14 Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops to her majesty's principal secretary o f  state fo r  the 
home department, fo r  the year ending 31 October 1885, p.6, [C 4702], H.C. 1886, xiv, 802.
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established several large concerns in Londonderry. By 1871,2,229 operatives were 

employed in 16 concerns, with another 20 smaller factories employing 50 to 100 persons 

each.15

The initial belief that more work would be drawn into stitching factories proved to be 

unfounded.16 Both manufacturers and the workers themselves were quick to realise the 

adaptability of sewing machines for use in the home. Hand and treadle machines, mostly the 

latter, were introduced into the homes in large numbers from the 1860s onwards. The shirt 

manufacturers of Londonderry were hiring out new and second hand machines to their 

workers in the 1860s. Some manufacturers even gave out machines free of charge on the 

condition that a certain number of garments were produced each week.17 Most machines 

were, however, purchased from machine manufacturers under easy instalment agreements or 

hired for approximately Is. to ls.6d. a week. Between 1874 and 1890,3,572 machines had 

been sold in the area controlled by the Londonderry branch of the Singer Manufacturing

IQ
company.

Home-work survived and expanded largely because it provided considerable savings 

to the manufacturer. Under industrialisation the production process was divided into minute 

tasks, with each worker only assigned one operation. As most of these tasks were quickly 

and easily learned, requiring little supervision, they could be performed by women, children 

and the elderly. This added to the existing pool of surplus female labour which enabled 

manufacturers to keep labour costs to a minimum.19 Wages paid for work put-out were

15 Grew, ‘The Derry shirt industry’, pp 112-4.
Children's employment commission (1862). Second report o f  the children's employment commission, 

evidence upon thematmfacture o f  wearing apparel collected byM rJ .K  White, in B.P.P., Voi. 14, pp 59-61 
(hereafter cited as 'Children's employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by M r - 
White)
17 Grew, ‘The Derry shirt industry’, pp 105-6, 189.
'*Grew, Ibid., pp 105-6.

Pennington and Westover, A hidden workforce, p. 35.
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always lower than those paid to factory workers, even when the same work was being done. 

In addition, the employer made savings on capital investment in buildings and machinery, 

supervision, heating and other overhead costs.20 21

Home-workers were also outside the protection of the factory and workshops acts. 

Hence a home labour force enabled manufacturers to avoid restrictive legislation on hours 

and working conditions. The flexibility which this afforded the manufacturer was of the 

greatest importance, particularly in the linen making-up industry where rushed orders to 

America were common. In order to facilitate the dispatch of these orders, home-workers 

often had to work from early in the morning until late into the night. In addition, home 

labour was particularly suited to the cyclical peaks and troughs in the linen industry and the 

seasonality of many branches of the clothing trades. In the shirt and collar industry, for 

instance, the busy period was between May and November, with the months after Christmas 

traditionally being the slackest.22 23 Home labour could be easily expanded in times of 

increased demand, at little or no cost to the employer other than wages. Equally, in times of 

recession they could be dispensed without any great loss to the employer. All of these 

factors combined to make home-work a very attractive proposition to employers.

Considering the economic advantage, it is not surprising that the ratio of home

workers to factory workers was approximately 3 to 1. This ratio would appear to have 

applied wherever industrialists combined home and factory labour. In 1863, for instance, in 

the shirt and collar industry in Londonderry, Robert Sinclair employed 500 factory to 2,000

20 Pennington and Westover, A hidden workforce, pp 32-9
21 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, qq 324-33, pp 415-6, evidence by Mr Baxter.
22 ‘The Derry shirt industry’, p.55-6
23 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, p. vi/370.
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outside workers; at Welch and Margeston the proportion was roughly 200 to 900 home

workers.24 25 Despite the boom in the shirt industry and the establishment of new large 

premises, the ratio between factory and home-workers remained basically unchanged at least 

until the 1900s. In 1889 the inspector of factories reported that one firm in Londonderry was 

employing 1,200 inside and 3,000 outside. Two other firms employing about 600 each inside 

were giving work to 1,500 and 2,000 respectively through their stations.

The above figures were, however, based on the names on the manufacturer’s wage 

books. In nearly all home industries it was common practice for one or two persons to 

register with an employer and collect work for two, three or more members of the family.26 

The ratio of home-workers was, therefore, even greater than that quoted above. The ratio of 

home-workers was not unique to Ireland. In the early 1890s, Miss Collet reported that in 

Bristol three-quarters of the work of clothiers was done in the home, with the ratio between 

factory and home-workers in the industry being about 5 to 1. In individual firms the ratio 

was sometimes as great as 12 to l.27

It is important to understand that the two systems of production were neither separate 

or competing sectors of industry, but interrelated parts which taken together formed a 

complete system.28 29 For instance, shirts were cut out in the factory and then given out from 

stations for machining and finishing. The work was then returned to the factory for the final 

processes. Similarly, in the handkerchief industry work was often handed out late in the 

afternoon, or after the factory had closed, to the thread-drawers who were the first link in the

24 Children's employment (1862): report upon the mamifacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, pp  58-9.
25 Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1888, [Cd 5697], H.C. 1889, xvii.
26 Select committee on home-work, 1907, qq 655-7, p. 101.
27 Labour commission: report by Miss Collet on the conditions o f  work in Luton and Bristol, pp 34/46.
28 For the interdependence between large centralised industries and home-work see Schmiechen, Sweated 
industries, pp 24-44. See also Crawford, Industries o f the north onehundred years ago, pp 26, 68.
29 Grew ‘The Derry shirt industry’, pp 95-100.
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chain of production. This work usually had to be returned the next morning, often before the 

factory opened, so that the stitchers could complete the next stage. The handkerchiefs then 

went back out to be embroidered in the home before being returned for the final stages of 

production. If domestic production was not completed on time then workers in the factory

3 30would have been slack or idle and vice versa.

As noted by Schmiechen, many historians tend to view home-work in the clothing 

and other industries as uneconomic, wasteful and incompatible with the demands of an 

expanding consumer market.30 31 However, contemporaries had a very different perspective on 

the economic significance of home-work. Many industrialists clearly believed that they 

could compete effectively with their home and foreign competitors by utilising home labour. 

In many cases, manufacturers found that they could obtain equal or greater productivity by 

increasing their home labour force. For instance, facing stiff competition from the west of 

England in 1888, the Londonderry shirt industry responded by pushing further into rural 

districts in search of cheap labour.32 In 1907, Miss Martindale reported that the increase in 

demand for embroidered goods had been largely met by increasing both the volume of work 

to home-workers and the number of home-workers themselves.33 The large supply of cheap 

female labour in rural areas ensured that the manufacturers could increase their productive 

capacity within days. The flexibility of production which this afforded employers, combined 

with the considerable savings in capital, ensured that manufacturers retained a firm 

commitment to home-work into the early 1900s.

30 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, qq 324-33, pp 415-6.
31 Schmiechen, Sweated industries and sweated labour, p. 34.
32 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, p. v/369.
33 Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii, p. 248/786.
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Distribution and type of home-work

As noted previously, home-work consisted of a large and varied group of industries, 

each with its own occupational sub-divisions. This section looks at the distribution of the 

various home-work industries throughout Ulster.

The embroidery and sprigging industry was based mainly in Belfast but provided 

employment for women throughout the Counties of Antrim, Down, Donegal, Fermanagh and 

Tyrone.34 Sprigging, often referred to as white embroidery, was the working of a pattern 

with a needle on white work. This industry had its roots in the sewed muslin industry which 

was established in Donaghadee in the 1820s. Under the system of agents working for the 

large Glasgow houses the industry rapidly expanded into several counties in Ulster. By 1849, 

the muslin industry was reported to be employing a total 150,000 to 180,000 persons and 

expending £400,000 annually in wages. By the 1850s, this had risen to £1,400,000. Despite 

the collapse of the muslin industry in the 1860s and early 1870s, the embroidery industry was 

revived in the 1880s and 1890s through the huge demand for embroidered linen and cotton 

goods. By the early 1900s, it was estimated to be still expending a quarter of a million in 

wages.35

As already discussed, by the 1860s the shirt and collar industry had extended into 

Counties Londonderry, Donegal, Tyrone and Down. By 1901, it was the largest single 

employer of female labour in the aforementioned counties. In Donegal the greatest 

concentration of shirtmakers was along the Innishowen peninsula, where one-quarter of 

those enumerated in the census lived. By 1889, the shirt industry had an annual turnover of 

£1,000,000, a quarter of which was wages. A decade later the industry was still estimated to

34Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, p. v/369.
35 Grew, ‘The Derry shirt industry’, pp 67-76; Collins, ‘Sewing in Ulster’, pp 141-4.
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be expending £209,209 annually in wages.36

The town of Lurgan was the chief centre of the cambric handkerchief industry. By 

1887, there were 56 factories recorded in Lurgan and its immediate neighbourhood, as well 

as a large number of workshops. After Belfast, it was reported to be the most important 

industrial town in Ulster. The handkerchief industry provided employment for thousands of 

women in the districts of Lurgan, Portadown, Dromore and Banbridge. In 1887, Mr 

Woodgate, factory inspector, reported that every female whether married or not was supplied 

with ample means of thread-drawing, veining, hemstitching and folding.37

In Glenties and adjacent neighbourhoods, the Rosses, Dungloe and Dunbeg in County 

Donegal were the chief centres for the machine and hand-knitting industries.38 Although the 

knitting industry was one of the poorest paid, it provided essential employment for women in 

districts noted for their extreme poverty. The home-spun Irish tweed industry of Mayo,

Kerry and Donegal, flourished extensively in the districts of Carrick and Ardara in south

west Donegal. Like the hand-loom linen industry, home-spun provided employment for the 

whole family, with the wool being carded, dyed, spun and woven by the household.39

In the 1890s, the quality of home-spun was improved with the assistance of the 

Congested District Board and the Irish Industrial Council. Despite this there was little 

development in the industry in the 1900s. Wages remained a pittance, with women earning 

about 7d. for two days work carding and spinning. Between 1897 and 1898 only £5,200 was 

expended in wages for the industry in Ardara and Carrick. Nevertheless, there was still an

36 Grew ‘The Derry shirt industry’, pp 140, 151, 186.
37 Report o f  the chief inspector offactories fo r  the half year ending 31 October 1887, p. 23, [C 5328], H.C. 
1888, xxvi, 417.
38 Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii, p. 248/786.
39 Martin, ‘The manufacture o f  lace and crochet’, pp 146-56.
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estimated 1,000 families, about four or five to a family, employed in the home-spun industry 

around Carrick and Ardara in 1907.40

The lace industry dated from about the period of the Famine. Under the influence of 

lady philanthropists, an occupation previously undertaken by ladies was transformed into 

employment for the peasantry. At the turn of the century the Irish lace industry underwent a 

revival under the influence of the Irish Lace Depot, the Irish Industrial School and the 

Congested District Board. In 1907 it was estimated that the annual value of the lace industry 

was around £100,000, of which £95,000 consisted of wages.41 Although some women were 

employed in the lace and industrial schools, the great majority were employed in their own 

homes. While lace provided employment in Counties Sligo, Donegal and Down, the industry 

was largely concentrated in Armagh and Monaghan. From these counties came the most 

famous of laces, Carrickmacross, crochet and needlepoint.42

Numbers of home-workers

Without official records it is impossible to estimate the numbers employed in any of 

the home-work industries. Under the Factory and Workshop Act, 1901, employers were 

required to send lists of out-workers and home-workers twice yearly to the local district 

council. However, this section of the act was not applied to the making-up of wearing 

apparel until 1907, and to the making-up of household linen goods until 1911.43

Apart from the late application of the act to significant areas of home-work in Ulster, 

this legislation proved to be grossly inadequate. Only a few of the larger towns such as

40 Seventh report o f  the Congested Districts Board for Ireland, o f  proceedings under the congested districts 
board (Ireland) acts, 1891-96 (54 & 55 Vic. Ch. 48, section 41), pp 33-4, [C 9003], H.C. 1898, lxxii, 481; Truck 
committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii, q. 15,735, p. 759, evidence o f  Mr McNeilis.
41 Emily Boyle, ‘Embroidery and lacemaking in Ulster’ in Ulster folklife, vol. 10 (1964), pp 8-14; Martin, ‘The 
manufacture o f  lace and crochet’, p. 128-30. This article shows the design and quality o f  lacemaking in Ireland.
42 Boyle, ‘Embroidery and lacemaking in Ulster’, p. 9-11.
43 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, p. xix/378.
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Belfast, Lurgan and Londonderry made any attempt to comply. Even then, the returns 

represented only a fraction of the total number employed. For instance, in Lurgan, where 

literally thousands were employed, a return of 1,400 employees was made. The act was 

ignored to such an extent that even when the commissioners for the linen inquiry dispatched 

circulars to all the local district councils in Ulster, most did not reply. The best the 

commissioners could state was that home-workers probably outnumbered the 22,000 

employed in the factory and workshops in the linen making-up trade, but this was based on 

inadequate census data.44

However, contemporary reports, especially those of the lady inspectors, enable us to 

see the extent of work that was conducted in certain rural districts. It would appear that 

wherever a home-work industry was established it generally expanded rapidly to employ 

thousands in the surrounding districts. For instance, Donegal, despite its remoteness, was a 

major employer of home-workers in the last quarter of the nineteenth century. Miss 

Martindale reported the proliferation of agents over a wide area of Donegal, especially for 

the embroidery and sprigging industry in the southern part of the county.45 As noted 

previously, the shirt and underclothing industry was employing at least 60,000 home-workers 

in 1902.46

According to the lady inspectors, agents were dotted all over even the smallest 

districts. Killybegs had seven agents and another two nearby; Kilcar, about six miles away, 

had another six agents. Agents, particularly sprigging agents, usually worked for several 

firms. As a result, each agent was capable of supplying work to hundreds of people. In

44 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, p. v/369.
45 Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii, pp 248-9/786-7; labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss 
Abraham's report on the condition o f  women in Ireland, pp 327/329. 328/330.
46 Coyne, Ireland agricultural and industrial, pp 417-9.
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Ballintrae one agent had 600 names on his books and another in Donegal town had 700 

names. One sprigging agent in Donegal had paid £1,000 in wages in six months for one 

Glasgow firm alone. In Ardara, two tweed merchants employed several hundred women 

each for embroidery and sprigging.47 Mr McNeilis, secretary to the Glenties Poor Law 

Union, estimated that 75% of the holdings were valued under £4 a year. The poverty of the 

people was extreme and both men and women were compelled to supplement their income 

by whatever means was available. McNeilis estimated that there were about 180 agents 

employing about 12,000 families, in sprigging, knitting and drawn thread work.48

Although the numbers on agent’s books were corroborated by the lady inspectors, 

they fail to give a true picture of the actual number of home-workers in certain districts, as 

women often registered with more than one agent.49 Although this was, in some part, 

offset by the practice of one woman registering with an agent and collecting work for several 

members of the family. Not all of the women on agent’s books would necessarily have 

worked all year round. But most, especially in trade booms, would probably have been able 

to obtain work at some time of the year.

Social composition of the work-force

A feature of home-work from its early beginnings and throughout the period was that 

it was not confined to working-class women. In towns throughout Ulster the majority of 

home-workers were described as married women: widows and spinsters who were dependent 

upon it for their livelihood or women whose husbands were on low or irregular wages or who 

were unemployed. But by far the largest section worked to supplement a low wage. This

47 Labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham's report, Ireland, pp 327/339, 328/340.
48 Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii qq 15,648-62, 15, 676-82, 15,747-53, pp 757, evidence o f  Mr 
McNeilis.
49 Collins, ‘Sewing in Ulster’, p. 144.
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class of women were, for the most part, compelled to work out of sheer economic necessity. 

But there were also women in ‘better circumstances’, the wives of skilled workers, artisans 

and small tradespeople whose husbands earned a regular and relatively high income.50 For 

example, according to Mr George Ward, executive sanitary officer of Belfast, some home

workers lived in very respectable localities. The rental of their houses ranged from 2s.6d and 

3s.6d a week for lower class housing to as much as £30 a year.51 This particular group of 

women was referred to by Clementina Black as Class D: ‘reprehensible women’ who could 

have afforded to live upon their husband’s wages, but yet choose to engage in paid home

work.52

In the country districts home-workers were mainly the wives and daughters of small 

holders and farmers and agricultural labourers. The economic class of rural home-workers 

ranged from the very poorest labourers to relatively well off tenant farmers.53 Some of the 

tenant farmers were described by Miss Collet as being ‘according to Irish ideas, very well 

o ff .54 In the opinion of Miss Collet, many of the tenant farmers were relatively comfortable 

in comparison to the poorer small holders and labourers in the impoverished urban districts.

This social and economic diversity was largely due to the perception of home-work as 

a relatively respectable occupation. First, sewing and embroidery were considered part of 

womanly accomplishments, a genteel art learned and practised since childhood. Secondly, 

as the work was performed in the home and largely hidden, it was possible to disguise the 

amount of hours spent each day on paid work. Home-work could, therefore, be portrayed as 

something which was done on a casual basis: a secondary activity which was performed only

50 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, p.v/369.
51 Ibid., 1911, qq 1,653-55, p. 462.
32 Clementina Black, Married women’s work: being the report o f  an inquiry undertaken by the women’s 
industrial council (incorporated) (London, 1915); see slao Pennington and Westover, Hidden workforce, pp 18- 
22.

33 Linen making-up inquiry, p.v/369
34 Select committee on home-work, 1907, q. 748, p. 108.
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when women had some spare time from their family duties.55 Thirdly, as home-workers did 

not leave the home to work they could not be associated with the loose, rough and immoral 

behaviour attributed to factory women. Thus women could be seen as largely conforming to 

the norms expected of them from middle-class society: socially dignified, outwardly demure, 

fulfilling their role as housewives and mothers and dependent on their husbands. This image 

of respectability was almost certainly a factor in the relative lack of social condemnation of 

home-work. Consequently, it became a desirable and acceptable occupation for women of a 

higher social class.

Wages

Although home-workers were paid by the piece, the rate varied considerably on 

different types of work and between different industries. The following examples are fairly 

representative of the different rates paid to women throughout the home-work industries.

Embroidery or sprigging was one of the most skilled forms of home-work. Donegal 

was particularly renowned for its fine hand-work which required both skill and artistic 

ability. In the early years of the industry special schools were established to teach girls the 

art of sprigging. While schools for teaching needlework skills were set up by the Congested 

District Boards and convents in the 1890s, the vast majority of girls learned the art from their 

mothers or sisters. Most girls began to learn on the simpler tasks at six or seven years of 

age.56 The particular pattern or motif to be worked was stamped by manufacturers on most 

forms of work, but sometimes a pattern, usually a simple pencil trace on paper, was given out 

by agents for the women to copy.57 Embroidery was carried out on a wide variety of goods

55 Pennington and Westover, A hidden workforce, pp 17-19; Neff, Victorian working women, pp 129-33.
56 Collins, ‘Sewing in Ulster’, pp 144-5.
57 Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. ii, q. 1732, p. 231, evidence o f  Miss Squires.
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from small napkins, a dozen of which could be completed in a day, to bedspreads which took 

nearly a week to complete. However, prices did not always depend on the quality of work. 

During her investigations in 1907 Miss Martindale found that work described by the woman 

as good, meaning well paid, often consisted of a cheap, course material roughly 

embroidered.58

In the 1850s and 1860s, the weekly earnings for embroidery ranged from 2s.6d. for 

young girls to 5s for an adult. In 1888, Mr Woodgate reported that 5s.6d to 6s. was the top 

wages earned in the districts of Lurgan and Portadown.59 In the 1890s, the rate of earning 

fell slightly, as work became more difficult to obtain and good embroiderers were only able 

to get poorly paid work. Agents and the women themselves reported wages as low as 2d. and 

5d. a day. Although piece-rates rose again in the 1900s, most women struggled to earn a low 

wage of 5s. to 7s.60 The poverty of their earnings was reflected in the investigations carried 

out by Miss Agnew, Miss Galway and Mr Sefton in Belfast in 1911. Out of 118 cases, 64 

were reported as earning Id. and under an hour; 34 earned between Id. and 2d. an hour; and 

only 9 earned over 2d. Furthermore, these findings were based on experienced embroiderers 

who were not handicapped in any way. Cases influenced by age, inexperience or any other 

unfavourable circumstances were omitted.61

The hand-knitting of patterns on many of the gloves and stockings required a great 

deal of skill. Indeed, many of the finished goods were sold at very high prices in the best 

stores in England. Although hand-knitting was a popular means of employment in the 

districts of Glenties, Bunbeg, Dungloe and the Rosses, competition from machine goods had

38 Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii, p. 249-787.
39 Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1888, pp 24/418.
60 Labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham's report, Ireland, pp 327.330.
61 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, pp viii/372, ix/373.
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forced wages down to an extremely low level by the 1900s. Women were paid from ls.6d. to 

3s. for a dozen pairs of men’s long socks, but sometimes on the shorter socks only 8d. to lOd. 

a dozen pairs. Miss Martindale estimated that a worker could seldom knit more than one or 

one and a half pairs a day, and of the finest ones not so many. For fancy golf stockings 

priced at 8s. a dozen pairs, women usually only produced one single stocking a day, and one 

and half stockings of those priced at 12s. a dozen. Similarly, on gloves paid at 2s., 2s.3d. and 

2s. 6d. a pair, three single gloves was regarded as a fair days’ work.62

Hand-knitters earned between 2s. to 3s. a week. Wages of 4s. and 6s. were nearly 

always the result of two or more women working together in the household. Even these 

small sums could only be achieved by working long hours. Imperfect work was always 

returned unpaid and the women had to rip back their socks or gloves and re-do them. One of 

the few points in favour of knitting was that it could be done almost anywhere. It was 

common to see girls and women knitting while tending cattle and sheep or when walking on 

the roads.63

Machine made hosiery was established in the knitting districts around 1900.

Although it employed fewer women, it was much better paid. Knitting machines cost about 

£4 to £5 and were either hired out or sold on purchase agreements by the agent/shopkeeper. 

Rental varied from 6d. to Is. a week, and women also paid for the replacement of needles 

and oil. Businesses such as MacDevitt’s of Glenties and Sweeney’s of Dungloe hired 

someone to teach the girls and then leased them a machine for use at home. Some machines 

were also hired out in quarterly instalments by the Congested District Board. Gross wages of 

5s. to 7s a week and in some cases 7s. to 8s. a week were reported as common. But from this

62 Truck committee, evidence, ¡90S, vol. iii, p. 249/787.
63 Ibid., 1908, vol. iii, pp 249/787; Ibid., vol. ii. p. 229-31/79-81, evidence o f  Miss Squires.
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has to be deducted the hire and cost of the machine. Furthermore, this wage depended on 

having a mother or sister to assist with the winding and the sewing up of the toes.64

The shirt and collar industry was one of the best paid forms of home-work. In the 

1860s, wages of 4d. to Is. a day were reported to be common and by the 1880s workers 

could earn 6s. and 10s. a week.65 Despite fluctuations over the next two decades these wages 

remained fairly constant. In 1907, Miss Martindale found that wages averaged lOd. to Is. a 

day and sometimes more could be earned on the better paid work. However, these wages 

were only earned if women worked from early in the morning until late at night. On the 

lower paid work of 1 Id. per dozen, women had to work ten or twelve hours a day, six days a 

week, to earn 6s.3d. Machine work was also better paid than the finishing of shirts by hand: 

sewing button holes, cuffs and eye-lets. For instance, (A) machined one dozen shirts for 

ls.3d. in one day, while (B) took one and a half days to finish the same work for Is. 3d66

Similar wages of 8s. to 9s. a week could be earned machining a wide variety of 

goods: such as underwear, overalls, chemises, drawers and aprons. Although sewing 

machine work was one of the best paid forms of home-work, deductions had to be made for 

the cost of the machine, thread and oil. This averaged about Is. for hire and between 6d. to 

Is. for thread. For example, Case 3: had ls.3d. for thread and Is. for hire to be taken out of a 

week’s wage of 12s.67 Machines tended to wear out with constant work, consequently, the 

cost of replacing machines could be a constant drain on income. One woman, for instance, 

wore out three machines in eleven years at a cost of £11, £7.10s. and £9.68

64 Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii, qq 10,782-4, p.566.
65 Grew ‘The Derry shirt industry’, pp 142-3.
66 Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii p. 250.788. Select committee on home-work, 1907, qq 673, p. 102.
67 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, q 4113, p. 411, case 3.
68 Ibid., 1911, p. 411, case 2.
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Unskilled and easily learned hand work, such as thread-drawing, clipping, folding 

and scalloping were found to be the worst paid tasks in the linen industry in 1911. For 

example, in Belfast just under half of the 125 thread-drawers investigated were earning Id. 

and under per hour; in thread-clipping, 105 out of 140 cases made a Id. or under per hour.69 

It would appear that the greater proportion of lowest paid hand work was carried out by the 

poorest classes of women: wives and widows with very young children and the elderly.

Hours and working conditions

Low piece-rates, combined with the erratic nature of work, compelled most home

workers to work long hours to earn a wage that was on or below the poverty line. In general, 

wages of 3s. to 6s. a week were earned in most home-work trades. Even good workers 

employed in relatively well paid sewing machine work could only expect to earn a net wage 

of 8s. to 9s. per week. The long hours and poor standard of living is illustrated in the 

testimony of the women themselves to the inquiry into the linen making-up trades in 1911.

Mrs S. had worked as a thread-drawer in Lurgan for fifteen years; she was married to 

a weaver and had several children, the eldest of whom was thirteen. Her husband left for 

work at six o’clock and after preparing breakfast for the family she regularly began work at 

eight o’clock and worked constantly through the day until ten or eleven o’clock at night. If 

there was a rushed order that had to be finished for the next morning, she had to sit up to 

complete it no matter how late the hour. The eldest child of thirteen worked with the mother 

until about seven o’clock at night The only breaks which Mrs S. took in her long day was to 

prepare the dinner and tea for the family, which took about two hours for dinner and one 

hour for tea. Mrs S.’s husband earned 12s. a week and the combined wage of the mother and

69 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, p. viii/372.
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child averaged 6s. to 7s.6d. a week. All of the husband’s wage and that of the child were 

handed over to Mrs S. who took charge of all the expenditure. She stated that the total 

weekly income of 18s. to 19s. was spent on the household, mostly food and rent. There was

7flnothing left for what she referred to as ‘any extras’.

Mrs H. performed the very heavy work of clipping threads from large valances and 

sheets. Her two eldest boys, aged eleven and nine, worked alongside her. The boys were 

usually called at six o’clock in order to get at least three dozen done before breakfast at eight 

o’clock. She stopped work to prepare breakfast for her husband and resumed work 

immediately afterwards, continuing until ten or eleven o’clock at night. The boy of nine 

usually worked until seven o’clock in the evening, but when the situation demanded he was 

compelled to continue working until one o’clock in the morning. In common with many 

women, the only break in the day was for the preparation of meals. In addition to clipping, 

the large and heavy parcels of work had to be carried to and from the factory on a daily basis. 

On arrival at the factory the parcels had to be carried up and down six flights of narrow 

stairs. Mrs H. was not in the best of health and was unable to carry the parcels herself; the

71task was always done by her young son.

For their work, Mrs H. and her two children earned about 6s. a week and her husband 

earned between £1 and 30s. a week. For a working-class man in Ireland this was a 

relatively fair wage. Yet the labour of the mother and the children was essential to sustain 

the family. Very importantly, the higher wage of the husband did not allow work to 

be done on a casual basis. In common with those wives economically worse off than herself, 

Miss H.worked long uninterrupted hours on a regular basis throughout the year.

70 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, qq 2524-72, p 480.
71 Ibid., 1911, qq 1748-87, p. 464.
72 Ibid., 1911, q. 1787, p. 464.
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The low wages of home-workers meant the greatest privations were suffered by 

women who were either the sole support of the family or the chief breadwinner. Women 

whose husbands were out of work for long periods of time and in poor health had the added 

burden of supporting themselves, their children and their husbands, and sometimes had also 

to meet the extra expenses of doctor’s or medical bills. For example, Mrs J.’s husband had 

been unable to work for a long time because of ill health. She had five children, the eldest of 

which was a daughter of ten years of age. She had no alternative but to keep the eldest girl 

off school to help with the clipping and scalloping. The girl worked the same long hours as 

her mother from early morning until late into the night, sometimes until two o’clock in the 

morning. In addition, the daughter helped to look after the younger children and the infant. 

The only break from the daily toil was if work was scarce. The mother stated that she was 

unable to allow her daughter any playtime. The only break her mother could give her was a 

short walk for some fresh air on Sundays. The most Mrs J. was able to earn was 5s.3d. a 

week. The only assistance she had was some charity to help pay the 3s.6d rent. Apart from 

this, the whole family was supported on her meagre earnings. At most she was feeding and 

clothing two adults and five children on roughly 9d. a day, or 9d. per head per week.73

Despite the obvious extent of her poverty, Mrs J. was more fortunate than others in a 

similar position. According to Miss Galway, only a tiny minority of those in need actually 

received any grants from friendly societies and charities. Without additional assistance, 

sometimes they were unable to eat at all.74 The poorest home-workers literally led a hand to 

mouth existence, collecting and returning work each morning and afternoon in order to earn 

enough to buy food for the day.75

73 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, qq 1845-68, p. 466.
74 Ibid., pp 29-30/421-22, case 24.
73 Ibid., See the case o f  Mrs C.C. qq 4523-58, p. 520.
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Surveys undertaken in England show that the poorer women comprised a fair 

proportion of home-workers. In 1897, a survey by the Women’s Industrial Council found 

that over 40% of home-workers were the sole breadwinners. According to Charles Booth’s 

survey in 1910,20% of dressmakers, shirtmakers and seamstresses were heads of 

households. In a small sample of industries, Clemententina Black found 28.4% of women 

workers supported a family, and another 64.5% of them worked because of their husband’s 

inadequate wage.76

A working day of fourteen to sixteen hours was common. Those who earned the least 

per hour being habitually driven to work more hours. Miss Black described how poverty 

compelled them to ‘scurry’ through their housework to enable them to spend an extra few 

minutes at their trade and earn an extra farthing.77 * In general two to three hours a day was 

spent on cooking and cleaning. In some cases, women who did not need to prepare mid-day 

meals for their husbands, chose to work on rather than take even a short dinner break. The 

heavier tasks of scrubbing and washing were, for the most part, done on Saturday 

afternoon. However, as the above evidence demonstrates, not all women could afford to 

take even this time off at week-ends for household chores. It also has to be considered that 

time not spend on waged work could not be devoted exclusively to housework. Those who 

did not have children had to collect and return the work themselves. Even in towns where 

women generally lived fairly close to the factory office this could take up to an hour or more 

every day. In rural districts, Miss Squires found that it was not uncommon for women to 

walk a fourteen to eighteen mile round journey to their agent.79

76 Cited in Schmiechen, Sweated industries, pp 70-1.
77 Black, Married women's work, p. 3.

As with factory workers, nearly all the women interviewed left the great bulk o f  housework until the week
end.
79 Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii, q. 1697, p. 249.
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For the poorest workers, even a day’s illness was not affordable. Many women 

continued to work at sewing and embroidery when they had sore eyes and failing sight, even 

though they knew the work had not only ruined their health, but would continue to make it 

worse. Some like Mrs L. were fortunate in that when her sight had almost ‘given up on her’ 

and her ‘constitution got run down’ she was able to find a job working as a charwoman. 

However, because she had to support her children and a delicate husband she had been 

unable to leave when her health had started to be affected. Nor was she able to reduce the 

burden of her workload. On the contrary, she had been compelled to work long hours into 

the night to sustain the family.80 Her case is illustrative of the thousands of women who 

suffered ill-health and were unable to get additional support from family or charity. All too 

often sickness or disability meant that more hours had to be worked to compensate for the 

reduced rate of output.

Many women expressed pride in their economic role, stressing that the family could 

not have existed without their work. If the work was cruel and hard on them and their 

children, they had no alternative but to keep on working. Mrs J., for instance, who worked 

herself and her children seven days a week, expressed pride that her work kept the family 

from being maintained by charity. As she was receiving assistance with the rent she wanted 

to prove that she was doing what she could, ‘so it is not all charity’. At the same time, 

many women were anxious to stress that they stopped to prepare meals for their husbands 

and to attend to other household duties. Thus suggesting that they derived at least part of 

their status and identity from their domestic and familial roles.

As noted previously, a small section of home-workers were drawn from the ranks of a 

relatively higher social stratum. Women from a ‘better class’ who were not compelled to

80 Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, qq 1956-80, pp 467-8.
81 Ibid, qq 1867-8, p. 466-7.
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work out of the same economic necessity as their poorer counterparts. It was claimed that 

women in Class D generally worked to add to their comforts and to maintain a better 

standard of living, or to have money which was their own and which they could spend or 

save as they wished. Because they did not work out of financial necessity, some historians 

and contemporaries have assumed that their work experience, and their conceptualisation of 

their economic role, was distinctly different. It is argued that they not only worked 

considerably fewer hours in the day but also on a much more irregular basis. The image 

projected is one of women working at a more leisurely pace, stopping and re-starting their 

waged work in a somewhat causal manner. Thus Cohen suggests that their waged work was 

done when and if it could be fitted in and around their housework. Closely connected to 

this argument is the view that waged work was peripheral to their lives having little or no 

impact on their status or identity.

Attempting to assess the extent to which women in better circumstances divided their 

time between waged work and housework is fraught with difficulties. Not all the responses 

from women were as detailed as those given to the linen inquiry. The middle-class 

investigators assumed that women would be able to state clearly the number of hours 

generally allocated to domestic work, waged work and leisure. However, the responses from 

many women were ‘exceedingly vague’ as to the division of their day. While some women 

could give a rough idea of the time spent on housework, many others were less forthcoming. 

Miss Collet complained of the extent to which women stated that they ‘sat constantly’, or 

‘more or less constantly’, without any attempt to define what that meant.82 * 84 With regard to

82 Black, Married women’s work, p. 3.
Cohen, ‘Working conditions and experiences o f  work’, p. 15; see also Roberts, Women's work, p. 72-3.

M Select committee on home-work, 1907, 6660, p. 101.
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housework, the tendency was to state that they did a good deal of housework as well, or that 

they could not sit constantly because they had housework to do.85

What can be deduced from the evidence, however, is that women generally began 

waged work about eight o’clock, or earlier, in the morning. And like their poorer 

counterparts they usually continued to do waged work until ten or eleven o’clock at night. It 

would appear, however, that some women may have taken more time off during the day to 

cook and clean, or at least had slightly longer breaks at meal times. Their breaks, however, 

were not substantial: at most five or six hours out of an estimated fourteen to fifteen hour 

working day. Furthermore, their work was, for the most part, performed on a regular basis 

through the year. However, some women, especially the wives of skilled dock workers, only 

took up home-work when their husbands were under-employed or temporarily laid off 

Nevertheless, whenever their women were employed as home-workers they also had to work
o /

long hours to earn a wage.

One of the most obvious reasons for the long hours of labour was the low hourly rates 

of Id. to 2d., and even these low rates were only possible if work was carried out at a fast 

pace. Women working for a few hours a day and at a less sustained pace would only have 

earned about Is. to 2s. per week. Investigators found that in most instances where women’s 

wages were low it was not as a result of intermittent and casual labour by the woman, but 

because of abominably low piece-rates, lack of work, or disability. Secondly, it was 

standard practice, irrespective of the industry, for the distributor to set a time and a date for 

the return of the work. In country districts work was usually collected once or twice a week; 

in towns, work was often collected on a daily basis and had to be returned early the next

85 Select committee on home-work, ¡907, q. 660, p. 101. Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii, p. 249/787.
86 Ibid., 1907, q 2222, p. 109.
87 Black, Married women's work.
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morning. As we have seen, home-work and factory production were closely interdependent. 

By imposing fines for late work, manufacturers ensured that most work was returned on 

time.88

Rushed orders in the linen and cotton trades enforced additional pressures on women 

and agents to meet deadlines. The amount of rushed orders varied: they could be handed out 

two or three times a week and then maybe not for three months. The pressure of such a 

system on agents and home-workers is clear. It was reported that the towns and villages 

were filled with women who sat up late into the night, in order to meet the dispatch of these 

orders to America. Agents who could command the greatest number of women prepared to

• 89work late into the night had the best chance of securing large orders from the factories.

As they received 10% commission, it was in their best interest to secure women they could 

rely on. Women who gave housework priority over their home-work would not be 

considered for regular work and in many cases were taken off the books altogether. One 

agent stated that for ten years he had adopted a policy of terminating the employment of 

women whom he considered to be unreliable workers.90 Within the pressurised nature of 

home-work there was still some room for women to take out small amounts of work and only 

earn a few pence a day while others worked only when their husband’s income was reduced. 

The evidence suggests however, that such women comprised only a very tiny minority of 

home-workers.

While it is generally accepted that the poorest women were motivated to work out of 

financial necessity, it is seldom considered that better off home-workers could have been 

equally motivated by necessity. Historians have tended to uncritically apply an absolute

S9 ^ p o sin g  fines for late or soiled work was common to home-work trades throughout Britain and Ireland.
9q Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, qq 324-33, p. 415-6.

Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. iii, qq 4406, p. 321, evidence o f  Peter Ward.
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definition of ‘financial necessity’ to their analysis of women’s work. Because ‘better off* 

women were not dependent upon home-work for their livelihood, their earnings from home

work were often perceived as ‘pin money’.91 What has been overlooked is that ‘necessities’ 

was a relative term. The definition varied from person to person and from one social group 

to another. For some women it was essential to work to maintain the outward symbols of 

respectability which differentiated them from lower social groups. There were a wide 

variety of occupational sub-divisions within the working-classes, each with its own distinct 

notions of status. Thus many females saw it as a necessity to have a better standard 

of dress and housing than the poorest sections of society. Other women felt more money

92was essential to avoid debt or to provide a better education for their children.

It was clearly important for people to maintain a particular social status. For 

example, one woman lived with her widowed father, his means being insufficient to keep 

them in a decent standard of living. She worked to have some money of her own and ‘to 

keep both the house and herself in a respectable appearance and clean beyond reproach’; and 

in the words of another woman, ‘to keep yourself respectable and your family as it should 

be’.93 Thus in the pursuit of certain goals, through which they acquired status and self 

esteem, women were prepared to take up employment. Better off women justified their 

employment in similar terms to their poorer counterparts: emphasising the fact that without 

their work the family would be worse off economically and socially. Consequently, although 

women in better circumstances informed investigators that they would have preferred to give 

UP their waged work, they also were extremely reluctant to relinquish waged work and the 

benefits which it brought.94
9j
92 The relative nature o f ‘necessity’ was something which struck Black in her inquiries.
93 Black, Married women’s  work, p. 7.
94 p. 114; Linen making-up inquiry, ¡911, p. 19/411, case 19.

Black, Married women's work, pp 7, 13.
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Home-work is of the greatest importance because it demonstrates the acceptance of 

work beyond the narrow confines of working-class districts. Even amongst the skilled 

working-classes and small trades people, waged work, marriage and respectability were not 

mutually exclusive.

Co-operation of labour within the household

The burden on women was undoubtedly increased by the fact that the home was also 

the workshop. This meant that small houses already cramped and over-crowded, were 

littered with parcels of work, sheets, wool or whatever material was being worked on. The 

greater the number of home-workers the greater the volume of work and subsequent litter 

and confusion. One of the worst problems was the paper with which large valances and 

other items were stuffed. This all had to be removed before work could begin and was often 

found to be left lying around the floor by observers.95

Other tasks such as thread-drawing created their own extra workload. As thread

drawing could be done more speedily if the linen was dampened, it was common for the 

cloth to be wet with a mixture of tallow and water to soften it. After thread-drawing was 

completed the handkerchiefs, tablecloths and sheets were hung on lines in the kitchen or 

scullery to dry. These then had to be taken down, folded and parcelled for return to the 

agent. All this not only added to the workload of women, but also increased the untidy and 

cluttered appearance of the houses and reduced the living space for the family.96

Women managed their excessive workload by utilising the labour of the young and 

the elderly and by making co-operation a fundamental principle of their labour. Child 

investigators found that it was common for boys and girls from six and seven years of age to

% Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, qq 1748-54, p. 464. 
tbid., qq 2111-3, p. 470, qq 4301-7, p. 520.
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work before and after school and often until late into the night. For instance, Mr McCaffrey, 

district inspector for national schools, reported that children generally worked before and 

and after school in Lurgan and the surrounding districts, chiefly at thread-drawing and 

clipping. Some children were also kept off school two or three days a week to work.97

The use of boys as well as girls in home-work appears to have been common, at least 

until the age of about thirteen. The need to earn a few extra pence taking precedence over 

notions of what was ‘girl’s work’ or ‘boy’s work’. Children assisted in whatever way they 

could. If they could not sew, embroider or knit they could still be used for a multitude of 

other tasks. They could carry work to and from the distribution centre, clip and fold or 

prepare work to be sewn on the treadle machine, to name but a few. Sewing machine work 

had a great many of preparatory hand tasks: the folding in of straps, tucking in comers and 

setting seams. By getting their children to do this work mothers were able to work 

continuously at the machine and increase their earnings. As in the case of Mrs C., children 

could sometimes add 2s. to 3s. to a week’s wage. But often they worked long hours to earn a 

few extra pence for themselves or to assist their mothers to do so.

Children’s earnings were not separate but incorporated into the wages of their 

mothers or older sisters. Because of the nature of their assistance it would undoubtedly have 

been impossible in many instances to even estimate the actual value of their work. As with 

hand-loom weavers, children accepted the strenuous workload and the rights of their parents 

t° retain their earnings.

One of the most significant factors about home-work in Ulster was the low 

Percentage of woman working on their own. The lady inspectors visited approximately 1,700

Linen making-up inquiry, 1 9 1 1 , qq 4100-7, p. 517.
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homes in London, the Provinces and Northern Ireland for the Select committee on home-work 

in 1907. Out of 737 homes visited in rural areas and small urban districts throughout 

Counties Down, Londonderry, Tyrone and east-Donegal, only 27% of women were found to 

be working alone. This contrasted sharply with 69% in London and 75% in the Provinces. 

The percentage of women working alone in Ulster would have been reduced further if the 

labour of children had been taken into account. The lady inspectors also found that 66% of 

home-workers in the Irish sample were unmarried, compared to 40% in London and 21% in 

the Provinces.98

It was reported as common for two or three, sometimes more members of the family, 

to be home-workers. Furthermore, these women normally co-operated closely with each 

other with regard to both their paid and unpaid labour. The evidence suggests that mothers 

and daughters, grandmothers, aunts and nieces formed a sort of combined work unit. As 

noted previously, the common practice was for one member of a family to register with an 

agent and collect and return the work for two, three or more members of the household.

When the completed work was returned the payment was for the total output of the 

household, usually the family.99 This practice applied irrespective of whether the members 

of the household were performing the same or different tasks at different piece-rates.

It was still possible within this system for each person to estimate their own particular 

output and earnings. But the lady inspectors found that in households where more than one 

member worked little, no attempt was made to work out how much each person earned. In 

the majority of cases they found it extremely difficult to obtain even a rough estimate of 

individual weekly earnings. Indeed, the problem was so extensive that the inspectors, were

98
w Select committee on home-work, 1907, q. 658, p. 101, q 746-7, p. 107, evidence o f  Miss Collet.

Ibid., qq 655-657, p. 101; Micks, History o f  the Congested District Board, p.78. Micks states that earnings 
from home-work went into a ‘common purse’.
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forced to base their approximation of earnings on woman who worked alone.100 Wage 

differentials certainly existed within each household. Some women would have been 

working on much higher paid work, while some were capable of greater output than others, 

but the fact that so many women made no attempt to ascertain their individual wage, strongly 

suggests that wage differences between individuals were not regarded as a problem. 

Distinctions were not made between the wages of each person because the important issue 

was the family’s total wage.

Home-work output varied according to the different levels of ability of family 

members. The elderly, those disabled by poor eyesight, rheumatism or some other form of 

ill-health, could not produce work at the same rate as the skilled, fit worker. By being 

flexible and allocating work according to the abilities of individuals a household could 

maximise its output. Many of the preparatory and finishing tasks, for example, could be 

done by the elderly and the physically disadvantaged, as well as by children.

Another method of maximising production was to divide a large task, such as 

embroidery into smaller parts. For example, one woman would embroider the shamrocks 

while another did the dots.101 Co-operation over tasks was particularly beneficial in 

households where women were disadvantaged by age or ill-health. Miss I., for instance, 

lived with her niece and both worked at lace clipping and top-sewing from nine in the 

morning until eleven o’clock at night. As the niece had good eyesight, she did all the finer 

work while her aunt did the less well paid coarser work. However, as the niece was not very 

strong the aunt carried the work to and from the distributor. In slack periods they could only 

earn 5s. or 6s. between them, but when the work was plentiful the niece was able to earn

101 ^e êct committees on home-worker, 1907, q. 660, p. 101, q 829, p. 112. 
Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, p. 19/411. case 22.
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more than the aunt. It seems that they pooled their wages and the aunt’s pension and shared 

the costs of food and rent. The mutual advantages of co-operating in this way are obvious. 

On her own, the niece would have had great difficulty obtaining work and the inability of the 

aunt to do fíne work would have reduced her income. As in many similar cases, the 

paramount issue was the need to earn as much as possible to survive or maintain a certain 

standard of living.

The same co-operation and flexible approach to labour is evident in allocation of 

household and farm tasks. As already noted, the labour of women was still vital on small 

farms and holdings. In some families one or two women devoted themselves almost entirely 

to sewing or embroideiy and the rest were employed mainly on farm and out-door work. 

While in other families the women divided their time between their waged work and farm 

tasks; the priority allocated to each task obviously varied according to the needs of the 

household.103 During the peak harvest periods more time had to be allocated to farm 

activities, particularly in the migratory labour districts of the Rosses and Gweedore, where 

most of the adult men were away for the harvests seasons. As a result of their added out-door 

tasks, agents expected a reduction in the output of women during the summer months.104

Similarly, in urban areas women tended to adopt the arrangement which best suited 

their own particular circumstances. It was reported that when a mother or sister was 

allocated the main household tasks the others generally worked constantly through the day 

until late into the night. Meals were often their only break. With less time taken off for the 

Preparing and cooking meals they were able to increase their earnings. Hence the women 

who focused primarily on cooking and cleaning made an indirect contribution to the earnings

021-inen making-up inquiry, 1911, qq 1803-33, p. 465.
Ibid., p. 369.
Ixthour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham’s  report, Ireland, p. 328/340. The migration o f  young 

8*rls to harvest work in Scotland and England also reduced the level o f  production.
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of the household. In addition, they also assisted with the waged work when they had spare 

time from their household chores. Likewise, those who concentrated on waged work helped 

with the heavier domestic tasks, like washing, when they had some spare time.105

It is important to note that some women combined both home-work and factory work. 

Women who worked in factories often assisted a mother or sister with their home-work. 

Furthermore, it was common practice for women who worked in factories to take work home 

with them to be completed for the next morning. As early as 1868, the inspectors of factories 

were complaining of the ‘vicious system being introduced’ whereby women were supplied 

with a sewing machine for their homes and allowed to take work home after closing 

time.106 By 1911, this practice applied to a variety of workers: stitchers, folders, 

handkerchief workers. For folders in the handkerchief factories in Lurgan regular home

work was essential if a wage of 8s. a week was to be earned. Likewise, the high wages 

earned by machinists were often accomplished by taking work home to prepare for the next 

day. The number of nights on which work was taken home varied, but for some the 

additional workload was clearly excessive.107 For instance, two sisters who worked attaching 

lace on cushions had taken work home every night for five weeks. On five consecutive 

Friday nights they had sat up all night and then went into the factory for their half-day on 

Saturday.108 This underlines both the need of women to work and the extent to which it 

dominated their lives.

Home-workers had much in common with hand-loom weavers: work and home were 

interwoven, hours were often excessive, and the family system of labour predominated.

1 0 6   ̂'nen making-up inquiry, 1911, qq 275, 319-23, pp 413, 521.
Report o f  the inspectors o f  factories fo r  the half year ending 31 October 1868, [4093], H.C. 1868-69; xiv,

f»,2,61/385
1 0 8 ljnen  making-up inquiry, p. xx/384, qq 2508, p. 479.

Ibid, pp 20-1/412-3, case 28-9.
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However, the factor which differentiated home-workers was the system of truck, i.e., paying 

workers in goods.

The system of truck

Paying home-workers wholly or partly in goods was prevalent throughout Counties 

Down, Antrim, Donegal, Londonderry, Fermanagh and Tyrone.109 Under the truck system 

money rarely passed hands. Women were usually accredited with the earnings from their 

home-work in an account book; and goods were then purchased by the women in the agent’s 

shop. When the price of goods purchased exceeded the amount of money earned in home

work, the woman could either pay the difference in cash or be debited with the rest. For 

example, one woman earned 3s.9d., got 5s. worth of goods, and paid the balance in cash. 

Another woman purchased groceries over the 6s.2d. she had earned and was simply debited 

with the rest.110 Miss Squires found that in County Down the system that prevailed was 

largely one of tickets. Each ticket had the weekly earnings of the home-worker marked on it 

and these tickets could only be redeemed in the agents shop.111 Even when payment was 

made in cash it was expected that groceries and other items would be purchased at the 

agent’s shops. In general tea, maize and flour were the main items purchased by home

workers. Occasionally material or clothing was also bought. However, truck was more 

predominant in the sprigging and embroidery industry than in the lace and shirt trades.112

Agent/shopkeepers charged exorbitant prices for their goods. It was claimed, for 

instance, that low quality tea o f Is. a lb. was sold as good quality tea at 2s. 6d. to 3s.

109 » .
,io Linen making-up inquiry, 1911, p. viii/372. 
n] Ibid., q. 202, p. 407.

Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. ii, q. 1726, p. 231; see also Martindale, One generation to another, pp 
130-3.
12 Ibid., vol. ii, qq 1680-6, 1693, pp 229-30.
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a lb .113 Although prices in agent’s shops were higher than elsewhere, women could not risk 

taking their trade to another shop. There were numerous ways in which the agent could 

ensure that the home-worker accepted goods as payment or that cash wages were spent in his 

shop. The lady inspectors were informed by home-workers that unless the wages were spent 

or left at the shop, no work would be given out. In other cases, they would not receive either 

a constant supply of work or the best paid work.114

The truck system meant that women were very much at the mercy of agents. Home

workers complained that they were often obliged to buy articles they did not want, such as 

material or clothing. For instance, one old woman was provided with a pair of boots for her 

wages. Long accustomed to walking in her bare feet the only use she had for them was to 

hang them by the fireside. Some agents also encouraged women to make excessive 

purchases, on the basis that they could gradually pay off their debt with their earnings from 

home-work. One woman was found to have run up a debt of £2 in one day, when all she had 

to pay the debt was her own meagre earnings from hand knitting. In three and a half months 

she was only able to clear 2s.9d. off the debt.115 The amassing of debt was very beneficial to 

the shopkeeper/agent. Apart from the large profits gained from charging exorbitant prices, it 

gave the agent additional control over home-workers. According to Mr Peter Ward, an 

agent/shopkeeper, women could be compelled to take work which was not so well paid, 

because of their debt.116

An additional factor influencing the control of agent/shopkeepers was the system of 

double accounts. The scarcity of ready money in Ireland ensured that most goods in rural

Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. ii, q. 1686, p. 230; Ibid., vol. iii; Martindale, One generation to 
Mother, pp 126-7.

Martindale, One generation to another, pp 130-3.
„.Ibid p. 152.

1 ruck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. ii. q. 4429, p. 321.
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districts were purchased on credit. It was not uncommon in rural districts for a family to 

have two accounts with an agent, one for home-work and another for farming and other 

household items. Goods for the farm were given out on a year’s credit. Most accounts were 

paid around November, often with the earnings from migratory labour. Contemporary 

reports claimed that if a woman were to take her trade elsewhere, the shopkeeper would 

automatically call in the debt of both accounts.117 Fear was not the only factor which 

prevented women from standing up to the agents. People relied on the system of running 

debt for survival. In cases of bad harvest, or ill-health, they depended upon an unlimited 

extension to their credit. Even though interest of 5% to 7% was charged after November on 

overdue accounts, people did not always look at the business side which gave merchants 

huge profits, rather they saw them as ‘decent men’ who were prepared to forgo payment.118

In the circumstances, it is not surprising that the inspectors found it almost impossible 

to bring successful charges against the agents in court. Women often refused to admit that 

breaches of the truck acts had taken place. Even those prepared to admit the existence of 

truck to the inspectors were too terrified to testify in court. Although a few cases against 

truck masters were successfully prosecuted in the courts in 1897, these decisions were 

reversed after the failure of Sweeney versus Squires in 1900. It was always open for a home

worker to employ another person or her family to make the goods. In the Sweeney case the 

court ruled that in such cases the workers were held to be outside of the protection of the 

truck acts. Mary MacMeoghan testified that it was her family and not she who did the 

knitting. Unable to prove otherwise, the inspectors lost their case on a technicality.119

truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. n, qq 15,699-703, p. 560; vol. iii, qq 15,699-704, p. 758. According 
to Mr MacDevitt, three-quarters o f  persons in the area were in his debt.
U9 Ibid., vol. ii, q. 3518, p. 287.

Linen making-up incpiiry, vol. ii, qq 2268-74, p. 253 ; vol. iii, qq 10, 460-69, p. 557.
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Some contemporaries were of the opinion that the determined efforts of the lady 

inspectors to detect and prosecute had at least restrained the truck masters. Indeed, some 

agents in Donegal claimed that they could no longer pay in goods. This view is not, 

however, borne out by the evidence to the truck committee in 1907 or the linen inquiry of 

1912. However, the evidence does suggest that women were less under the control of the 

agents during trade booms.

Expenditure of wages

The low wage of home-workers, and the prevalence of truck, should not disguise the 

economic benefits of home-work, particularly in the poorer congested districts. Observers in 

the migratory labour districts stated that when the men were away during the summer months 

the women often supported themselves and their families entirely from their earnings as 

home-workers.120 The family budgets on income and expenditure, drawn up for the 

Congested District Board in 1892, show that the earnings from home-work often provided 

the largest single source of annual income. Even on the more prosperous tenant farms, two 

or three girls engaged in home-work could add around 21s. to the family budget.121

Money from home-work was used to raise the standard of living. It helped to pay the 

rent, cess and buy cows, pigs and other animals for farms and small holdings. Mr M. Martin, 

director of the Irish Lace Depot, noted that there were families in Mayo and Galway who had 

never had a cow until the young girls began to earn as lace workers. Many of the small 

tenant farmers who purchased their land after the land reforms of the 1880s did so with the

For the value o f  home-work in the family budget see First annual report o f  the CongestedjDistrict Boards, 
PP 10-22/534-544.

1 22 ^'rst am ual  report ° f  the Congested District Boards, pp 32-5/558-60.
Martin, ‘The manufacture o f  lace and crochet’, p 129-30.
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aid of the earnings from home-work. Earnings from home-work also helped to finance the

emigration of girls in the western districts. Indeed, it was claimed that no sooner were girls 

trained to be expert lace workers than they were leaving for America.124

The improved appearance and dress of families in some of the home-work districts 

was noted by contemporaries. For instance, in the 1800s factory inspector Cameron reported 

that in the sewing districts of Londonderry children were better fed and clothed and females 

smarter in appearance. Furthermore, because of the need for cleanliness, especially white 

work, houses were notably cleaner. Chimneys were fitted to stop the odour of the turf 

clinging to the material. And the manure patch, which had traditionally stood at the side of 

the house, was moved further away to reduce the amount of dirt and odour being carried into 

the house. Women also spent less time baking traditional oat cakes because it roughened 

their hands; and began to purchase more from the baker.125 Not all families, however, 

changed their style of living to such a degree. In the Donegal districts, the lady inspectors 

remarked upon the filth and dirt of the small cabins. In the western districts many of the 

cabins of home-workers consisted of one to two rooms. Often with a fire in the middle of a 

room and the cow or other livestock sharing the living area. These conditions were 

worsened by overcrowding. In some cases, three generations were living under one roof.126

The economic impact of home-work could also be seen in the proliferation of agents 

and the growth of small shopkeepers. Contemporaries claimed that once an agency started a 

small shop usually followed soon afterwards. According to Miss Squires, the 

shopkeeper/agent usually owned the best houses in the small towns, particularly in the

¡23
( Collins, ‘Sewing in Ulster’, p. 153.

ibid., p. 153: Martin, ‘The manufacture o f  lace and crochet’, p. 130: Micks, History o f  the Congested District 
Board, p. 78.
1 2 6  Be port o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1888, pp 146-7/514-5.

Truck committee, evidence, 1908, vol. ii, qq 1721, 2254-60, pp 231, 253, evidence o f  Miss Squires.

1
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knitting centres.127 Furthermore, many of these agents were women. Mr Walker, an adviser 

for the congested districts, stated that the agent was nearly always a woman in Donegal, 

particularly in the districts around Ardara. Some women acted as agents for themselves, 

while others took on the main responsibility for the collection and distribution of home-work 

in their husband’s drapery or grocery store. Some female agents, like Mrs Hart of Ballintrae, 

were major employers in their district. Mrs Hart had originally came to Donegal with her 

husband in 1884 to view the potential for developing weaving and spinning. On the death of 

her husband a few years later she stayed on to develop home industries. Although she 

opened a small woollen factory at Bunbeg for the weaving of tweeds, the greatest part of her 

business was in the employment of home-workers as weavers, spinners and knitters.129

Conclusion

Home-work was an important part of the economic infrastructure of Ulster, 

particularly of rural districts. Money was, on the whole, spent within the locality, the 

purchase of groceries and other household items stimulating the growth of agent/ 

shopkeepers and raising the general standard of the community. Twentieth century 

definitions of ‘real work’ or a ‘real wage’ should not be allowed to detract from the 

importance of the home-work industries to women, their families, or the manufacturers.

After 1911, home-work went into a significant decline, as many hand processes were 

mechanised and brought into the factory. In the shirt industry, for example, the 

mechanisation of button-hole and collar-turning, combined with a vast improvement to steam 

driven sewing machines, resulted in the demise of a home labour force. However, despite

127
! Truck committee, vol. ii, qq 1712-3, 1721, pp 230-1.

Select committee on home-work, together with the proceedings o f  the committee, mimites o f  evidence, and 
a£l>endix, qq 823-4, H.C. 1908 (246), viii, p. 92.

I-a hour commission: Miss Or me and Miss Abraham's report, Ireland, p. 327-8/339-40.
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the overall decline, the embroidery and handkerchief industries continued to employ a 

considerable number of home-workers. For example, in the districts of Lurgan, Portadown 

and Dromore, and in the small coastal area of Kilkeel and Annalong in County Down, 

women were being supplied with work through agent/shopkeepers well into the 1930s.130

Francis Xavier McCorry, ‘A History o f  Lurgan’, 1610-1963’ (unpublished PhD . thesis, Queens University, 
Belfast 1986); Oral testimony o f  Mrs Sarah Neill, an embroiderer and sprigger from Annalong, (archives o f  
Ulster Folk and Transport Museum, not yet indexed).
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Chapter 5

Dress-makers and milliners

Dress-making and millinery was one of the few skilled trades which remained open 

to women throughout the nineteenth century. While some sections of dress-making were 

performed by sewing machine, it remained a largely hand-sewn and skilled occupation until 

the turn of the 1900s. In contrast to other skilled trades, such as tailoring, printing and 

bookbinding, it was an almost exclusively female occupation. This latter factor made dress

making and millinery very distinct in that it was free of the sexual division of labour which 

characterised the position of women in the nineteenth century work place. Furthermore, it 

meant that women of skill had the opportunity to rise to the top of their profession, and for 

those with capital, the prospect of establishing their own business.

Expansion in dress-making and millinery

In the first half of the nineteenth century, dress-making and millinery establishments 

were relatively small-scale. Most businesses were situated in ‘private houses’, small retail 

shops, or dwelling houses, all of which had rooms set aside as a work-room. The work-room 

was usually small, often only a sitting room or bed room in the employer’s house. The 

smaller ‘house’ and establishments employed about 7 to 12 dress-makers and milliners, the 

majority of whom were apprentices. Even in the larger and more fashionable establishments, 

it was unusual to employ more than 40 hands.1 According to Miss Hopkins, a dress and

Children's employment; appendix to the second report on trades and manufacturers in the north o f Ireland, 
v°l. 11, (1843), pp nn27, 59-60, 81; Children's employment (1862); report upon the manufacture o f  wearing 
aPparel by M r White, pp 52-7
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mantle-maker, the average ‘house’ in Londonderry employed 8 to 9 hands; and the largest 

‘private house’ in the town employed only 20 persons, 17 of whom were apprentices. 

Because of the much higher volume of trade in the larger urban areas, the larger 

establishments were found in towns such as Belfast and Dublin. For instance, Madam 

Myers, Millinery and Dress-making Warerooms, Dublin, employed about 47 dress-makers 

and milliners in the busy season. The busy, or fashionable season, began about the 

beginning of April and ran until the end of July. Business was usually slack through August 

and part of September; October to the end of January marked the busy period of the winter 

months.3

In the latter half of the eighteenth century, improved transport and communications, 

increasing urbanisation and a growing and prosperous middle-class all combined to create an 

enormous increase in demand for clothes, boots, shoes, as well as a wide range of household 

goods. From the 1850s onwards, the existing system o f ‘private houses’ and small retail 

shops was modified in order to meet rising demand for dresses and other articles. First, by 

keeping their own stocks of material and refusing to make up any clothing unless the 

material was purchased from their stocks, many of the small ‘private houses’ became ‘retail 

houses’. At the same time, drapers’ and mercers’ began to diversify and incorporate dress

making, millinery and mantle-making, along with several other articles of wearing apparel 

into their business. In addition to selling a wide range of articles and goods, drapers and 

mercers employed women and men to manufacture the goods on their retail premises.

The common practice was to have separate work-rooms for dress, millinery, children’s 

clothing and tailoring either at the back or top of the building.4

3  Children's employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apjxirel by Mr mute, pp 51-2, 57.
Ibid., pp 14-51 5 7 ; Neff, Victorian working women, p. 118,
Ibid., p. 1 1 .
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As drapers and mercers sold a wide range of goods, dress-making and millinery 

composed only a small segment of their retail business. For example, many drapers sold 

stays, household linens, haberdashery, dress, millinery, woollen goods, men’s jackets and 

boots and shoes. Many of the larger companies and smaller businesses had invested in new 

premises or in the enlargement of their existing premises. By the 1880s, the typical draper’s 

was a three or four storied building with a large glass frontage for the display of goods. The 

different departments on each floor were well furnished with extensive displays of a wide 

range of goods. Many of the dress-making and millinery work-rooms in large drapers were 

comparable in size to that of the shirt factories and warehouses. The number of dress-makers 

and milliners employed in the workrooms ranged from 60 to 150, When the workers from 

the different departments and work-rooms were included, the larger establishments had a 

total workforce of 300 and upwards.5

Most of the larger establishments provided the latest fashions in dress and millinery 

from Paris and London for their customers. The largest and most influential stores, such as 

Messrs, Robinson & Cleaver of Belfast, were patronised by the aristocracy, the gentry and 

the ‘best families’ in Ireland. While some of smaller drapers had a high class clientele, they 

also catered for the less well offby selling a ready-made range of clothing.6 However, the 

large-scale enterprise did not result in the demise of the traditional smaller units. In the last 

quarter of the nineteenth century, the majority of dress-making and milliners still conducted 

their trade from dwelling houses, ‘private houses’, and small retail shops. Although drapers 

employed large numbers in their workrooms, the greater proportion of dress-makers 

remained scattered amongst the smaller establishments.7

Children’s employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, pp 11, 14; 
Craw ford, Industries o f  the north one hundred years ago, pp 3-8, 72, 78.
7 Craw ford, Industries o f  the north one hundred years ago, p. 78. 

labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham's report, Ireland, pp 335/347, 336/348, 337/349.
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Numbers of dress-makers and milliners

As discussed in chapter one, rising consumer demand brought increasing levels of 

employment for dress-makers and milliners. Between 1871 and 1901 the numbers of dress

makers and milliners enumerated in the census increased from 14,005 to 17,237.8 As a 

source of employment, dressmaking and millinery was fairly evenly distributed throughout 

Ulster. In 1901, dress-makers and milliners accounted from between 6% to 8% of women in 

gainful employment in the different counties, with the exception of Antrim and Cavan where 

it accounted for 9.3% and 4.6% respectively.9 However, as with other sectors of the clothing 

trades, the skilled hand processes were being eroded by increasing mechanisation in the last 

decades of the nineteenth century. This factor, combined with a shift in demand towards the 

ready-to-wear sector of dress, resulted in a marked contraction in the industry after 1900. By 

1911, the number of dress-makers and milliners in Ulster had decreased by nearly one-third 

to 11,884.10

For most of the nineteenth century, dress-making and millinery had a predominantly 

young workforce. For example, in 1901,51.3% of the workforce in Ulster was under 25 

years of age.11 According to the commissioners, it was rare to find girls over 30 years of age 

in regular establishments. This was because so many left in their thirties to either marry or 

set up in business for themselves.12 However, as the trade declined, fewer young women 

were prepared to enter the profession. This is illustrated by the ageing of the workforce after 

1900. The proportion of dress-makers and milliners in the 15-24 age-group fell from 42.9% 

in 1901 to 38.6% in 1911, while in the 25-44 age-group the proportion increased from 38.6%

* Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1871, p. 1001; Ibid., 1881, p. 985; Ibid., 1891, p.985/987; Ibid., 1901, p.23/787. . 
^Compiled from Census o f  Ireland Ulster, 1901, 1911, county tables. 
u Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1911, p. 26.
I2 ^ id., 1901, p. 23/787.

Children’s employment (1862): second report o f  the commissioners with appendix, p. lxvi; Ibid., report upon 
the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, p. 12.
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Social composition of the work-force

As a rule, dress-making and millinery was regarded as light, clean work that was fit 

for genteel women of a ‘superior position’. This image tended to create a situation where it 

was generally felt that even a daughter in delicate health could be put to the trade. In the 

1860s, Mr W. Lord, assistant commissioner, stated that there was no doubt that some delicate 

girls were put to dress-making in the belief that it was light, easy and agreeable which was 

more suitable for them than any other work. Dress-making and millinery was also a high 

status occupation.14

For those families in the lower-middle-classes who wanted to give their 

daughters the opportunity to work and have a career, dress-making and millinery was a 

respectable choice. Moreover, employers preferred to recruit better-educated girls from 

‘respectable families’, who had been trained in the correct style of dress, manners and mode 

of speech regarded as essential for dealing with a ‘high class’ clientele.15 At the same time, 

the system of apprenticeship excluded all but a few of those from poorer families. Although 

the premium of £40 to £50 was paid only by a minority of apprentices in Ireland, the girls 

still had to work for little or no wages until a relatively late age. Consequently, most 

working-class parents could not afford to put a girl to dress-making. However, some 

working-class families did make the sacrifice: probably because they wanted a better life for 

their daughter and made what must have been immense sacrifices to that end.16 For a girl

Census o f Ireland, Ulster, 1911, p. 26.
Children’s  employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, pp 12, 17; 

Report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr H. W. Lord, pp 68. 76.
Wanda Neff, Victorian working women: an historical and literary study o f  women in British industries and 

Pfofessions, pp 115-8; Children's employment (1862): reports upon the wearing apparel by Mr White and Mr 
Lord, pp 15-17, 77.

labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham's report, Ireland, p. 322/334; Children’s employment 
(1862): report upon the matmfaciure o f  wearing apparel by M r White, pp 11-2.

to 41.6% .13
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higher social status than that of her parents.

The vast majority of dress-makers and milliners were recruited from the daughters of

artisans, tradespeople, clergy, tenant farmers and those referred to as educated and ‘genteel’

women, or the ‘reduced gentlewoman’ striving to eke out an existence. According to Mr.

J.E. White, assistant commissioner, the majority were at least ‘respectably brought up and

many were in a superior position; several being of good connections who had been forced to

take up a trade as a result of some family misfortune, such as loss of parents or a reversal of

fortunes in business. This latter group were described as a class who appeared ‘equally fitted

to take a situation as governesses’.17 In Belfast, for instance, dress-makers and milliners

were generally recruited from families living in relatively prosperous areas of the city, where

18the standard of housing was vastly superior to that of working-class districts.

Recruitment and training

Although dress-making, millinery and mantle-making, were wholly distinct 

occupations, they were rarely established as separate businesses. Nearly all dress-makers 

either made mantles for their customers, or had them made up for them, and dress-making 

was rarely carried on without millinery.19 Dress-making and millinery was based on a system 

of apprenticeship. Most girls began their apprenticeships at fourteen or fifteen years of age, 

though in some of the higher class ‘houses’ at a year or two older. Even in the lowest class 

of establishment, it was extremely rare to find apprentices as young as thirteen. However, 

where sewing machines were in wide use, as in warehouses, girls of twelve or thirteen were

17 n ,
Children’s  employment (¡862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, pp 11-2;

Ann Jellicoe, ‘Manufactories in Dublin’ in N.A.P.S.S. (Dublin, 1861), p. 643.
19 See enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Falls Road A .112/31. Dlehi Street D24/43).

Children's employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel, p. 11.

from a semi-skilled background, dress-making and millinery was a means o f acquiring a
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sometimes employed as assistants to the machinists. The usual apprenticeship was two to 

three years throughout the nineteenth century.20

There were two types o f apprentices and workwomen: indoor and outdoor hands. 

Indoor apprentices were boarded and lodged with their employers. The premium paid for an 

indoor apprenticeship varied between the different types of establishments and between 

different localities and ranged from £30 up to £70 in the highest class establishments. 

Outdoor apprentices lived with parents or relations, or in lodgings, and nearly always 

provided their own meals. Some mistresses only charged a fee if the apprenticeship was 

completed in one year. In such cases, the apprentices were generally not required to run time 

consuming errands. For two and three year apprenticeships a fee of £5 to £10 could be paid, 

but in other cases no fee was charged at all.21

Apprentices began by doing the plainest sort of work. In the first weeks they finished 

‘odds and ends’ and then went on to making the different parts of the skirts, sleeves and 

bodices of the dresses. Gradually they progressed to the finer and more skilled work, and, 

finally, they learned the art of cutting out and finishing. Apprentices also had to clean and 

sweep the workrooms and run errands. For instance, they had to go around the different 

shops matching silks and ribbons and to deliver dresses to customers or other shops. Indeed, 

parents sometimes complained that the amount of time spent on errands detracted from 

their daughter’s training.22

After completing their apprenticeships, girls could serve a further six months to a

Children's employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel, p. 12;
Labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham’s report, Ireland, p. 322/334.

Labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham’s report, Ireland, pp 322/334, 338/350; Children's 
employment: appendix to the second report on trades and manufacturers in the north o f Irelatid, 18-43, pp nn27, 
59-60, 66, 72, 81.

Children’s employment: appendix to the second report on trades and manufacturers in the north o f  Ireland, 
18-43, p. n27; Labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham's report, Ireland, p. 322/334.
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year as an improver in the fashionable houses in Dublin, Belfast and London. For their 

training, improvers generally had to pay a high premium and were boarded and lodged. 

Serving as an improver meant another year with little or no pay, but on leaving the women 

could usually obtain a position in one of the more respectable establishments. The most 

skilled and capable of dress-makers and milliners, if they had the opportunity, developed into 

‘first hands’. First hands, often called principals, were the top of the profession and received 

relatively high salaries. A ‘first hand’ was the cutter out of the work and was generally 

responsible for supervision of the apprentices and other employees in the business, or her 

department. In many establishments, first hands were placed in charge of the everyday 

running of the business, including the buying and selling. Indeed, in the most fashionable 

houses many head milliners and dress-makers were specialists in their field.23

In Ireland, the majority of the workforce was either outdoor apprentices or ‘day 

workers’. This was largely because the premiums of £50 and over were too high for most 

families to afford. However, in the large drapers’ and mercers’ stores the sheer size of the 

workforce was the mitigating factor against indoor hands. In concerns employing 150 

workers it was simply not possible to board most of the workforce on the premises.

However, in most businesses it was common practice for the first hands to live on the 

premises, even in the smallest of establishments. Miss Rankyn, for instance, a dress-maker 

and milliner in Londonderry, employed 20 hands and only the first hand lived in. In the large 

drapers, the general practice was for the first hands and the assistants in the showrooms to 

live in.24

23
Children's employment: appendix to the second report on trades and manufacturers in the north o f  Ireland, 

¡843, p. n27; Children's employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, pp 
58, 65.

Children’s employment (1862): report upon manufacture o f  wearing apparel by M r White, pp 11, 51-2, 65.
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Wages and salaries

In the 1890s, apprentices were receiving from 2s. to 2s.6d. a week at some period 

during their second year. Although some employers kept apprentices for two to three years 

with no food or pay, it was usually with the compensation that they would be kept on after 

they had ended their training. Improvers were also paid at a low rate of 3s. a week.25

There were differences between indoor and outdoor hands. Outdoor hands were paid 

a set weekly wage. Indoor hands were paid a yearly salary. In the early 1860s, ordinary 

indoor hands were paid an annual salary of £15 to £20, in addition to their board and lodging. 

Although there is no information as to the wage of ordinary indoor hands in the 1890s, it is 

doubtful if they would have earned much more than the £20 a year earned by indoor sales 

assistants in large draperies.26 Although some of the most skilled outdoor workers could 

earn 10s. a week in the 1860s, the majority of dress-makers were earning between 5s. and 8s 

a week. By the 1890s, the average wage for dress-makers and milliners was from 7s. to 14s. 

a week.27

There were, however, differences of status and pay between dress-making and 

millinery and between certain sections of dress-making. Dress-making was divided into 

three classes, bodice-making, sleeve makers and skirt makers. Bodice-makers and skirt 

makers were slightly better paid and tended to have a higher social status. In Scotland in the 

early 1890s, a good bodice maker earned 10s. to 15s. a week and a skilled skirt maker could 

earn 15s. a week. However, as in so many other trades, wages were affected by the kind of 

goods being made and the skill of the individual. An unskilled skirt maker only earned 7s. to

25
labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham’s report, Ireland, p. 322/334. 

2‘ lb id , p. 322/334.
Ibid., p. 322/344.
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10s. a week.28 In general, milliners were paid at a higher rate than dress-makers. Their work 

was lighter. It involved much less stooping and generally it had a much higher social status. 

According to Miss Collet, the social division between dress-makers and milliners was quite 

distinct.29

In Dublin and the north of Ireland, overtime was generally paid for at a higher rate 

than ordinaiy work. In some establishments three hours overtime was paid for as half a day 

and tea provided, while others paid three hours overtime at Is. plus tea. Miss Abraham 

reported that in the south of Ireland, outside of Dublin, there was numerous complaints from 

workwomen of being kept in until midnight without overtime, or without tea and food being 

provided. From the 1850s onwards, it was general practice for dress-makers and milliners to 

have two weeks holiday in the dull part of the summer season. Some employers paid a few 

days or a week’s wages after a year or two service, others paid the full two weeks after six or

• 30seven years service.

The skilled position of first hands and cutters out was reflected in their salaries. First 

hands earned between £40 and £50 a year in the 1860s. By the 1890s, they were earning £50 

to £60 in some establishments, while those at the top end of the scale could earn £100 to 

£150 a year. As most first hands lived on the premises, this salary was in addition to their 

board and lodging. Outdoor fitters and cutters earned between 18s. and 20s. a week in the 

1890s.31 These were relatively high wages in comparison to most other forms of women’s 

work. Even first hands at the lower end of the pay scale would be considered as fairly well 

off

28
labour commission: report by Miss Orme from several reports by Miss Margaret Irwin (assistant 

commissioner) on the conditions o f  work in Scotland, p. 292/304.
3o Labour commission: report by Miss Clara E. Collet on the conditions o f  work in London, pp 13/25, 14/26.
3 labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham’s report, Ireland, p. 322/334.

Ibid., p. 322/334, 323/335; Children's employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel 
by M r White, p. 16.
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However, only a minority of dress-makers could ever rise to these positions. For the 

vast majority of dress-makers employed as ordinary outdoor and indoor hands the prospects 

were relatively poor. A survey of dress-makers and milliners carried out by Miss Collet for 

the labour commission found that the majority of dress-makers and milliners earned below 

10s. a week: out of 631 dress-makers and milliners investigated, 435 earned between 5s. and 

7s.6d; 524 earned 10s. and under; and only 44 earned the highest rates of between 15s. and 

20s. Thus despite the high social status of dress-makers and milliners, a considerable 

proportion earned wages which were lower than those of factory workers. For example, the 

wages for stitchers, smoothers and hemstitchers ranged from 12s. to 16s. a week in the late 

1880s. In the opinion of Miss Collet, no class of workers were paid so little in proportion 

to their skill and cost of living as dress-makers.32 33 The poverty of their wages is illustrated by 

the fact that the average wage of about 8s. was similar to that earned by spinners in the mills.

As with power loom weavers, these low wages were diminished further by fines and 

payment in goods. Although in many workrooms no fines were imposed for lateness or 

mistakes, some employers fined between 6d. and 2s.6d. As in the linen mills and factories, 

some establishments locked the door for a quarter or half a day to late comers. Furthermore, 

indoor hands were often found by inspectors not to have a fixed time for payment of wages. 

Consequently, they often faced long delays on the payment of their yearly salaries.34 The 

worst abuses of truck were found amongst employers with retail shops. Miss Martindale 

reported that in shops in small towns in Ireland girls often went without payment for a whole 

year, sometimes longer. Pending the settlement of their wages, girls had no alternative but to

32
Labour commission: Miss Orme's report on the condition o f  work, Scotland, p. 236/248.

34 Labour commission: Miss Collet’s report on condition o f  work, London, p. 89/111.
Labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham's report, Ireland, p. 322/334; Martindale, One generation 

to another, p. 128.
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purchase clothing, material and other items on credit from their employer’s shop.35 In 1908, 

factory inspector McGaughey, stated that many women suffered hardships as a result of this 

practice. Not only had women went two to three years without payment, but, as a rule, they 

did not know how much they owed on their shop account. In one extreme case, a dress

maker had not settled with her employer for nine years. When she received her wages, after 

deductions, she had £200.36

That dress-maker and milliners were prepared to pay the price of accepting a lower 

income than they could have obtained in the stitching factories and warehouses indicates the 

importance of social status in the choice of an occupation. Indeed, the social values which 

elevated dress-making to a position of relatively high status was the main factor influencing 

the decision of girls from a higher social background to enter the trade. Of course, the 

willingness to accept a low income can also be attributed to expectations for further 

advancement. Many women possibly hoped that once trained they would rise to the top of 

their profession or set up their own business. The poor market situation of dress-making and 

milliners is underlined further by the hours and conditions of work.

Hours of work

As noted previously, dress-making and millinery were seasonal trades. In the busy 

seasons the greatest rush for orders was before balls, fetes, drawing-room events, and local 

festivals. As it was common for rushed orders to arrive late in the day, dress-makers often 

had to work very late to complete the order on time. Dress-makers and milliners used the 

seasonal nature of the trade and the pressure of rushed orders to justify long hours of work.

Martindale, One generation to another, p. 128.
Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1907, p. 133/551.
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Even in the 1840s, when consumer demand was more limited, apprentices generally worked 

twelve to thirteen hours a day, with an hour for dinner. For example, in Miss Benson’s, 

Dress-making Establishment, Belfast, the hours of work were from nine o’clock in the 

morning until nine o’clock in the evening in the winter months; and from seven o’clock to 

nine o’clock in the summer.37

As the century progressed, and the demands for goods increased, the hours of work 

were extended even further. In 1862, the children’s employment commissioners reported 

that the hours of work in the busy season were excessive. Even in the dull season, the hours 

of work were frequently lengthened by rushed orders for mournings or weddings. Miss 

McGrath, head dress-maker, stated that the indoor hands usually worked until twelve or one 

o’clock for three months twice a year in the busy season, and on exceptions till three o’clock. 

She herself seldom left off before one o’clock and often began work earlier than the rest of 

the staff in the morning.38 39 Furthermore, the length of time for meals had been reduced from 

an hour to about twenty minutes a day. No regular time was given for meals and lunch was 

often brought and eaten quickly on the premises. According to Mr White, most hands were 

simply given sufficient time to eat their meal and no more.

Initially workshops had been left outside of the regulations of the factory acts. 

However, growing opposition and concern over the long hours in workshops resulted in a 

combination of factory and workshop acts to limit the hours of work. The Factory Act of 

1867 stipulated that women, children and young persons should not be employed for more 

than twelve hours, have less than one and a half hours for meals, and work only to two

37 Neff, Victorian working women, p. 118; Children’s employment: appendix to the second report on trades and
Manufacturers in the north o f  Ireland, 1843, p. n27; Children’s  employment (1862); reports upon the 
Manufacture o f  wearing apparel hy Mr White and Mr Lord, pp 55, 73-4.
39 Children’s employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel, pp p. 14-5, 62.

Ibid., p. 14-5.
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o’clock on a Saturday. But the failure to specify the hours for a ‘normal day’ enabled 

employers to evade the restriction on hours on a wide scale. In 1871, an amendment to the 

act introduced the system of dual control: factory inspectors were placed in charge of 

inspection and enforcement of hours, age and other statutory obligations, and sanitary 

enforcement was placed under the control of the local authorities. In the Factory and 

Workshop Act of 1878, dwelling houses and private rooms were exempted from the control 

of factory inspectors. The act also allowed overwork which could go on for forty-eight 

occasions in the year for an additional two hours, and for two or three times a week.

(reduced to thirty occasions in 1895).40

The Factory Act of 1891, made the registration of all new workshops mandatory and 

the special exemptions for women’s workshops were reduced. But the regulations regarding 

domestic workshops remained unaltered, except that inspectors were given the right of entry 

without a warrant. An allowance was also made in 1891 for women in some trades to work 

for eight hours on a Saturday between six o’clock and four o’clock.41 The acts were seriously 

flawed by the system of dual control which forced the local authorities to reluctantly bear the 

burden of sanitary regulations. Many local officials saw the acts as an unnecessary intrusion 

into the rights of employers and a hindrance to their business. Local authorities ignored 

their legal responsibilities to such an extent that this section of the acts was described by Mr. 

McCaughey as a ‘dead letter’.42 The advantages which employers were able to gain from 

acts designed for the protection of women is apparent in the following analysis of hours and 

conditions of work.
40

B.L. Hutchins and A. Harrison, A history o f  factory legislation (3rd. ed. London, 1926), pp 165-82, 224-30; 
Report o f  the inspector offactories fo r  the half year ending 31 October 1868, [4039], H.C. 1868-69, xiv.

Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year ending 31st October 1893, pp 
J2-3, [c 7368], H.C. 1894, xxi, 12-3; Hutchins, History o f  factory legislation, pp 238-51.

Animal report o f  the chief inspector o f  factories and workshops fo r  the year ending 1901, p. 132, [Cd 1112], 
H C. 1902, xxi, 550.
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The conditions of work varied between urban and rural areas and between the

different types of establishments in the same town. As a rule, the hours and conditions 

were generally better in the large retail establishments, particularly drapers and mercers, than 

in the smaller retail establishments and private houses. But even in the best establishments, 

dress-makers and milliners were still working about twelve hours in the 1890s, usually with 

little time for meals. In most of the larger establishments they were working either from nine 

o’clock in the morning until nine o’clock in the evening, or from eight to eight o’clock, and 

to ten o’clock on Saturday. However, it was rare for dress-makers and milliners to be kept 

working after the closing hours of the shop.43 Because of the risk of fires and theft, 

employers were reluctant to leave large numbers of workers on the premises in separate 

workshops after the retail departments had closed. Consequently, most large stores preferred 

to close the workshops at a reasonable time when the persons in charge were on the spot to 

lock up and secure the building. Large employers also had more capital and were more 

willing to employ extra workers in the busy season to reduce the need for excessive 

overtime.44

By contrast, in the small towns and villages, and in the less well off areas of large 

towns, retail shops were often open to ten o’clock during the week and to eleven or twelve 

o’clock on Saturdays. Furthermore, in many cases women were kept working long after the 

closing time of the shop, particularly during the busy season.45 The evasion of legislation 

on hours and working conditions had regularly been noted by the factory inspectors.

43
Children's employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, p. 14; Labour 

wmmission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham’s report, Ireland, p. 322/334.
4J Children’s employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, p. 14.

lire port o f  the chief inspector o f factories and workshops fo r  the year 1904, pp 129, 197, [C 2569], H.C.
1905, x, 433, 501 ; Report o f  the commissioners on the factory and workshops acts, 1876, voi. /'/', minutes o f  
evidence. .
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However, the extent of the exploitation of women in shops and ‘houses’ was only uncovered 

by the special investigations of the lady inspectors in the 1890s and 1900s.

The organisation of the dress-making and millinery trades was such that dwelling 

houses and small shops were particularly difficult to inspect and regulate. Many were simply 

unregistered; others were in out of the way of places and seldom inspected. In cases where 

the showroom doors were locked, it was impossible to gain entry. The persons in charge 

usually claimed that the keeper of the key was absent. Even when inspected, it was only too 

easy for occupiers to conceal the workwomen in bedrooms. Inspector Gould’s complaint 

that he would be kept waiting downstairs while someone removed the workers to a bedroom, 

was typical of the complaints voiced by factory inspectors generally.46 In 1893, Miss 

Abraham reported that whenever possible, bedrooms and showrooms were utilised either for 

the purpose of concealment at the time of inspector’s visits, or as a workroom during illegal 

overtime. When inspectors attempted to enter a suspected room, they were generally 

informed that it was a bedroom to which they had no legal right of entry.47

Another way of evading restriction on hours was to pretend that the women were 

working on their own garments, as opposed to those of their employers. An anonymous 

letter from a work girl to an inspector in 1893 told how they were sent up into the bedrooms 

when an inspector called and told to say that they were working on their own dresses:

‘Most of us dare not refuse, as I, like many others, am depending upon my work for my 

bread’.48 While the factory inspector could visit the next day and question workers, it was 

nearly impossible to get information from employees. Although workers would complain to

46
Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the half year ending 31 October 1880, p. 23, [C 

J825], H.C. 1881 , xxiii, 123.
48 Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year ending 1893, p. 11.

Ibid., pp 11,23.
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inspectors in anonymous letters, very few were prepared to go to court to assist in 

prosecution. In some cases, women retracted their voluntary statements to the inspectors in 

courts. For example, Mr Taylor took proceedings against a firm when a father took his 

milliner daughter to the police to report illegal overwork. However, when put in the witness 

box she swore the opposite of her testimony to the inspector.49 From discussions with the 

women, and from letters, the lady inspectors were convinced that intimidation of women was 

widespread. Consequently, most cases of illegal overtime were not prosecuted.50

The work of a milliner was lighter than that of dress-making and generally involved 

fewer hours, but when connected to a retail shop the working day could be greatly extended. 

Because of a loophole in the Shop Hours Act, women over eighteen years of age could be 

legally employed as an assistant in the shop at the end of her working day in the workshop. 

Factory inspectors were frequently told by the owners that the sale of a hat depended upon 

the immediate trimming or alteration of it by a milliner. It was argued that without the 

presence of milliner at night much valuable custom would be lost. The dual employment of 

milliners was widespread. According to Miss Paterson, she received more verbal complaints 

from milliners on the matter of dual employment than from any other class of worker.

An amendment to the shop act in 1901 made dual employment illegal.51

Although the long hours of work affected all workers, there were differences in the 

hours of indoor and outdoor hands. First hands were responsible for putting the work away 

at night, securing the premises, and laying out the work for the rest of the staff in the 

morning. If the establishment was busy, they often began work earlier in the morning than

49
^Report o f  the inspector offactories fo r the half year ending 30 April 1874, [1345], H.C. 1875, xvi.
5l For an example o f  the letters sent to the inspectors see Martindale, One generation to another, pp 98-9.

Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1893, pp 11/2; Report o f  the chief 
inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1904, p. 3 7/341.
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the other assistants. A high proportion of apprentices also increased the workload of first 

hands, as apprentices not only had to be supervised, but assisted to a much greater degree 

than qualified hands. Ordinary indoor hands generally worked much later than ‘day’ hands. 

Employers had difficulty in getting day hands to stay beyond eleven o’clock at night. In 

many instances, some overtime had to be paid.52 However, outdoor hands were sometimes 

given parcels of work to take home to complete for the next day. This practice was not as 

extensive as in the stitching factories and warehouses, but it still gave cause for concern. In 

fact, the factory inspectors claimed that as legislative measures on hours increased, the 

practice became more common.53

The day of an apprentice was frequently lengthened by having to run errands late at 

night. Mr White complained that he had seen girls out in the streets delivering materials and 

dresses at ten o’clock at night.54 According to Miss Deane, it was common for girls to do 

extra tasks about the house. The inspector described how one young girl, in addition to her 

general duties, had to cook the occupiers’ meals, do the housework, and after arriving first at 

the workshop in the morning, light the fires and tidy up. She seldom left until eleven o’clock 

and appeared ‘utterly worn out and emaciated’.55 Whereas outdoor apprentices were 

generally allowed to go home about eight o’clock in the evening, indoor apprentices were 

expected to work alongside the trained hands until eleven o’clock and twelve o’clock at

night.56

The overtime rule which had started out as an exception rapidly became a principle.

J3 Children's employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, pp 12-3, 62.
J4 Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops for the year 1893, p. 17.
5J Children's employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, pp 12-3, 62.

Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops for the year 1903, p. 223, [Cd 2139], H.C. 1904, x, 
^ 51.

Children’s employment (1862): reports upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by M r White and Mr Lord, 
PP 14, 74.
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Hence women were forced to work overtime up to the maximum and beyond. The lady 

inspectors found that many women found it difficult to believe that a fourteen hour day, 

minus two hours for meals, was allocated to them under factory acts designed for their 

protection. A dress-maker’s complaint to Miss Abraham that the ‘overtime exception just 

spoils the factory act’, was met with a chorus of approval from the workshop. Moreover, 

with a normal half-day finishing at four o’clock, the lady inspectors found that when 

questioned about their half-day Saturday, women invariable replied that there is ‘no half 

holiday here’.57

This analysis of working hours may appear overly detailed. However, it is essential 

to show the extent to which employers were able to impose excessive hours of work on 

dress-makers and milliners. At a time when the hours of labour for factory workers were 

limited to fifty-six a week, dress-makers and milliners were working in excess of ninety 

hours a week. In terms of hours, the market position of dress-makers and milliners was 

comparable to that of women working in the sweated workshops of tailors and other 

clothiers.58 The long working hours reduced the amount of leisure time available, especially 

for indoor hands. Consequently, there was less opportunity for walks on summer evenings, 

with perhaps the exception of August when work was slack. Sunday was the only rest day. 

Even then some women complained of being too tired to go out for a long walk or to Sunday 

worship. Even during the slack periods indoor hands were restricted by middle-class 

conventions on ‘respectable’ behaviour. Some employers were reluctant to allow their 

indoor hands, especially apprentices out for a walk at night. If an indoor hand wanted to stay 

over on a Saturday night with relations or friends, she had to have prior permission from her

Jg Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1893, pp 15-6.
Reports on tailors’ workshops in Dublin and dress-makers’ and milliners’ workshops are almost identical in 

terms o f  conditions.
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employer. This was usually only given after the employer had satisfied herself of the validity 

of the request.59 Unless they had family or friends close by the experience of the first hands 

in the smaller establishments could be an isolating and restrictive experience.

Working conditions and health

The conditions of workrooms in large drapers and mercers were generally reported to 

be spacious, airy and fairly well ventilated, with some form of heating in the winter. These 

establishments were also more likely to be provided with wash rooms, lavatories and 

canteens. In the large retail establishments indoor dress-makers and milliners and first hands 

usually shared the same facilities as the sales assistants. Although the interiors were often 

found to be untidy and poorly furnished, they still provided many of the comforts of home, 

even a few luxuries. It was not uncommon for large houses to provide a library and a piano. 

Very frequently, they had sitting rooms with a fire on winter evenings. As the hours of work 

were generally shorter in large drapers, dress-makers and milliners were able, if  they chose, 

to socialise at night with other members of staff.60

Breakfast and tea usually consisted of bread, butter and tea, and in some cases, eggs 

and bacon were provided for the heads of departments in the morning. Dinner sometimes 

consisted of two joints of meat, vegetables, milk or tea. In most houses, supper was only 

given to the apprentices. There were, of course, exceptions and in some large drapers and 

mercers the conditions were described as damp, dirty and cold. Some workrooms had 

inadequate ventilation and heating, while others were situated in basements where the 

atmosphere was overheated and foul. In one establishment, the dress-makers complained

59
Children's employment (1862): report on the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White and Mr Lord, pp

lo6'7’ 78-
labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham’s report, Ireland, p. 322/334.
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that the food was so bad that they were frequently unable to eat it.61

By contrast, the vast majority of small businesses retailers and private houses were 

condemned for their overcrowding, defective ventilation and poor sanitary facilities. One of 

the main problems was that sitting rooms, bedrooms and attics used in these establishments 

were wholly unsuitable for the purpose of employing several persons. Because of the fire 

risk, many fires were often not lit. In some instances, they were even found to be bricked up. 

While gas stoves were often used as an alternative form of heating, improper use made them 

a health hazard. Gas stoves were often installed without the flue being properly fitted to the 

chimney, sometimes without any flue at all. In other cases, rooms were heated solely by the 

gas jets, used for lighting, and by the intense heat generated from the gas irons.62

With regard to ventilation, dress-makers and milliners displayed the same ignorance 

as women in the factories. According to Miss Abraham, women were generally opposed to 

letting air in through windows. This was in some part due to the need to keep warm. When 

faced with the choice of a cold room, or being stifled, they chose the former. Women also 

believed that working in a closed heated room made them very susceptible to catching cold 

from the slightest draught. As a result, windows were generally kept closed and holes in 

panes were blocked to prevent any draught entering. Even during the summer months 

windows were seldom opened. In one workshop Miss Abraham found the window sealed by 

cloth nailed across the window frame and the sash. The only way in which the window 

could be opened was by removing fifty nails.63 Even when ventilators were provided, they 

were sometimes blocked or obstructed. As a result dress-makers and milliners complained

61 .
62 Labour commission: Miss Orme and Miss Abraham's report, Ireland, p. 322/334.

Report o f  the chief inspector offactories fo r  the 1893, p. 17; Children's employment (1862): report upon the 
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of being frozen in winter and suffocating in the summer.

The conditions in smaller workshops were often deplorable, particularly in dwelling 

houses. In some workshops the walls were thick with grease and condensation was running 

down the walls like water. In basement workrooms and cellars, the constant use of artificial 

light not only added to the strain on the eyes of the workers, but increased the steam and foul 

smell of the atmosphere. The poorest class of dress-makers, working from home and 

occupying one or two rooms, were usually subjected to the worst conditions. As the greater 

part of their trade depended upon poorly paid work put-out by the fashionable houses during 

the busy seasons, they had to eke out a living. Mr White found many such women sleeping 

and working in the same room. Sometimes work was carried on in a room where someone 

lay ill from a contagious disease. For example, one woman was found working in a room 

where a boy lay dying after being confined for six years to his bed. In terms of their working 

conditions, the poorer dress-makers were described as being nearly equal to the poorer 

seamstresses employed by middlemen in the out-work trades in Belfast and Dublin.64

There was little in the nature of dress-making and millinery to make them unhealthy 

trades. The factory inspectors were generally of the opinion that where the benefits of good 

environment were combined with shorter working hours the effect on the health of the dress

makers and milliners was minimal. The superior benefits of the larger establishment is in 

some part reflected in the fact that they tended to have the pick of the best work people.65 

However, excessive hours of work in an sedentary position, often in unsanitary conditions, 

meant that many dress-makers and milliners suffered from many of the complaints and

Children’s employment (1862): reports upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White and Mr Lord, 
Pp 13, 72; Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1903, p. 224/342.

Children’s  employment (1862): report o f  the commissioners report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel 
by  M r Lord, pp Iv Ivi, 76 ,77 .
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diseases common to power loom weavers: constant headaches, fainting, indigestion, pains in 

the back and sides and loss of appetite. More serious complaints included consumption, 

dyspepsia, constipation, and chlorosis amenorrhoea, uterus problems and defective action of 

the liver. Chlorosis amenorhoea, an anaemic disease, was stated by doctors to be common 

amongst the younger women. According to Dr. Gailey, a specialist in the field, this 

condition was specifically attributed to either having little food, or food that was not 

sufficiently nutritious, or to leading to sedentary a life deprived of pure air. Trimmers and 

skirt mounters, whose work required long hours of standing, suffered from swelling and 

ulceration of the legs and feet, particularly when it was carried out day after day.66 In 

addition, doing ‘close work’ in artificial light created a great strain on the eyes, particularly 

when working on black and white materials. Dress-makers often remarked that days spent 

on mourning orders were the worst of all. Although it was rare for dress-makers to suffer 

from serious diseases of the eye, they generally suffered from weakness of eyesight. 

Sometimes eyes became inflamed and sore and in the worst effected cases water would run 

almost continuously out of the eyes67

Although dress-makers and milliners suffered the same health problems as the poorer 

needlewomen and seamstresses, most doctors were of the opinion that dress-makers were not 

as severely affected by these diseases as the poorer needlewoman. According to Mr Flintoff, 

surgeon to the Association for the Aid and Benefit of Dress-makers and Milliners, it was the 

women engaged in the commoner sort of needlework, seamstresses and shirt-makers, who 

Were generally admitted to hospitals and dispensaries, particularly with consumption. On 

reason for the differences in health was that dress-makers started work much later than 

66
Children's employment (1862)  : report o f  the commissioners report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel
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factory women. Very importantly, their social background meant that they generally had a 

better diet, particularly in the early years of development68 Living in the better housing 

areas, they were also less likely to suffer from overcrowding, poor sanitation. Indeed, the 

relatively better health of dress-makers underlines the important role which diet and housing 

had on the health of working women.

However, we should not allow the relative nature of their health to obscure the fact 

that dress-makers still suffered and died from diseases such as consumption. Dr Letherby, 

who had studied the death rates of needlewomen in London for nine years, remarked that the 

illnesses of dress-makers were real and very distressing; pale and sickly faces were a 

common sight amongst dress-makers throughout Britain and Ireland. Dress-makers often 

described their work as being very wearisome, in the words of one: ‘none can tell how 

fatiguing until they have sat hour after hour the whole day for many days at it’.69 They also 

commented to the factory inspectors on the poor health suffered by themselves and other 

workwomen. For instance, one dress-maker commented on the sight of seeing dress-makers 

walking in a crippled fashion with swollen and sore feet. According to Mr. Radcliffe, 

medical officer of the Privy Council, it was not so much that the majority of workers got 

really ill, but that they became gradually and perceptible weaker, until a ‘little thing knocks 

them down’.70

While many dress-makers suffered from some form of ill-health, those from a 

working-class background were more likely to have the poorest health. It was stated that 

those women working for the poorer dress-makers were recruited from the ranks of the lower 

classes. Not only did they earn the lowest wages, but their poverty meant that they were

8 Children's employment (1862): report o f  the commissioners report upon the mcomfacture o f wearing apparel 
Mr Lord, pp Iv lvi, 76, 77.
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compelled to work to a much later age. In the opinion of some inspectors, the health of 

lower class dress-makers was equal to and in many cases worse, than that of factory girls.71 

Miss Deane felt that a factory girl who could sit out on a wall during the summer, or walk 

home for her dinner, was infinitely better off than some of the refined looking young women 

employed in dress-makers’ workshops.72 Certainly, in comparison to women who worked in 

the large shirt factories and warehouses in Belfast and Londonderry, the threat to the health 

of dress-makers may have been greater.

By the 1900s, the factory inspectors were willing to admit that their efforts to 

improve the hours and working conditions of dress-makers and milliners had failed. With the 

exception of Belfast and Dublin, little progress had been made in workshops. Miss Slocock 

found it difficult to see how any important change could be effected in Ireland without 

substantial changes in the structure of the industry and the attitudes of officials.73 The ability 

of the lady inspectors to protect the legal rights of workers had been shown to be extremely 

limited in the face of widespread obstruction by employers and the low standards applied by 

sanitary officers and doctors. Even the basics of limewashing were not enforced in Ireland.

In one instance, although the owner admitted that no limewashing had been carried out for 

seven years, the medical officer of health stated the workshop to be no dirtier than his own 

consulting room. Inspector Bellhouse complained that even when prosecutions were brought 

against illegal overtime, the magistrates imposed small fines.74

Attempts to improve conditions were also hindered by the lack of any form of

Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1903, p. 224/342; Children’s 
employment (1862): report upon the mamtfacture o f  wearing apparel, pp 11-2.

Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1901, ppp 167/246, 168/247. 
■^Annual report o f  the chief inspector o f factories fo r  the year 1901, p. 127, [Cd 5191], H.C. 1910, xxviii, 759. 

Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1901, p. 122/199.
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collective organisation amongst dress-makers and milliners. As already discussed, dress

makers and milliners were a scattered and fragmented group of workers. First, the potential 

for collective action was almost certainly reduced by the fact that the great majority were 

distributed in small numbers over large numbers of establishments. Secondly, differences 

between indoor and outdoor hands and between first hands and ordinary hands left little 

scope for the development of common interests or a common cause. Given that many first 

hands were closely involved in the running of the business, they would have been more likely 

to identify with the mistress than with the other employees.75 Another factor mitigating 

against opposition in the workplace was the fact that the majority of the workforce in most 

establishments was apprentices.

Although some organisations were formed for the protection of dress-making and 

milliners, they usually foundered within a few years through lack of support. In 1861, the 

Glasgow Milliners’ and Dressmakers’ Association was established under the patronage of 

several ladies and other persons of high rank. The functions of the society included keeping 

a free register for persons seeking employment and providing some assistance during 

temporary difficulties. But by 1863, the society was already crippled by want of support 

from dress-makers and milliners. In 1875, a Dress-makers’, Milliners and Mantle-makers 

Society was established. Despite the fact that London had an estimated 70,000 dress-makers 

and milliners, the society had only 20 members in 1892.76 Similarly, agitation for better 

conditions in workshops in Dublin, particularly those of dress-makers and milliners, was 

taken up by The Limited Trades Association in 1867. Again, it would appear to have met

Many first hands would probably have had a fairly close personal relationship with the mistress, particularly if  
they both lived on the premises.

Cited in Schmiechen, Sweated industries and sweated labour, pp. 92-3.
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with only minimal support from the workwomen themselves.77 Despite the fact that dress

makers and milliners were better educated class of women, they remained generally 

unorganised, and as powerless in the workplace as factory women.

With regard to working conditions and wages, it is difficult to refer to dress-makers 

and milliners as one occupational grouping. Women working in the large establishments, 

especially first hands, had vastly superior conditions to those in the smaller establishments. 

On the other hand, the market situation of the majority of dress-makers and milliners was at 

best only slightly superior to that of power loom weavers. However, they did have the 

advantages of opportunities for advancement and a higher social status.

Despite the inequalities of wages and conditions, dress-makers and milliners shared a 

distinctive occupational culture consisting of values and attitudes about the importance of 

their work and its place in the occupational hierarchy. The factory inspectors found that 

many dress-makers stressed the skill of workmanship and design which their work required. 

Many women were extremely proud of their skills and accorded high prestige to those who 

worked on ball gowns and the most beautiful dresses. Dress-makers generally identified 

with middle-class values and patterns of behaviour. Even dress-makers who came from a 

working-class background would have had to adopt a particular style of speech and dress to 

fit their improved social position. Yet as the following section demonstrates, their position 

in the social hierarchy was an ambivalent one.

77
Report o f  the commissioners appointed to inquire into the working o f  the factories and workshops acts, 1876, 

minutes o f  evidence, vol. ii, qq 19,069-70/pp 871-2, evidence o f  Mr Keegan, secretary to the United Trades 
Association.7g

Children’s employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by M r Lord, p. 76; Some 
dress-makers felt that the making the most beautiful ball gowns compensated for the excessive hours.
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Expenditure of wages and leisure

There is very little detail known about the expenditure of income or of the standard of 

living of dress-makers and milliners. It is, however, obvious that there was a considerable 

difference between the standard of living which a first hand could purchase from her income 

and that of an ordinary hand. First hands on wages of £100 to £150 a year, plus board and 

lodging, could afford to dress well and purchase many ‘extras’ in life. They could also 

afford to save money towards setting up a business for themselves in the future. These 

women had a great deal of authority and responsibility in the workplace, relatively high 

spending power and independence from the family. Although the style of life they led was 

restricted by social convention, they had considerably more independence than middle and 

lower-middle-class women who lived at home and who had no paid occupation.

As noted previously, it was essential for dress-makers and milliners to maintain a 

standard of dress and appearance in keeping with the respectable nature of their occupation. 

Whether working in a small workshop or large establishment, all hands were expected to 

dress in a refined and neat manner. In some of the highest class establishments, black silk 

was insisted on as the proper form of dress, particularly for those dealing with customers. To 

reduce the cost, most women made their own clothing.80 While the wages of ordinary 

dress-makers and milliners were low, most women appear to have been able to spend a 

greater proportion of their wages on clothing than factory workers. Certainly, the evidence 

shows that dress-makers were generally able to dress in a manner which distinguished them 

clearly from the working-class girls.81 This may be partly explained by the fact that most

79
This is illustrated by the relatively large number o f  women who went into business for themselves, albeit in a 

small way.
Children's employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, p 11-2.

81 Ibid., p. 12.
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dress-makers and milliners came from homes where the income of the father was relatively 

high; and were, therefore, less likely to be dependent on a daughter handing in all of her 

earnings to the household.

However, there is also evidence to suggest that some women in poorer family 

circumstances struggled to meet the necessary standard of dress. Mr White reported that the 

poorer dress-makers, especially those from working-class families, were only able to dress in 

a style similar to that of girls working in linen warehouses. Indoor showroom assistants 

were recruited from a similar class to that of dress-makers. Miss Abraham found that many 

of the shop assistants in the south of Ireland, who were the daughters of tenant farms, sent 

most of their money home. One witness, who was boarded with her aunt, received £30 a 

year. For ten years, with the exception of money for materials for clothing, she had sent the 

whole of her money to her parents. Many assistants were also unable to afford to purchase 

food in addition to that supplied by the employer.83 The pressure to make ends meet is also 

illustrated by the fact that girls were often fearful of losing their position. In fact, dress

makers and milliners often referred to their job as their bread and butter.84

Very little is known about the social life and leisure activities of dress-makers and 

milliners. However, it is clear that middle-class notions of acceptable behaviour placed 

serious limitations on their life-styles. The lives of dress-makers and milliners were 

dominated by ideas of respectability and by the particular position which they held in the 

social and economic hierarchy. On the one hand, they were respectable women from 

relatively good social background, while on the other hand, they were in a form o f ‘service’ 

to clients of a higher social class. Maintaining this ambiguous economic position was not an

Children's employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, p. 12.
Labour commission; Miss Orme and Miss Abraham's report, Ireland, p. 322/334.
As with home-workers, wages were needed to maintain a certain standard o f  dress and comfort.
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easy one. In the rigid Victorian social hierarchy, great emphasis was placed upon people 

maintaining their particular station in life. The question of women aspiring to ‘better’ 

themselves or to rise above their natural station in life was a matter of concern to many

• 85contemporaries.

The severe constraints which this placed on women is illustrated in middle-class 

attitudes towards the style of dress. Factory inspectors and social investigators made a clear 

distinction between dress-makers and milliners dressing in a modest fashion, which befitted 

their station in life, and dressing in a showy and excessive manner. The lady inspectors, for 

instance, were opposed to money being spent on ‘showy’ articles of clothing. Mr Lord

expressed the fear that women working with costly articles of attire might foster a ‘love of 

dress’.87 This was particularly felt to be a problem with regard to the higher class dress

makers who got a glimpse of the ‘so called smart life’. The belief was that too close an 

association with fashionable attire could foster the wrong impression; make dress-makers 

think they could dress and act in a manner equal to their social superiors. In the words of 

Miss Sadler in 1907, it could give them: ‘a more extravagant idea than is altogether good for 

them’.88 There was also a fear that the desire for extravagant and expensive form of dress 

would lead some women into immoral ways.

As noted previously, the lives of indoor hands were restricted by middle-class 

conventions which prevented them from walking in the streets and limited their freedom of 

movement on Sundays. The lives of outdoor workers were similarly circumscribed by a lack

For the social structure of Victorian society see J.F.C. Harrison, Late Victorian Britain 1875-1910 (Glasgow 
1990), pp 29-85.

The lady inspectors clearly saw dress-makers as their social inferiors and disapproved of these women trying to 
imitate ‘their betters’.

Children’s employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f wearing apparel by Mr White, p. 79.
Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year 1907, p. 182/606.
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of free time and codes of proper conduct. But the demands of the workplace and the 

constraints of codes of behaviour created a paradoxical situation. On the one hand, the long 

hours of work meant that dress-makers and milliners often had to walk home very late at 

night. Yet the social mores on respectable conduct deemed this to be unacceptable 

behaviour for ‘ladies’. These paradoxes raised conflicts of opinion amongst middle-class 

investigators, as they struggled to reconcile their ideas of respectability with the social 

reality.

Factory inspectors frequently expressed concern in their annual reports about the 

moral dangers facing workers walking home late at night. The inspectors claimed that 

women often had to walk through areas that were extremely ‘rough’. This meant that they 

were likely to witness sights of public drunkenness, bad language, even street fights. At the 

very best these evils were regarded as being extremely offensive to the sensibilities of 

respectable women. At worst, it meant that young women were being exposed to the 

‘temptations’ of the street at a very young age, and were liable to be corrupted into an 

‘immoral’ life.89 Mr White, for example, reported how a group of dress-makers and 

milliners in a sea-port town had to go home at mid-night through streets quite ‘unfit’ for 

them. He described how milliners had to pass by a woman dragging her drunken husband 

home and a group of men using ‘infamous language’; while in the streets nearby large 

crowds gathered to watch fights which had broken out.

Yet despite the concern for the corruption of their morals, dress-makers and milliners 

were not condemned in the same way as factory girls. The lack of condemnation was rooted 

m the assumption that girls of a higher social class were of a sound moral character, lacking

89
Children's employment (1862): reports upon the manufacture o f wearing apparel by Mr White and Lord, pp

l 6*7- 79.90 '

Children \s employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, p. 17.
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in the natural weaknesses and vices inherent in the working-classes. It was simply assumed 

that as dress-makers came from ‘respectable’ families, they would be well trained in 

religious and moral virtues. Consequently, they were much less likely to succumb to the 

temptations of the street. This particular viewpoint is illustrated in the statement by Mr. 

White that: ‘ great, however, as are the difficulties of the upper-classes of needleworkers’, 

‘their self respect and superior bringing up give them a corresponding advantage’; and 

without doubt, acted as ‘great preservatives of a steady and higher character’.91

However, while middle-class contemporaries saw social class as shaping the 

responses of women, it did not fully determine it. There was always an underlying tension 

and fear that influences outside of the home and family could undermine women of even the 

highest moral character, particularly, when young women were living in lodgings, free from 

parental control, and mixing with the lower classes. For example, in 1841, the 

commissioners expressed the view that girls, especially apprentices, lodging in the poorer 

quarters were being corrupted by the close proximity of working-class men and women. It 

was suggested that as a result of low wages some young dress-makers were being drawn into 

prostitution.92

Although such allegations were not repeated by either factory inspectors or 

subsequent government inquiries, the question of lodgings remained a central concern. In 

the 1880s, one inspector expressed the view that ‘lodgings were the first step on the 

‘downward road’.93 Such statements may appear extreme, but most middle-class observers 

felt that a life free from parental control was not one that should be recommended to

9]
Children's employment (1862): report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, p. 17.
Neff, Victorian working women, p. 125.
Report o f  the chief inspector offactories and workshops fo r  the year ending 31 October 1881, p. 40 [Cd 

3183], H.C. 1882, xviii, 40.
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respectable women. Nevertheless, despite the fears and contradictions, the good character of 

this class of women was constantly remarked upon by the inspectors and other 

contemporaries.

Women in business

After several years in the trade, many first hands used their skill in design and cutting, 

and the experience which they had gained from buying and selling, to establish their own 

business. The large numbers of single women who went into business by themselves or with 

a sister is reflected in the trade directories throughout the nineteenth century. Although the 

majority of dress-makers registered in the trade directories were single women, there was 

also a considerable number of married women in business. Some women went into business 

on their own, while others went into a partnership with another woman or with their 

husbands or brothers.94

Opportunities for women to advance themselves by establishing their own business 

were greater than in some other trades. With no machinery, and little outlay on buildings, a 

woman could set herself up for a relatively small capital sum. By operating from her own 

home, or hiring a small attic or workroom, initial expenditure could be kept to a minimum. 

The largest outlay would have been purchasing materials for stock. Labour costs were also 

reduced by the fact that the majority of hands in small businesses were apprentices. Once a 

dress-maker had established a name and a good reputation she could always expand and 

employ a few more trained hands.

Being self-employed may have freed dress-makers from the demands of a mistress, 

however, it did not always result in shorter hours of work. For example, in the 1860s, a
94

See The Belfast and Province o f  Ulster Directory Belfast 1890-1912; Crawford, Industries o f  the north one 
hundred years ago.
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dress-maker described how her sister, the owner, often had to sit up very late to finish an 

order.95 While the profits from small ‘houses’ and shops would have varied considerably, 

ownership of even the smallest of establishments would have conferred a good deal of status 

and prestige. In the small market towns and villages dress-makers and milliners would haveQ/*
been very well known and had their place in the social hierarchy.

For women from a higher social background, or with capital, there was the 

opportunity to establish a relatively high-class, fashionable and profitable establishment. 

There is no doubt that the success of the best houses relied upon the skill, expertise, 

designing ability and knowledge brought to the enterprise by the mistress or owner. For the 

aristocracy and gentry, being clothed in the latest fashions from Paris or London was an 

important element in social status. For the middle-classes, who could not afford an original 

hat or dress from a couturier house, there were always faithful reproductions. The 

importance of couture and high fashion in attracting custom is illustrated by the advertising 

literature of the 1880s and 1890s. Businesses throughout Ireland emphasised the ability of 

the establishment to provide customers not only with the finest and best quality goods, but 

with the latest London and Paris fashions, as worn by the best and ‘most illustrious families’ 

in Britain.97

Fashion was constantly changing and keeping abreast of the latest in hats, materials 

and designs from the premier houses in Britain and Europe required a great deal of effort and 

organisation. The wide range of skills and amount of travel involved in running such a 

business is illustrated by Miss Sinnamon. Miss Sinnamon is representative of women at the 

top end of the scale, who operated high-class and very successful businesses in the most

Children's employment (1862); report upon the manufacture o f  wearing apparel by Mr White, p. 52.
Because o f  the poverty o f  Ireland, even small shopkeepers had status within the community.
See Crawford, Industries o f  the north one hundred years ago, pp 134, 175.
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fashionable streets in Belfast and Dublin. After working for several years in a number of 

high-class establishments, Miss Sinnamon went into partnership with her brother to establish 

the Sinnamon Company, Ladies and Children’s Outfitters, Belfast. The company was 

established in the 1880s and was situated in Royal Avenue, one of the most fashionable 

thoroughfares in Belfast. The company sold and manufactured a wide variety of goods: 

millinery, costumes, mantles, gloves, and ladies and children’s outfits. A staff of about 60 

persons, including modesties and couturiers, were employed to reproduce the latest fashions 

in both costume and millinery. The company was advertised as ‘a centre of distinction’ with 

valuable and high-class connections throughout Ireland.98

It is evident that much of the success of the company was due to the knowledge and 

expertise which Miss Sinnamon brought to the company. In order to establish relations with 

all the premiere houses in Britain and Europe, Miss Sinnamon visited the great centres of 

fashion, such as Paris and London, at least four times a year. One of her main 

responsibilities was to make sketches of the latest costumes, hats, bonnets and other goods. 

These drawings were then effectively reproduced in a variety of styles and combinations by 

her staff of couturiers, modesties and milliners in the shop. Some originality of design was, 

however, introduced by modifying costumes and hats to suit individual shape and size. For 

example, in the millinery department hats were remodelled to suit the face, figure, as well as 

the colouring of the individual.99

Miss Sinnamon was clearly an active partner with a key role in raising the status of 

the company and attracting a good class of clientele. Her judgement and skill in acquiring 

new stock was represented in the Pictorial World as one of the basic fundamentals upon

See Crawford, Industries o f  the north one hundred years ago, p. 29
Ibid., p. 29
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which the business prospered.100 Smaller fashionable establishments may not have had the 

financial resources to support extensive travel abroad. But the owner still had to have in 

depth knowledge of fashion, either through visits to London or through reading a wide 

variety of fashion literature. And, of course, in the smaller establishments they almost 

certainly had to undertake a greater share of the practical work of the business.

Another example was that of Mrs McLees, whose husband owned Crozier & 

Company, Silk Mercers, Ladies Dealers, Costumiers and Furriers, Donegal Place, Belfast.

Mr McLees had purchased the company from Miss Crozier in 1883 and built it up into one of 

the largest and most influential houses in Belfast. The dress-making and millinery workroom 

alone employed 150 hands. It was reported to be patronised by numerous high class persons, 

including members of the local aristocracy. Not only was the dress-making and millinery 

department under the control of Mrs McLees, she was also involved directly with the 

customers. Mrs McLees was described as a woman of extensive experience, whose taste and 

expertise in design was frequently called upon by numerous ‘high class’ customers. Despite 

being married to a relatively wealthy husband, Mrs McLees role in the business was a very 

public one. In fact, the company advertised the personal service given to the customers by 

Mrs McLees.101

The work of many wives is almost certainly hidden in the trade directories by the fact 

that the husband’s name was registered as the owner. Mr McKibben, for example, owned a 

small business making millinery, mantles and dresses. It is very likely that his wife, who had 

served as a dress-maker and milliner in London, was active in this relatively small 

business.102 Not all of the family businesses in which wives worked would have generated

See Crawford, Industries o f  the north one hundred years ago, p. 
Ibid., p. 75 
Ibid., p. 75
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large profits, but most would have generated sufficient income to maintain his wife in the 

home. Yet the work of wives in the business does not appear to have attracted any social 

sanction, rather they were represented as highly refined and respectable women in the 

newspapers and magazines of the period. Mrs. McLees, for instance, was reported to be well 

known and highly respected for her work in the family enterprise.103

Conclusion

It can be argued that dress-making and millinery is a perfect example of how social 

position and status was determined by factors other than earning power and conditions of 

work. In fact, the positive public image of dress-makers and milliners was in sharp contrast 

to the long hours and generally bad working conditions. Yet for many women, especially 

those from the lower-middle-class, it presented the opportunity for a career and a degree of 

social advancement. Prior to the expansion in clerical and secretarial work at the turn of the 

century, dress-making was one of the very few career opportunities open to this class of 

women. The only other occupation to confer the same social standing was teaching.

1 0 3

See Crawford, Industries o f  the north one hundred years ago, p. 75.
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Chapter 6

Women teachers in the elementary schools

While the role of women in education has been the subject of recent studies, the work 

has tended to focus on two main topics: the feminist struggle for the rights of women to 

secondary and higher education; and the role of women teachers in the construction of 

gender roles by guiding girls towards stereotypically female areas of study and employment.1 

This chapter will focus on the experiences of women teachers in the ordinary national or 

elementary schools. The main purpose is to analyse the economic position and status of 

women within the elementary schools. This will include an examination of gender issues, 

highlighting the way in which women were placed in a different part of the educational 

structure to men.

The role of nuns as teachers in the elementary schools has been excluded from the 

area of study for a number of reasons. First, nuns teaching in convents were not paid a wage. 

Secondly, lay-teachers in convents did not receive a personal salary from the Board of 

Education. Convents were paid a capitation grant for every pupil in average daily 

attendance. The level of salary paid to a lay-teacher was dependent upon the personal 

decision of the head of each convent. Although some convents were placed on the same 

footing as teachers in the ordinary elementary schools in 1884, the vast majority of convents 

chose to remain under the system of capitation.2

1 See, for example, Mary Cullen (ed ), Girls Jon 7 Jo honours.
Royal Commission o f  enquiry into primary eJucaiion (IrelanJ) vol. I, contains the report o f  the 

commissioners, with an appenJix, pp 387-9, 392, [C-6], H.C. 1870, xxviii, part I, 387-9, 392 (hereafter cited as 
Rowis commission, 1870, part I); Vice-regal committee o f  enquiry into primary eJucation (IreianJ) 1918.
Report o f  the committee vol. ii, summaries o f  eviJence, memoranJa, anJ returns, pp 18, 22, [Cmd 178], H.C. 
1919, xxi, 806, 810 (hereafter cited as Committee o f  enquiry into primary eJucation 1918).
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Establishment of the national system

A national system of elementary education was established by the government in 

Ireland in 1831. The aim was to provide a non-denominational system of elementary 

education which would bring literary and moral instruction to the poor and the not so poor.

A National Board of Education was established to administer a centralised system of 

education. The Board of commissioners was composed of the main religious denominations: 

Presbyterians, Roman Catholics and the Church of Ireland. The main function of the Board 

of commissioners was to distribute funds, approve schemes, set out the rules and regulations, 

control the curriculum, approve texts and to set the salary paid to the teachers by the Board. 

The Board also had the power to suspend or dismiss teachers.3 A school inspectorate was set 

up to investigate new applications, to enforce the rules and regulations, and to supervise the 

annual examinations of the teachers. Patrons, who were the individuals who took the 

initiative to establish a school in a locality, either acted as managers of the schools or 

appointed one. The duties of the manager were to oversee the general running of the school 

and to supervise the teaching staff. In the majority of schools, patrons were bishops or other 

ecclesiastical authorities, although a small proportion were landowners and factory owners. 

Managers and patrons had the right to both employ and dismiss teachers.4

The principle of non-denominational system of education was strongly opposed by 

the catholic church and the different protestant denominations. In the south and west of 

Ireland the policy was negated by the fact that the overwhelming majority of the population 

'vas catholic. Although the population was more mixed in Ulster, fierce competition

3 Norman Atkinson, Irish education: a  history o f  Irish educational institutions (Dublin, 1969), pp 93-4.
Donald H. Akenson, Ihe Irish educational experiment: the national system o f  education in the nineteenth 

century (London, 1970), pp 144-5.
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between catholics and different protestant denominations to control schools resulted in a 

proliferation of small schools of different denominations. By the 1860s, the system remained 

denominational in theory only.5

Religious and demographic factors particular to Ulster created an elementary system 

which differed to some degree to the rest of Ireland. Although these differences appear 

small, they were to have a profound effect on the employment prospects of female teachers. 

Competition between the different denominations resulted in a proliferation of schools with 

low average attendance. The problem of small schools was exacerbated in Counties Down 

and Antrim where a high density of population resulted in a large number of small schools in 

very close proximity to each other. As a consequence, primary schools in Ulster generally 

had a lower average attendance of pupils than in the rest of Ireland.6 Once established, the 

pattern of small schools with between 35 and 75 pupils on the rolls continued throughout the 

rest of the century.7

The question of the size of the school is an important one, as it affected the level of a 

teacher’s salary. Teachers were divided into three classes; third, second and first, with the 

level of salary rising with each classification. However, the payment of a class salary was 

determined by rules and regulations. For example, a teacher could not receive a first class 

salary unless the average daily attendance was 35 or over; if the average daily attendance was 

over 25 but under 30, the teacher could not receive above that of a third class salary from the *

* Atkinson, Irish education, pp 98-9.
The twenty-eight report o f  the commissioners o f national education in Ireland (for the year 1861), with 

appendices vol. I, p. 234, [3026], H.C. 1862, xx, 482; Powis commission, 1870, parti, pp 256-8.
Report o f  Mr l-.H. Dale, his majesty’s inspector o f schools. Board o f Education, on primary education in ' 

Ireland, pp 21, 35, [Cd 1981], H.C. 1904, xx, 971, 985 (hereafter cited as Mr D ale’s report on primary 
education 1904).
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o
Board. In Ireland, the average daily attendance was generally only 50% to 55% below the 

total number of pupils on the rolls.9 Thus a school generally had to have about 60 pupils on 

the rolls to be assured of a salary above that of third class.

In addition, the average number of pupils also determined the employment of an 

assistant teacher. In 1866, a boy’s school had to have an average daily attendance of 60 

pupils, and a girl’s or a mixed sex school, an average daily attendance of 50, before the 

Board would sanction the employment of an assistant teacher.10 As most schools in Ulster 

did not meet this requirement, the majority of teaching posts in Ulster were principalships. 

For instance, in 1884,72.5% of the teaching posts in the province were principalships.11 

This factor did not on its own have any significance for teachers but in conjunction with the 

development of mixed sex schools, and the Board’s preference for appointing men as 

principals to mixed schools, it was to have a detrimental effect on the prospects of female 

teachers in Ulster.

The catholic church supported a policy of separate education: girls’ and boys’ schools 

were to be kept separate and taught by headmistresses and headmasters respectively. This 

decision was based on moral arguments and only when local circumstances rendered it 

unavoidable was the catholic church prepared to support a mixed sex school.12 As this 

policy continued throughout the rest of the century, it meant that there was a relatively even

£
Royal Commission o f  enquiry into primary education (Ireland), vol. ii. pari ii. containing appendix to the 

report and also special reports hy royal commissioners on model schools (district and minor), the central 
training institution c?- c. Dublin and in agricultural schools, p. 63, [C-6A], H.C. 1870, xxviii, part 2, 659 
(hereafter cited as Powis commission, 1870, part ii),

Atkinson, Irish education, p. 101.
- Powis commission 1870part ii, p. 63/659.

The fifty-first report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland (for the year ¡884), p. 29 [4458], 
H.C. 1884-85, xxiv, 103.

Sixteenth report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland (for the year 1849), p. 212, [ 1231 -11 ], 
H.C. 1850, xxv, 354.
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distribution between girls’, boys’ and mixed schools in the provinces outside of Ulster.13 For 

instance, in the 1850, one-third of schools were girls only, one-third boys only and one-third 

mixed in the provinces of Leinster, Connaught and Munster.14 Protestant denominations also 

had moral objections to the mixing of the sexes but there was less opposition to instructing 

girls and boys together. As a consequence, the mixed sex school predominated in Ulster. In 

1901, out of 3,064 ordinary national schools in Ulster, 2,416, or 78.8%, were of mixed sex; 

by 1911, the proportion of mixed schools had increased to 80.5%.15 The access of women to 

the post of principal was seriously restricted by the Board’s policy of appointing men as 

principals of mixed schools.16 Although the catholic church’s policy also created a 

segregated system of education, women had greater opportunity for advancement, as heads 

of girls’ schools. The high proportion of mixed schools in Ulster meant that female teachers 

in the province were not only disadvantaged by comparison to male teachers, but also to their 

female counterparts in the rest o f Ireland.

Recruitment and training of teachers

Teachers were recruited through the monitorial system which was established in 

1844. Monitors were selected from amongst the most advanced pupils in the national 

schools by the district inspectors. Most monitors began training about thirteen years of age 

and until 1863 they were trained for four years. During their service a monitor received 

special instruction from the head teacher and helped with the teaching of the younger pupils. 

In 1863, monitors were divided into junior and senior monitors. A junior monitor was

^  Mr Dale's report on primary education, 1904, pp 36-9/986-9.
Sixteenth report o f  the commissioners fo r  1849, p. 212/354.
Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1911, p. 64.
Powis commission, 1870, part ii, pp 48-9/644-5.
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appointed for three years. After passing an examination a monitor graduated on to the senior 

course and served for another four years. Monitors received small salaries from the Board 

rising from £2 to £4 for a junior monitor and from £5 to £10 for senior monitors. In 1881, 

monitors were reduced to one classification, with a course of five years, and the salary was 

increased: rising from £5 in the first year to £16 in the fifth year for female and from £5 to 

£18 for males.18

On the successful completion of their course a monitor was eligible for the position 

of probationary teacher in a national school or a pupil-teacher in a district model school. 

After a year of service all probationers sat an examination. If they passed, they were 

designated qualified teachers and accorded a qualification in the third class. The purpose of 

the district models was to act as a preparatory schools for those wishing to enter teaching. 

Pupil-teachers were picked from the most advanced monitors of ordinary national schools. 

After service as a pupil-teacher for six months they were eligible for the position of teacher 

in a national school or as a candidate for the Board’s central training college.19 But 

opposition from the catholic church and protestant denominations prevented the 

establishment of model schools in large numbers. In 1826, there was only 26 district model 

schools in Ireland.20

Initially the Board intended that the greater proportion of monitorial position should 

be reserved for boys. However, this policy had to be abandoned in the face of widespread 

reluctance on the part of boys to become monitors. Young boys, especially in Counties 

Down and Antrim, were unwilling to accept a wage that was below what they could earn in

Powis commission, 1870, part I, pp 401-3, 5.
Appendix to the fiftieth report o f  the commissioners o f national education in Ireland, fo r  the year 1883, p. 48, 

[C 4053-1], H.C. 1884, xxv, 190.
Jo Powis commission, 1870, p a rti, p. 402-3; Atkinson, Irish education, p. 105.

Atkinson, Irish education, p. 105.
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the factories. By the 1860s, girl monitors outnumbered boys by almost two to one in many 

districts.21 By 1901, there were 2,640 female monitors and 984 male monitors in Ireland. 

Only in rural areas, where wages were low and work was irregular, was the proportion of boy 

and girl monitors more evenly balanced.22 A much greater proportion of female monitors 

also went on to be teachers than males. Boys tended to use the education they received as 

monitors to obtain other types of employment such as apprentice shopkeepers, accountants 

and clerks in mercantile offices, particularly in the towns.23 Consequently, there was a 

surplus of female teachers in Ireland from the 1850s onwards.

A primary aim of the Board was to provide a fully trained body of teachers. A central 

training college was established in Marlborough Street, Dublin, in 1838. Initially, only male 

students were admitted, but in 1842, a course for mistresses was also established.

Candidates for the training college were selected by the district inspectors from amongst the 

most promising teachers in the elementary schools. Before being admitted a candidate had 

to provide a certificate of good moral character and a medical certificate to show that they 

were free from any contagious disease. Initially, a training course lasted for six months.

This was increased to ten months in 1874 and to two years in 1883. The examination at the 

end of the course decided a teacher’s classification. There was also a special class, for those 

who had distinguished themselves in the ordinary class. However, this was composed largely 

of pupil-teachers from model schools and monitors who had been unable to obtain a position 

as a teacher in a national school. In addition, a limited number of places existed in an 

external class for persons over eighteen years of age who had never been teachers in the 

national system.24

Powis commission, 1870, part i, p. 401, 403.
Mr Dale's report on primary education, 1904, p. 18/968.
Powis commission, 1870, p a rti,  p. 401.

4 Ibid., 1870, p a rti, p. 406-7.
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The government’s non-denominational training colleges were, however, opposed on 

religious grounds by the catholic church and the Church of Ireland. Catholic teachers were 

instructed not to attend the government’s training colleges after 1858; and in 1862 catholic 

managers were prohibited by catholic prelates from employing teachers in their schools who 

had been trained in Marlborough Street subsequent to 1862.25 The low proportion of trained 

teachers was to a large extent the result of opposition to the government’s training college 

and the refusal of the Board to recognise denominational training colleges. By 1891, only 

39% of the teachers in Ireland were trained.26 The influence of the catholic church’s policy 

on teacher training is illustrated by the fact that in 1874,22% of catholic female teachers
7 7

were trained, compared to 63.3% of protestant female teachers.

Another factor influencing teacher training was the expense which teachers incurred 

through attending the training college. Although the Board bore the cost of boarding and 

lodging, teachers had to forgo a portion of their salary towards the payment of a temporary 

teacher for their school. In 1866, £18 was deducted from their wage in the case of women 

and £20 in the case of men.28 With the salaries of second and third class male teachers 

ranging from £20 to £26 for men and from £17 to £22 for women, this was an expense which 

many teachers could not afford, particularly as trained teachers had little advantage over 

untrained teachers.29 While training usually resulted in raising a teacher’s classification, this 

could just as easily be obtained in the annual examinations which were taken by all teachers. 

In 1866, the Board rescinded the rule which stipulated that only a trained teacher could be 

appointed to the first class.30 As patrons and managers were quite prepared to

Powis commission, 1870, part i, p. 410.
^ M r Dale's report on primary education, 1904, p. 17/967

Akenson, The Irish educational experiment, p. 356.
Powis commission, 1870, part i, p. 406.

3* Ibid., 1870, part ii, p. 63/659.
° Ibid., 1870, part i, p. 407.
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appoint untrained teachers to head schools, there was little incentive for a teacher to consider 

training.

Teacher training was greatly improved in the last decades of the century with the 

recognition of the Church of Ireland training college in 1884 and the establishment and 

recognition of catholic training colleges. Saint Patrick’s Training College, Drumcondra (for 

catholic boys) and Our Lady of Mercy Training College, Dublin (for catholic girls) were 

open in 1883. In 1890, Saint Mary’s Training College, Belfast, (for girls) and Mary 

Immaculate Training College, Limerick (for girls) were opened.31 A rise in the proportion of 

trained teachers to 55% in 1901 was almost certainly a result of the recognition of the new 

training colleges. In 1900, the Board also introduced new rules which stipulated that no 

principal appointed after 1900 could be recognised by the Board, if they were not trained in a 

recognised training college; and no teacher, except under special circumstances, could be 

promoted to above that of the third class, if he or she had not been trained in a recognised 

training college.33

Social composition of teachers

The aim of the National Board was to provide for the literary and moral instruction of 

the poor and the not so poor. In addition to instructing children in the three Rs., teachers 

were expected to educate children into the habits of good conduct, cleanliness, discipline and 

respect for authority.34 Education was viewed by the commissioners and philanthropists as a 

means of reforming the condition of the poor. In the words of one inspector ‘the civilising

^  Atkinson, Irish education, p. 106.
Mr D ale’s report on primary education, 1904, p. 17/967.
Appendix to the sixty-seventh report o f  the national commissioners in Irelandfor the year 1900, section 

f>4 101, [Cd 872], H.C. 1902, xxx, 219.
Powis commission, 1870, parti, p. 32.
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influence of intellectual culture’ would produce a reformation in the habits, of future 

generations of Irish peasants and labourers.35

If teachers were to impart middle-class values it was essential that they were 

recruited from a relatively high social group, where the values of order and discipline were 

already inherent.36 However, the Board’s intention to recruit from a higher social class was 

obviated by social and economic factors. Ireland lacked a substantial lower-middle-class 

from which to recruit a large number of teachers. In addition, the low income of teachers 

tended to discourage those men who had an education from entering the service. The 

educated sons of the more prosperous farmers, small business men, shopkeepers and artisans 

usually chose other occupations which had higher incomes and status than teaching: the civil 

service, mercantile offices and small businesses. Prior to the 1870s, middle-class daughters 

were largely excluded from teaching by their lack of a formal education and the sheltered 

and protected environment which society prescribed for them. Their education in the home 

by private tutors and governesses was deficient in the three R’s., leaving them unsuitable for 

employment in elementary schools.38 Consequently, teachers were drawn from the ranks of 

labourers and small holders from the 1840s to the 1860s. The inspectors’ reports do not 

indicate if men and women were drawn from the same social background. In 1861, many 

teachers were described by the inspectors as persons o f ‘inferior description, poor in manner 

and dress’.39 As teachers were generally recruited from within the locality, the poorer

33 Appendix to the eighteenth report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland (for the year 1852), 
p. 249, [1582], H.C. 1852-53, xlii, 249; Appendix to the thirty-fourth report o f  the commissioners o f  national 
education in Ireland (for the year 1867), with appendices, p. 255 [4026], H.C. 1867-68, xxvi, 261.

Great emphasis was placed by the commissioners on recruiting women o f  high moral and religious character 
for the training schools. See for example, Powis commission, 1870, part I, p. 419.

Royal Commission o f  enquiry into primary education (Ireland) vol. iv. Containing evidence taken before the 
c°mmissioners from 24 November 1868 to 29 May 1869, questions and answers 17,609 to 27,648, p. 29,
[C 6-I1I], H.C. 1870, xxviii, part iv, 801 (hereafter cited as Powis commission, 1870, part iv).

Isabella Todd, ‘Education for girls’, pp 375-6.
The twenty-eighth report o f  the commissioners o f national education in Ireland, (for the year 1861), with 

appendices, vol. I, p. 213, [3026], H.C. 1862, xx, 213.
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districts tended to have the lowest social class of teachers. In districts such as Donegal and 

Monaghan teachers were reported by the inspectors to be from the ‘humblest and most 

wretched portion of the peasantry’.40 The inspectors were concerned that the low social 

origins of teachers would mitigate against their attaining the position to which ‘their vocation 

naturally entitles them’.41 But despite their low social origin, teachers appear to have 

developed a keen sense of their own status and vocation. For example, the evidence to a 

commission of inquiry into primary education in 1867, Charles Matthew, a representative of 

national teachers in Ulster, stressed the importance of a teacher’s role in advancing education 

and public welfare in Ireland. Teaching was, he argued, on a par with other occupations, 

such as minor government officials and civil servants, who received considerable higher 

incomes.42

From the 1870s onwards, economic and social changes gradually brought women of a 

higher social class into teaching. The position of middle-class women was gradually 

transformed in the latter half of the nineteenth century with the establishment of secondary 

and higher education for girls in 1878 and 1879 and the feminist campaign for the rights of 

single women to work.43 By the 1870s, teaching had established itself as a respectable 

occupation for young women in the middle and lower-middle-classes. As with nursing, 

teaching tended to be seen as an extension of woman’s natural caring and maternal role in 

the home.44 The change in the social class of teachers in the last quarter of the nineteenth 

century was noted by the inspectors. By the 1880s, inspectors were reporting that women

40
Twenty-eighth report o f  the commissioners fo r the year 1861, pp 313/561, 320/568.
Ibid., p. 320/568.

4j Powis commission, 1870, part iv, p. 29/801.
Eibhlón Breathnach, ‘Charting new waters: women’s experience in higher education, 1878-1908’ in Cullen 

(®d ), Girls don V do honours, pp 55-78; Anne V. O’Connor, ‘The revolution in girls’ secondary education in 
heland, 1860-1910’ in idem, pp 31-54.

See, for example, Peggy Donaldson, Yes matron; Holcombe, Victorian ladies at work.
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teachers were drawn largely from the ‘better’ social classes. These were referred to as a 

‘steady social class’ or women with ‘well-to-do-parents’ who wished to give their daughters 

some economic independence.45 By 1901, the overwhelming majority of women teachers 

were daughters of prosperous farmers, shopkeepers, artisans, clerks, clergy, accountants, 

teachers and business men.46 *

Expansion of the national schools

Table 6.1 shows the number of national schools in Ulster and the total number of

pupils on the rolls in Ulster between 1846 and 1910.

Table 6.1

Tota No. schools and pupils (Ulster).
Year Total No. Total No. pupils

schools on rolls
1846 1,528 144,491
1867 2,406 321,415
1884 2,941 229,009
1910 3,136 253,023

47

Initially, the commissioners of national education had intended staffing the

elementary schools almost exclusively with male teachers. Female teachers were only to

perform a sort of ancillary role as teachers of the needlework and sewing. In 1835, Dr

MacArthur, stated to the House of Commons that ‘schools should look to having males

45 Appendix to the sixtieth report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland\ fo r the year 1893,
P 152, [C 7457-1], H.C. 1894, xxx, part ii, 226.

See, for example, enumerators books (N.A.I., Ormeau Road, Belfast, D 24/42-46).
The thirteenth report o f  the commissioners o f national education in Ireland (for the year) 1846, p. 26 [832], 

H.C. 1847, xvii, 212; Appendix to the fifty-first report o f  the commissioners o f  national education o f  Ireland, for 
the year 1884, p. 28, [C 4458], H.C. 1884-85, xxiv, 103; The seventy-sixth report o f  the commissioners o f  
national education in Ireland, for the year, 1908-09, p. 46, [Cd 5173], H.C. 1910, xxv, 582.
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to teach in general, except for the teaching of sewing and other female work’. Similarly, Mr 

Blake, stated that he believed the commissioners had originally been of the opinion that 

women were to teach only sewing, knitting and other female work.48 However, it was soon 

apparent that the idea of an exclusively male teaching staff was unattainable. By the 1860s, 

the inspectors were complaining of the extreme difficulty in attracting a sufficient number of 

suitably qualified male teachers to fill the teaching posts.49 At the same time, there was a 

growing recognition that women had a valuable contribution to make to the formal education 

of very young children, particularly infants.50 Although there was growing acceptance by the 

Board and the school inspectors that women teachers should be employed, it was never 

expected that they would comprise anything other than a small minority. Table 6.2 shows 

the number of male and female teachers in Ulster and the percentage which females 

comprised in the total number of teachers from 1846 to 1911. After 1884, teachers were not 

tabulated according to sex in the county and provincial tables. The data for 1911 was, 

therefore, taken from the 1911 census.

Table 6.2

Number and percentage o f  female teachers (Ulster).
Year Male Female Total No 

o f teachers
Female perc. o f  
total teachers

1847 1,280 359 1,639 21.4
1867 1,877 1,123 3,000 37.4
1884 2,081 1,911 3,991 47.8
1911 2,123 3,381 5,504 61.4

51

48
Powis commission, 1870, part i, p. 45.
The thirty-fifth report o f  the commission o f national education in Irelandfor the year 1868, with appendices, 

P 215, [4193], H.C. 1868-9, xxi, 221.
5° Ibid., p. 221.

Thirteenth report o f  (he commissioners fo r  the year 1846, p. 26/212; Powis commission, 1870, parti, p. 251; 
Annual report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Irelandfor the year 1884-85, p. 103, [C 4509], 
H.C. 1884-85, xxiv, 103; Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1911, pp 14, 22.
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The above data shows that there was a gradual increase in both the absolute and 

relative numbers of female teachers in Ulster throughout the period under discussion. 

Between 1847 and 1867 the number of female teachers in Ulster increased from 359 in 1847 

to 1,911 in 1884 and to 3,381 in 1911. Thus by 1884, females had increased their proportion 

of the total number of teachers from 20.4% in 1847 to 61.4% by 1911. Indeed, after 1884, 

the number of male teachers only shows an increase of 43, whereas female teachers more 

than doubled their numbers in the same period to 3,381. However, as there was considerable 

difference in the income of principal and assistant teachers, it was important that women 

should have equal access to the post of principal.52 Table 6.3 shows the number of female 

and male principals and assistants and the percentage females comprised in each category in 

Ulster in 1867 and 1881.

Table 6.3

Number o f  female principals and assistants, and females as a percentage o f  each category.
Year

Male
Principals

Female Fern % princ. Male
Assistants

Female Fern % assist.
1867 1747 545 23.7 130 578 81.6
1884 2896 1003 3 4 6 908 82.9

53

The above data shows that the proportion of female principals increased from 23.7% 

,n 1867 to 34.6% in 1884. Despite the improvement, women were still disadvantaged in 

comparison to men. Principalships accounted for 92.6% and 91% of the total number of 

male teachers in 1867 and 1884 respectively. Furthermore, women comprised the

Assistants did not get a share of school fees or local contributions and they seldom received a salary above that 
of third class.

Powis commission, 1870,part I, p. 251; The fiftieth report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in 
W an d, (for the year 1883), p. 179, [C-4053], H C. 1884, xxv, 331.
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overwhelming majority of assistants throughout the period under discussion. There is no 

data for Ulster after the 1880s, but the data for Ireland indicates that the proportion of female 

principals remained relatively stable until 1900. After this date the proportion of female 

principals began to decrease. Table 6.4 shows the number of teachers in Ireland, the female 

percentage of principalships, and the percentage female principals comprised in the total 

number of female teachers.

Table 6.4

Number and percentage o f  female principals
Year Principals

Male Female
Female, pere, 

o f  princ.
Perc. o f  princ. in total 

no. o f  females.
1867 4,097 2,051 33.3 51.8
1884 4,521 3,079 40.5 57.2
1901 4,665 3,570 43.3 57.7
1911 4,487 3,364 42.8 46.1

54

As the above table demonstrates, the proportion of female teachers who were 

principals was higher for Ireland than for Ulster. For example, in 1884, women comprised 

about 40.5% of principals in Ireland in 1884, compared to 34.6 in Ulster; and 57.7% of all 

women teachers were principals, compared to 52.4% for Ulster. This was almost certainly 

due to the greater prevalence of single sex schools in the provinces outside of Ulster. 

However, between 1901 and 1911 the proportion of female principals decreased from 43.3% 

to 42.8%. The proportion of the total number of female teachers holding principalships 

showed a marked decrease from 57.7% to 46.1%, during the same period. 54

54 Powis commission, 1870, part i p. 251; The fifty-first report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1884, p. 103; 
The eighty-fourth report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland, school year 1917-18, pp 23-4, 
[Cmd 299], H.C. 1919, xxi, 727-8.
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Income of teachers

From its inauguration the National Board did not intend to do anything more than 

provide a small supplement to the teacher’s income from local emoluments: such as school 

fees, endowments and other local sources. In founding the Board the Chief Secretary stated 

that all applications for aid were to be refused where a permanent salary for the master was 

not provided from the locality.55 In a country where poverty was extensive, this condition 

proved impossible to implement. However, the idea that the Board would pay only a 

‘gratuity’ to supplement the salary from local sources remained. Consequently, the set salary 

from the Board remained artificially low until 1901, when the principal of a supplementary 

salary was finally abandoned with the introduction of the Revised Code.56

There were successive changes to the system of remuneration for teachers over the 

latter half of the nineteenth century. From 1838 teachers were divided into three classes, 

third, second and first: first class was sub-divided into three grades and second and third 

class into two grades. Each grade had a fixed annual salary, which was paid quarterly, with 

the rate increasing from the third class to the first class.57 Throughout the period under 

discussion, women teachers were always paid a lower rate within each classification than 

men. Table 6.5 shows the class salaries set by the Board for male and female teachers in 

1855-59 and 1860-72.

Committee o f  enquiry into primary education, 1918, pp 35-6/779-80. 
Committee o f  enquiry into primary education, 1918, vol. ii, p. 36/780. 

7 Ibid., p. 35/779.



Table 6.5

Board - class salaries
1855-59 1860-72

Male Female Male Female
Class I Grade 1 £46 £36 £52 £42

“ 2 £38 £30 £44 £36
“ 3 £32 £24 £38 £30

Class II Grade 1 £26 £22 £32 £26
“ 2 £24 £20 £28 £24

Class III Grade 1 £20 £17 £24 £20
“ 2 £17 £15 £18 £16

Probationers Assistant £14 £12 £15 £14
(if qualified) £17 £15 £18 £16
Ass. in 3rd class £24 £20

58

As noted previously, the payment of a principal teacher’s first class salary depended

upon an average daily attendance of 35, and a second class salary on an average daily

attendance of between 25 and 30. When the average attendance was below 25 then a teacher 

could only receive the salary of a probationer. In schools where the average attendance was 

under 65 for a boys’ school and under 55 for a girls’ or a mixed school, an assistant teacher 

could not be awarded higher than that of second grade of the third class. Only in schools

where the average attendance was over 110 could a salary of up to first division of second 

class be paid to the senior assistant.59

Teachers were unable to supplement their Board salary by anything more than a few 

pounds a year from local sources. Data drawn up by the Board in 1867 demonstrates that 

schools in the poorer districts of Counties of Donegal, Fermanagh and Monaghan could only 

generate an additional income of from £3 to £5 a year from all local sources. Even in the 

oiore prosperous Counties of Antrim and Down, local sources produced only £10 to £11 a 

year. Assistants had no legal entitlement to a share of school fees or other local emoluments.

Powis commission, 1870, parti, p. 183. 
Powis commission, 1870, part ii, p. 63/659.
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Whether or not any portion was given to an assistant was totally dependent upon the 

principal. However, with salaries of teachers set at a very low level, and very little income 

being generated from local sources, few principals were prepared to part with anything other 

than a few shillings a year from local aid. In many cases, assistants received nothing at all 

from local sources.60 The poor economic position of assistant teachers particularly affected 

women, as they comprised the overwhelming majority of assistants. In 1867, assistants 

accounted for 54% of all women teachers in Ulster. Furthermore, 45.4% of female 

principals in Ulster were in the third classification.61 Thus the majority of women teachers 

had an income of only £16 to £20 a year, roughly 8s. a week, in the 1860s.

The inferior, economic position of women in the education system was to some 

extent related to the position of women in the labour market generally. Not only did the lack 

of alternative employment for educated women prevent women from leaving teaching in 

large numbers, it also encouraged ever-increasing numbers of women to enter the profession. 

By contrast, men were leaving teaching in increasing numbers by the 1860s for other 

occupations which were better-paid. District Inspector MacDonald, stated to the Powis 

Commission in 1870 that while there was serious shortage of male teachers, the supply of 

female teachers was plentiful and increasing with every year.62

In 1872, the results system was introduced by the Board. Under the results system 

teachers were paid a fixed class salary, result fee, school fees and local subscriptions. A 

syllabus was laid down by the Board and pupils were examined annually by the district 

inspectors. A mark was awarded for every pupil passed and the result fees allocated were

60 c
See, for example, The twenty-eighth report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland (for the 

fear 1861), with appendices, p. 217, [3026], H.C. 1862, xx, 465.
62 Powis Commission, 1870, part i, p. 251.

Powis Commission, 1870, part Hi, p. 12, qq 319-20.
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paid directly to the teacher. However, pupils had to have attended 100 days in the year, to be 

eligible to sit the result’s examination. Under the Irish Education Act, 1892, class salaries 

from the Board were increased by a further 20% and school fees were abolished in all 

schools, except those where an average rate of 6s. per pupil had been raised.63 Table 6.6 

shows the new class salaries paid by the Board in 1893.

Table 6.6

Board - class salaries ( 1892)
Male Female

£ s. d. £ s. d
First Class 1st. div. 84 0 0 69 12 0

u u 2nd. div. (old) 72 0 0 60 0 0
U u 2nd. div. (new) 63 12 0 51 12 0

Second Class 1st. div. (old) 55 4 0 44 8 0
u t< 2nd. div. (new) 52 16 0 41 8 0

Third Class 42 0 0 33 0 0
Assistant teachers 42 0 0 32 8 0

64
In addition, assistants of five years service and classed higher than third received a 

bonus after five years service: £9 for men and £7 10s. for women.

The result fees were to be divided between the principal and members of the staff on 

the basis of two shares to the principal and one share to each assistant. By 1900, the Board’s 

salary was estimated to comprise about 68.3% of a teacher’s total income and result fees 

3l.7%.65 The amount from result fees varied considerably from school to school, and from 

district to district. But they were generally much higher in the case of the large schools, 

especially in towns, than in small rural schools with low and irregular attendance. Indeed, 

the difference in result fees between schools could range from £10 to £70 and more.66

Committee o f  enquiry into primary education, 1 9 1 8 , pp 35-6/779-80. 

^  Ibid., p. 36/780.
Result fees were generally very low in rural areas.
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In 1890, the average total income of 2,651 female principals in Ireland from result fees and 

all local contributions was: first class £115 16s.7d, second class £89 15s., third class £59 

17s. l id  67

The result system was generally disliked by both teachers and inspectors. First, the 

result system was condemned by the inspectors because it encouraged children to memorise 

spellings, maths and reading for exams without any attempt to understand or analyse the 

subjects.68 Secondly, teachers in rural areas were unfairly penalised by the low and irregular 

attendance of pupils. A considerable number of pupils in rural schools did not meet the 100 

day rule of eligibility for the result exam.69 As women tended to be appointed to posts with 

low number of pupils, they generally received little from result fees.Under the Revised Code, 

which was introduced in 1900, salaries were increased at every level and the Board accepted 

the responsibility for payment of all or nearly all of a teacher’s salary.70 Table 6.7 shows the 

rate of class salary, good service salary, and the maximum salary paid by the Board in 1900.

Table 6.7

Board class/good service/maximum salaries (1900).
Male Female

Class Incr. Max. Class Incr. Max.
Class 1 Grade 139 12 125 114 9 141

it 117 10 127 96 8 105
Class 2 87 10 107 73 8 89

_ Class 3 56 7 77 44 9 165

71

In 1907, a first class salary was supplemented by £10 per annum and the other classes

by £7. Assistants were paid £55 for a male with triennial increments of £7 up to £77; and

67 Fifty-seventh report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland, fo r  the year J890, p. 37 [C 6411],
H.C. 1890-91, xxix, 37.
69 Atkinson, Irish education, p. 101.
70 ibid., p. 103.
7 Committee o f  enquiry into primary education, 1918, p. 36/780.

Ibid., p. 36/780.
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£44 for a female, with triennial increments of £7 up to £65. In addition, a capitation grant of 

5s. per pupil in average attendance had to be divided between principals and assistants on a 

sliding scale.72

Wage differentials created inequalities between man and women and between classes 

of women teachers. For the minority of women teachers at the top of hierarchy, the increases 

in the Board’s salary meant that teaching was a very profitable occupation. For example, by 

the 1890s, first and second class female principals had an income which was equal to and in 

some cases greater than skilled artisans in Belfast. However, first and second class women 

teachers accounted for only 7.9% and 13.6% of all women teachers respectively.73 By 

contrast, the problem of low salaries paid to assistants and third class teachers still remained. 

Out of 6,182 teachers employed by the Board in 1901,42.2% were assistants and a further 

32.8% were principal teachers in the third class on salaries which were on a par with factory 

workers.74 Women teachers were further disadvantaged by the fact that access to schools 

was restricted by the Board’s policy of allocating men and women to different types of 

schools.

Types of schools headed by women

The role of women in teaching was defined within social and ‘scientific’ theories on 

the ‘natural’ aptitudes of men and women. The theories of Herbert Spencer and Charles 

Darwin reinforced the social concept of natural and separate spheres for men and women.75

72
Committee o f  enquiry into primary education, 1918, p. 36/780.

74 W.A. Maguire, Belfast (Keele, 1993), p. 111.
The eighty-fourth report o f the commissioners o f national education in Ireland, school year 1917-18, p. 

23/727.
Jill Conway, ‘Stereotypes o f  femininity is a theory o f  sexual revolution’ in Martha Vicinus (ed.) Suffer and he 

sl‘ll (London, 1972), pp 140-153; Loma Duffm, ‘Prisoners o f  progress: women and education’ in Sara Delamont 
and Lorna Duffin (eds), Ihe nineteenth century women: her cultural and physical world (London, 1978), pp 57-
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It was argued that men were naturally more mentally fitted to deal with more advanced parts 

of arithmetic and problem solving in general. In addition, a man’s natural authority enabled 

him to have greater control over older working-class boys who were of a ‘rough’ and ‘coarse’ 

character.76 By contrast, women had naturally less aptitude for more complex combination 

of numbers and the ‘obstruses sciences’ and were less able to cope with the physical and 

mathematical parts of geography.77 Also, a woman’s excitable and fragile nature, together 

with her lack of assertiveness, meant that she was unsuited to coping with older boys. These 

defences were, however, balanced by a woman’s natural matemalism, greater sensitivity, 

imagination and neatness.78

By the 1840s, there was unanimous acceptance among the inspectors of schools that 

the ‘natural’ attributes and matemalism of women best fitted them to the teaching of boys 

and girls up to the ages of about ten, and girls of all ages. After the ages of ten and eleven 

boys were best placed under the greater authority of men who could instil the necessary 

discipline and order into their lives.79 Thus in accordance with the prejudices and 

assumptions of the period, the Board drew up an informal policy which it thought provided a 

balanced system of education. A mixed sex school ‘should’ have a male principal and a 

female assistant, if the numbers were sufficient. Girls’ schools and infants’ schools, or infant 

departments, were expected to be the exclusive domain of women. In schools presided over 

by a master, a salary was granted for a workmistress, providing attendance was sufficiently 

large. But in schools under a female teacher, it was stipulated in the rules that she had to be

Sixteenth report o f  the commission fo r  the year 1849, pp 173-4/315-6.
^  Ibid., pp 173-4/315-6.

Powis commission, part i, p. 419. For the inspectors; views on the capabilities of men and women see Thirty- 
f'fih report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1868, p. 221; Appendix to the forth-eighth report o f  the 
^mmissioners o f  national education in Ireland, fo r the year 1881, p. 12, [C-3243-1], H.C. 1882, xxiv, 130.

Sir Dale's report into primary education, 1904, p. 37/987; Ihirty-fifth report o f  the commission fo r  the year 
1 p. 221.
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capable of teaching sewing, plain and ornamental needlework.80 *

The influence of these beliefs on ‘natural’ differences should not be under-estimated, 

particularly as they continued to dominate public discussion of the role of women in 

education into the 1900s. The view expressed by one inspector in 1866 that if women were 

in charge of mixed schools ‘grown boys would cease their schooling altogether’ typifies the 

opinions of inspectors and managers alike. Equally men could not be placed in charge of 

infants. This is illustrated by Mr F. H. Dale in 1904 when he stated: ‘that if there was any 

point of agreement among all persons interested in education it was that a man both by 

temperament and training is unfitted to teach infants’.82

However, the Board’s commitment to a sexual division of labour was undermined by 

the shortage of male teachers. By the 1860s, managers of schools were finding it 

increasingly difficult to employ or retain male staff, particularly in rural areas. In districts 

such as Ballymena and Coleraine the inspectors reported that it was becoming almost 

impossible to get even poorly qualified male teachers in the district and delays in 

appointment to vacant posts were common.83 Furthermore, in instances where men did take 

on low paid posts, it was usually a temporary measure only. According to the inspectors, 

young men generally used the principalship as a stepping stone to a better position: a ‘coign 

of vantage which enables them at their leisure to apply for a more eligible situation’.84 Male 

teachers who did remain in their posts were stated to be either poorly qualified or lacking in

80
Powis commission, 1870, pari ii, pp 48-9/644-5, 63/659. The commissioners stipulated that it was desirable 

that a man be placed in charge o f  a mixed sex school and it was left to the managers to decide whether or not a 
woman should be appointed. However, the prejudice against women was so strong that they were only 
appointed to mixed schools in exceptional circumstances.
82 Phirty-fifth report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1868, p. 221.

Mr Dale's report into primary education, 1904, p. 37/987.
Thirty-fourth report o f  the commissioners o f  national education fo r  Ireland (for the year ¡867), pp 251-2, 

261, [4026], H.C. 1867-68, xxvi, 257-8, 267.
Appendix to the forty-ninth report o f  the commissioners o f national education in Ireland, fo r  the year 1882, 

P- 27, [C 3651-1], H.C. 1883, xxvi, 155.
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any ambition.85 ‘Furthermore, with a serious shortage of male monitors, the situation was 

unlikely to be remedied in the short term.

Faced with a crisis of male labour, managers and inspectors were forced to consider 

appointing women as principals to mixed schools. By the 1880s, the district inspectors were 

reporting that the principalships of small mixed schools in rural areas were passing into the 

hands of women.86 Some of the inspectors actively supported the appointment of women 

principals in the mixed schools. Dr Paterson, for instance, reported that seven schools in his 

Armagh district, with an average of 35 pupils on the rolls, had already been placed under the 

control of female principals. The inspector hoped to see women principals appointed to 

another ten small mixed schools in the district.87

However, the support for the appointment of women to mixed schools did not mean 

that women were beginning to be treated as equals or given the same recognition as men. 

First, there was general agreement amongst the inspectors that women should only be 

considered for the post of principal in mixed schools if they had a higher qualification than 

nien. Whereas men could easily gain appointment with a third class qualification, women 

had to be in the first or second class. Even a higher qualification did not raise women to a 

position equal to that of a third class male. According to the inspectors men who were 

looking out for another position were generally restless and dissatisfied.88 Consequently, 

they put little effort into their school duties. By contrast, when women were placed in charge 

of mixed schools they were usually reported by the inspectors to be very conscientious,

The sixty-fourth report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Irelcuui, fo r  the year 1897-8, pp 126-7, 
[C 9038], H.C. 1898 xxvii, 308-9; Appendix to the fifty-first report o f  the commissioners, fo r  the year 1884,
P; 180, [C 4458-1], H.C. 1884-85, xxiv, 302.
87 Appendix to the forty-eighth report o f  the commissioners in Ireland, fo r  the year 1881, p. 130.
«8 ̂ TPendix to the fifty-first report o f  the commissioners in Ireland, fo r the year 1884, pp 197-8/313-4.

See, for example, Appendix to the forty-sixth report o f  the commissioners, fo r  the year 1879, p. 29 [C 25921], 
B C . 1880, xxiii, 121; Appendix to the forty-eighth report o f the commissioners, fo r the year 1881, pp 11-2/129- 
30; Appendix to the fifty-first report o f  the commissioners in Ireland, fo r  the year 1884, p. 197/313.
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efficient and dedicated to raising the educational standards of the children.89 The inspectors’ 

reports imply that if third class men had realised their full capabilities, they would still have 

been superior to second class women as heads of mixed schools. Despite the considerable 

dedication of women in many schools, their appointments were regarded as an ‘objectionable 

necessity’ which could only be injurious to education as a whole.90

Secondly, the evidence suggests that women were largely employed as principals in 

mixed schools with average attendance of between 30 and 45 pupils.91 Consequently, they 

were at or near the minimum level of attendance required for the payment of a salary above 

that of third class. This meant that many female teachers were engaged in a daily struggle to 

enrol as many pupils as possible and to reduce absenteeism. This was a particularly difficult 

task owing to the common practice of withdrawing children from school to work in the 

harvest periods and to help their mothers with paid home-work. Indeed, according to the 

inspectors, children could be absent for three months at a time in the spring and summer 

harvests.92

The problem was exacerbated by the multiplicity of small schools in rural areas, 

especially in districts where schools were relatively close together. In order to attract more 

Pupils, teachers sometimes reduced the fees or accepted free pupils. While this may have 

encouraged some parents to send their children to the school, it reduced what was an already 

meagre income from local sources. Parents used the situation to their advantage by 

removing children from one school and placing them in another school where the fees were

89
Appendix to the fifty-first report o f  the commissioners, fo r  the year 1884, p. 197/313; Appendix to the fifty- 

‘̂ fenth report o f  the commissioners in Ireland, fo r  the year, 1890, p.77, [C 6411-1], H.C. 1890-91, xxix, 122.
9 thirty-fifth report o f  the commissioners, fo r  the year 1868, p. 221.

In most instances, the inspectors state the very low level of attendance of schools to which women are being 
^pointed.

See, for example, Appendix to the fifty-first report o f  the commissioners, fo r  the year, 1884, p. 147/263; 
Appendix to the forty-sixth report o f  the commissioners, fo r  the year, 1879, ppjVlOl, 11/102.
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lower or not charged.93 In 1883, an inspector reported that teachers were unable to enforce 

regular attendance or discipline because of the threat of parents to remove their children to 

another school.94 In such schools, teachers had to content with only 27% to 30% of the 

pupils being eligible for the examinations.95 * Certainly, a proportion of male teachers in 

small schools had similar difficulties, but it has to be considered that women were much 

more likely than men to be concentrated in large numbers in small low-paid schools.

That women were prepared to accept these low paid positions indicates the problem 

which they faced in finding employment. Even at the turn of the century, women teachers 

far exceeded the demand for their services. In 1904, Mr F.H. Dale suggested a reduction in 

the number of female monitors because the discrepancy between the number of women 

teachers and vacancies was becoming greater each year.92 Although the employment 

opportunities for educated women were beginning to open-out by the 1900s, they were, for 

the most part, limited to the Belfast area.97 As a consequence, women with high 

qualifications were more willing than men to accept the low salary and generally poor 

conditions which the small rural school offered. Furthermore, the opportunity for women to 

advance to a large infant’s or girl’s schools was limited by the large proportion of small 

schools in rural areas. For instance, out of 137 ordinary national schools in the districts of 

Portrush, Coleraine and Ballymena, 79 had an average attendance of 30 to 60 pupils; and 22 

were under 30.98

94 Twenty-eighth report o f the commissioners, fo r  the year 1861, pp 217/465, 287/538.
Appendix to the fifty-first report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland, fo r  the year 1884,

|>5 297/313.
See, for example, Appendix to the fifty-ninth report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland, fo r  

tie  year 1892, p. 362, [C 7124-1], H.C. 1893-94, xxvii, 367.
97 Mr Dale's report on primary education, 1904, pp 17-9/967-9.
9g Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1911, p. 22

Appendix to the fiftieth report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland, fo r the year 1883,
P- 145/287.
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The school districts in Belfast and Newtownards were the exception to the general 

pattern of small schools in Ulster. The Belfast and Newtownards districts had a high 

concentration of schools with large numbers of pupils on the rolls, good result fees, and a 

high income from school fees and local contributions. The high rates of pay in these districts 

attracted a large proportion of highly qualified teachers. For instance, in 1884, more than 

half of the principals in Belfast were ranked in the first class, as compared to 12% in Ireland 

generally." Table 6.8 shows the number of male and female teachers in school districts of 

Belfast south and north and Newtownards, and the percentage women comprised in the total 

number of principals and assistants.

Table 6.8

Number ol'principals and assistants and females as a percentage o f  each category.
District Year

Male
Principals

Female Fern % princ. Male
Assistants
Female :em % assist

Belfast South 1890 65 46 41.4 44 138 75.8
Belfast North 1893 74 51 40.8 43 210 83.0
Newtownards South 1883 73 41 46.1 16 74 82.2
Newtownards North 1892 81 52 39.0 28 117 80.6

100

The above table shows that women comprised 41.1% and 40.8% of principals in 

Belfast south and north respectively in 1890 and 1893. Although the greater proportion of 

these posts were in girls’ or infants’, women did manage to gain control of between 19% and 

20% of principalships in mixed schools in the different districts in the 1890s. Again, a 

Minority of women principals earned substantial incomes. For instance, out of the returns 

°iade by 37 female principals in Belfast in 1884, 11 had a total annual income of between

^Appendix to the fifty-first report o f  the ctm,missloners^  lo the fifty-sixth
Appendix to the fiftieth report o f  the £  ¿ 5  xxx 23* Appendix to t d f i f t y

r*Port o f  the commissionersfor the year 1889, p. 94, [C 60' ’ 296. Appendix to the
e'ghth report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1891, p. 230, [C 6788-1], H.C. 
sixtieth report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year ¡893, p. 146/220.
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£100 and £120,17 had between £120 and £176, and one had £228 a year. Even the lowest 

annual income of £88, was relatively high for the period.101 Similarly, out of 15 female 

principals in the Newtownards district in 1876, 8 earned between £90 and £132, and 7 earned 

between £69 and £73.102 However, these high earnings contrast sharply with the overall 

position of women in the aforementioned districts.

While women in the combined districts of Belfast north and south comprised 66.3% 

of all teachers, 78.2% of women held the post of assistant; and in Newtownards, assistants 

comprised 69.2% of women teachers in 1892.103 The position of the assistant in these 

districts was a particularly exploited one. According to the inspectors, most of a principal’s 

time was spent supervising assistants and attending to administrative duties. One inspector 

stated that the amount of teaching done by principals was either extremely ‘limited or non

existent’.104 The typical method in schools was for children to be divided into different age- 

groups. Each assistant was allocated a group and remained with them throughout the day. 

Most of the assistants were reported by the inspectors to be very conscientious teachers who 

worked hard to ensure a high pass rate: ‘seldom failing to turn the class out to a respectable 

advantage’ in the result exams.105 Another inspector reported that the greater part of the 

teaching in the very best schools in Belfast was a result of the work of a staff of ‘excellent 

and highly qualified female assistants’.106 Furthermore, in addition to their teaching 

responsibilities, assistants often helped with the roles and the instruction of the monitors.

I02 Appendix to the fifty-first report o f the commissioners, fo r the year 1884, p. 156/272.
Appendix to the forty-third report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland, fo r  the year 1876, 

fP 59-61, [C 11757-1], H.C. 1877, xxxi, 109-11.
Appendix to the fiftieth report fo r  the year 1883, pp 160-1/302-3; Appendix to the fifty-sixth report, 1889, p. 

P(4/238; Appendix to the fifty-eighth report, 1891, p. 230/296; Appendix to the sixtieth report, 1893, p. 146/220. 
Appendix to the fifty-first report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1884, p. 178/294; Appendix to the sixtieth 

° f  comm'ss'oners ° f  national education in Ireland, fo r  the year 1893, pp 146-7/220-1.
Appendix to the sixtieth report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland, fo r  the year 1893,

Foi146/220.
Appendix to the forty-ninth report o f  the commissioners fo r the year 1882, p. 26/154.
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The high standard of teaching is illustrated by the pass rate achieved in the result’s 

examinations. For example, in 1894, inspector Dalton reported that nearly 90% of pupils 

examined in Belfast qualified for promotion. Because of their success in exam

preparation, female assistants were preferred to male assistants by principals in mixed 

schools. The masters in Newtownards stated that they could not obtain young men to teach 

so ‘steadily and efficiently’ as females. A woman’s superiority was assigned to a variety of 

causes. First, men tended to be distracted from teaching by their desire to get a school of 

their own. Secondly, women were superior at teaching the younger children; and thirdly, 

women were satisfied with moderate incomes.108

The comments on the ‘moderate incomes’ appears to relate to the fact that female 

assistants did not receive a share of the school fees or local emoluments. Inspector 

Skeffinton reported that in Newtownards ‘girls did not insist on a share of the school fees’.109 

Similarly, in Belfast, ‘head teachers, almost without exception, appropriated the whole of the 

school fees’.110 School fees and local emoluments, which were high in Belfast and 

Newtownards, were a valuable part of a principal’s income, as the following table indicates. 

Table 6.9 shows the average daily attendance, result fees, school fees and local subscriptions 

in certain schools in the Balymacarret and Shankill districts of Belfast in 1875.

ms ̂ PPe,,d'x lo th* sixtieth report o f  the commissioners fo r the year 1893, p. 147/221.
109 ^PPe,,dix to the fiftieth report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1883, pp 160-1/302-3. 
110Ibid-. PP 160-1/302-3.

Appendix to the fifty-first report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1884, p. 155/271.
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Table 6.9

Result fees and local contributions (Belfast district 1875)
School Aver, daily att. Result fees School fees Subscript.

f s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.
Frederick St. 91 59 14 6 56 1 7
Fountain Lane 107 25 17 0 10 0 0
Eglinton 179 79 1 6 103 16 1
Linenhall 192 115 19 0 131 16 3
Eliza St. 194 85 19 6 45 19 0
Fountain St. 120 33 17 0 15 0 0 16 0 0
Victoria Place 250 149 0 0 106 1 7
Ballymacarret 137 22 10 6 30 16 11

u 136 28 6 6 29 14 1 12 0 0
Newtownards day 110 23 7 6 20 4 8 4 10 0

in

It has to be remembered that the result fees were divided along two shares to the 

principal and one share each to each of the assistants. Even the lowest paid schools 

generated an additional annual income of £50 to £80; in the well-paid schools, it could be as 

high as £200. The economic benefits to the head teacher of a large successful school with a 

large number of assistants are obvious. Whether male assistants received a share of school 

fees and other local sources is not clear. However, inspector Skeffington’s comment that 

girls were preferred partly because they did not insist on a share of fees, or that they tended 

to be satisfied with a more moderate income, suggests that male assistants were less willing 

to forgo their portion of school fees or local aid.112 Certainly, principals saw it as being in 

their interest to employ a large number of female assistants. According to Inspector Kelly, in 

order to ‘swell their income’ principals strove to have as many assistants under them as 

possible.118 In Belfast, where the vast majority of pupils were under ten years of age, this 

•neant female assistants.114

Appendix fo r  the forty-first report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland, (for the year 
{ W ) ,  p 98, [C -1228-1], H C. 1875, xxv, 103.
113 ^PPentHx to Me fiftieth report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1883, pp 160-1/302-3.
114 Ibid , P 160/302.

Many o f  the children in factory districts worked as half-timers.
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The fact that a large proportion of assistants were highly qualified underlines the 

unfairness of such a system. In 1892,4% of female assistants were graded in the first 

classification and 47% were in the second classification. And a large proportion of female 

assistants had been trained at Marlborough Street.115 Thus many women had undergone the 

expense of training school and the rigours of the annual examinations to gain promotion to 

be paid a third class salary as an assistant teacher. The injustice of such a system was 

recognised by some inspectors. For instance, one inspector stated that in cases where the 

master assigned most of the duties to assistants, he should have no ‘indefeasible claim’ to all 

school fees.116 Other inspectors requested that assistants of a higher classification should 

receive a second class salary after years of meritorious service.

There is no doubt that women had a critical and important role in the extension of 

elementary education in Ireland. In their own field, women teachers were generally thought 

to be a highly efficient and dedicated body of teachers. Even a few inspectors were prepared 

to admit that some of the best mixed schools in Belfast were in the hands of female 

principals and assistants.118 Yet the hard work of women and the obvious good results they 

achieved did nothing to improve their positions vis-à-vis men. Inequality was built into the 

structure of the education system in such a way that women were actively discriminated 

against by both the Board and the managers of schools. As a result, the vast majority of 

Women in Ulster were concentrated at the bottom of the structure, disadvantaged in terms of 

Pay and in their prospects for promotion.

13 Appendix to the fifty-first report fo r  the year 1884, p. 153/269; Appendix to the fifty-eighth report o f  the 
commissioners fo r  the year 1891, p. 230/296.
, 17 Appendix to the fiftieth  report o f  the commissioners fo r  the yea r 1883, p. 161/303. 
ns ̂ PPt-’ndix to  the fifty-first report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1884, p. 252/269.

Appendix to the forty-ninth report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1882, p. 26/154.
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Conditions in the schools

With the exception of Belfast, teachers were responsible for the heating, repair and 

general maintenance of the school house; for example, lime washing of walls, small repairs to 

doors, windows and floor boards. As most teachers were unable to afford anything other 

than basic maintenance out of their salaries, schools were generally in a bad state of repair.119 

Although there was substantial improvement in the existing stock of schools from the 1870s 

onwards, the general conditions of schools was generally poor. Until the 1880s, most rural 

schools were thatched cabins with earthen floors consisting of one room.120 In the majority 

of cases, schools were deficient in ventilation and sanitation generally consisted of dry 

ashpits which were often in a filthy and neglected condition.121 Even in Belfast, the sanitary 

facilities seldom consisted of more than a tap in the comer of the school yard.122 In Belfast, 

the conditions were worsened by the serious over-crowding of many classrooms. Over

crowding was so serious that in some schools inspectors found pupils being taught in 

cloakrooms and corridors.123 In the poorer schools, the inspectors found that schools were 

often inadequately heated. Even in the winter, fires were sometimes not lit.124 In general, 

the worst conditions prevailed in the poorer schools and districts. Given the concentration of 

'women teachers in the poorer schools, they were probably much more likely to have to work 

m conditions less comfortable than male teachers.
] J9

Atkinson, Irish education, p. 104; Twenty-eighth report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1861, p. 214/462, 
Jhjrty-fourth report o f  the commissioners fo r the year 1867, p. 254/260.

See, for example, The eighteenth report o f  the commissioners o f national education in Ireland (for the year 
1851) with appendices, voi. i, p. 226, 238-9, [1582], H.C. 1852-53, xlii, 226, 238-9; Appendix to the sixty- 
seventh report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland, fo r  the year 1900, Section I, pp 24-30,
[Cd 954], H.C. 1902, xxx, 34-40.
, Eighteenth report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1851, pp 226, 238-9.
J23 Mr D ale’s  report on primary education, 1904, p. 3/956.

■Appendix to the seventy-sixth report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland, fo r  the year 
1909-10, pp 51-5, 60-3, [Cd 5491], H.C. 1911, xxi, 153-7, 162-5; M r D ale’s report on primary education,
(¡>04, p. 3/953.

AIr Dale's report on primary education, 1904, p. 5/955; Appendix to the seventy-sixth report o f  the 
Cotnmissioners fo r  the year 1909-10, p. 56/158. The pupils usually brought the turf to school to light the fire 
and in the poorer households parents could not afford to provide turf for the school.
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Expenditure and leisure

The low income of teachers was reduced further by the fact that they had to purchase 

school requisites such as books, pens and slates from their wages.125 The cost of school 

requisites and general repairs to teachers could vary from a few shillings to £3 a year. Some 

teachers also had to pay rental for the school house to the patron or landlord. In 1867, 9% of 

teachers in Ulster paid rental for their schools ranging from £3 to £5 annually.126

In England free residences had been recognised as a valuable supplement to a 

teacher’s income. But the hostility of Irish landlords to the national system of education, 

combined with the Board’s refusal to supply the necessary funding, created a serious 

shortage of free residences.127 In 1867, only 459 out of 1,989 schools in Ulster had free 

residences.128 Although the rental of a cottage or house for ls.5d to 2s.6d a week may not 

appear substantial, but it was an additional £3 to £6 a year out of already low incomes. 

Despite some improvement in the last quarter of the century, the lack of free residences 

remained a major source of complaint for teachers in the 1900s.129

The lower earnings of women inevitable affected other areas of life, including the 

standard of housing. The comparative poverty of women was noted by the inspectors. In 

1850, James Patten, head inspector for the northern districts, noted that poverty was felt with 

‘particular force by females who had little chance of obtaining any more from fees and no 

prospect of improvement’.130 Those young girls who had to take up lodgings were thought to 

be the worst off. In the 1850s, the inspectors reported that young girls could only afford to 

rent the poorest of lodgings. Most women had to lodge in small one or two roomed cabins

125 .
1 2 6  î t'cinson> frwA education, p. 104.
1 2 7  ^ow‘s Commission, 1870, part i, pp 240-1.
12s ^ame*a Born, Education in rural England 1800-1914 (Dublin, 1978), pp 151-3.
12 9 ^ow‘s Commission, 1870, part i, p. 241.
1 3 0  '̂ommitlee ° f  enquiry into primary education, 1918, p. 17/805.

Sixteenth report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1850, p. 195/337.
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with the families of labourers and small holders. In most cases, they had to share the 

sleeping accommodation with other members of the household.131

A woman’s choice of lodgings was also restricted by middle-class ideas of a 

respectable social environment. Under the Board’s rules teachers were not allowed to reside 

in a public house or anywhere that could bring their reputation into disrepute.132 In 1886, 

Miss Hughes, assistant teacher at Boomhamet, Monaghan, was advised by her doctor to leave 

her lodgings because of a chest complaint brought on by the severe damp. She took up 

residence above the post office which provided the only dry and comfortable lodgings near 

the school. Although Miss Hughes only passed through the back kitchen to her lodgings, she 

was regarded as being in violation of the Board’s rules. Despite appeals made by the district 

inspector for her to be allowed to remain in her new lodgings, Miss Hughes was ordered by 

the Board to leave the premises or risk being dismissed. When the Board stopped the 

payment of a quarter’s salary, she was forced to leave and take up lodgings with a farmer 

about a mile away from the school.133 Greater leniency was, however, displayed by the 

Board towards men. Because of a shortage of accommodation in rural areas, the Board 

reluctantly accepted that some men in rural areas would have to be allowed to lodge in 

public houses.134

Women teachers also had greater difficulty obtaining supplemental employment. In 

theory, teachers were supposed to apply for permission to take on employment outside of 

school.135 However, the right of male teachers to hold a small farm or holding, or to own a 

business, was not questioned. In Mr Adair’s district, which was composed of parts of

13 2 Th'rty-fourth report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1867, p. 259/265.
Powis Commission, 1870, part i, p. 382; Appendix to the fiftieth report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 

¿JW, p. 36/178.
, Education files (N.A.I., ED9/3711).
1 35 T°wis Commission, 1870, part i, p. 382

Teachers were not supposed to take on any activity which would impair their efficiency as teachers.
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Monaghan, Cavan and Louth, one-third of the male teachers owned land.136 Although 

inspectors complained of the detrimental effect this had on their teaching, it never threatened 

their employment by the Board. Yet the Board was reluctant to give permission to do even 

light work outside of school. For instance, in 1884, a female teacher in Shantonagh school 

applied to the Board for permission to do part-time work in the post office. Although the 

post office formed the lower part of her apartments, and the work involved no more than the 

collection of about twelve letters a day, the teacher was refused permission by the Board.137 

The unequal treatment of men and women in this respect was almost certainly rooted in the 

assumption that women were physically weak and, therefore, less capable than men of 

sustaining two jobs. As a consequence, women had few opportunities to supplement their 

income, other than through private tuition.

As with dress-makers and milliners, the social life of women teachers was 

determined by middle-class perceptions of what constituted a respectable way of life.

Women were expected to be dressed in a respectable manner that was neat and refined, but 

never showy. While men were able to socialise relatively freely, women had at all times to 

be careful with whom they associated. For instance, one female monitoress was reported to 

the Board by a teacher in her school for talking to the constabulary in the village. This 

particular complaint of loose and immoral behaviour was dismissed by the Board on the 

grounds that the teacher bore a personal grudge against the girl.138 Nevertheless, it indicates 

the strict controls under which women teachers had to work.

Despite the generally low earnings and social restrictions, teaching still provided 

many women with a means of earning a ‘respectable’ living. As we have seen, teaching

1 3 7  report o f  the commissioners fo r  the year 1861, p. 215/463.
138(N.A.I., ED9/1414).

(N.A.I., ED9/348).
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was an increasingly popular form of employment for middle-class and lower-middle-class 

women. Many middle-class women entered teaching because they wanted a career and 

because they saw themselves as having a responsibility towards their families.139 In her 

diary, Miss Sarah Potts writes of her frustration that at twenty years of age she had yet ‘done 

anything scarcely in the way of supporting myself. Indeed, Miss Potts defined her duty to 

support herself financially as a part of her Christian duties.140

It would be extremely misleading to analyse the social freedoms and leisure activities 

of women teachers by comparing their more restricted lifestyle with the greater freedom 

enjoyed by factory women. It has to be considered that different social groups had their own 

ideas as to what constituted a social life. While social convention meant that middle-class 

women could not go out unaccompanied, it was acceptable for these women to engage in 

charity work and ‘cultural’ activities such as attending concerts and museums.141 Although 

Miss Potts was a very religious women, she enjoyed visits to the national gallery and went on 

trips to the sea-side with friends.142 It is important to recognise that the freedom to have a 

good education and to fulfil an ambition represented a significant change for women in the 

middle-classes.143 These were important developments and should not be devalued by too 

rigid a comparison between the lives of working-class and middle-class women.

Furthermore, the career of teachers did not necessarily end with marriage. According 

to Alexander MacDonnell, assistant commissioner, women often continued in teaching for a 

considerable time after marriage.144 In some districts, it was not uncommon for husband and

139
See, for example, Dina M. Copelman, ‘A new comradeship between men and women: family, marriage and 

London’s women teachers 1870-1914’ in Jane Lewis {ed),Ixtkour and Love, pp 175-86; Lewis, Victorian ladies 
& work, pp 35-40.
*  Diaries ofM iss Sarah Potts 1878-1889 (P.R.O.N.I., T1848/3).

M2 ^ew's’ Victorian ladies at work, pp 4-16.
I4J Diaries ofM iss Sarah Potts 1878-1889 (P.R.O.N.I, T1848/3).
1 4 4  ^ e  i'ves o f  many young ‘respectable ladies’ were transformed by the right to a good education.

Powis commission, 1870, part Hi, p. 13 qq 326-7.
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wife to teach adjoining boys’ and girls’ schools, or for a wife to act as an assistant or a 

workmistress in her husband’s school. In Belfast, some of the larger schools were taught by 

husband and wife and their children were employed as assistants and monitors.145 The data 

drawn up by the Powis Commission in 1867 showed that 29% of female principals in Ulster 

and 19% of female assistants were married. In Munster, 41.6% of female principals were 

married and 33.3% in Connaught.146

Having a wife to teach in the infants’ or a girls’ schools, or to act as a workmistress, 

could increase a man’s chances of obtaining a school.147 For teachers on the lower incomes, 

the work of a wife could make the difference between an impoverished standard of living 

and a relatively comfortable one. However, the evidence indicates that wives continued to 

teach even when the incomes of their husbands as heads of schools was substantial. Table 

6.10 shows the salary of the male principal in certain schools and the income of his wife and 

children from the same school in 1876.

Table 6.10

Total income o f  male principal, his wife and family from certain schools.
School Income o f Income o f Income o f Total

male princ. wife children income
£ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d. £ s. d.

Ballywalter 173 19 3 48 10 6 64 2 6 286 12 3
Donaghadee 153 15 11 117 9 4 272 5 3
Tabbercarry 114 10 3 51 19 10 166 10 1

—Short Strand 101 16 9 35 15 0 137 11 10

148

i4 6  twenty-eighth report o f  the commission for the year 1861, p. 218/466. 
u Powis commission, 1870, parti, p. 240.

In their application for a post, men would stake the ability o f  their wife to teach needlework, music on the 
httee Rs. See, for example, (P.R.O.N.I., Andmore National School, 18702 D1928/S/2/1. Richmount National 
School, 1880s, D1928/S/7/1).

Appendix to the forty-third report o f  the commissioners o f  national education in Ireland, (for the year), 
1S76, p. 59-61/109-11.
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The high incomes of husbands in the above table indicates that women worked to 

maintain a high standard of living, rather than just to avoid poverty. By the standards of the 

1870s, a personal annual income of between £111 and £173 would have enabled a male 

principal teacher to maintain a wife at home in reasonable comfort. It is also evident that 

some married women continued to teach for a long period of time. This is indicated by the 

fact that women were teaching in schools where their children were also employed as 

assistant teachers and monitors. This suggests that women had a very strong commitment to 

their careers as teachers. And that the issue was not just one of raising the standard of living 

to an acceptable level. Considering that many wives often worked alongside their husbands 

in the elementary schools, it would appear that the husband often encouraged and supported 

the right of their wives to work. The respectable status of married women teachers is 

indicated by the fact that the inspectors never expressed any concern about their employment 

in the schools.149

Conclusion

Women made significant numerical advance in the educational system throughout the 

period under discussion. However, women’s access to large well-paid schools in Ulster was 

seriously restricted by the belief in separate educational spheres for men and women and by 

the predominance of mixed schools in the province. With a limited number of posts 

available to women, the majority of women were forced to accept low-paid, low-status posts 

as principals in small rural schools or as assistants in the large towns. Only a minority of 

Women were able to use their experience and training to gain headships to successful and

149
There is no hint o f  reproachment from the inspectors in respect o f  the employment o f  married women in the 

schools.
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highly paid elementary schools. With few exceptions, these successes were confined to the 

woman’s sphere in the girls’ and infants’ schools.

The status and unequal pay of women in the teaching profession was taken up by the 

Irish National teachers’ Organisation in the last decades of the nineteenth century. By 1918, 

motions calling for an end to pay differentials between men and women had been passed at 

five succeeding congresses of the Irish National Teachers’ Organisation.150 The idea of 

equal pay did not, however, have the support of all teachers. For instance, the Irish Principal 

Teachers’ Union handed in a memorandum to the Vice-regal enquiry into primary education 

in 1918 demanding that the Board retain pay differentials between men and women.151 

Opposition to equal pay was usually based on the assumption that men had greater economic 

needs than women, particularly married men. Mr J.E. Bourke stated that no man should be 

asked to engage in a profession in which it would be impossible for him to support his 

family.152 It was, of course, assumed that women could be paid lower wages because they 

had the economic support of their husbands and fathers.

By the 1900s the role of married women in teaching was increasingly becoming a 

contentious issue in the Board of Education and in the catholic and protestant churches. In 

1911, the Board issued a new rule which made it compulsory for a pregnant women to take 

three months off work, during which time she had to pay for a substitute teacher. While this 

Was strongly opposed by the Irish National Teachers’ Organisation, the ruling remained on 

the statute books and applied to all women entering the service after 1912. Those women 

who were in the employment of the Board before June 1910 were exempted from the

Com m ittee o f  enquiry into prim ary education, 1918, p. 16/804. 
‘ Ibid., 1915, pp 48-9/836-7.
Ibid., 1915. pp 48-9/836-7, 66/854.
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ruling.153 However, while the new rule reflected middle-class concern about pregnant 

women continuing to work, it did not threaten the right of married women to continue in 

their teaching.

In 1909, a diocesan regulation introduced by Dr Tohill, the Bishop of Down and 

Connor, obliged catholic women teachers to resign on marriage. While Dr Tohill refused to 

revoke the ban in the face of opposition from the Irish National Teachers’ Organisation, the 

bishop did make the ruling optional, leaving it to the discretion of individual school 

managers whether or not to retain or dismiss a woman on marriage. In the 1920s, the 

optional element was removed and it became a condition of appointment that women should 

sign an undertaking to resign on the occasion of their marriage. The marriage ban gradually 

extended to large areas of the north of Ireland in the 1920s and 1930s.154 The marriage ban 

was a serious set-back to women teachers as it restricted the limited option for women within 

the education system even further. After years of teaching many women were faced with the 

choice of continuing their career in teaching or marriage. Thus from the first decades of the 

twentieth century, the position of women in education can be seen to be deteriorating.

O ’Connell, History o f  the Irish National Teachers ’ Organisation 1868-1968, pp 278-9. 
154 Ibid., pp 286-8.
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Chapter 7

Waged Work of Wives, Widows and Single Women 
and Household Structure

Previous chapters have suggested that throughout the period under discussion the 

waged work of women was relatively extensive, and that it was by no means confined to the 

working-classes. This is, obviously, a picture which contrasts sharply with the census 

statistics on employment. This is in large part due to the fact that at the national or regional 

level the census statistics are not differentiated by age, social class or marital status. The 

purpose of this chapter is to attempt a quantitative and comparative study, based on the 

household schedules, of the waged work of women at the local level. As already indicated, 

the household schedules contain information on the sex, occupation, age, marital status, 

religion and relationship to the head of the household of every person in each household. By 

examining the schedules on a house to house and street by street basis, detailed and 

comparable data can be constructed on the waged work of women in different social groups, 

as well as on single and married women.

The second aim of this chapter is to examine the sexual structure of households, with 

the main focus on the familial. An understanding of household structure is important for the 

study of women and work because it enables a comparison to be made between the wages of 

men and women and their respective contributions to the household. At the same time, it 

enables us to identify the number of female-headed households in local neighbourhoods. 

Finally, it is important to consider to what extent the existence of female-headed households, 

and the waged work of women, affected the culture and identity of women in working-class 

communities.
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Most women lived their lives within the context of the family. However, the urban 

family, and the role of women within the family, is one of the most neglected areas of Irish 

history. While family structure has attracted a wide body of research, the main emphasis has 

been on the rural family. While the town has not been neglected, research has generally 

focused on the physical, social and economic development of urban areas, as opposed to 

familial structure. Analysis of the familial is further limited by the fact that research is 

shaped by distinctively male concerns and interests. The focus is, therefore, very much on 

the nuclear family and the role of the male head; one of the central debates being the 

patriarchal versus the stem family system.1

This bias has created a number of distortions. Not only has it relegated the role of 

women in the family to the periphery, but it has also created an undue emphasis on the 

nuclear family. The impression given is that the nuclear family, or the extended nuclear 

family, was the universal family form. Yet the household schedules show that matrifocal 

households were a significant part of both urban and rural communities. It is hoped that this 

chapter will go a little way towards redressing the imbalance.

Terminology

Before proceeding it is necessary to clarify the terminology used in this chapter.

The term nuclear family refers to a household consisting of husband and wife, with or 

without children, or one extended vertically or horizontally by kin relations. Matrifocal

1 In most rural studies women are discussed only in terms o f  their poor prospects o f  marriage, late marrying age, 
or economic redundancy. See David Fitzpatrick, ‘The modernisation o f  the Irish female; idem, ‘Class, family and 
rural unrest in nineteenth century Ireland’ in Irish studies, 2, (1982), pp 37-69; idem, ‘Irish farming families 
before the First World War’ in Comparative studies in society and history, vol. 25 (1983); For urban studies see 
Beckett et al (eds), Belfast-, David Harkness and Mary O ’Dowd (eds), The Iom u in Ireland (Belfast, 1983);
W. A. Maguire, Belfast, (Keele, 1993); Mary Daly, Dublin, the deposed capital a  sw ia l and economic history 
1860-1984 (Dublin, 1984).
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households, or female-headed households, refers to those headed by women, whether single 

or married. The working-classes and middle-classes were not homogeneous groups, but 

each class was divided along social and economic lines. There were sub-divisions between 

lower-working-class and upper-working-class, and within the middle-class. Obviously, there 

were further sub-divisions within these main groups, but for the purposes of this chapter the 

terms will be used in their broadest sense.

Working-class is used to define labourers, factory workers, and other unskilled and 

semi-skilled occupations. Upper-working-class will refer to skilled artisans, plasterers, 

shipyard workers and other craft workers in the building trades. Traders and small 

shopkeepers constitute an ambigious group. Their position in the hierarchy was dependent 

on the extent and profitability of their business. While some traders belonged to the lower- 

middle-class, others had more in common with the upper sections of the working-class, as 

for instance, in the case of small boot and shoe makers. The lower-middle-classes were 

comprised largely of lower professional and white-collar workers such as clerks, engineers, 

insurance agents, teachers and small traders. Whilst the higher professionals, including 

accountants, managers, bankers and independent business men comprised the solid middle- 

classes.

Area of study and methodological issues

This study is, for the most part, focused on urban districts. This decision was 

determined largely by the character of urban and rural sources. Rural sources are inherently 

problematic. A preliminary analysis of rural areas showed that many women were returned 2

2
For a discussion o f  the different types o f  family households see Peter Laslett and Richard Wall (eds), 

Household andfamily in past time (Cambridge, 1972), pp 29-32.
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as farmer’s wife, daughter or other female relative. Thus making it difficult to produce 

statistics on the numbers of women in gainful employment, which could not be challenged 

on grounds of methodology.3 The second major problem was in clearly identifying social 

groups. Certainly ownership of the land was the crucial consideration determining a 

person’s place in rural society. But this was complicated by the size and quality of the land. 

There is also confusion as to whether or not the land was rented or owned and other factors 

such as income from rentals.4 While it is possible to categorise labourers as working-class, 

farmers can not be fitted into comparative categories of upper-working-class or lower- 

middle-class. However, in spite of the problems, a small sample of rural districts was 

analysed, for purposes of comparison.

By contrast, in urban districts occupation generally structured a person’s place in 

society. It was income which generally determined a person’s standard of life, type and 

standard of housing purchased and general quality of life. As towns grew in population, the 

tendency was for the different social classes to become concentrated in certain areas and 

streets. This pattern of residential segregation makes it easier to do a comparative study of 

urban social groups.5

Areas selected for analysis

Because of the sheer volume of source material, it is impossible to research whole 

towns or rural districts. The sample is, therefore, a combination of selective and random

3 See for example the district o f  Ballymacbrennan, approximately four miles outside Lisburn (N.A.I., D78/1-3).
Farmers gained additional income from renting out cottages and small parcels o f  land. Although some farming 

widows are returned as unoccupied, they are evidently in receipt o f  rental from cottages, as well as income from 
land.

See Maguire, Belfast, pp 109-115; Fred Heatley, ‘Community relations and religious geography 1899-86’ in 
Beckett et al (eds) Belfast, pp 129-52; Anderson, Family structure in nineteenth-century Lancashire, pp 22-43. 
This provides a good discussion o f  the growth o f  an English industrial town.
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sampling. The availability of work was an important factor in drawing up sample areas as it 

enables us to test the hypothesis that women were actively choosing to remain in the 

domestic sphere, rather than being driven out of the labour market by the lack of 

employment opportunities for women. The towns selected for study were those of Belfast, 

Lisburn and Lurgan. As relatively prosperous textile towns, women in these towns had the 

opportunity to enter waged work. Similarly, in the rural sample of districts around Lisburn 

and Dromore waged work was also available for women, albeit in a more limited fashion.

Between 1861 and 1901 the population of Belfast had doubled from 121,602 to 

349,180 persons and the number of houses had increased from 18,595 to 67,108.6 In spite of 

the commercial and industrial development of the city, the majority of the male labour force 

in 1901 was either unskilled or semi-skilled workers earning wages of between 15s. to 26s. a 

week. Skilled workers and artisans, who comprised 26% of the male labour force, were 

mainly employed in the building trades and the shipyard and engineering industries. On 

wages of 35s. to 45s a week, they were regarded as the elite or aristocracy of the work-class. 

Although some skilled workers lived in the same streets as unskilled and semi-skilled 

workers, the majority lived in separate housing areas of the town.7 Moreover, because of 

bitter religious divisions Protestants and Catholics tended to live in separate districts. These 

economic and religious divisions have been allowed for in the sample.

The working-class districts selected were the Sandy Row, Falls and Shankill. 

Established as working-class areas during the early stages of industrialisation, these areas 

had built up a strong sense of community. The Sandy Row lay to the south of the city and

6 Thom's Irish almanac ami official directory, 1896, p. 1197; Ibid., 1910, p. 1296 (hereafter cited as Thom's 
directory).

Maguire, Belfast, pp 111-2; Brenda Collins, ‘The Edwardian City’ in Beckett et all (eds), Belfast, pp 167-82.
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was a predominantly protestant area. The district consisted of a main street, containing 

mostly small shops and traders, with a network of smaller streets running off both sides. 

Large mills and factories were located within the back streets or in nearby streets: such as the 

Linfield Mill and the Albion Clothing Company. At its most extensive the Sandy Row was 

connected to the relatively prosperous middle-class area of the Lisburn Road and at the other 

end to the Crosvenor Road.8 The fact that the area was cut off from the Lisburn Road by its 

working-class roots, and from the Crosvenor Road by a catholic area known as the Pound, 

undoubtedly helped to strengthen feelings of community.

The Falls, a predominantly catholic district, lying to the west of the city, ran from the 

protestant Shankill to the protestant Grosvenor Road. It was based on a similar lay-out to 

that of the Sandy-Row, with a main thoroughfare of small traders and a network of small 

streets running off both sides. The Shankill district was slightly different in that the area 

contained a much higher proportion of skilled workers than the Sandy Row or the Falls. And 

although it was a predominantly protestant area, Crosby Street and Conway Street were 

religiously mixed. While some houses had a kitchen and a small parlour, the typical house in 

these districts was the small kitchen house, costing 3s.6d. to 4s.6d. a week.9

The area selected as representative of the skilled working-class was the Newtownards 

Road in east Belfast. This was a superior housing district, which traditionally housed the 

skilled shipyard and engineering workers. Most middle-class and lower-middle-class 

families lived in the more spacious suburbs of the city. The Ormeau Road, lying to the south 

of the city, was selected as representing the lower-middle-class household of clerks, small

g

See Heatley, ‘Community relations and religious geography’, pp 129-39.
Heatley, ‘Community relations and religious geography’, pp 70-7; Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Conway St. 

A103/16a-b, Crosby St. A103/9). These streets ran between the Falls and Shankill districts.
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traders, businessmen and insurance agents.10 As already noted, the term middle-class was a 

very elastic one which covered small business men, traders, craft workers, agents, doctors, 

professors and bank managers. This wide range of occupations tends to be represented in the 

streets selected: Lisburn Road, University Avenue and Fitzwilliam Avenue.

Lisburn, situated eight miles to the south of Belfast on the river Lagan, was a thriving 

industrial, textile town. Between 1861 and 1901 the population of the town had increased 

from 7,484 to 11,461 persons and the number of houses had more than doubled from 1,220 

to 2,832.11 The great majority of men and women were employed in the numerous factories, 

mills and bleach works in and around the town. Two of the largest employers were the 

Island Spinning Company, and Messrs. William Barbour & Sons Limited. By the 1900s the 

Island Spinning Company, situated just inside the County Down side of the town, was 

employing over 1,000 persons. With the erection of housing in Gregg Street, Mercer Street 

and Canal Street the company was partly responsible for the development of the County 

Down district. The large Barbour Threads, situated at Hilden in the County Antrim side, 

provided employment for upwards of 1,700 persons. In the last decades of the century the 

original houses and cottages erected for the workforce by the company had been greatly 

expanded with the building of private housing at Hilden and Grand Street.12

Lurgan had expanded rapidly in the last decades of the nineteenth century. With the 

population increasing from 7,782 in 1861 to 11, 782 in 1901 and the number of houses 

increasing from 1,821 to 2,750.13 The role of the linen cambric industry in the development

10 Collins, ‘The Edwardian City’, pp 170-1.
11 Thom’s directory, 1880, p. 128; Ibid., 1910, p. 1322.
12 G.H. Bassett, The book o f  Antrim (Dublin, 1888). pp 219-23; W. J. Green, A concise history o f  Lisburn and 
neighbourhood, (Belfast, 1906); Kee, Lisburn miscellany.
13 Worn's directory, 1870, p. 1334; Ibid., 1910, p. 1246.
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of Lurgan has already been noted. Again, the main employment for both men and women 

was in the mills, factories and warehouses.

Lisburn and Lurgan were typical of the construction of market towns. They were 

based on a long main street containing houses, small businesses and shops, with a network of 

streets running off both sides. As in Belfast, the typical dwelling was the small kitchen 

house. As noted previously while some of the older streets and courts were in poor 

condition, many of the new developments were relatively good for the period. Indeed, most 

working-class housing in Lisburn had gardens.14 With no large engineering or dock works, 

the proportion of skilled workers or artisans was relatively small in Lisburn and Lurgan. 

Furthermore, artisan and craft workers tended to live not in separate quarters, but alongside 

manual and semi-skilled workers. There was, therefore, problems in identifying streets 

which were predominantly upper-working-class or lower-middle-class.

The streets selected as being fairly representative of skilled workers and traders 

were Castle Street, Union Street and North Street in Lurgan and Bridge Street in Lisburn. 

However, even these streets had a small proportion of weavers and labourers. Although 

districts in Lisburn and Lurgan were also broken down into local neighbourhoods, religious 

segregation was not as marked as in Belfast. While some streets were predominantly 

catholic or protestant, many of the streets were religiously mixed, particularly in Lisburn. It 

is important to note that there was a second Bridge Street in Lisburn, situated close to 

Barbour Threads. Inhabited mostly by factory workers and labourers, it was a predominantly 

working-class street. To avoid any confusion, this working-class area will be referred to in 

the text as Bridge Street, Hilden.

14 Supplement to the twentieth animal report o f  the Local Government Board forJre land, 1900-1, pp 171- 
6/603-8; Kee Lisburn miscellany, pp 5-13.
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The rural areas examined were: Dromore Rural, which was typical of rural areas in 

the surrounding districts which had traditionally been associated with the home-work 

trades;15 the Maze district, roughly two miles to the south-west of Lisburn, and the 

Ballynahinch Road and the Hilhall Road, roughly one to two miles to the south of the town, 

which were close enough to the town to enable women to find employment in the factories, 

if they wanted it.

The total number of households examined was: Belfast 2,208; Lisburn 970; Lurgan 

729; Dromore Rural 246; Lisburn rural areas 274.

Distribution of single, widowed and married women

The following tables show the distribution of single, widowed and married women in 

the population of Ulster. Table 7.1 shows the distribution of single, widowed and married 

women at 20 years of age and over in Ulster for 1871, 1891 and 1911. Table 7.2 shows the 

percentage of single, widowed and married women in specified age-groups in Ulster for 

1871, 1891 and 1901.

Table 7.1

Percentage o f  unmarried, married and widowed females aged 20+ (Ulster)
1871 1891 1911

Age Unmarr.
%

Marr.
%

Wid.
%

Unmarr.
%

Marr.
%

Wid.
%

Unmarr.
%

Marr.
%

Wid.
%

20+ 36.5 48.6 14.7 40.1 44.5 15.3 41.1 44.7 14.7
25+ 28.0 54.2 17.6 31.5 50.0 18.3 34.3 49.2 16.4
35+ 20.2 55.2 24.5 23.8 51.4 24.7 27.8 49.9 22.1
45+ 17.1 49.9 32.3 20.4 46.1 36.1 25.6 44.4 29.8
55+ 16.6 41.8 41.5 19.1 37.5 43.3 24.9 37.0 38.5

15 Dromore and Dromara were part of linen triangle and had a strong traditional of home-work from the 1840s 
onwards.
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Table 7.2

Percentage, unmarried, married, widowed females in specified age-groups
1871 1891 1911

Age Unmarr.
%

Marr.
%

Wid.
%

Unmarr.
%

Marr.
%

Wid.
%

Unmarr.
%

Marr.
%

Wid.
%

15-24 89.3 10.4 0.1 91.2 8.6 0.1 91.5 8.3 _
25-44 37.0 58.0 4.8 41.7 53.1 5.0 42.6 53.8 3.4
45-54 25.8 57.7 16.3 22.6 58.8 22.6 27.1 59.0 13.7

16

The data shows that in early life the proportion of single women was exceptionally 

high, but after 25 years of age the proportion declined fairly rapidly. In 1871, the rate fell 

from 89.3% in the 15-24 age group to 25.8% in the 45-54 age-group. However, the long 

term trend in Ulster was not only towards a later marrying age, but fewer married women. 

Between 1871 and 1911 there was a slight increase in the proportion of single women in 

each age-group, for instance, the proportion of single women aged 25-44 had increased from 

37% to 42.6%. While the proportion of single women was relatively low amongst women 

aged 45 and over, the effect of this was partly offset by an increase in the rate of widows. In 

1911, approximately 22.1% of women aged 35 and over and 29.8% of women aged 45 and 

over were widows. And to this has to be added wives with absent husbands, which 

accounted for approximately 7% of married women in 1891. Unfortunately, there is no way 

of knowing what proportion of husbands were absent on a temporary basis and what 

proportion of wives had been deserted by their husbands. The important point is that a 

large proportion of women did not have a husband to provide for them until relatively late in 

life. And as already discussed, as a result of early death many women were widowed with 

young families to support.

|6 Compiled from the Census o f Ireland, Ulster, 1871, pp 984-5; Ibid., 1891, pp 968-9/970-1; Ibid., 1911, p. 10. 
7 Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1891, p. 968/970.
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Waged work of single women

With nearly half of the female labour force under 25 years of age in 1911 and over 

91% of those aged 15-24 single, the majority of the female labour force was single.18 

The following is an attempt to identify differences in the rate of waged work amongst single 

working-class women and those from the higher social classes. In the working-class districts 

of Lisburn, Lurgan and Belfast the majority of men were unskilled and semi-skilled workers: 

general labourers, carters and linen weavers, dressers and roughers. Only a minority were 

employed in higher skilled occupations such as policemen, carpenters, and other craft 

workers. Wages were, therefore, low, ranging from 15s. to 28s. a week. The household 

schedules show that in working-class districts wage earning was the norm for single women, 

irrespective of their age. The following table provides an example of the extent of single 

women’s waged work in working-class communities in Lisburn, Lurgan and Belfast, the city 

is divided into the Falls, Sandy Row and Shankill areas. The table represents only a sample 

of streets in each district. The sample was, however, representative of working-class streets 

generally. Table 7.3 shows the total number of women, the total number of women in 

gainful employment, and the total number of households examined in each district and town.

Table 7.3

Total number o f  single females and percentage in employment in total no. 
households examined, Belfast, Lisburn Road, Lurgan (1901)

Total No. 
single f/m

Total No. f/m 
in employment

Total No. 
households

Belfast 
Sandy Row 131 127 271
Falls 118 112 217
Shankill 207 203 343
Lisburn 294 285 277

.¿organ 359 351 433
_Jotal 1,109 1,078 1,541

19

* Census o f  Ireland, Ulster, 1911, pp 10, 22.
Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Lisburn A141/7.17. A151/6-118, Lurgan A47/3-74, Falls A 112/65-84, Sandy 

Row A98/11-87, Shankill A103/19-65. Samples were selected from these street numbers.
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In the streets examined the rate of single women in employment was: Falls area 

94.9%; Shankill 98%; Sandy Row 96.2%; Lisburn 96.9%; and Lurgan 97.7%. However, it is 

necessary to sub-divide single women into two categories: unmarried daughters living in the 

parental home with one or both parents; and single women living independent of parents, 

either on their own or with sisters, brothers, kin or lodgers. The great majority of single 

women were unmarried daughters living in the parental home with one or both parents. For 

example, 300 out o f430 single females in Lurgan and 156 out o f207 single women in the 

Shankill district of Belfast resided with their parents. The exception was the Falls area, 

where nearly half the single women lived independently of parents. In none of the streets 

examined above did the rate of unmarried daughters in the parental home in employment fall 

below 97%; in many streets the rate of employment was between 99% and 100%.

Those women living independently of parents, covered a wide range of ages, from the 

relatively young to the very old. But in spite of the fact that this sample contained women in 

their fifties, sixties and seventies, the proportion of women in employment was still high.

For example, in Lurgan, out of 130 single women living independently of parents only 6 were 

not in gainful employment. Three of those enumerated as ‘unoccupied’ were sixty-two, 

seventy-two and eighty-five years of age. Of the streets examined in Lisburn, 71 out of 73 

single women were in gainful employment; and in the combined Belfast districts of the Falls 

and the Shankill, 95 out of 101 single women were in gainful employment. Furthermore, 

some of those returned as ‘unoccupied’ were earning an income from lodgers or boarders.

While the non-working daughter was an exception, most of those returned as 

‘unoccupied’ were daughters of widowers. In such cases it was usual for only one daughter 

in the household to be enumerated as housekeeper, whilst the remainder of daughters were in 

gainful employment. As there were very young children in some of these households, it is
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possible that the daughter was filling the role of the absent mother. However, this evidence 

can not be taken to support the idea that there was a distinct trend for daughters of widowers 

to actively choose a domestic role. The incidence of daughters of widowers returned as 

housekeepers or ‘unoccupied’ was very small. For instance, in the streets examined in 

Lurgan, only 3 out of 20 widower households had a daughter returned as unoccupied. And in 

the Falls district, none of the households headed by widowers returned a daughter or any 

other single female relative as ‘unoccupied’.20

The great majority of women in working-class districts were employed as weavers, 

spinners, sorters, reelers and stitchers. Most appear to have began their working life at 

thirteen, or earlier as half-timers. Indeed, it is exceptional to find a girl aged fourteen still at 

school. For those who remained single, waged work continued throughout most of their 

lives. As discussed in the preceding chapters, the low income of labouring families meant 

that parents were dependent on the earnings of their children, whether boys or girls. 

Consequently, waged work was as extensive amongst single women as men; and, perhaps, 

just as much a part of the female identity, as of the male identity.

The evidence from the rural areas is more varied. In three of the districts comprising 

part of Dromore Rural, covering approximately 246 families, roughly 162 out of 200 single 

women were in gainful employment, or 81%. Again, the rate is higher when unmarried 

daughters in the parental home are separated: approximately 127 out of 151 daughters were 

wage earners, or 84.1%. Furthermore, if those returned as farmer’s daughters are counted as 

occupied the rate of unmarried daughters in gainful employment rises to 98.6%. The

The idea that daughters were actively choosing to be in the home and act as housekeepers for widowed fathers 
and other male relatives was suggested by Joanna Bourke lecture ‘Women and household work in nineteenth 
century Ireland’. Paper read at the Conference o f  the Irish Association for research in Women’s History, New  
University o f  Ulster, 1991.
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majority of households can be termed labouring class, most men were cambric weavers or 

general labourers living in small two to three roomed cottages. The availability of home

work is reflected in the type of occupations, with most women being employed as linen and

71cambric weavers, thread-drawers, seamstresses and handkerchief folders.

On the Hilhall and Ballynahinch Roads, on the outskirts of Lisburn, men were 

generally employed as labourers or as semi-skilled linen workers such as bleachers, dressers 

and weavers. Only one of the 75 unmarried daughters in these areas was not in gainful 

employment, and she was registered as blind; and 21 out of 24 single women living 

independent of parents were in employment. While there were a few seamstresses and 

domestic servants, the majority of women took advantage of the better paid work in the 

factories as weavers and spinners, even though the nearest factory, the Island Spinning 

Company, was roughly one to two miles distance. Although the Maze district was two to 

three miles walk from any factory, 46 out of 54 single women were in gainful employment, 

and a further 4 were returned as farmer’s daughters. While a considerable number were mill 

workers, a much greater proportion were seamstresses than in the Hilhall/Ballynahinch 

area. This almost certainly reflects the longer distance to local factories.

It is clear that in some rural areas, particularly those adjacent to towns, the waged 

work of women could be just marginally below that of industrial towns. The fact that they 

were prepared to walk long distances to obtain more regular and better paid wages in the 

factories indicates not only the women’s need for money, but that they actively sought work. 

The evidence also underlines the need for historians to move away from generalised

2|
Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Dromore rural: Ballymacormick D151/1, Ballynorris D 151/2, Ballyvicknakelly 

P 151/3, Dromboneth D 151/4).
2 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Hilhall Road. A151/72 (nos. 1-58), Ballynahinch Road. A151/1 file’s nos. 1-40), 

Maze district D84/9 (nos. 3-178).
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statements regarding a massive withdrawal of rural women from waged labour. Greater 

consideration has to be given to the influence of the local economy on the waged work of 

rural women, as well as social class. Very importantly, the ambiguous role of farmer’s 

daughter also has to be re-evaluated.

The argument for women’s work in working-class families was essentially an 

economic one: most women worked out of financial necessity. However, the evidence from 

both skilled working-class and lower middle-class districts suggests that this was not the only 

factor. The streets examined were those running off the Newtownards Road: Foundry Street, 

Fox Street, Dee Street and Derwent Street. While there were a number of shipyard labourers 

and carters in these streets, the majority of men were skilled shipyard and engineering 

workers: cranesmen, welders, engine fitters and painters. The higher wages of skilled 

workers, 36s. to 45s. a week, were reflected in the relatively higher standard of housing.

The typical dwelling in this area was the terraced kitchen/parlour house, with two to three 

bedrooms on the upper floor, costing between 4s. 6d. to 6s. 3d. a week to rent. In Dee Street 

and Derwent Street a large number of dwellings were three storied houses containing seven 

to nine rooms. The weekly rents for these houses would have been approximately 6s. 

to 7s.23

The Ormeau Road, with a series of avenues and streets leading off it, was largely a 

residential area. While there were a few artisans, the majority of male heads could be 

defined as lower-middle-class, or middle-class; commercial travellers, clerks, master bakers, 

bankers, police sergeants, merchants and traders. Their relatively high incomes, ranging 

from £200 to £500 a year, enabled them to buy or rent the substantial housing in the 

district.24

^  Collins, ‘The Edwardian city’, p. 172; Maguire Belfast, p. 73.
Maguire Belfast, p. 111
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As noted previously, comparable data for Lisburn and Lurgan is limited to a few 

streets. In Union Street, North Street and Castle Lane in Lurgan, the majority of men were 

employed as painters, carpenters, plasterers, traders and police sergeants, with a small 

number employed as weavers and labourers. In Bridge Street, Lisburn, about half of the 

heads of households were small shopkeepers and traders such as fleshers, boot-makers, 

tailors and drapers who resided on the premises with their families. The housing in the 

above streets in both Lurgan and Lisburn was substantial, with the number of rooms ranging 

from seven to nine and even eleven per dwelling.25

In upper-working-class and lower-middle-class districts there was a much greater 

proportion of young nuclear families with children under working age. Consequently, the 

number of adult single women in some streets was comparatively small. Table 7.4 shows the 

total number of households in each street, the total number of single women in each street 

and district and the number in gainful employment.

5 Enumerator’s books (N.A.I., Bridge St. A151/44, Union St. A47/44, North St. A47/59, Castle Lane A47/12).
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Table 7.4

Total no. o f  single females and percentage employed in skilled working-class households (1901)
District Total No. 

single f/m
Total single f/m 
in employment

Total No. 
households

East Belfast 
Dee Street 61 58 79
Fox Street 25 23 41
Foundry Street 6 5 79
Chadally Street 26 25 93
Total 118 111 292
Ormeau Road 
Delhi Street 35 32 51
Delaware 13 11 10*
Total 48 43 61
Lisburn 
Bridge Street 38 32 50
Total 38 32 50
Lurgan 
Union Street 13 9 9
North Street 57 55 68
Castle Lane 49 47 52
Total 119 111 129

26

* Delaware Street covers even numbers 2-22 only.

Although the above sample of Lisburn and the Ormeau area is relatively small, the

results are representative of lower middle-class families in adjacent streets. Despite the

higher incomes of male heads, the rate of women in employment remained exceptionally

high. In Lurgan the rate of single women in employment was 93.2%; Ormeau Road 89.5%;

east Belfast 94%; Bridge Street, Lisburn, 82.1%. The lower rate for Bridge Street, tends to

be representative of similar trading districts in Belfast. For example, in the Falls Road,

where craftsmen and shopkeepers were living in large seven to twelve roomed houses, the

rate of employment for single women was around 80%. In contrast, in Sandy Row main

street, where dwellings had only five to six rooms, nearly all of the daughters of traders and

26 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Dee St. D27/20, Fox St. D27/23, Foundry St. D27/24. Chadally St. D 27/11, 
Delhi St. D24/43, Delaware St. D24/42). Other streets in the district such as Deramore Avenue and Galwally 
Avenue show the same rate o f  single women working.
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craft workers were in employment. This suggests that as the income levels of shopkeepers 

and traders rose, the tendency was for fewer daughters to be in paid employment.27

Despite the slightly lower rate of employment amongst lower-middle-class 

households, the waged work of single women was still an integral part of upper-working- 

class and lower middle-class communities. However, there were important differences in the 

type of employment undertaken by women from these social groups. Although the majority 

of daughters of skilled workers worked in the mills and factories, they were generally 

engaged in work which had a slightly higher social status: reelers, winders, stitchers and 

warehouse workers. A minority were also employed as dress-makers and milliners, shop 

assistants and teachers. In contrast, single women in lower-middle-class districts were 

employed in professional and white-collar occupations: teachers, nurses, typists, clerks, as 

well as shop assistants, and dress-makers and milliners.28

Lower-middle-class parents clearly did not have the finances to support their 

daughters beyond their late teens. However, they could afford to provide their daughters 

with a good education. Unlike girls from upper-working-class families, they often remained 

in the education system until sixteen and seventeen years of age. Parents were almost 

certainly aware that most daughters would not marry until their late twenties, some not at all. 

By providing their daughters with a good education, they enabled their daughters to secure 

higher status occupations, which provided higher wages, better working conditions and 

greater job security. The fact that parents were prepared to provide their daughters with 

further education, especially in the Technical Colleges, suggests that parents expected their 

daughters to be wage-earners, at least until marriage. Given that over 45% of women aged

27 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Sandy Row main street A98/83-5, Falls Rd. A 112/31).
In the Ormeau road no women were returned as factory workers.
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25-44 were unmarried, a considerable number of lower-middle-class women would have 

been wage-earners for a relatively long period of time.

It is evident that in relation to the rights of women to work, the ideas and values of 

the feminist movement had gained a degree of acceptance amongst the lower-middle-classes 

in urban districts. The extent of waged work clearly suggests an acceptance of the right of 

single women to work. It also indicates an erosion of middle-class ideas of respectability and 

gentility. Indeed, with so many women working it is highly improbable that in lower- 

middle-class homes work could have been associated with unrespectable or immoral 

behaviour. The financial need for lower-middle-class women to earn a living was not 

critical. But it did enable single women to contribute towards their own support, to maintain 

a decent standard of living, even to gain a degree of financial independence.29

However, there was a significant reduction in the rate of female employment amongst 

the more substantial sections of the middle-classes. University Avenue, Fitzwilliam Avenue 

and the Lisburn Road housed the professional and managerial classes, including architects, 

doctors, professors, civil engineers, wool and linen merchants and a small number of traders 

and craft workers. The higher social class of these districts is reflected in the use of 

domestic servants. For example, about half of the households in Fitzwilliam Avenue had 

indoor servants. Table 7.5 shows the total number of single women in each street, the total 

number of women in employment and the total number of households.

29
The trend towards training lover-middle-class women was also evident in England. See Holcolmbe, Victorian 

ladies at work.
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Table 7.5

Total no. o f  single females and percentage in employment in middle-class households
Street Total No. Total single Em Total No.

single f/m in employment households
Fitzwilliam Avenue 21 4 19
Lisbum Road 48 16 49
University Avenue 33 21 64
Total 102 41 132

30

On the one hand, Fitzwilliam Avenue follows the expected pattern with the majority 

of single women returned as ‘unoccupied’ or as living on income from dividends. Only 4 out 

of 21 single women were in employment. But on the Lisburn Road and University Street the 

rate of single women in employment was 33.3% and 55% respectively. As in lower-middle- 

class districts, women were engaged in lower professional and white-collar occupations. 

However, some were in higher status work. For instance, one woman worked as an artist and 

another was a professor of music.

More extensive research into middle-class areas is needed before any general 

statements can be made. However, the work of women in the streets examined was 

sufficiently extensive to indicate that a single woman’s respectability, or that of her family, 

was no longer defined solely in terms of confinement to the domestic sphere. The horizons 

of women in the middle-classes had undoubtedly broadened and a career was clearly 

something which was both aspired to and valued by a growing sector of middle-class 

families. As a consequence, an increasing number were prepared to make use of higher 

education, better work opportunities, and move out of the home and into the labour market.

To conclude, the evidence refutes suggestions that working-class daughters were 

responding to middle-class ideas of gentility and moving out of the labour force. Given the

° Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Fitzwilliam Av. D24/58, Lisbum Rd. A98/56 (nos. 5-95), University St. 
A l 04/158).
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commitment to waged work amongst the lower-middle-classes, and its growing importance 

amongst the middle-classes, it could be argued that single women in the higher social groups 

were beginning to adopt elements of working-class culture. The evidence also illustrates the 

extent to which the employment of middle-class women has been obscured by an undue 

emphasis on the ideals propagated in prescriptive literature.

Waged work of wives

Whilst the nuclear family predominated in some areas, in other streets and districts a 

considerable proportion of households were matrifocal. Given the different economic 

circumstances between wives with husbands and widows, this section will be divided into 

two parts. The first section examines the waged work of wives with husbands and the 

second section examines the work of widows and deserted wives.

The data from the household schedules shows a close correlation between the waged 

work of wives and social class: the higher up the social scale the greater the proportion of 

wives returned as unoccupied. Both middle-class and lower-middle-class nuclear families 

conformed to the model of male breadwinner/dependent wife. In these districts only one 

wife was returned in gainful employment.31 Furthermore, amongst, the artisans and skilled 

working-class in east Belfast a wife in paid employment was a rare exception. For example, 

out of 141 wives with husbands in Fox Street, Foundry Street and Dee Street, only 4 wives 

were in gainful employment.32 It would appear that the income of the skilled worker was 

sufficient to enable him to not only to aspire to, but to adopt the middle-class norm of a non- 

working wife. This was almost certainly a measure of upper-working-class respectability.

1 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Fitzwilliam Av. D24/58, Lisburn Road. A98/56, Delhi St. D24/43, Delaware St. 
024/42).

Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., D27/23-4).
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However, the picture of a non-working wife is complicated by the presence of 

boarders and lodgers in a considerable number of households where the wife was 

enumerated as ‘unoccupied’. As east Belfast attracted a large number of migrant workers in 

search of skilled and relatively well-paid work in the ship yards, there was a high demand for 

accommodation. In the streets examined the proportion of households taking in 

lodgers/boarders was relatively high, ranging from about 11% to 25% of households in the 

different streets. For example, in Foundry Street, approximately 24% of all nuclear families 

had boarders/lodgers and approximately 25% of all nuclear families in Dee Street. Families 

in middle-class districts also had boarders and lodgers: on the Lisburn Road 6 out of 19 

nuclear families had boarders or lodgers.33

Thus while wives may not have been engaged in waged work, a considerable number 

were earning an income from what was essentially a part of the informal economy. When 

the number of women earning an income from lodgers or boarders in east Belfast is taken 

into account, the rate of wives earning an income increases from 3.1% to 21.8%. But in 

comparison to the skilled wages earned by most husbands, income from lodgers or boarders 

would have been small. Nevertheless, lodging still provided an additional source of income 

and wives were certainly willing to avail themselves of the opportunity to earn extra money. 

The choice of lodgings as a means of earning an income is perhaps significant, as it enabled 

wives to earn money, while at the same time maintaining an outward appearance of 

domesticity and respectability.34

In contrast, lower-working-class districts generally had a high rate of wives in gainful 

employment. However, the pattern of work varied considerable. With significant

^  Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., A98/56).
Several other streets examined in the Shankill district showed the same pattern of few wives in employment.
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differences not only between town, but between different streets and districts within the 

same town. Table 7.6 shows the streets examined in the Sandy Row, Falls and Shankill 

districts in Belfast; the number of nuclear families in each street and the percentage of wives 

in gainful employment.

Table 7.6

Total no. o f  nuclear families and percentages o f  wives in employment in nuclear families.
Sandy Row Falls Shanki 1

Street n/f % o f wives 
employed

Street n/f % o f wives 
employed

Street n/f % o f  wives 
employed

Hurst 28 32.1 Theodore 27 22.2 Crosby 53 11.3
Kenmare 8 - Tennyson 18 16.6 Sixth 24 20.8
Kensington 15 13.3 Springview 32 41.1 Seventh 28 25.0
Scott 15 26.6 Ward 21 28.5 Eighth 26 19.2
Rowland 45 20.0 Waterford 28 35.7 Ninth 27 .

Linfield 7 - Spinner 29 27.5 Conway 87 13.7
Linfield Rd 24 12.5 Violet 15 - Carlow 30 4.3
Boyne Sq. 30 26.6 Tralee 12 33.3 Morpeth 18 16.6

Sevestapol 12 45.8 Low Umey 10 30.0
Odessa 4 50.0
Sorella 3 100.0

Total 172 22.0 Total 213 32.7 Total 303 13.8

35

In Belfast, the rate of wives in paid employment varied considerably, ranging from an 

overall rate of 32.7% in the Falls to a low of 13.8% in the Shankill district. However, there 

appears to be an inverse relationship between the occupation of the husband and the 

employment of wives. Streets or districts which had the greatest proportion of weavers and 

labourers, generally had the highest number of wives in employment. The low rate of 13.6% 

in the Shankill district reflects the skilled status of much of its male workforce. But as in 

east Belfast, boarders were fairly common. When the number of wives taking in boarders

5 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Sandy Row: Boyne Square A 98/11, Hurst A98/45, Kenmare A98/50, 
Kensington A98/51, Linfield St. A98/55, Linfield Rd, A98/56, Rowland A98/79, Scott A98/87; Falls: Odessa 
A l 12/65. Sevestapol A 112/71, Sorella A 112/73, Spinner A 112/74, Springview A 112/77, Tennyson A 112/78, 
Theodore A l 12/79, Tralee A l 12/81, Violet A l 12/82, Ward A l 12/83, Waterford A l 12/84; Shankill: Carlow 
Al03/14b, Conway A103/16a-16b, Crosby A103/19, Dundee A103/20-31, Lower Umey A103/39, Morpeth 
A l03/52, Sixth A103/65a, Seventh A103/63, Eighth A103/30, Ninth A103/53).
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are included in the number of wives earning money rises to 26.4%. With the exception of 

Lower Umey Street, most male heads were tool makers, drillers, plasterers and other craft 

workers. Lower Umey Street, where 7 out of 10 male heads were general labourers, had the 

highest proportion of wives in employment.36

Similarly, within the Falls and Sandy Row districts, the highest rates of working 

wives tended to be returned in the streets which had the greatest proportion of labourers and 

factory workers: Springview and Sevestapol Streets had 41.1% and 45.8% of wives in 

employment respectively. Whereas in Violet Street, where male heads were bakers, police 

constables and rail workers, no wives were returned in employment. While the rate of wives 

in employment in the Sandy Row was above that of the Shankill at 22%, it was almost 10% 

below the 32.7% returned in the Falls district. These differences can be partly explained by 

economic differences between the two communities. Catholic districts were generally 

socially and economically disadvantaged compared to protestant districts. The poorer 

economic prospects of catholic men is evident in the household schedules. Although some 

male heads in the Falls district were employed as carpenters and tailors, there was a much 

higher proportion of labourers and factory workers than in the Sandy Row.

However, the evidence is by no means consistent. Although Waterford Street and 

Ward Street had a high proportion of semi-skilled workers, they had relatively high numbers 

of wives in employment. In the Sandy Row, though Scott Street and Rowland Street were 

both dominated by labourers, the rate for Scott Street was 46.6%, compared to only 20% for 

Rowland Street. Furthermore, even in streets where occupations are comparable, the 

tendency is for the Falls to have the higher number of wives in employment. This factor may

3* The number of lodgers taken in was usually small, one or two persons.
Collins, ‘The Edwardian city’, pp 174-7.
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be partly explained by the fact that catholic skilled and semi-skilled workers tended to suffer 

greater under-employment, than their protestant counterparts.38

Lurgan returned the highest overall rate of wives in employment, as well as some of 

the highest rates for individual streets. And in comparison to Belfast, the rate of wives in 

employment was relatively constant throughout the different streets. Table 7.7 shows the 

number of nuclear families in the different streets in Lurgan and the percentage of wives in 

gainful employment. The table covers both working-class and lower-middle-class streets.

Table 7.7

Tota no. o f  nuclear families and percentages o f  wives in employment in nuclear families
Street Number o f  

n.f.
% wives in 

employment
Street Number o f  

n.f.
% wives in 

employment
Shankill St. 26 57.6 Factoiy Lane 30 33.3
Clay Town 9 66.6 North St.* 41 9.7
Church Walk 21 47.6 Castle Lane* 29 55.1
May’s St. 7 85.1 Mark St. 10 50.0
Arthur St. 31 80.6 Mary’s St. 21 57.1
Prince’s St. 36 66.6 James St. 19 42.1
Clara St. 13 53.8 Totten’s Row 6 83.3
Shankill PI. 10 60.0 Ulster St. 12 41.6

_Union St.* 3 . Hill St. 100 43.0
Total 424 48.3

* These streets were occupied mostly by lower middle-class professions and artisans. 39

The table shows that out o f424 nuclear families 48.3% of wives in nuclear families 

were in paid employment. Over half of the total number of streets had 50% and over of 

wives in paid employment; only three streets had under 35% of wives working. Although 

Castle Lane had a high proportion of artisans such as carpenters and painters, 55.1% of wives 

were in employment. Only North Street, with its relatively higher social class of traders and

38
Skilled catholic workers were much more likely to be employed under the casual 

system of labour at the docks, than protestants. Wages were, therefore, more erratic.
Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Lurgan: Arthur A47/3, North A47/9, Church Walk A47/11. Castle Lane A47/12, 

Clara A47/15. Clay Town A47/17, Factory Lane A47/27, Hill A47/42, James A47/46, Mark A47/51, May’s St. 
A47/52, Mary’s A47/55, North A47/59, Prince’s A47/60, Shankill St. A47/66, Shankill Place A47/67, Totten’s 
Row A47/71, Ulster A47/73, Union A47/74).
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independent business men, showed a rate similar to that found in the skilled shipyard district 

of Belfast. The rates returned in Arthur Street 80.6%, May’s Court 85.1% and Totten’s Row 

83.3% are particularly high.40

Not only was the above sample of 729 households a relatively large one, but a brief 

analysis of other working-class streets in Lurgan shows the same pattern of high employment 

amongst wives. As we have seen, the majority of male heads were labourers or weavers. 

Their low wages of around 12s. to 18s. a week were almost certainly a major factor in the 

paid work of wives. However, wives of artisans were much more likely to work than in 

Belfast. Although wages of skilled workers were slightly lower than Belfast, the difference 

was not significant. However, it is probable that skilled workers in Lurgan had less regular 

employment than in Belfast.41 Table 7.8 shows the total number of nuclear families in each 

street in Lisburn and the percentage of wives in gainful employment.

Table 7.8

Total no. o:'nuclear families and percentages o f  wives in employment in nuclear families
Street Number o f % wives in Street Number o f %  wives in

n.f. employment n.f employment
Chapel Hill 28 17.8 Church St. 32 15.6
Hill St. 37 32.4 Linenhall St. 37 32.4
Bridge St.* 32 1.0 Market Lane 11 18.1
Barnsley Row 12 58.3 Gregg St. 56 37.5
Bridge St. Hilden 27 18.5
Canal St. 33 27.2 Mercer St. 39 33.3
Young St. 34 17.6 Mill St. 23 21.7
Richardson’s Row 6 - Millbrook Rd. 43 18.6
Wesley St. 32 - Grand St. 44 18.1
Grove St. 26 23.0 Wood’s Alley 9 77.7

. Total Lisburn 561 19.0

* Occupied by artisans and shopkeepers.

40 May’s Court and Tottens’s Row were small side streets with old and dilapidated dwellings.
Francis Xavier McCorry, ‘History o f  Lurgan 1610-1963’ (unpublished PhD . thesis, Queen’s University, 

Belfast, 1986), pp 194-200.
42 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., Lisburn: Canal A151/6, Gregg A151/8, Mercer A151/17, Young A151/23, 
Bridge A151/44, Chapel Hill A151/50, Church A151/51, Hill A151/63, Linenhall A151/172, Barnsley’s Row  
A151/33. Market Lane A151/86, Grove A151/60, Milbrook A151/90, Grand A151/59/118, Wesley A151/112. 
Wood’s Alley A l51/116. Bridge St, Hilden A141/17, Richardson’s Row A141/17c, Mill A141/17c).
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In spite of the fact that the great majority of streets in the Lisburn sample housed the 

factory and labouring population, the overall rate of wives in employment was significantly 

lower than in Lurgan. One of a sample of 920 households, containing 543 complete nuclear 

families, the overall rate of wives in paid employment was only 19%. Even if the lower- 

middle-class Bridge Street is excluded, the rate is still only 19.6%. In about half of the 

streets examined the rate of employment amongst wives ranged between 15% and 27%. 

However, Mercer Street, Wesley Street and Gregg Street had 33.3%, 32% and 37.5% of 

wives in employment respectively.43 The highest rates were returned in Wood’s Alley 

and Barnsley Row with 42.8% and 58.3% respectively.44

In the streets examined in Lisburn there was a higher proportion of semi-skilled 

factory workers such as roughers, dressers and bleachers than in Lurgan. As in Belfast, the 

wives of labourers are much more likely to be working than those of skilled or semi-skilled 

workers. For example, in Wood’s Alley nearly all husbands were general labourers; in 

Barnsley Row almost half of husbands were labourers or weavers and nearly two-thirds in 

Hill Street.45 Again, the correlation does not always hold. In Gregg Street and Mercer Street 

over two-thirds of the male heads were dressers, roughers and beetlers. Yet they had a high 

proportion of wives working, mostly as spinners and reelers.46 However, this may be partly 

explained by the fact that the houses in this district were built by the Island Spinning 

Company to house its workforce. The close proximity of work, combined with a tradition of 

work in the factory, may have encouraged wives to keep on working. The contrast between 

the waged work of wives of skilled workers in Lisburn and Lurgan may also be partly

43 Enumerator’s books (N.A.I., Mercer St. A151/10, 17, 112).
44 (N.A.I., A 151/116, A141/17c).
45 (N.A.I., A 151/17,33 63).
46 (N.A.I., A 151/10,17).
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explained by their geographical location. It is possible that because of its close proximity to 

Belfast there was less under-employment in the building and engineering trades in the 

Lisburn district.47

That possibly half, or even more, of wives with husbands could have been in 

employment at the turn of the century has never been seriously considered by historians. Yet 

the evidence clearly shows that for certain sections of society the waged work of wives 

was a fairly common phenomenon, particularly for those with husbands earning between 12s. 

to 27s. a week. Even in areas such as the Sandy Row, the rate was sufficiently high to refute 

suggestions that a working wife was anathema in working-class culture. The very high rate 

for Lurgan was largely a result of the poorer infrastructure of the town; and it is highly 

probable that in textile towns such as Portadown and Londonderry, which had a similar 

economic structure to that of Lurgan, the number of working wives would have been equally 

high.48

Finally, contrary to assumptions that wives generally preferred casual or part-time 

work which fitted in with their domestic responsibilities, the vast majority were employed in 

the factories and mills. It would, therefore, appear that many women stayed on in the factory 

after marriage. Certainly, it has to be considered that the number of married women working 

may not be typical of non-textile towns. Nevertheless, the evidence does show that when 

work was available, many wives were prepared to take up full-time work outside of the 

home. As a result of their work in the factories, many wives were earning wages which were 

nearly equal to those of their husbands. The importance of this will be discussed in greater

47 Lisburn does not appear to have a higher proportion o f  families with children o f  working age, which could 
perhaps account for the lower rate o f  wives in employment.
48 Portadown and Londonderry had few skilled jobs for men, many only earned 12s. to 14s. a week as labourers. 
But as in Lurgan, there was abundant work for women.
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detail in a later section. With no household schedules prior to 1901, it is impossible to make 

comparison with earlier periods. However, it is reasonable to assume that the rate of wives 

in employment would have been as high, possible higher, than those presented for 1901.

Waged work of widows and deserted wives

The importance of matrifocal households in urban communities is illustrated in the 

following date. Table 7.9 shows the total number of households examined in Lisburn, 

Lurgan and each district in Belfast; and the percentage of which nuclear families, widows 

and deserted women, and single women comprised of the total number of households. The 

remaining households were headed by single or widowed males.

Table 7.9

Percentage o f  households headed by nuclear families, widows and single women
% o f % o f % o f Total

nuc. fam. wid.des/wives single f  m. h/holds.
Lurgan 58.1 28.3 6.7 729
Lisburn 59.1 20.6 5.5 970
Belfast
Sandy Row 44.3 22.6 8.6 388
Shankill 61.3 18.4 6.6 494
Falls 59.7 25.6 9.1 308
East Belfast 75.3 14.7 4.1 292
Dromore rural. 59.3 16.2 4.0 246
Maze 49.1 9.4 10.0 169

Single mothers with children are included with widows and deserted wives.

As the above table shows, female-headed households comprised 30.9% of all 

households examined in the Sandy Row, 33.9% in the Falls district, 25.1% in the Shankill

district; 14.7% in east Belfast; 26.1% in Lisburn; and 35.1% in Lurgan. The low rate for east 49

49 Lisburn, as cited at footnote 42; Lurgan-footnote 39; Belfast-footnote 26 and 35.
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Belfast is due to the large proportion of young nuclear families in the district. Furthermore, 

the rate of female-headed households was much higher in certain streets. For example, in 

one-third of the streets examined in Lurgan female-headed households comprised between 

45% and 55% of the total number of households. Similarly, in Lisburn about one-third of the 

streets examined contained between 30% and 57% of female-headed households. In some 

of the smaller side streets and courts the rate was even higher.

The majority of matrifocal heads were widows and deserted wives; single women 

accounting from between 5% to 7% of all households and 20% to 30% of matrifocal families 

throughout the different districts. As already discussed, there was little financial assistance 

for the poor, other than a restricted out-door relief or charity. With the exception of middle- 

class wives, most widows and deserted wives had little alternative but to earn money. If full

time work was not available in factories and mills, they had to take work as sewers or 

whatever other type of work was available.

The pressures of poverty are clearly reflected in the high number of widows and 

deserted wives in working-class districts in gainful employment Throughout the different 

districts in Belfast, Lisburn and Lurgan, the proportion of widows and deserted wives in 

employment ranged from 40% to 55%. In many areas the rates were much higher than for 

wives with husbands. For example, in Lisburn 45.5% of widows and deserted wives worked, 

compared to only 19% of wives with husbands; and in the Sandy Row district 40%, 

compared to 22% of wives with husbands. The only working-class area to return a relatively 

low rate was that of east Belfast at 20.9%. However, this low rate was due to the fact that 

the great majority of widows in this district had adult children, who as skilled workers were 

able to earn a relatively high income. In the rural areas, 65% of widows and deserted wives 

were in employment and in the Maze district only one widow was not in employment.
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Most widows and deserted wives lived with their unmarried children, a small 

proportion lived with married children or relatives, and a tiny minority lived on their own or 

with lodgers. Whilst the labour participation rate of widows was high, it varied at different 

points in the life-cycle of the family and with age. In families where all or nearly all of the 

children were under working age, it was exceptional for a mother to be returned as 

‘unoccupied’. Whilst the burden of support may have eased as more children became wage- 

earners, the wages of the mother were still an essential part of economic survival. In 

matrifocal households where there were both dependent children and children of working 

age, the rate of working mothers was slightly lower, but the vast majority were still in gainful 

employment. The proportion of widows and deserted wives does, however, decrease 

dramatically towards the end of the family cycle. In households where all of the children or 

relatives were adult wage earners, and in cases where elderly widows were living on their 

own or with lodgers, only a minority of mothers were in paid employment. However, it has 

to be considered that elderly women were much more likely to earn money in the informal 

economy, most of which was under-enumerated in the census. Taking in boarders, for 

example, was even more common amongst female-headed households than nuclear families. 

Widows also tended to have a slightly higher number of boarders per household.50

The lack of dependent children would appear to have been the most important factor 

determining the work of widows and deserted wives, rather than an increase in the number of 

children who were wage-earners. The continuing need for the wage of the mother in 

households in which children were both dependants and wage-earners is perhaps answered 

by the general age structure. Most of the children of working age were in their early teens

50 For the plight o f  widows see Maureen Langan-Egan, Women in Mayo 1821-1851, pp 72-5; see also Anderson, 
Family structure in nineteenth century Lancashire, pp 46-47; James Winter, ‘Widowed mothers in Victorian 
Britain’ in Social history, (Autumn, 1983), pp 115-23.
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and not yet old enough to earn an adult wage. It is also possible that the decision to continue 

working was influenced by the uncertainty and instability of family life. It was inevitable 

that some older children would leave the parental home to either marry or search for work. 

Once again shifting the main burden of support on to the mother. Furthermore, mothers who 

gave up work in their late thirties or early forties would have had difficulty finding full-time 

industrial employment in later life. Many elderly women would have had little alternative 

but to take less well paid casual or part-time work. Indeed, it is noticeable that whilst the 

majority of widows were in full-time employment in the mills and factories, the proportion 

employed as charwomen, washerwomen and homeworkers increased with age. In the 

circumstances, choosing to retain a job can be seen as a sort of safe-guard against future 

crisis.

Although the standard of living varied according to the structure of the household, 

most can be said to have lived in relative poverty. As the chapter on home-work has shown, 

widows were often only able to eke out an impoverished existence by utilising the labour of 

children as young as seven years of age. The evidence raises three points. First, most 

widows and deserted wives generally worked into their late fifties and early sixties. 

Furthermore, their lives tended to be characterised by poverty and deprivation. Any respite 

was temporary^ as children gradually left the family and mothers were left to survive on their 

own meagre earnings or with the support of one or two children. Secondly, rather than 

taking on casual work which would have enabled them to spend longer periods at home, the 

majority choose full-time work which provided them with a higher and more regular income. 

Thirdly, matrifocal households were generally more economically disadvantaged than those 

headed by men; their lower wages inevitable affecting the standard of food, clothing and 

housing which women could purchase.
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Housing of matrifocal families

As already discussed, the standard of housing varied considerably in working-class 

areas. The older streets, alleyways and courts were generally rough and unpaved and often 

built without proper drainage or sewers, as well as being exceptionally cold and damp. In 

contrast, most of the housing built after the 1880s had yards with entrances for waste 

removal, ashpits, many in Lurgan and Lisburn had gardens. However, the improved 

sanitation of newer housing was often reduced by the practice of dividing the four or five 

roomed kitchen houses into two separate dwellings. But with the cost of renting older 

accommodation or two rooms ranged from Is to 2s.6d. a week, it was an effective means of 

reducing weekly expenditure.51

The generally low incomes of female-headed households is reflected in the fact that 

they tended to be concentrated in poorer housing. Whilst female-headed households can be 

found living in the better types of housing alongside nuclear families, they are 

disproportionately represented in the older streets and courts. Furthermore, terraced houses 

divided into two separate dwellings were invariable rented by female heads. For example, 

Rowland Street, containing small kitchen houses, was one of the oldest streets in the Sandy 

Row district. Out of 33 widowed and single women 60.6% lived in two rooms, as compared 

to 48.6% of nuclear families. In Lower Umey Street, with a similarly poor standard of 

housing, roughly half of the houses were divided into two rooms. Out of 18 two roomed 

dwellings, 13 were inhabited by widows, deserted wives and single women, and only 4 were 

rented by nuclear families.52

51 It was common throughout Ireland and England for the poorer sections o f  society to rent the cheapest 
housing. Anderson. Family structure in nineteenth century Lancashire, pp 47-8; Charles A. Cameron, ‘On the 
results o f  the Town Labourers’ Dwellings Acts’ in N.A.P.S.S., (1881), pp 591-3. Poorer classes in Dublin were 
paying 8d. to 2s for a single room or 3 s. 6d. for two rooms.
2 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., A103/39 A98/79).
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The same pattern is repeated in Lisburn. In Bridge Street, Hilden and Barnsley row, 

built in the 1850s and 1860s, matrifocal households comprised 46.8% and 46.7% of all 

households respectively. Whilst in Gregg Street, with its superior five and six roomed 

houses, female-headed households were concentrated in houses divided into two or three 

rooms. However, the highest proportion of female-headed households were usually found in 

the small, cramped side-streets and court such as May’s Court and Fleming’s Court in Lurgan 

and Wood’s Alley and the Back Row in Lisburn. The latter two streets having 57.1% and 

85.1% respectively. Wood’s Alley was typical of the small, cramped and insanitary 

dwellings found in side streets and courts inhabited by women: houses had only two rooms, 

one room upstairs and one downstairs, and no backyards. There was only two dry privies in 

the courtyard for twenty families.53 54

The intensive poverty of the poorer districts is reflected in the fact that they generally 

had the highest rates of both wives with husbands and widows in gainful employment For 

example, in May’s Court and Fleming’s Court none of the wives and widows were without 

paid employment. It is also noticeable that the level of literacy tended to be very low. For 

example, in the Back Row half of the female heads were unable to sign their name in the 

household schedule.55

Written and photographic evidence testify to the appalling conditions of the poorer 

districts and the extent to which they contrasted with the better housing districts. Apart from 

the lack of sanitation, houses often had broken window panes covered or plugged with wood 

or a piece of material and the plaster was often chipped away in large lumps to reveal the red

53 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., A47/31.52. A151/33.116. A141/17-17c).
54 Supplement to the twentieth annual report o f  the Local Government Board 1900-1, p. 178/610; Kee, Lisburn 
miscellany, pp 7012. This book provides an excellent description o f  the conditions o f  entries running o ff main 
streets in Lisburn.
55 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., A141/17c).
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brickwork underneath. The condition of some streets in Belfast was so poor that they were 

not even listed in the street directories. Indeed, many of these older streets were designated 

as part of the slum clearance in Belfast during the early 1900s.56 Concentrated in streets 

which were inhabited by the poorest sections of society, female-headed households 

undoubtedly comprised a large part of the urban poor. Furthermore, the number of women 

living in appalling conditions in the poorest districts was increased by two factors: the large 

numbers of daughters living in matrifocal households; and the tendency for widows and 

single women to lodge or board in households headed by women. Given the link between 

poor housing, inadequate sanitation, and high rates of fever, tuberculosis and other diseases it 

is probable that women in female-headed households were more likely to be disadvantaged 

in respect to their health than those in nuclear families.57

One of the most noticeable features of the schedules is the extent to which female

headed households are not only concentrated in certain streets, but in the same area of a 

street. For example, in Rowland Street the great majority of female-headed households are 

concentrated in 1 to 20. Similarly, in Lower Umey Street most female-heads occupied 

numbers 3 to 19; and in Dundee Street, not only are numbers 34 to 47 occupied by single 

women and widows, none have a male resident.58 The clustering of women is partly 

explained by the need for women to seek out cheaper housing. However, it is also possible 

that women made an effort to live near to one another or to share a house. In areas where 

housing is divided into two rooms, the separate tenancies were much more likely to be rented 

by two female-heads than by a female-head and a nuclear family. This tendency is clearly

56 A photographic record o f  housing in Ulster can be found in a series o f  books published by the Blackstaff press. 
See W. A. Maguire, Caught in time: the photographs o f  Alex Hogg o f Belfast (Belfast, 1986), pp 90-5.
37 Most o f  these women worked as weavers and spinners, occupations which 
already carried high risks o f  phthisis and other diseases.
38 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., A103/39, A98/79, A103/29a-b).
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illustrated in Rowland Street, where despite a high proportion of nuclear families occupying 

two rooms, women still tended to share a tenancy with other women, rather than a nuclear 

family. The example of number 20 Rowland Street is typical of the division of a house: one 

half was occupied by Eleanor Smyth, a widow aged fifty-six, and her twenty-five year old 

grandson; the other half was occupied by Elizabeth Sherwood a widow aged fifty.59

The high rate of widows and single women lodging in female headed households also 

supports the idea that sex was an important factor influencing residence patterns. And in 

most cases female lodgers do not appear to have been related to the head of the household. 

The peculiar feature of clustering and co-residence meant that rather than being isolated, 

matrifocal households were very much a visible and integral part of working-class 

communities. Studies by Michael Anderson and Carl Chinn show that clustering and co

residence was also a feature of the poorer urban districts in England. And very importantly, 

that women played a crucial and constructive role in shaping the everyday lives and values in 

their local communities.60 The following section analyses the effect of household structure 

and residence patterns on the social and economic life of the community.

Household structure, work and community

As a result of low wages and under-employment, families in rural Ireland had to rely 

on neighbourhood and kinship networks for the exchange of services and goods. In the 

1830s and 1840s, with large sections of the population scraping a subsistence level of living, 

the assistance of kin and neighbours was often the crucial factor which enabled men and 

women to survive the worst excesses of poverty and disease. Numerous statements to the

39(N.A.I., A98/79).
60 Chinn, They worked all their lives, pp 24-30; Anderson, Family structure in nineteenth century Ixtncashire, 
pp 55-7.
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different poor inquiries in the 1830s noted the hardship which children often endured to 

support elderly and infirm parents, as well as sisters, aunts, brothers and other near 

relatives.61 Furthermore, in many areas neighbours as well as relatives assisted widows in 

setting potatoes and with the harvests for little or no payment.62

As the chapter on power loom weavers has indicated, as families migrated to the 

industrial towTis and villages, kinship relations remained an important source through which 

jobs and housing were obtained. As in the rural community, people were reliant on 

neighbourhood networks not only in times of crisis, but to survive the daily struggle against 

poverty.63 Several studies such as that of Ellen Ross in London, Carl Chinn in Birmingham 

and Marilyn Cohen in Tullylish have built up a body of evidence to show that kin and 

neighbourhood networks of support were organised around women.64 Women borrowed 

sugar, milk, bread and other essentials from female kin and neighbours to see them through 

until pay day, or for longer periods during unemployment or illness. As noted in the chapter 

on power loom weavers, childminding was usually based on an informal arrangement 

between women in the neighbourhood. It was also women who were called on to assist 

during sickness, child birth and the laying out of the dead.65

Female kin also played an important role following the death or illness of a parent. 

Children of widows and widowers were often taken to live with sisters, aunts and

61 Cited in Anderson, Family structure in nineteenth century Lancashire, p. 82.
62 First report into the poorer classes Ireland, 1835, pp 18-1/196-7.
63 Leslie Clarkson, The city and the countryside, pp 156-7; Anderson notes that Irish families in Preston formed 
close knit communities based on kin: relatives were used to put up recent migrants and to help find work.
64 Chinn, They worked all their lives, pp 24-5, 108-9; Cohen, ‘Proleterianization and family strategies’, pp 569- 
70; Jane Lewis, ‘Introduction: Reconstructing women’s experiences o f  home and family’ in Jane Lewis (ed ), 
Labour and love, p. 19; Ellen Ross, ‘Labour and love: rediscovering London’s working-class mothers’ in ibid., 
pp 73-79; Lynn Jameison, ‘Limited resources and limited conventions: working-class mothers and daughters in 
urban Scotland’, in ibid., pp 49-67; Ellen Ross, Survival networks: women’s neighbourhood sharing in London 
before 1914’ in History workshop, no. 15 (Spring, 1982); Diana Gittens, The family in question (London, 1985), 
pp 126-7.
65 Cohen, ‘Proleterianization and family strategies’, pp 570-8.
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grandmothers. In many other cases financial assistance was given, even though it could be ill 

afforded.66 This sort of informal adoption was relatively common in poorer districts: nieces, 

nephews and grandchildren are found living with both single and married female relatives in 

the household schedules. The existence and value of women centred networks were noted by 

middle-class observers. For example, in the 1870s Miss Isabella Tod stated that half or more 

of the women in the mills and factories in Belfast had to help support others from their 

meagre earnings. Daughters often helped aged parents, supported sisters who were widowed 

or deserted by their husbands, and sometimes helped married sisters when their husbands 

were ill.67 Similarly, Edward Spencer noted in the 1880s that the poorer classes in Dublin 

survived through borrowing everything from each other: food, pots to cook in, clothes to

Aftpawn and even took in evicted neighbours.

Carl Chinn and Sally Alexander suggested that women centred networks were a 

source of influence and power within working-class communities. For instance, local 

women who acted as midwives and healers acquired a good deal of respect and status.69 

And with child care a primary concern for working mothers, even the humble act of 

childminding could confer a degree of status. For example, in a study of working-class 

districts in English towns in the 1900s social investigators found that childminding was an

70important social function through which many elderly women acquired status.

While women centred networks were borne out of common hardship and poverty, 

they were also based on very close emotional bonds between mothers and daughters and

66 Cohen, ‘Proleterianization and family strategies’, pp 590-2.
67 Report o f  an inquiry into the factory and workshops acts, vol. ii, minutes o f  evidence, 1876, qq 19,101, p.
902.
68 Edward Spencer, ‘Artisans and labourers’ dwellings with an appendix on the operation in London and other 
large cities in the United Kingdom under the Artisans and Labourers Dwellings’ Improvement Act, 1875, and 
Local Acts with similar objects’ in N.A.P.S.S., (London, 1881), p. 602.
69 Chinn, They worked all their lives, p. 139; Cohen, ‘Proleterianization and family strategies’, p. 576.
70 Black, Married women's work.
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female kin. Consequently, residence with kin tended to be matrilocal, rather than patrilocal. 

Widowed mothers were more likely to live with married daughters, than married sons; and 

widowed daughters were more likely to live with their mother, or other female relatives, than 

with a brother.71 Living in the extended family, or co-residence with other females, had 

mutual benefits for both parties. Grandmothers played an important role: even when not 

earning money they could act as child minders and helpers in the house. These arrangements 

benefited not only individuals and their families, but society. The assistance of female kin 

was undoubtedly a vital element in keeping the elderly and many young children out of the 

workhouse, or from having to be adopted by strangers, all at considerable savings for 

society.72

The strength and endurance of female-networks was forged out of common hardship 

and experience. Unlike charity or government relief, assistance from neighbours and kin did 

not appear to carry any social stigma. This was almost certainly because it was inevitably 

rooted in a reciprocal relationship. Living in working-class districts, women must have been 

only too aware that as a result of death, injury, or unemployment the family could be quickly 

reduced to below subsistence level conditions; and that they would probably have to draw on 

female networks at some stage during the life-cycle.73

Social networks, combined with the strength of matriarchy, were important elements 

in differentiating working-class women from those in the middle-classes. Not only did 

working-class women develop a value system which conferred status on certain female 

activities, but women tended also to be very self-reliant and when in need they generally

71 Anderson, Family structure in nineteenth century Lancashire, pp 55-7; Chinn, They worked all their lives, pp 
24-5.
72 Most historians are in agreement that reciprocal networks were o f  crucial importance in keeping thousands o f  
people from becoming destitute.
3 The knowledge that death or illness could only too easily force a family down below subsistence levels was 

probably a major factor in encouraging even those who were relatively well o ff to provide assistance to others.
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looked to other women for support. Compared to middle-class women, working-class were 

more self-reliant and less dependent on men, whether husbands or fathers. Close 

community ties and daily interaction with neighbours and friends also meant that even wives 

who did not work had greater freedom from the confines of the household than middle-class 

women. But while female-networks played an important role, the greater independence of 

working-class women was inevitably rooted in their ability to work and earn. Indeed, Carl 

Chinn suggests that their greater freedom could only have been achieved in a society which 

gave women the opportunity to support themselves.74

A further factor which has to be considered is the sexual structure of households. 

First, not only was there a large number of matrifocal households in working-class 

neighbourhoods, but in a considerable proportion of those households there were no brothers 

or other male relative for women to be subservient to or dependent on. For example, 14 out 

of 23 matrifocal households in Mary Street had no resident male relative; 23 out of 33 

matrifocal households in Arthur Street, and 18 out of 36 matrifocal households in Gregg 

Street had no resident male relatives. This was not confined to urban areas: in the Maze 

district only 3 out of 33 female-headed households had an adult male. Furthermore, in a 

substantial number of other matrifocal households there was often only one adult son.

Secondly, in textile towns the female population was always greater than that of 

males. For example, in Belfast in 1900 there were 188,000 women compared to 162,000 

men.76 Even a brief examination of the household schedules shows the effect this had on the 

sexual structure of households, with adult women outnumbering men in many households. 

Obviously, in households where the men were skilled or semi-skilled workers their earnings

74 Chinn. They worked all their lives, pp 84-5, 133.
75 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I., A47/3, A 151 /10, D84/9).
76Clarkson, ‘The city and the country’, p. 155.
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could be two to three times greater than that of women. However, because of their greater 

numbers the combined income of women was often equal to or nearly equal to that of men’s. 

Furthermore, in the families of manual workers women often contributed the greater part of 

the total household income. This is particularly the case in Lurgan, where the majority of 

men were low paid factory workers and labourers. The following tables provide an example 

of the potential imbalance in earnings between men and women in manual and semi-skilled 

families. Table 7.10 shows the age, sex, occupation and marital status of each person in the 

household, an estimate of their average weekly earnings, and the combined weekly income 

of the household. 77

Table 7.10

34 Arthur Street, Lurgan
Occupation Sex Marital Relationship to Age Average

status household head weekly wage
Labourer m married 48 12s-15s
Smoother Em married wife 46 12s-16s
Veiner Em single daughter 23 12s-15s
Venier f/m single daughter 21 12s-14s
Labourer m single son 18 12s-14s
Smoother f/m single daughter 15 8s-10s
School f/m single daughter 12
Total income 68s-84s

16 Arthur Street, Lurgan
Labourer m married 49 12s-15s
Smoother Em married wife 58 12s-16s
Machinist Em single daughter 26 12s-16s
Venier Em single daughter 28 12s-14s
Total income 48s-61s

63 Sloan Street, Lisburn
Linen fin. m married 58 23s-26s
House Em married wife 54 -

Yam m single son 28 24s-26s
Linen Em single daughter 26 12s-14s
Plumber m single son 18 20s-24s
Lift watcher m single son 13 8s-10s
Weaver f/m single niece 16 9s-12s
Total income 97s-112s

77

77 Enumerators’ books (N.A.I. M I ß ,  A l 51/19).
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The household schedules show that while women occupied a subordinate position in 

the labour market in relation to men, this was not always reflected in household income. In 

one nuclear family the male contribution was only 29s. out of 84s., in another, the men 

contributed only 15s. out of 61s. Even in the household of the semi-skilled factory worker 

women still contributed just under half of the total income. While the ratio between the 

sexes in households was sometimes more balanced, the above is fairly representative of the 

level of earnings between men and women in manual districts in Lurgan, Belfast and 

Lisburn. Given that manual workers comprised the greater proportion of the male working- 

class, and that manual workers also had the highest rate of working wives, many male heads 

would not have earned substantially more than either their wives or daughters.

The evidence from the household schedules greatly strengthens much of the evidence 

from previous chapters, which indicates that women’s wages can not always be regarded as 

merely supplemental. It also underlines the way in which a rigid patriarchal model of Irish 

society has obscured important differences in working-class culture, which helped to shape 

the responses of both men and women. We have already seen how working-class women 

reversed middle-class notions of respectability by acquiring status from their waged work. 

However, the differences in culture went much deeper than the question of waged work for 

women. Indeed, as the chapter on power loom weavers has shown, much of the general 

social life and behaviour of working-class women was a clear breach of the core values of 

middle-class society, especially with regard to ‘ladylike’ behaviour.

While women drinking in public houses was anathema to the middle-classes and the 

upper-working-classes, it was very much a part of the culture of poor neighbourhoods.78

78 Chinn, They worked all their lives, pp 118-9. Ross,’Survival networks’, pp 101-11. There is very little work 
done on the topic o f  drink in the culture o f  working-class women in Ireland. Yet contemporary evidence shows 
that it did exist.
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The writings of the Rev O’Hanlon bear testimony to the culture of drink amongst lower class 

women in the 1850s and 1860s. He noted on several occasions the vast number of public- 

houses and spirit housed in poorer districts and the extent to which men and women 

dissipated their meagre earnings on drink.79 80 Similarly, in 1908 an inquiry into the drinking 

habits of women in Ireland showed that amongst the factory and labouring populations of 

urban areas drinking remained a popular past-time. In the poorest and most thickly 

populated parts of the cities women frequently drank in bars and purchased drink from spirit 

grocers to take home. Not only did the middle-class investigators condemn this practice as 

immoral, they also attributed the poverty of families and the neglect and physical abuse of
Q A

children to the drinking addiction of parents. But to the poorest classes, it was one of the 

few leisure activities available to them. With low income, and few means of entertainment, 

bars provided a place where people could meet and enjoy themselves. While there was some 

disapproval of single women entering bars, it was perfectly acceptable for married women to 

do so. In fact, mothers often brought babies and young children into the bars with them.81

Working-class women also tended to be portrayed as being more gregarious, 

aggressive, even violent. Their rough manner and propensity to violence was remarked upon 

by factory inspectors and philanthropists. For example, the Rev O’Hanlon described a scene 

in Smithfield Square in which the mother was urging her son on in a bloody fist fight. After 

making inquiries with the constabulary he was informed that it was common to find both 

women and men at the fight scenes which erupted on Friday and Saturday nights in the

79 O ’Hanlon, Walks amongst the p<x>r, pp 43-44: O ’Hanlon complained o f  the number o f  drinking dens and spirit 
houses in working-class areas and what he saw as women as ‘imbruted’ by their drinking.
80 Women and children in public-houses (Ireland); information obtainedfrom the police as to the frequenting o f  
public-houses by women and children in the six county boroughs oflreland, pp 3-7, [cd. 45775], H.C. 1909, 
lxxiii, 95-9 (hereafter cited as Women and children in public-houses, 1909).
81 Women and children in public houses, 1909, p. 3/95.
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district.82 * Furthermore, women often got into physical brawls with other women in disputes 

over children, money and other matters. In such fights, women often used their fists and feet 

m the same way as men.

As the autobiography of Tomás O'Crohan shows, this type of aggressive behaviour 

was by no means confined to urban life. O'Crohan described how women on Great Blasket 

Island attacked rent collectors and other government officials with stones and sods, while the 

men escaped to the other side of the island.84 85 Certainly, it has to be considered that middle- 

class prejudices may have exaggerated the level of violence. Oral testimony leaves little 

doubt that working-class women were generally more verbally and physically aggressive than 

their middle-class counterparts.

However, there is also evidence to show that in spite of their more aggressive and 

independent behaviour, working-class women were not necessarily free from the control of 

men. A much darker side to working-class life was the physical and mental abuse inflicted 

on women by their husbands. According to Carl Chinn and Ellen Ross, wife-beating was a 

fairly common occurrence in working-class districts. In the rows which erupted over money 

and other matters men would kick and hit their wives. Although these assaults 

often resulted in women being given black eyes and other injuries, this was a level of

85violence which was accepted in working-class districts as normal.

However, Chinn suggests that there was a distinction between this type of violence 

and the excessive violence which was inflicted on women by drunken or particularly brutal 

husbands. In cases of extreme violence, women were persistently and viciously beaten with

82 O’Hanlon, Walks amongst the poor, pp 43-5.
*3 Chinn, They worked all their lives, p. 15, 133.
84 Tomás O'Crohan, The Islandman (Oxford and New York, 1992), pp 52.5.
85 Chinn, They worked all their lives, pp 156-8. Ross, Survival networks, p.8.
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fists, cudgels and other heavy objects.86 For example, in 1901 a father wrote to Miss Squires 

to complain that his daughter was compelled to work all night by her husband who was a 

tailor. If she refused, she was beaten up. Through the help of others the wife was able to 

gain a separation and maintenance.87 However, the effort of this woman to get a separation 

was not representative of battered women as a whole. Although violent attacks on women 

often resulted in heavy bruising, broken bones and other serious injuries, few women 

prosecuted their husbands through the courts.88

Cruelty of a different nature was inflicted on wives and children by husbands who 

withheld most or all of their earnings. For example, in 1910 Miss Martindale took up the 

case of a wife of a hand-loom weaver, whose husband had refused to give her any portion of 

his 25s. a week’s earnings for five and a half weeks. Instead, she was compelled to rise at 

four o’clock and work long into the night doing home-work with her children to support the 

family.89 90 The worst case of this kind of abuse were in families where the father was 

addicted to drink or gambling. It was not unusual for drunken husbands to spend not only all 

their own earnings, but the earnings of the family on drink and so the mother was forced to 

work at whatever she could find to stave off starvation. The above examples of violence and 

neglect show that earning a wage did not necessarily mean that women could escape the 

authority and brutality of husbands and fathers.

Ellen Ross suggests that it is a misconception to attribute all forms of violence 

against women to their subordination in society and the home. The worst extremes of

86 Chinn, They worked all their lives, pp 157-8.
87 Annual report o f  the chief inspector o f  factories and workshops fo r  the year 1902, pp 152-3, [C. 1610], H.C. 
1903, xii, 196-7.
88 Chinn, They worked all their lives, p. 158.
89 Annual report o f  the chief inspector o f  factories and workshops fo r  the year 1901, p. 157/789.
90 Report on the employment o f  children, during school age, in large centres ofpopulation, J r eland, pp 174- 
83/398-407; Anderson, Family structure in nineteenth century Lancashire, pp 77-8.
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violence generally flourished in the poorest and lease respectable neighbourhoods. In such 

households, women were usually under the total domination of their husbands. But in 

working-class districts generally, excessive violence was a good deal less prominent and 

regarded as unacceptable behaviour. Very importantly, the rows which led to men hitting out 

at women were often because women were not prepared to be deferential, to accept the rights 

of men to spend too much money on drink, or to take orders. Ross suggests that women in 

these communities can not, therefore, be portrayed as subjugated and totally downtrodden.91 

In short, it was often their spirit of independence and aggression which generated rows and 

led to violence. This argument has some validity; oral testimony shows that women could be 

very aggressive, shouting and hurling abuse and even striking their husbands. But it tends to 

overlook the fact that even the more limited attacks on women could be brutal, with men 

inflicting serious injuries.

The answers as to whether or not waged work affected the position of women are 

perhaps as varied and complex as the situations women lived in. However, it is evident that 

despite the contradictions, variations, and persistence of gender divisions in the household, 

waged work did provide many working-class women with different choices to their middle- 

class counterparts. They may have lived within the constraints of a patriarchal society, but 

they appear to have been able to draw the boundaries a little wider. Indeed, it can be argued 

that the whole culture of work and social networks gave working-class women freedom of 

thought and action unthinkable to the middle-classes. Moreover, when faced with poverty 

and widowhood many women showed great resilience and fortitude in keeping themselves 

and their families outside the workhouse and free from outdoor relief. They were not, then, 

always passive victims, but women who were prepared to fight and struggle for survival.

91 Chinn, They worked all their lives, p. 158; Ross, ’Survival networks’, p. 8.
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And it is highly probable that their resilience was in large part borne out of their experiences 

of waged work within the working-class community and, perhaps, the positive examples set 

by matrifocal families in the locality. Very importantly, their lives and actions were almost 

certainly dominated considerably more by material needs than by ideological considerations.

Conclusion

The evidence in this chapter underlines the need for historians to question traditional 

assumptions and orthodoxys which have distorted the study of women: that waged work was 

confined largely to the working-class and typically ended with marriage; that the male 

breadwinner was the main wage earner in the family; and that daughters were ‘economically 

redundant’. It also undermines the need for historians to go beyond the idea of considering 

women being members of a sort of universal sisterhood tied together with identical norms 

and values. There is little doubt that within the confines of a culturally dominant ideology, 

there existed a great deal of variation and modification. It is, therefore, an imperative for 

historians to be aware of distinctions between urban and rural women, between single, 

widowed and married women, as well as the differences which existed between women from 

different social classes.

While the domestic sphere and the economic nature of housework and child care are 

valuable areas of study, too much emphasis on this area has tended to reinforce the image of 

women as being ‘out’ rather than ‘in’ the labour market. Recent studies such as those by 

Mary Cullen and Dympna McLoughlin have helped to draw attention to the benefits to be 

gained from challenging traditional assumptions and adopting a much wider approach to the 

study of women.92

92 Dymphna McLoughlin, ‘Workhouses and Irish female paupers, 1840-70’ and Mary Cullen, ‘Breadwinners and 
providers’ in Maria Luddy and Murphy (eds), Women surviving.
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Finally, the chapter also highlights the limitations of existing sources. The whole 

question of women and their status within the household, especially matriarchs, is hindered 

by a lack of working-class oral history. Without a substantial body of oral testimony, 

interpretation has to rely too heavily on the highly subjective statements and writings of 

middle-class society. As the time for collecting oral history for the 1900s has now passed, 

many questions have to remain unanswered. For instance, did single women living on their 

own have to conform to social constraints which prevented them from bringing men into 

their homes, or were they relatively free to do so? And what of the unmarried mothers living 

in several streets in Belfast and Lurgan, were they tolerated or rejected by their neighbours?

One of the main priorities for historians has to be the collection of oral history for the 

1920s and 1930s, before vital evidence for this period is also lost forever. Towns such as 

Lurgan and Londonderry, where the waged work of women remained a vital element in 

working-class life, are prime sources for the collection of oral evidence. Without a wider 

and more critical approach, the complexities and diversities of women’s lives can not be 

uncovered. It is, therefore, important that oral testimony is collected in such a way as to shed 

light on all aspects of women’s lives, whereas previous studies have been distorted by 

preoccupation’s with domesticity.
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Conclusion

This thesis demonstrates that waged work was an integral part of the lives of women 

in the labouring and working-classes. The daughters of factory workers, labourers, semi

skilled and skilled workers worked from the time they left school to a relatively old age. 

Waged work also remained a central part of the lives of many married women in the 

working-classes, particularly in the factory districts where employment was available. 

However, as the evidence in chapter 7 indicates, there was a close correlation between the 

number of wives in employment and the occupation of husbands. Whereas waged work was 

a common experience for women married to labourers and other semi-skilled workers in 

urban areas, it was rare for the wives of skilled workers, such as painters, carpenters and 

shipyard workers, to be in paid employment. With the opening up of white-collar 

occupations in the last decades of the nineteenth century, waged work became a common 

experience for single women in the lower-middle-classes, for example, the daughters of 

small shopkeepers, clerks, traders, teachers and small businessmen. Although the numbers 

were small, the daughters of bankers, large capitalists and managers were also beginning to 

enter the labour market at the turn of the century. Furthermore, a number of married women 

from middle-class society defied social convention and worked outside of the home. 

Nevertheless, during the period covered by this thesis, 1845 to 1911, the majority of the 

female labour force came from the working-classes.

The earnings of the majority of men in the labouring and working-classes were at too 

low a level to support a dependent wife and children. Women and children were compelled 

to work long hours in the home or the factory to help sustain the family. Most importantly, 

the high number of widows and deserted wives in the factory districts meant that many
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women were in fact the main breadwinner in the family household. Even with the additional 

labour of the wife and children, many families were still unable to afford adequate clothing 

and food. Throughout the period under discussion, the basic diet of the labouring classes 

consisted of potatoes, bread and tea. While the standard of housing had improved slightly 

over the period, the majority of working-class families still lived in damp and over-crowded 

conditions.1 Life for the poorer section of both rural and urban society was characterised by 

a daily struggle for survival.

The status of women in the labour market changed little between the 1850s and the 

1900s. Women were, for the most part, employed in low-paid sectors of the job market in 

specifically female areas of employment. Their low wages were often reduced by the 

seasonal peaks and troughs in trade. Even in the higher status occupation of dress-making 

and millinery, women had to work long hours in bad conditions. The relatively powerless 

position of women in the workforce is illustrated by the constraints imposed on them by 

employers. Women often had to purchase their own threads and sewing machines and fines 

for lateness or damaged work were imposed arbitrarily and deducted from their wages. The 

small minority of women who managed to get employment in the teaching and medical 

occupations were concentrated in the lowest paid sectors. Female teachers were paid a 

woman’s rate for their work and largely confined to the lowest paid schools. The surplus of 

female labour combined with contemporary attitudes on the role of women in society 

enabled employers to keep wages at a low level.

In general, the role of women in the workplace could be viewed as reflecting the

subordinate and inferior position of women in the home and society generally. Certainly,

women’s position in the economic structure was in some part determined by the value

1 For the improvement in housing see Joanna Bourke, ‘Working women: the domestic labour market in rural 
Ireland, 1890-1914’, pp 485-90.
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system which defined her primary role as housewife and mother. However, there are 

limitations to this type of analysis. First, it tends to present women as being completely 

powerless ̂ vith their lives shaped by external factors over which they have no control. From 

this perspective, women are without employment choices and unable to make any significant 

decisions about either the direction of their work or lives. As an exploited form of labour, 

women derived no sense of fulfilment or identity and status from their work. They worked 

only out of economic necessity and aimed, if they could, to stop work either at marriage or 

with the birth of the first child. Yet despite the often poor working conditions and long 

hours, many women derived a good deal of status and pride from their work. Whether as 

home-workers, dress-makers or factory workers, women often got personal satisfaction from 

producing work which they felt required a good deal of skill. Power loom weavers, for 

example, complimented themselves on their ability to produce a good web. While many 

dress-makers and milliners felt that the skilled nature of their work compensated for their 

poor working conditions.

Secondly, women’s work tends to be seen as undifferentiated. There was, however, 

considerable variation in the market situation of female occupations. The various 

occupations carried different rates of pay and different status and prestige. The question of 

prestige was an important factor which affected the employment choices of women. For 

example, women from the higher social groups were unlikely to consider working in a 

warehouse or factory, as they perceived this as demeaning work. Although mill and factory 

workers were usually drawn from the same local community, weavers saw themselves as 

being socially superior to the spinners in the mill. The higher paid workers, such as weavers, 

reelers and warpers, accorded greater prestige and status to their work and attempted to adopt 

a style of dress and manner which differentiated them from the spinners. Whereas spinners
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went to work in their bare feet and with shawls around their shoulders, weavers and reelers 

usually wore coats and shoes. Weavers always made a point of referring to their place of 

work as the factory, not the mill. Betty Messenger found in her study of the factories and 

mills that no self-respecting weaver would use the term ‘wee house’ to refer to the lavatory, 

as this was the common term in the mill. A weaver always referred to the lavatory as the 

‘parliament’.

Thirdly, the emphasis on the subordination of women tends to prevent new questions 

being asked about the relationship between men and women within the family and the local 

community. The fact that in a number of households women outnumbered men had potential 

implications for the balance of power and dependency within families. The evidence from 

hand-loom weavers and power loom weavers indicates that husbands valued the labour of 

their wives and daughters. Indeed, men were prepared to take on some of the domestic 

chores, even the care of the children, so that their wives could work and earn a wage. If we 

are to arrive at a fuller understanding of the working lives of women, or of the valuable 

contribution which they made to the family economy, it is essential to challenge the 

perception that a woman’s wage was always accorded lower status than that of the man’s. In 

particular, in households where the wage of the wife put the food on the table and kept the 

family together.

The spread of factory work gave some women new freedom and a degree of 

independence, although it did not introduce dramatic change in employment practices. The 

low wages earned by women meant that most daughters continued to live within the family 

and financially assist income. The wages of adolescents were part of that economy and

2 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, pp 163-6.
3 The subordinate status and inferiority o f  women in both the labour market and the home is suggested by Mary 
Daly in her article, ‘Women in the Irish workforce from pre-industrial to modem times’, pp 74-80.
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parents usually decided how much spending money sons and daughters should receive from 

their wages. Through, however, pooling their resources with other workers and getting 

goods on credit, women in the factories still managed to purchase clothes and engage in 

social activities. Single women in the power loom factories were able to go to dances and 

parties and mix relatively freely with members of the opposite sex in the workplace. The 

picture of independence and change, however, should not be overdrawn. The amount of 

spending money received was in the last resort dependent upon the economic needs of the 

family. Throughout the period under discussion, children were under the authority and 

control of their parents.

The attitude of parents towards the labour of children remained virtually unchanged 

in the poorer sections of society. Children were expected to be wage-earners and contribute 

to their own support from an early age of seven or eight. The evidence which was collected 

on children engaged in paid home-work or as street-sellers in the 1900s is strikingly similar 

to that recorded for hand-loom weaving families in the 1830s. And as the evidence on power 

loom workers demonstrates, the practice of child labour was carried over into the factories. 

Not only were young girls sent into the factories at nine and ten years of age until the 1870s, 

but the gradual raising of the legal minimum age of employment was widely opposed by 

parents. According to the lady factory inspectors, parents falsified birth certificates and 

baptismal certificates in order to have their children employed under the minimum age. 

Indeed, the practice was so widespread that most of the inspectors resigned themselves to the 

fact that they could do nothing to eradicate it.4

As noted in the introduction, the study of women’s work has been influenced by the 

belief that an ideology of domesticity infiltrated all sectors of Irish society. However, this

4 See, for example, Annual report o f  the chief inspector offactories  fo r  the year 1909, pp 157-8/789-9.
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concept can not be supported by the evidence. If an indelogy did exist, it clearly did not 

affect all sectors of society in the same way. What existed was a complex system of cultural 

values, comprised partly of a dominant middle-class culture, and partly of sub-cultures and 

alternative value systems.

The working-class had developed a distinctive sub-culture with its own particular 

beliefs and attitudes. The daily struggle against low wage and poverty in the factory districts 

encouraged toughness and aggression amongst both men and women. Whereas timidity and 

gentility were a valued aspect of middle-class womanhood, these characteristics had little 

value in poorer neighbourhoods. Paid work of mothers was a common phenomenon in both 

rural and urban areas. In contrast to middle-class ideas of respectability, mothers who were 

not prepared to work to help alleviate the poverty of their families were regarded by other 

women in the local community as neglecting their children. The construction of a value 

system which accorded status and worth to a woman’s waged work was one of the main 

factors which enabled women to see their work in a positive light.

There is little doubt that the alternative value system of poorer sections of the 

working-class was largely a response to the economic constraints of low wages. As noted 

previously, in the households of skilled workers, where men’s wages were higher, it was rare 

for a wife to be engaged in full-time paid work outside of the home. However, while skilled 

workers attempted to emulate the middle-class ideal of the domesticated wife, their value 

system was flexible. Not only did the wives of skilled workers take in lodgers, but they also 

took up paid employment in periods when their husbands were under-employed or 

temporarily laid off. Similarly, it was acceptable for the wife of tenant farmer to do paid 

home-work.
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Mary Daly had suggested that middle-class women in Ireland consciously made no 

contribution to the family income. Indeed, the wage-earning wife was stated to be only 

acceptable amongst the lower sections of the working-class.5 However, this can not be 

applied uncritically to the whole of Ireland. As demonstrated, married women from the 

upper-working-class and lower-middle-class did participate in the labour market as teachers, 

dress-makers and milliners. Other women also owned small shops, or assisted in their 

husband’s business as dress-makers and milliners, hucksters, pawnbroker, traders and acted 

as agents for the linen making-up and other home industries in Ulster.

Women who were married to husbands with relatively high incomes worked for a 

variety of reasons. Some married women worked because they had a commitment to a 

career in teaching or some other occupation. Many other women worked precisely because 

they wanted to maintain a ‘respectable’ style of life. Their waged work provides a good 

example of the flexible natures of values and culture. While dress-makers and milliners and 

other business women maintained all the outward symbols of middle-class respectability, 

they breached the core value of domesticity. When faced with the choice of removing their 

child from school at an early age, or living in a poorer neighbourhood, many chose to engage 

in paid work. While this creates a paradoxical situation for the observer, most women were 

able to justify their actions by defining certain types of work as respectable and modifying 

the middle-class value system to shape their own particular economic and social 

circumstances. Although some women expressed a feeling of shame at having to work, other 

women were proud of their economic contribution to the family. It is precisely this sort of 

flexible and individual response to economic and social constraints which a rigid application 

of domestic ideology does not allow for.

5 Daly, ‘Women in the Irish workforce from pre-industrial to modem times’, p.76. Mary Daly does not 
differentiate between women in rural and urban areas.
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As chapter 7 demonstrates, an analysis of household and family structure is an 

essential part of any study of women and work. Despite the commonly held notion that 

society during the period was dominated by the nuclear family, a considerable proportion of 

children were brought up in female-headed households. The central role which women had 

in the local community is reflected in the strength of female support net-works. The 

existence of these net-works helped to alleviate poverty by providing assistance in times of 

dire distress and acting as childminders so that mothers could go out to work. The simple act 

of lending tea or bread to a neighbour until pay day could be important in preventing hunger. 

The historiography of the family in nineteenth century Ireland has been studied with only 

passing reference to women. Women exist only as child bearers, or in relation to how the 

later marriage age of men affected the marriage prospects of women. A study by Margaret 

Crawford and L.A. Clarkson of Carrick-on-Suir in 1779 is one of the few attempts to analyse 

the effects of the existence of a high number of widows on household structure.6

This thesis demonstrates that waged work was not peripheral, but a fundamental part 

of the lives of many women. While the wives and daughters in the middle-classes and 

working-classes had some things in common, the differences between these groups was more 

striking than the similarities. A woman’s social and economic background affected the type 

of work she did, her health and her general life changes. As we have seen, dress-makers and 

milliners benefited from their superior diet and home living conditions. For instance, dress

makers and milliners suffered to a lesser degree from serious illnesses such as consumption 

than did poorer needlewomen. The bad working conditions in the power loom factories and 

mills were exacerbated by the poor diet and insanitary and over-crowded conditions of

6 L.A. Clarkson and M E. Crawford, ‘Life after death: widows in Carrick-on-Suir, 1799’ in MacCurtain and 
O ’Dowd (eds), Women in early modern Ireland, pp 236-51.
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housing in the factory districts. The life expectancy of lower sections of the working-class is 

illustrated by the fact that the poorest neighbourhoods carried the highest death rates from 

consumption and other diseases. Moreover, the poverty which compelled women to work at 

heavy labour up to the time of their confinement and to return to work shortly afterwards, 

increased their chances of serious internal disorders and ill-health. In fact, many workers in 

the linen factories had a short life expectancy.

It is, therefore, a fallacy to either refer to or to analyse women as a social group with 

the same norms and values and general lifestyle. Equally, it is misleading to make sweeping 

generalisations about women as ‘redundant’ labour. The idea that women were 

economically redundant bears little relation to the reality for the majority of families in 

Ulster, where family survival was often dependent upon the wages earned by women. 

Certainly, there were important differences between rural and urban women. The type of 

work women were able to do was largely dependent on the structure of the local economy.

In urban areas, especially in the textile towns, women were able to take advantage of the 

availability of full-time work in the factories, mills and warehouses. In rural areas, the 

choices for those women who wanted to work were limited to paid home-work, agricultural 

work and domestic service. While the wages earned by women in rural areas were low and 

often irregular, even the smallest sums of money could make the difference between 

economic survival and destitution.

The concepts of widespread ‘domesticity’ and economically redundant female labour 

appear to owe their existence more to a pervasive myth that dwells in the realms of ideas, 

rather than empirical research. Historians have to examine how assumptions about 

‘domesticity’ and what constituted ‘real work’ have prejudiced the study of women and work 

in the nineteenth century.
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Sources

The main sources for this study are the official government reports contained in the 

British Parliamentary Papers. These reports are a rich source of information on working 

conditions, wages and health of women in a wide variety of occupations. The special 

commissions of enquiry into particular occupations, such as the Committee o f inquiry into 

the conditions o f  employment in the linen and other making-up trades o f  the north ofIreland 

in 1912 and the Departmental committee on humidity and ventilation in flax mills and linen 

factories in 1914, are of particular importance.1 As demonstrated in the preceding chapters, 

these detailed reports include the testimony of a number of persons with knowledge of the 

industry; lady factory inspectors, employers, certifying surgeons and the workers themselves. 

The testimony of women workers is invaluable as it gives an insight into the different social 

and economic pressures which motivated women to work and how women perceived their 

waged work.

However, all sources are to some extent influenced by the values, attitudes and 

prejudices of the period.2 Until the early 1890s, the commissioners, factory inspectors and 

other government officials were men, recruited from the middle-classes and upper-middle- 

classes.3 A small number of lady factory inspectors were introduced in 1893 with the 

specific purpose of carrying out detailed investigations into the working conditions of 

women. The lady factory inspectors were extremely diligent and dedicated to alleviating the 

working conditions for women.4 But however sympathetic the lady inspectors were to the

1 Linen making-up inquiry. 1912; Evidence to the departmental commitiee on humidity in flax and linen factories, 1914. 
As females did not give evidence to the enquiry into linen, the evidence has been supplemented by the Evidence taken before 
the commitiee appointed to inquire into the Cotton Cloth Factories Act, 1897.
2 For a discussion on the problematic nature of historical sciences see G.R. Elton, The practice o f history (London, 1984); 
John Kenyan, The history men: the historical profession in England since the Renaissance (London, 1983).
3 The Royal Commission on labour in the 1890s was the first commission to have lady assistant commissioners.
4 See, for example, Mary Drake McFcelcy, Lady inspectors: the campaign for a better workplace, 1893-1921 (Oxford, 
1988).
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cause of working women, they still derived their values and expectations from their middle- 

class background. The dominant values of the middle-class inevitably affected how 

government officials analysed the lives and actions of working women.

Aspects of working-class culture which did not fit the idea of respectable behaviour 

were often portrayed in an unfavourable light. For example, from a middle-class perspective, 

the free and unsupervised mixing of the sexes was morally wrong. Middle-class single 

women were chaperoned in the presence of male companions and no ‘respectable’ women 

could be seen out at night on her own.5 Fear about the mixing of the sexes, meant that 

middle-class observers were anxious to emphasise the moral dangers of women working in 

textile factories. In 1863, chief inspector Baker stated that as a result of the unsupervised 

congregation of the sexes in factories and workshops ‘depravity develops with the utmost 

rapidity’.6 Even the simple act of women and men walking home at night from the factories, 

talking and laughing, shocked the outraged middle-class sensibilities.7 This sort of value 

judgement has to be borne in mind when considering the evidence on working-class women, 

particularly in respect to accusations of immorality.

Similarly, the annual Reports o f  the commissioners o f national education were 

influenced by underlying assumptions about the ‘natural’ abilities of men and women. As 

noted previously, nineteenth century social scientists and anthropologists argued that 

separate roles for men and women were predetermined by innate biological and 

physiological differences.8 Women, for instance, were regarded as ‘naturally’ inferior

5 Davidoff and Hall, Family fortunes, pp 175-83; Lewis, Women in England, pp 90-2.
6 Report o f  the inspectors offactories fo r the half-year ending October 1863, pp 144-5/538-9.
7 For the fear and hostility displayed by the middle-classes towards factory women see Hewitt, Women and 
mothers in Victorian England, pp 90-2.
* Jill Conway, ‘Stereotypes o f  femininity in a theory o f  sexual evolution’ in Vicinus (ed.) Suffer and be still, pp 
141-53; Loma Duffin, ‘Prisoners o f  progress: women and evolution’ in Delamont and Duffin (eds.), The 
nineteenth century women, pp 57-89.
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in mathematics and incapable of teaching older boys. In 1849, the head inspector for the 

northern districts stated that he anticipated having to make allowances for the female 

teachers in the annual examinations on arithmetic which could only be justified by ‘yielding 

toleration to defects which, however, to be regretted, the world had agreed to regard as fated 

and irremediable’.9 The pervasive bias against women is evident throughout the annual 

reports of education. As a consequence, the official reports are seriously flawed.

Although the Census o f  Ireland is a rich source of statistical data on the employment, 

ages and marital status of women, it can not be taken as objective evidence upon which 

historians can construct a ‘factual’ account of women’s employment. As chapter 1 has 

indicated, the definition of productive work was substantially changed by the process of 

industrialisation. With the creation of factories and the separation of work and home, 

productive work was increasingly defined as full-time work outside of the home for a wage. 

Conversely, work in the home or the production of goods for home consumption, especially 

women’s work, was considered non-economic. Furthermore, the ideology of domesticity 

which defined the man as the breadwinner was crucial in according lower status to women’s 

paid and unpaid work. As a consequence, women’s work was increased marginalised and 

regarded as secondary labour, not real work in the same sense as men’s.10 The extent to 

which changes to the definition of productive work resulted in the exclusion of certain areas 

of women’s work from the census data is a source of debate amongst many historians.11 

Because so many of the strategies adopted by women to earn money were not documented, it 

is impossible to compensate for the omissions and distortions of women’s work by

9 Appendix to the sixteenth report o f the commissioners, fo r the year 1849, p. 316.
10 For a discussion on the problems o f  classifying women’s work in the census see Census o f Ireland, 1871, 
general report, pp 64-75.
11 See, for example, Sally Alexander, Darwin and Hostettler, ‘Labouring women’ pp 174-80; A.V. John (ed ), 
Unequal opportunities, pp2-5, 13-14; Roberts, Women's work, pp 12-24.
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comparing census data with other contemporary sources. The number of women who earned 

an income as street-sellers, beggars, prostitutes, hawkers, home-workers and in many other 

types of work in the informal economy will remain invisible.12 It is, therefore, essential for 

historians to be conscious of the problematic nature and unreliability of census data.

The official reports are supplemented where possible by trade directories, wage 

sheets and social investigations carried out by contemporaries into the living conditions in 

working-class districts. Surveys carried out on poverty by social investigators and reformers 

are a valuable source. For instance, the Rev O’Hanlon’s investigations of the poorer districts 

in Belfast in 1860s, produced a vivid description of the appalling conditions of houses and 

streets in the poorer quarters of Belfast.13 Other inquiries, such as that undertaken by the 

Women’s Industrial Council into the work of married women in 1912, provide a detailed 

survey not only of the causes of poverty, but of the factors which encourage women to 

work.14 This survey is important, as it challenges the idea that women worked only out of 

economic necessity. However, as noted previously, middle-class observers were always 

liable to misrepresent certain elements in the lives of the poor, especially those of which they 

disapproved. Victorian society tended to see poverty as resulting from weaknesses in the 

character of the individual, for instance, wasteful expenditure and thriftlessness. Thus the 

Rev O’Hanlon was convinced that much of the dirt and poverty which existed in Belfast 

resulted from the amount spend by men and women on drink.15 Without evidence from the 

women themselves, it is difficult to assess the extent to which the drinking habits of the poor 

were exaggerated.

12 In many areas o f  work, the most historians can do is to draw attention to the under-enumeration o f  particular 
occupations in the census.
13 O ’Hanlon, Walks amongst the p w r.
14 Black, Married women’s  work.
15 O ’Hanlon, Walks amongst the poor. The belief in the idle and indolent nature o f  the poor is evident 
throughout O’Hanlon’s reports.
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The testimony of women workers, collected in interviews by social scientists and 

historians, is increasingly used to supplement other contemporary sources. A number of 

studies using oral history have demonstrated that working women often attached different 

meanings to their work than those generally attributed to them by middle-class investigators. 

For instance, rather than seeing work as something they had to suffer and endure until 

marriage, many women emphasised the satisfaction which they gained from their work.16

However, there are problems of reliability and validity with oral history. First, the 

information is often collected twenty to thirty years after the event. Recollections can be 

distorted by both the passage of time and the values of the present. There is also a tendency 

for people looking back to sentimentalise the past; to view it through rose tinted glasses. 

Secondly, the answers of the respondents and the way the results are analysed are in some 

part influenced by the aims and interests of the researcher. The collection of oral testimony 

takes the form of structured and unstructured interviews. The structured interview is 

standardised as far as possible. The questions are pre-set by the interviewer and generally 

asked in the same order. This is a system which leaves little room for elaboration or 

discussion by the respondents. The unstructured interview is open-ended and the questions 

are loosely framed and seldom asked in any particular order. The respondents are often 

encouraged to have an open discussion or ‘free conversation’ on their work. Nevertheless, 

the questions asked are usually designed to guide the women towards the main interest of the 

interview.17

Betty Messenger’s study of linen mills and factories in Ulster exemplifies both the

16 For studies using oral testimony see Jane Lewis, Labour and Love; Chinn, They worked all their lives.
17 See, for example, Deidre Beddoe, Discovering women’s history: a  practical manual (London 1983), pp 98- 
100, 142-3. For a detailed discussion o f  the problematic nature o f  oral testimony see Michael Haralombos, 
Sociology: themes and issues (Slough, 1980), pp 506-17.
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benefits and the drawbacks of oral testimony. Messenger’s main interest was the song and 

folklore of the mills and factories in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 

Although the women were allowed ‘free conversation’, the interests in folklore and the 

general social life of the mill was almost certainly conveyed to the women either before or 

during the interviews.18 It is, perhaps, not surprising that there was a strong tendency for the 

woman to emphasise the social aspect of work, the practical jokes and song, rather than the 

bad working conditions. Despite the bias, the women’s testimony still provides us with a 

valuable account of life in the mills. In contrast to the stereotypical image of life in the mills 

as dirty, unrewarding labour, many of the women derived satisfaction from their work and 

placed a good deal of importance on the close friendships formed in the workplace. Their 

testimony also demonstrates the status differences which existed between different groups of 

workers within the factory: such as spinners, weavers and reelers.19

It is important to be aware that much of the evidence on working women is generated 

by middle-class investigations. Furthermore, that the actions of workers are liable to be 

misunderstood and distorted by the middle-class imposing their own particular social values 

on to situations where they do not belong. As a consequence, neither the qualitative or the 

quantitative evidence on the waged work of women can be accepted uncritically. Given the 

lack of personal letters and diaries from working-class women, the oral testimony collected 

either by official enquiries or twentieth century historians is absolutely vital to an 

understanding of the lives of working women. The chapters on hand-loom weavers, power 

loom weavers and home-workers are enhanced by evidence from the workers themselves, 

particularly their views on family and work. In the same way, the accounts of teachers and 

dress-makers and milliners are limited by the lack of oral testimony.

18 Messenger, Picking up the linen threads, pp xvii-xxi.
19 Messenger, Ibid., pp xvii-xxi.
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It is impossible for historians to completely free themselves from the cultural, social 

and economic influences of their own society. The values and attitudes of the historians will 

influence to some extent the area chosen for study, the type of questions asked of the 

material and the analysis of the sources. By adopting a critical approach to the sources and 

the preconceptions and values of their own society, historians can help to reduce the 

inevitable bias.

20 See Kenyon, The history men, pp 270-87.
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